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“The Missing Links is a business novel by Caroline Mondon. It is similar to The 
Goal by Dr. Eli Goldratt, probably the best selling business novel ever written. 
It clearly explains the process necessary for a company to adopt the latest think-
ing about planning and management as the organization struggles to adapt to the 
changing needs of customers as they become ever more demanding. Caroline has 
written a compelling story about a fictional, privately held manufacturing com-
pany that is facing serious challenges when the owner of the company suddenly 
dies, and his daughter is left to take over the business. This book can be read by 
anyone with an interest in how businesses can be run more efficiently and effec-
tively. This book is already a best-selling business novel in France, and I have no 
doubt that it will be just as successful in the English version.”

KEIth LaunChbury, CFPIM, CIrM, CSCP, CDDP
Past President of aPICS, the premier professional association for supply chain management

“For more than 15 years, I have been involved with education in the field of sup-
ply chain management. The Missing Links has been a real inspiration for showing 
how to explain both fundamental and advanced concepts of business manage-
ment, supply chain management, and innovation. The storyline of the book makes 
it easy to understand the importance and leverage of supply chain management 
concepts, even for smaller companies. It was a pleasure reading about the devel-
opment and transformation of a small traditional company into a modern, next- 
century enterprise. The way innovative concepts and methods have been applied 
in the book is logical and helps readers quickly get over a steep learning curve. I 
will definitely recommend this book to my supply chain management students.”

anDrEa WaLbErt, CPIM, CSCP, PLS, CDDP
Managing Partner, PMI (Production Management Institute) Gmbh

“… like the clever plot of this detective novel which has clues weaving their way 
through the story, this book uncovers the mystery of how to implement best prac-
tices, and improve business processes and operations—all the while keeping you 
guessing as to ‘Who did it?’ topical, relevant, and practical advice encompassed 
in a step-by-step methodology wrapped in a captivating storyline, which starts by 
turning the first page.”
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“The Missing Links is a story of discovery, not unlike alex rogo’s journey in Eli 
Goldratt’s The Goal. today, many companies, not just in charming rural France, 
are plagued by similar problems: poor results, a disillusioned workforce, over-
whelming complexity, variability, lost focus, and unclear priorities across all levels 
of operations and management. héloïse, Caroline Mondon’s heroine, a passion-
ate musician, sets out to save her family’s business and has the courage to face the 
inconsistencies and gaps between the way the business should work and reality. 
The solution to these is not just an operational one, and it is not easily found. In 
addition to effectively managing complexity and variability in her supply chain 
with a state-of-the-art Demand Driven Operating Model, she looks beyond plan-
ning and control to leadership and personal development.

Making complexity manageable through focused infusion of simplicity, driv-
ing out variability through buffering, replacing backward-looking accounting with 
relevant information for decision making, eliminating conflicts through win-win 
solutions, and helping people make a positive contribution through unambiguous 
and inviting leadership: these are the links that turn an ailing enterprise around to 
reach a state of harmony and high operational and financial performance. When 
we leave our heroes at the last page, let’s take these insights to our own workplaces 
and add the missing links to make our own supply chains strong, for the benefits 
of our customers, our people, our societies, and our shareholders.”

ChrIStOPh LEnhartz
Managing Director, Catena Strategies

Master Instructor, Demand Driven Institute
Member of the board, Theory of Constraints International Certification Organization

“I wish all textbooks were written like this one! The Missing Links is easy to read 
and understand, written as a realistic story about the development of a factory, 
and set up as a detective story. The work is great for remembering supply chain 
management concepts. as an nLP Master trainer and International Leadership 
trainer, I especially enjoyed Caroline’s use of metaphors to enhance understand-
ing and to use as memory hooks. This shows how you can ‘walk your talk,’ whether 
you are a president of a company or a student. I learned a thing or two about 
French culture as well, as an extra bonus. Thanks, Caroline, for sharing your exten-
sive know-how in this pleasant way!”

Eva hyLLStaM 
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ForeworD
two roads diverged in a wood, and I– 

I took the one less traveled by, 
and that has made all the difference.
—from “The Road Not Taken” by Robert Frost

The Missing Links takes the road less traveled, and indeed it makes all the differ-
ence. héloïse, the daughter of a seasoned factory owner, is a professional musician. 
Enamored with music and her personal relationships, she is traveling her well-
known road until that one fateful night when she is thrust onto a different road—
one of discord and mystery. Join héloïse as she meets the challenges and surprises 
along the way. Can she restore harmony in the company and in its collaboration 
with suppliers, distributors, and customers? Did harmony even exist there before? 
Why did the supply chain manager disappear suddenly? What will be the conse-
quence for her family business?

This detective story of héloïse and the h. rami company had to be told to the 
world. It is a story of mystery, intrigue, and surprise that also brings great insights 
and new ideas—clearly the road less traveled. The Missing Links introduces an 
innovative yet proven methodology called DDMrP. you will be captivated by how 
real the characters are and by the situations in which they find themselves. you will 
understand how they move from common practice to common sense. 

This wonderfully written novel is the first English book written by the French 
best-selling author, Caroline Mondon. It has been my pleasure to know Caroline 
for over twenty years. The past few years we have worked closely to bring DDMrP 
to France. I was honored to play a bit part in bringing this book to market.

This is not a book that will sit on your shelf once you have read it. you will 
pass it along to others to read, and they will pass it along to others. Like the very 
best books, you will find that you will purchase this book many times because 
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your copy seems to always disappear. Make yourself comfortable, because this is 
a book you will not want to put down. Prepare yourself to be transported to a 
most vibrant area of France—the touraine—with its beautiful Loire river, amaz-
ing vineyards, unique tuffeau stone, most engaging characters—and a big mystery 
that needs to be solved. 

Put on your detective cap, look for the clues—and enjoy your journey!

Carol Ptak, CFPIM, CIrM, Jonah, CDDP, CDDL
Partner, Demand Driven Institute
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how To Use  
This Book

Bonjour my English readers! Welcome to my first English-language book.
This is not an ordinary supply chain management how-to guide. It is a detec-

tive novel that can be read from start to finish in one weekend. however, much 
like in one of my favorite books, Dr. Eliyahu Goldratt’s groundbreaking work,  
The Goal, readers will discover valuable information about different ways to 
improve a company and to implement change woven into the plot of the story. 

Therefore, if you have a serious interest in the “how-to” part of supply chain 
management best practices, demand driven methodologies, and the S&OP (sales 
and operations planning) process, then this book is definitely for you. 

There are thirty-three “clues”  along the margins of the book. These indicate 
the availability of additional information and more in-depth treatment of topics 
concerning supply chain management and management of change on the affiliated 
website: www.themissinglinks.info. as supply chain management best practices 
evolve rapidly, these appendices be updated continuously by top international 
experts.

The website will also have an index and bibliography for further reading on 
those subjects that catch your interest. 

I hope you enjoy my book. Of course I would love to hear from you through 
my contact info on www.themissinglinks.info. A bientôt!

— Caroline Mondon
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the Touraine 

Saint-Nazaire

Chenonceaux

Paris

Loire River

the Luberon

Héloïse’s travels
to the Luberon

C h a p t e r  1

hÉLoÏse anD The Missing 
sUPPLY Chain Manager 
Poor S&OP Processes Generate Discord

MOnday, late august. 7:00 a.M. The small white Peugeot 205 
cuts sharply away from the banks of the Loire to turn left onto the winding road 
that follows the hillside. On this late summer morning, the Loire stretches serenely 
between the white rock-face walls, tangled with greenery, that trace its bed. at this 
level of the embankment, the fold of soft limestone is fully bared, as if to better 
absorb the air and light that renders it the strength of a building stone. today, as it 
had yesterday, and would again tomorrow, the changing light along the banks of 
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the Loire feeds the contrasts in this stone—known here as tuffeau—the raw mate-
rial from which were constructed the most beautiful buildings in the history of 
France. 

The car slows on one of the first turns and passes some centuries-old “troglo-
dyte” homes—cave-homes common in these cliffs—and picks up speed again as it 
begins the winding climb between vineyards. The warm humidity rising from the 
earth has fogged its windows. It would be difficult for anyone observing the car to 
see the strained look on the driver’s face.

For the first time since the car crash that took her father’s life, héloïse is con-
fronting this tortuous drive through the vineyards. She could have taken the other, 
easier route, although it’s longer and much less scenic. but this morning she wants 
to dispel the demons that lie along this particular road and get her life back on 
track. 

at the end of June, she found herself thrust suddenly into the leadership of the 
family business, as though she were some kind of puppet on a string. no one imag-
ined that henri rami, president of the self-named company he had founded thirty 
years before, would suddenly leave the business and all its secrets without having 
named a successor.

henri rami himself had owned 60 percent of the limited-liability partnership, 
which was valued at €51,000. his wife’s eighty-year-old mother held the other 40 
percent. alone and isolated as the head of his company, it never occurred to him 
to appoint independent members to the board of directors who could bring useful 
and complementary business skills. now, all eyes are turned to héloïse, his only 
child, to know what should be done.

Once over her initial grief, héloïse agreed to take over running the company, 
although she had no clue what to do. She agreed to do so only to help her mother, 
in shock and deeply unsettled by the sudden loss of her husband, and to protect 
her grandmother’s interests.

after the funeral, héloïse met with the employees and their families and 
became conscious that to avoid any labor disruptions a transition should be orga-
nized with whoever would buy the company. The mayor of the village was inter-
ested to know how the changes to the company would affect its contribution to the 
village’s tax revenues and asked to meet with her to learn what she intended to do.
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and then … but, no, these thoughts had nothing to do with the memory of 
her father. She hadn’t spoken to him about the factory in more than ten years—not 
since she had finished high school, when he had convinced her to take a prepara-
tory class for the entrance exam at an engineering school.

héloïse, who had succeeded in all subjects and especially in music, found 
herself in an advanced math class, surrounded by boys whose sole preoccupa-
tion seemed to be to answer the professor’s questions before the next student 
could. at the time, she had played the game, amused by the envy some had shown 
toward her marks—which were always among the highest, whatever the subject. 
Gradually, this spirit of competition left her, and she found that she preferred the 
pleasure of sharing her curiosity and discoveries with her classmates in order to 
complete projects as a team.

When her grandmother gifted her tiny old Fiat 500 to héloïse, in celebration 
of both her eighteenth birthday and new driver’s license, she hurriedly set about 
organizing a trip for the Easter vacation. With her cello and accompanied by a pia-
nist friend from high school who also played guitar, she met up with other string 
musicians. together they went down to the south of France and enchanted tourists 
with their music in some of the most beautiful villages in the Luberon.

The trip went very well but, on returning to write her exams, she failed sev-
eral of them in a row. as a consequence, the option to pass into the next year of 
preparatory study was suddenly compromised, and with it her chance of being 
allowed to write the entrance exams for engineering schools. her father, furious 
and demanding an explanation, put the blame on his mother-in-law, whom he had 
never forgiven for having power as a major shareholder in the company. She had 
never exercised this power, but the very fact that she could have chosen to was too 
much for him. The argument became heated. Wanting to defend her grandmother, 
the teenager declared: “I’m old enough to be in charge of my own life now.”

henri rami was not used to anyone standing up to him. but facing defiance in 
his own daughter—for whom he entertained ambitions she didn’t even suspect—
made him speechless. Through a reproachful silence, he turned this single inci-
dent into an ongoing family drama. The silence widened into a gulf. The father 
sought refuge in his work, and the daughter felt obliged to carry out her threat. She 
decided to quit school at the end of term and devote herself to music.
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Like her grandmother, who had been a well-known opera singer in the Paris 
of her youth, héloïse was gifted with an exceptionally good ear. her mother, 
Juliette—who had been a pianist in her own youth—had sent her to the conserva-
tory in tours, where during her entire childhood héloïse had received a serious 
education in music. now she decided to exploit her gift.

When the crisis broke out between her husband and their daughter, Juliette 
rami did not know how to intervene. She had very mixed feelings. She certainly 
understood the need for her daughter to learn a profession that would assure her 
financial independence. She herself had suffered enough in not having her own 
career separate from her husband’s, even though she had finally come to accept 
this. yet, at the same time, the thought of her daughter one day becoming the very 
image of her business-executive husband—obsessed with work to the point of not 
having an interest in anything else—filled Juliette with horror. She told her daugh-
ter she would support her, whatever choice she made. When héloïse declared that 
she wanted to become a cello teacher, Juliette gladly accompanied her on the piano 
while she practiced.

The car slows once more as it enters the last bend before the plateau. here the 
road turns sharply left around an ancient vineyard lodge with a crumbled wall. 
héloïse’s fingers grip the wheel. It was into this wall her father’s car had crashed 
one night in June. If only he hadn’t stayed so late at the office that night with that 
new engineer …

he had seemed quite engrossed, spending more and more evenings at the fac-
tory with the new engineer, whom he’d hired at the beginning of the year. henri 
rami was a workaholic who stayed hours after his employees left for the day, even 
though he had been strongly encouraged by his doctor to reduce his activity since 
his heart attack two years before. héloïse drives on, still deep in thought. If only he 
hadn’t left at the last minute, as he usually did, to attend her concert … 

Every summer solstice héloïse and Thomas, her boyfriend since that first 
trip in the Fiat 500, played sonatas for cello and piano in the little church in 
Chenonceaux. The concerts were free, even though Thomas played with a cham-
ber music ensemble that was beginning to have some success. It was their chance 
to play for their families and childhood friends in a particularly calm and lovely 
touraine atmosphere.
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héloïse frowns at the sudden thought that her father never accepted her boy-
friend not only because he was a musician but perhaps also because he wasn’t an 
engineer …

Once the vineyard lodge is behind her, héloïse takes a deep breath. She has 
averted her fears. her father’s life and death are now a part of the past. ahead of 
her are fields of late-season sunflowers, their blackened heads standing out starkly 
against the background of the forest she loves so much. and between them, at the 
end of a path to the right where a sign reads Industrial zone, and looking like a 
grounded flying saucer, sits the h. rami enterprise.

The “industrial zone” of the district consists, in fact, of this one solitary enter-
prise. The few trees surrounding it seem to have escaped from the nearby forest 
and approached the large bay windows in the building’s golden-yellow walls in 
order to peer into them. 

The h. rami company designs and builds wooden furniture with metal com-
ponents for boats, shops, and community-use buildings. The isolated trees seem 
to question the fate of those companions uprooted from their natural habitats to 
be processed into goods. The products that left through the big doors on the south 
side of the building were for the most part luxury goods, and this seemed to sat-
isfy the remaining delegation of trees, which offered their generous shade to the 
two parking lots.

héloïse’s car pulls into the lot reserved for management and visitors. at this 
hour it is deserted, yet she hesitates in choosing a place, her tires screeching as she 
turns the wheel sharply one way and then the other. Six vacant spots are reserved, 
each with a small sign announcing the name of one of the chosen few. Only one 
place is reserved for visitors. She finally parks in the spot that still bears her father’s 
name, and makes a mental note to have the name changed to that of his successor 
before she leaves.

She gets out of the car, absentmindedly picking up her bag. as she heads 
toward the giant wooden door, which contrasts sharply with the metallic walls, 
she thinks of Thierry ambi, the engineer. he brings out conflicting feelings in her. 
he was the last person to see her father alive, but did not attend the funeral with all 
the other employees. he gave the excuse that his son was having health problems. 
and now, it is his name that is to replace her father’s on the little parking sign …  
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She has an appointment with him at eight o’clock this morning to prepare for 
the monthly meeting for all supervisors of the company at nine o’clock. It is the 
first meeting since the return to work at the end of august, after the summer hol-
idays. at that meeting, she will announce her decision to name him the new chief 
executive officer. It should come as no surprise: everyone remarked on his effec-
tiveness in dealing with the company’s day-to-day affairs since the accident, even 
though he had only been there a short six months.

Thierry had initially arrived to set up the new system for managing all the com-
pany’s databases—“ErP,”1 he called it, without anyone knowing the meaning of 
this awkward-sounding acronym. This responsibility allowed him to quickly learn 
all the details of running the business. Gossip within the company was that, given 
the amount of time he spent with the boss, it would have been too bad for him if 
Thierry hadn’t been up to date with absolutely everything. no one seemed aware 
that it wasn’t for Thierry’s sake that the boss spent so much time with him: henri 
rami didn’t know how to work without his great efforts being observed. to feed his 
inspiration, he needed a subordinate by his side, preferably an admiring one.

his wife, Juliette, played this doting, attentive role when henri had first estab-
lished the company. he had grown the company from its original roots as a rep-
utable carpentry shop run by his father, a master carpenter. In contrast hubert, a 
childhood friend who joined the business in its early days as a salesperson, was 
incapable of taking anything seriously for more than five minutes. as the son 
of a rich family, he was so happy to have escaped a predictably dull future that 
he couldn’t keep himself from joking every time he brought in an order. hubert 
teased henri, who struggled to adapt the company’s manufacturing capacity to 
keep up with the increasing demand, and who lacked a sense of humor when he 
was the target of such joking. 

Juliette, for her part, was able to spend the entire day in silence by her hus-
band’s side, looking on in admiration. For this privilege, she had given up play-
ing piano and had learned, without anyone’s help, first the role of secretary and 
then that of accountant. She eventually came every morning to work at the factory 
with her husband for more than fifteen years. Then one day she suddenly stopped 
going. héloïse quickly understood that a certain “Georgette,” who was a certified 

1 Enterprise resource Planning, or ErP, refers to integrated business-management software.

1
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accountant—as Georgette explicitly pointed out every time she introduced her-
self—had replaced her mother in her role at work.

as héloïse swings open the heavy door on the office side of the factory, the 
sun is already high enough that she can feel its hot rays on her neck. She walks 
down the narrow corridor flanked with offices. her eyes fall on Georgette who, 
having heard a car, has half-emerged from her office in order to identify the visitor. 
On seeing héloïse, her face stiffens with the double effect of a polite grimace and 
an ill-concealed disapproving pout. She retreats to her nervous habit of convul-
sively scratching her right hand, where a rash leaves her skin an angry red.

Georgette has not forgotten her last meeting with héloïse, when the latter 
asked what a balance sheet and an income statement were and how the budget was 
constructed. héloïse didn’t understand any of Georgette’s explanations, as tire-
some as they were detailed, and had made no secret of it. 

“Good morning, Georgette!” 
“Good morning, Miss héloïse.” 
“Georgette, I am surely past the age to be called Miss. you can just call me 

héloïse.” 
her tone is that of someone who has made this admonition many times. 

Georgette remembers, mumbles something, and then pops back into her office 
like a mole into its burrow. héloïse pushes open the next door, the one that leads to 
her father’s office, torn between feelings of exasperation with Georgette and relief 
at not having had to shake her hand.

The late henri rami’s office is like a den, dark and unique. On one side stands 
a magnificent oak desk, augmented by an armchair that envelops whoever sits in 
it. It too is made of oak, reminding the visitor that the company designs and man-
ufactures wooden furniture. On the other side, several chairs and a small round 
table are reminders of the company’s other principal endeavor, metalwork. héloïse 
chooses to sit at the metal table, and thinks to herself that Thierry ambi would 
certainly arrive soon. She takes out a folder, and begins to read over her notes.

In the folder’s different colored pockets she has arranged the balance sheets 
and income statements from the past two years. She recalls the conversation with 
her mother a few days before, when Juliette explained these to her.

“The balance sheet is a statement of the company’s financial position at a spe-
cific point in time. It is usually published once a year, at the end of the year. It is 
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set out in two columns that balance against each other. One side shows the assets, 
such as buildings, inventory, and cash. The other side shows the liabilities—such 
as losses, long- and short-term debt, and sums set aside for tax payment—plus the 
shareholders’ equities, meaning amounts invested by partners. The assets column 
represents what the company owns, and the other column represents what the 
company owes. They always balance.”

“always? They automatically balance?” héloïse had asked.
“yes, absolutely, because if there are losses they will show up as debts—loans, 

for example.”
“So, if I understand you correctly, if Thomas and I had drawn up a balance 

sheet after we bought our house, the liabilities column would show the principal 
owing on our fifteen-year mortgage plus the savings each of us contributed to the 
purchase. On the assets side would be the value of the house, which would match 
up with the amount in the other column.”

“yes, that’s it exactly.”
“then what’s the difference between a balance sheet and an income  

statement?”
“an income statement measures how a company has managed its financial 

flow over a certain period of time—a year, for instance. It itemizes all income and 
also the various expenses incurred. based on those figures, the result will be a 
profit or a loss. It can also be useful to do an intermediate analysis of business 
operations, through calculating the gross margin. to do this, you add up only the 
costs directly associated with production and sales—such as labor, materials, sub-
contractors’ fees, advertising, distribution, and overhead—because it will give you 
an idea of whether the company is being managed well or badly on a day-to-day 
basis. This is called the cost of goods sold. When you deduct those costs from total 
revenue, it will give you the gross margin. Then, from that figure, you have to fur-
ther subtract capital costs—which is to say, interest paid on debts—and tax. The 
result is the net profit—what’s known as ‘the bottom line.’”

Even though héloïse had paid attention to her mother’s words with a concen-
tration that wrinkled her brow, the words seemed somewhat abstract. Then she 
suddenly recalled the sad story her mother had told her a long time ago. It was 
about her cousin Paul, who got into difficulties with a car-restoration business he 
had launched on a whim. It had been to Paul that héloïse entrusted the Fiat 500 
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her grandmother had given her, when it needed fixing up. having had to con-
stantly borrow money to finance his inventory, he eventually went bankrupt. he 
no longer had enough cash, and the capital cost to pay to the bank was eating all 
the profit even though he had clients who wanted his services. 

héloïse understood and, after a few hours of listening to her mother’s explana-
tions, had learned to interpret the principal financial results of the company. This 
was how she realized, at the same time her mother did, that although the com-
pany made a profit this year of slightly less than €20,000 (almost one percent of the 
turnover of about €2 million), there would be neither the possibility of increasing 
wages to keep pace with inflation, nor of hiring anyone new. Paying a dividend to 
the two shareholders was therefore also out of the question.

The income statement showed excessive spending, which was mainly due to 
underestimations on quotations to customers. What’s more, the h. rami com-
pany had been existing on credit for two years, with more than 80 percent of its 
activity financed by short-term loans. and the situation wasn’t getting any better. 
The balance sheet showed that, compared with the previous year, inventory had 
increased by 12 percent—an increase mainly due to the purchase of an extra-large 
batch of exotic wood, for which henri rami had negotiated a volume discount. 
unfortunately, this wood had not yet found its use. The throughput time was eight 
weeks; that is to say, raw materials and components purchased took that long a time 
to emerge from the factory in the form of finished products. In other words, cus-
tomers had to be patient over two months on average before getting their deliveries. 

her mother, remembering vividly how demanding the company’s customers 
were, turned pale at this thought and, watching her, héloïse became pale too. The 
financial analysis, drawn up by a chartered accountant, was no less mortifying.

8:00 a.M. In one hour, the meeting with the supervisors will start. Thierry 
ambi is probably on the way. It’s a little surprising he isn’t already here. She 
remembers how punctual he had been for the few meetings they had after her 
father’s death. She had met with him three times. The meetings were all brief, as if 

2
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he were in a hurry. apparently, he was very keen to implement the processes for 
the information system, such as backing up company data, before transferring 
responsibility to Georgette, the head of accounting. 

he explained to héloïse, “anyone who is the only one to know how to do 
something in a company is dangerous. So dangerous,” he added enigmatically, “the 
company should get rid of him or her as quickly as possible.”2

Thierry ambi also wanted to complete the physical inventory he had started, 
in order to analyze the discrepancies between the actual on-hand inventory and the 
inventory recorded in the computer system. That was especially important now that 
he had put a process in place that allowed the storeroom supervisor to input data 
in real time. he was hoping to find the causes for the recurring problems that were 
causing such discrepancies and solve them so the adjustments would decrease.

“This is very important for an accurate netting process,” he said.
 “an accurate what?” she asked.
he thought for a moment before he responded, “before you bake a chocolate 

cake, you need to verify that you have all the ingredients: eggs, chocolate, sugar …”
héloïse perked up. She did like chocolate cake.
“Suppose you need five eggs for the cake, but you only have two. how many 

should you buy?”
“Three,” said héloïse hesitating, “… or more, probably a standard carton of 

a half-dozen because the eggs will be cheaper and easier to carry. assuming, of 
course, I’d be able to use the rest of them soon.”

Thierry explained that subtracting the inventory of two eggs from the gross 
requirement of five eggs to get the net requirement of three eggs, was actually the 
netting process. and deciding whether to buy only three eggs, the half-dozen, or 
to always keep a certain number of eggs on hand, based on typical usage, was the 
essence of his day-to-day work in managing the supply chain. as well as selecting 
the right supplier in order to minimize the risk of receiving broken eggs, he had to 
ensure delivery of the cake to the customer before the expiration date.

Seeing the interest in héloïse’s eyes, he pulled out a paper from a folder and 
showed her a drawing of a boat trying to navigate a sea with big waves coming 
from all sides and rocks right under the surface. 

2 From Ken blanchard, an american consultant in management.

3
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 “My job as supply chain manager is to focus on flow. When we lower the 
water level, symbolizing the inventory, and reduce the size of the rocks, represent-
ing various types of waste, the ship, representing the company, can sail safely faster 
even in a surprise storm.”

héloïse did not know what a supply chain manager was, but the thought of the 
inventory being like water intrigued her. 

“Lowering the water level—that’s to say, the inventory—” he went on, “has 
two major advantages. First, it lowers the working capital associated with inven-
tory, which comes out as cash. Second, it offers endless opportunities for continu-
ous improvement for all departments in the company working together to reduce 
those rocks.” Thierry paused. “but of course not all inventory is a waste. For a ship 
that has to endure rough seas, inventory can be used like … like a break wall to 
smooth the waves …” Thierry’s voice faded, as if he now spoke only to himself.

héloïse didn’t dare interrupt, but he had lost her. 
“I hear with my left ear that the inventory is like water and with my right 

ear that it should be a break wall?” she wondered. “That doesn’t make sense. Low 
water is dangerous for a ship. and in the other example, what are the waves?” 

Finally, Thierry reassured héloïse that the work of defining the management 
process for each item sold, manufactured, or purchased by the company was well 
under way. he had taken a course recently to learn how to manage inventories in 
order to better protect the flow. he was in the process of analyzing all bills of mate-
rials to decide which components should be stocked, how, and in what quantities. 
before the summer break at the end of July, it would simply be a matter of clari-
fying with his team the parameters for managing inventory by category. Then he 
would coach them so that they can take ownership of an easy visual way he discov-
ered to sort out priorities.

“Scheduling in a company that tolerates ‘firefighting’ is probably one of the 
most difficult and stressful jobs on earth,” he said. “It is management’s respon-
sibility to provide safe working conditions, for the body and the mind of each 
employee—including those who plan the flow of products. after all,”—he threw up 
his hands—“their performance directly affects the return on the capital invested 
in the company.”

héloïse had noticed his attention to the employees. he always took time to 
make the rounds of the shop floor and personally greet the workers, which she 

4
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herself had never done. She could see there were decidedly nice sides to Thierry 
ambi, even though he always seemed stressed.

In particular, she remembered their last meeting when she told him of the 
decision of the shareholders—that is, her grandmother and her mother who 
inherited the shares of her late husband—to offer him the position of CEO for at 
least as long as it would take to settle the company’s future. Throughout the meet-
ing, she had felt decidedly ill at ease. Was it because she had never before found 
herself in a position of authority and resented feeling like a fraud? Was it because 
she so clearly needed him more than he needed her? Or was it because Thierry 
ambi himself had seemed ill at ease, in view of the tragic circumstances, to be 
seizing such an attractive opportunity? Maybe it was simply because he was one of 
those men who felt uncomfortable working with women.

héloïse had made a mental check of her physical appearance. She knew both 
how to captivate a music audience and how to appear neutral when she needed 
to. She had been wearing a pantsuit with a classic blouse and had not worn any 
makeup. but Thierry ambi had barely looked at her and hadn’t asked any ques-
tions, even though she had deliberately made no mention of any financial com-
pensation that might accompany this sudden increase in responsibilities. 

The day before, she had asked her partner, Thomas, for advice. he had 
answered intuitively, “Compensation should be as it is with musicians: in propor-
tion to the artist’s talent.”

This was of little help to héloïse, who was sure that in industry the rules gov-
erning salaries were more complex than that. She had put the matter off, but it 
was now time to approach the subject frankly. She had taken the time to discuss 
it with her mother, and was now ready to make Thierry ambi an offer that she 
felt was fair: his increase in salary would be proportionate to the profits of the 
company. Put another way, Thierry ambi would be “profit sharing.” her mother, 
who in the past had suggested a bonus scheme for all employees, immediately 
approved this idea.

It’s twenty to nine, and Thierry ambi has not yet arrived. héloïse does not 
want to broach this subject if they don’t have enough time to discuss it. She begins 
to grow impatient and, at the sound of footsteps in the corridor, leaves her office 
to have a look. but it is not Thierry ambi; it is hubert Lancien, arriving early for 
the meeting. 
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hubert, nearing sixty, is still a good-looking man. Certainly his job at h. rami 
as a salesman for luxury technical goods obliges him to maintain a discreet and 
elegant manner, but it isn’t just that. as a horseman, he has the allure and presence 
of a bygone era; his gestures are lithe and his voice rich and melodious.

he makes straight for héloïse the moment he sees her, opens his arms spon-
taneously, as if to embrace her, but then stops himself short. There has always 
been a certain closeness between them, which had not been affected when henri 
rami put more distance between the two men some years ago. before the acci-
dent, whenever she and hubert had met by chance, they had never spoken of 
the company but rather had warmly discussed their shared interests in nature. 
She owes much of her love of the forest to hubert. Since her childhood, he has 
helped her discover the secrets of its inhabitants, whether those of the stag, the 
cuckoo, or the oak. but right now it is necessary to discuss other things. hubert 
speaks first.

“The meeting starts at nine, doesn’t it?”
“yes, but I need to talk to Thierry beforehand. Is he here yet?”
“his car wasn’t in the usual parking lot just now. but he sometimes parks in 

the employees’ lot. Would you like me to go and check the shop floor?”
héloïse recognizes hubert’s generosity. not only does he not appear to bear a 

grudge against her for following her father’s choice of Thierry ambi over him, but 
he also shields her from embarrassment about the shop floor. although they had 
never spoken about it, he knows that héloïse doesn’t like to go through the doors 
at the end of the corridor, which lead to the two workshops, one for metal and one 
for wood.

“yes. Thank you. and tell him to come to my office right away.”
She turns away from the doors to the workshops and goes to greet Léon in 

his office, directly opposite Georgette’s. Léon, who is in charge of procurement, 
is in the midst of a lively private conversation with yasmina, the new secretary. 
Secretaries seldom stay long at h. rami—a fact that has a rekindling effect on 
Léon, an old bachelor forever hoping to find his soul mate in the form of the new 
recruit. 

They are animatedly discussing their respective vacations, which had ended 
the day before. Their time off had been disturbed somewhat by worries about their 
future with the company. héloïse’s appearance stops them cold. Without even giv-
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ing them time to mumble hello, she shakes their hands briskly and retreats back 
down the corridor in a heavy silence. héloïse is keen for this day to end.

9:00 a.M. Once more in her father’s office, héloïse paces back and forth, 
unable to concentrate on any one thought. hubert has already been back twice to 
tell her that there is no sign of Thierry. he asked Georgette to phone his house, but 
to no avail. Thierry has a cell phone of course, but only henri rami had known the 
number, for Thierry never really connected with any of the employees outside of 
working hours.

he was polite with everyone, but his sudden arrival in January—with the 
bizarre title of “supply chain manager,” which no one else understood—had started 
things off on the wrong foot. henri rami had hired him without any discussion 
with his employees at all, as though his presence would change nothing. In fact, all 
the relationships between the supervisors, the staff, and the workers had gradually 
changed. as usual, everyone waited in vain for some sort of explanation from the 
boss, without ever daring to ask for one. This brewing crisis was finally resolved by 
henry rami getting rid of the secretary.

traditionally at h. rami, the secretary becomes the scapegoat for everyone’s 
frustrations, and everyone feels in harmony again the moment she leaves. This was 
how yasmina had arrived at the end of spring. It was around this time that Thierry’s 
colleagues had grown curious about what exactly his job was. Five months after its 
creation, it seemed to them to consist of both everything and nothing at all.

yasmina has barely knocked on the door when it swings open to reveal the 
worried expression on héloïse’s face. 

“yes? Is he here?”
“um … It’s Mr. Chaillou, ma’am. he wants to know if the meeting is going to 

start.”
roger Chaillou, the supervisor of the wood shop, shambles in behind 

yasmina, looking worried. henri rami named him head of quality control soon 
after he congratulated roger on being, unlike his counterpart in the metal shop, 
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punctual for meetings. Since that time, other people’s lateness causes roger great 
anxiety, as though it were his responsibility.

“Is the meeting going to start?” héloïse wonders, petrified. She reacts the way 
she does before a concert, when the nervousness of others, combined with her 
own, compels her to throw herself into the music the way she would throw herself 
into a cold lake: with an empty mind, she just begins.

“yes. tell everyone that we’re ready to start. Thierry will join us when he gets 
here.”

For this kind of meeting, “everyone” usually meant hubert Lancien, in charge 
of sales; Georgette Olivier, head of accounting; Jean-Marc Gridy, supervisor of the 
metal shop; roger Chaillou, supervisor of the wood shop and head of quality con-
trol; Thierry ambi, supply chain manager; and henri rami, president. 

héloïse shakes Jean-Marc’s hand quickly when he arrives with his usual 
grumpy air. Then she follows hubert and Georgette, who have emerged simulta-
neously from their offices. They climb the spiral staircase up to the meeting room, 
located on the top floor. 

The room has a vaulted ceiling and a skylight over the tables, which have been 
arranged in the shape of a u. at the top of the u is a wall covered by a large white-
board. The attendees sit mechanically facing it. héloïse hesitates. hubert signals 
her to sit beside him, at the bottom of the u. The silence is heavy. Everyone looks 
at their feet. 

héloïse starts to speak. “I came in this morning to participate in your monthly 
meeting and to tell you all how things are going to be from now on. but I’d rather 
wait for Thierry before getting started. In the meantime, I suggest you carry on 
with your meeting as you usually do. yes—just pretend I’m not here at all.”

Looks are exchanged, and after some back and forth, everyone’s glance set-
tles on hubert, who clears his throat before speaking. “It was Thierry who started 
to organize this meeting soon after his arrival. he called it the ‘S&OP’ meeting—
the sales and operations planning meeting. My understanding is that, when henri 
was in charge of chairing them, Thierry was the one who was supposed to prepare 
things with each of us between meetings. I gave Thierry my updated sales forecast 
by product line, as usual, but I don’t know what he did with it, as we were supposed 
to hold this meeting several times in the spring but often had to postpone due to 
emergencies. We finally had one at the beginning of June, at which henri mainly 

5
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asked questions about the backlog. Therefore, we did not have time to deal with 
the important issues. In my opinion, it would be better to wait for Thierry to get 
here to show us what he’s prepared.”

Georgette takes on her usual air of a perfectly behaved schoolgirl and pipes 
up, “I kept the note that Thierry handed out about this process. he considered it to 
be critical in building the future of our company and allowing a proper implemen-
tation of the ErP. We had planned to work together to prepare some scenarios for 
next year, but we haven’t done it yet.”

She takes a sheet of paper from her binder and passes it to héloïse, who 
reviews it aloud, for fear the deafening silence would return.

“I see several definitions with highlighted words,” she murmurs hesitantly. “‘It 
is a set of decision-making processes that balance demand and supply’ … ‘it brings 
together all the plans for the business: sales, marketing, development, manufac-
turing, sourcing, and financial’ … ‘it is an integrated business-planning process 
to create one company agenda.’ and there is another one here,” she says, clearing 
her throat, “… ‘a bi-directional integration point in a Demand Driven adaptive 
System between the strategic and tactical relevant ranges of decision making.’” 
héloïse pauses and sighs. 

“I also see a diagram with handwritten words added: ‘risk management,’ ‘PDC 
… a,’ I think …” She hesitates. “… ‘vision’—followed by three question marks … 
‘strategy into action’ …” 

héloïse looks around anxiously, trying to catch someone’s glance. It is Jean-
Marc who catches hers and jumps at the chance to speak. he could never stay quiet 
for more than three minutes at a meeting. 

“I need the production plan or the schedule, whatever you call it, for this 
month, because I have two guys who are still on holiday, and I need to know 
whether or not to replace them. We can’t wait forever to decide.”

Georgette raises her chin and launches into her high-priestess-of-the-com-
pany-accounts act. “If you are going to discuss things at this level of detail then 
we also need to know whether we’ll continue to make tables and chairs for the 
Collectivité product line, because, if we keep buying raw materials to make inven-
tory that doesn’t sell, I won’t have enough money to pay employee salaries …”

roger, his muscles bulging underneath his white t-shirt, makes an effort to 
speak, his voice finally booming like a cannon. “all the same, I don’t want to leave 
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my crew idle. It looks like we’ve lost the order for those armchairs from Saint-
nazaire, and I don’t know what else to give them to do!”

Feeling targeted, hubert speaks up. “yes, we’ve definitely lost the Saint-nazaire 
order. The news came last week, which is surprising, since it was during everyone’s 
vacation. It must be that young assistant of Durois in purchasing, taking advantage 
of his boss’s absence to get rid of us. Durois was on vacation, and this assistant was 
no doubt overzealous and wanted to make his performance metrics look good. but 
I don’t want to make excuses to imply that it’s the customer’s fault. I’m too old for 
that. For months I haven’t known what to do to keep up our image as a professional 
company in the eyes of this long-standing customer. It must be said: this is the third 
time we’ve sent the wrong accessories for the backs of the armchairs in the officer’s 
bar, and their technicians discovered they didn’t fit snugly when they assembled 
them. This time even Durois would have had a hard time forgiving us!”

hubert puts his hand to his forehead and, trying to hide his exasperation, con-
tinues. “We never know when their technicians are actually going to install the 
armchairs, because they keep our deliveries in stock for a long time before they 
open them on-site. This time, they opened them all at once and realized more 
than one-third of the accessories were wrong. May I remind you that we’re talking 
about a luxury item here—”

“but it’s not my fault!” roger has interrupted him, panic-stricken. “I told 
Thierry that Mr. rami hadn’t approved the bill-of-materials update. So Léon 
ordered the old accessories as usual, the ones that are now creating problems!”

Making the most of the crescendo of confusion, Jean-Marc presses his own 
point: “So what exactly should we do in the metal shop? We got the drawing for 
the bases of the countertops for the Dapare shops. We have to make thirty of them 
in two months, so we need to start right away. The Mercier boy is now available as 
a temp. I intend to hire him, to give him a try …”

héloïse tries to follow these exchanges, dumbfounded. It’s like she is listening 
to an amateur orchestra trying to tune their instruments without the will to play 
from the same score. She immerses herself in Thierry’s memo, shutting out all the 
voices. She can’t see any connection between what she is reading and what she has 
just heard. She is more anxious than ever for this day to end.
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tuesday. 8:00 a.M. héloïse pulls into the parking lot. She hesitates, and 
then decides to park again in the spot reserved for her father. She notices Thierry 
ambi’s spot is still empty. Feeling her stomach knot up, she picks up her bag and 
enters the building. 

Georgette’s head appears immediately at the door of her office.
“Still no news?” asks héloïse.
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“Still no news,” answers Georgette, approaching somewhat reluctantly. 
héloïse motions her toward henri rami’s office and follows her in.

Georgette continues, “Last night, on the way home, I went past Mr. ambi’s 
house in town. It was all locked up, and the front yard looked as though it hadn’t 
been maintained at all the whole summer. I’m quite sure he hasn’t come back from 
his holidays yet. We could ask the neighbors.”

“It just doesn’t make sense,” exclaims héloïse.
“I called our business advisory association to ask what to do if he’s absent for 

several days without us having any news of him. I didn’t dare call initially, because 
Mr. rami didn’t want to pay the annual fees for the association’s services.”

“you’ve done the right thing, Georgette. and what did they say? he hasn’t 
been missing from work for long.”

“They told me that we can’t file a missing person report with the police. as you 
know, only the family of someone who has gone missing can do that.” 

“Isn’t there anyone here at the factory who knows him well enough to know 
where he might be, or who has any means of contacting him or his family?”

“I haven‘t been able to find anyone. but Léon remembered that when he 
looked up the dialing code for Canada last May, in order to send a request for a 
quotation on some maple wood, Mr. ambi was able to give it to him right away. 
Léon asked him if he knew the dialing codes for every country by heart. Mr. ambi 
answered that he knew this particular code because his wife’s family lived there—
not far, as it happens, from our wood supplier whom, oddly, he also knew.”

“Well, that’s not much, but I guess it’s a start. thank you, Georgette. 
Everything’s going well otherwise?”

Georgette shrugs, with the attitude of someone who is always quite certain of 
things. “Things are fine, ma’am.”

“Georgette, you can call me héloïse.”
Georgette seems to roll her next words in her mouth before she speaks them. 

“Mr. rami gave signing authority for large sums of money to no one but Mr. ambi. 
Léon’s purchase orders are about to get blocked.”

“What about hubert? Can’t he do it?”
Georgette hesitates still longer, coughing a little, nervously. “It’s just that Mr. 

rami withdrew Mr. Lancien’s signing authority when Mr. ambi joined the com-
pany. In any case, Mr. Lancien is often away for long periods, so it isn’t really prac-
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tical”—she coughs again, and continues—“and it was only ever Mr. rami who 
could decide about the temporary workers. Jean-Marc in the metal shop can’t take 
much more. he’s asked me three times if he can just decide on his own to hire 
some people.”

 héloïse looks at Georgette inquisitively. “Why was my father so much more 
careful when it came to labor costs than he was when it came to buying wood for 
the factory? Surely the wood must be very expensive.”

Georgette’s eyes light up and a barely perceptible smile of disdain plays at her 
lips. “actually, as I pointed out to Mr. rami, when it comes to cost of goods sold, 
the biggest portion, 47 percent, goes toward salaries. but, whether the twenty-four 
salaried employees are categorized as ‘direct’ or ‘indirect’ employees, their salaries 
count as fixed expenses, because we pay them every month. We never have more 
than four temporary workers in the ‘direct’ category during the three months that 
we hire them, to help during the peak period of production and during our regu-
lar workers’ holidays. That is to say, we have a maximum increase in the workforce 
of 4 percent during one-quarter of the year. because the salaries for temporary 
workers are low, they only represent 2 percent of our total expenditure on salaries, 
so when we hire temporary workers, our cost of goods sold only fluctuates up to  
1 percent. Purchasing, on the other hand, represents 46 percent of our cost of 
goods sold, and more than half of this is spent on wood. a 10 percent increase in 
the price of wood therefore raises our cost of goods sold more than all of the tem-
porary workers’ salaries put together. I know that Mr. ambi used to work for a 
company that also bought wood, but it wasn’t anything like the same quality we use 
here. It would have been better to give him the authority to hire temporary work-
ers than to supervise the negotiation of purchases. It would have been less risky—”

“tell me again: who are these ‘direct’ employees?”
Georgette puffs out her chest. “Direct employees are workers that vary 

in number according to the amount of work that has to be done. The indirect 
employees on the other hand are, well, people like me, for example—office workers 
and workshop supervisors. Whether there’s a great deal of work or only a little, the 
indirect workers are always going to be there. but all the workers represent inargu-
ably fixed expenses. It makes sense to hire temporary workers to absorb any sud-
den increase in the workload and not have to worry about keeping them on if the 
workload goes back down. The problem is, you need to train them. Once they’re 
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trained, they often leave us, and we have to start all over again. That’s what used to 
drive Jean-Marc crazy, and that’s why—” 

 héloïse interrupts Georgette, who is getting carried away. “Thank you, I 
understand. When is hubert due back?”

“he left this morning for Saint-nazaire. to see what happened with that order 
that we lost. he’ll be back on Friday.”

 héloïse gives a little smile, and says, “Good. I’ll come back on Friday morning 
to talk to him then. tell Jean-Marc to be patient about the temporary direct work-
ers until then.”

She rises from her desk. Georgette hesitates for a moment, before passing 
héloïse a folder she had been concealing behind her back.

“I have some checks here that I’ve prepared for signature. There are invoices 
that need to be paid and are getting urgent. Perhaps you can go over them with 
your mother? If you’d like, I can also give her a copy of the cash-flow plan, now that 
we know that we won’t be getting any more orders from Saint-nazaire.”

 héloïse sits down again and takes the sheaf of papers from her mechanically.
“Thierry’s probably got his dates mixed up,” she thinks to herself. “he’ll be 

back next week. not a problem. I don’t start back at the conservatory until next 
tuesday.”

 héloïse doesn’t wait until Georgette leaves before she begins to shuffle the 
papers absentmindedly. her mother is the only one to be able to sign checks, as the 
major shareholder of the company since her husband’s death, but she is away at a 
health spa with a friend. héloïse has not yet told her that “the new CEO who was 
going to take care of everything” had, in fact, disappeared. 

“It is out of the question for me to become even more involved with the com-
pany,” she thinks. “I feel ill simply being here.”

She stares at the papers without reading them and allows the malaise to invade 
her very being. Feelings bombard her: irritation at Georgette’s condescending atti-
tude and pity at both roger Chaillou’s servile behavior and Jean-Marc Gridy’s dis-
placed aggression.

In a flash, she remembers the resentment she had felt as an adolescent toward 
this place—before the argument with her father—when he had tried to interest 
her in the business. he had brought her to the factory to show her the new ship-
ments of wood, explained to her how each of the machines worked, warned her 
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of the dangers of the flying shavings in the metal shop … and all without any 
acknowledgment by the machine operators, who had continued to work submis-
sively away, while not missing a single nuance of the scene between father and 
daughter. This tortured héloïse, who hadn’t heard a word her father had said. It 
was as though their feigned indifference had made her deaf. She had only one 
vague, lingering question in mind: should she be proud to be the boss’s daughter, 
or ashamed?

The later dispute with her father kept her from needing to find the answer. 
Since the age of eighteen, she had not set foot in the factory. She never saw any of 
the old employees again until the day of the funeral, except for one. She had met 
him about a year after the dispute, at the music conservatory where she taught. 
She hadn’t recognized the man in his street clothes, and her embarrassment about 
this increased tenfold when he introduced himself by saying, “I belong to the h. 
rami company, I’m one of your father’s employees.” She realized in that moment 
that one day she would have to deal with this guilt about class, which is how she 
described her feelings to herself.

She lifts her head and takes a deep breath to clear her memories. her thoughts 
dissolve into the sounds of musical instruments tuning up. The first notes of a 
Schubert sonata come back to her, but discordant. She is impatient to begin 
rehearsals with the string orchestra for the end-of-year concert, impatient to 
return to an atmosphere where people work together and strive for harmony with 
a healthy respect for each other’s talents. She rises briskly and exits the office, leav-
ing the sheaf of papers behind. hubert’s face imposes itself suddenly in her mind. 
If Thierry doesn’t come back, she will transfer control of the company to hubert. 
after all he had done for its growth, it would only be fair. and too bad if her father 
turned over in his grave.

FrIday. 9:00 a.M. héloïse slowly parks her car in the spot next to those of 
hubert and the two workshop supervisors. She notices with a forced indifference 
that Thierry’s parking spot is still conspicuously empty. 
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“If this keeps up much longer,” she thinks to herself, “weeds will start grow-
ing there.” 

She makes for the door with an air of self-assurance. today, she wears her 
usual clothes: a long skirt of soft cloth and a short forest-green vest that shows 
her braided strawberry blonde hair to its best advantage. In fact, she is dressed for 
her second meeting of the day: lunch with the director of the music conservatory. 
They will be discussing her teaching responsibilities for the upcoming year. her 
morning meeting with hubert shouldn’t last long.

“Good morning, hubert,” she greets him, trying to sound lighthearted.
“Good morning, héloïse,” hubert replies in a serious tone that she does her 

best to ignore.
“how was your trip to Saint-nazaire?”
“not good. not only was I unable to get the chair order back, but I also discov-

ered we are off their list of preferred suppliers for the rest of the year—off the list of 
our biggest customer! Their young purchaser stuck us with a failing grade when he 
did his evaluation, and there was nothing my friend Durois could do. This means 
we’ll have to renegotiate all our contracts with them, and it will take at least a year 
to reach the same level of sales with this line of products.”

 héloïse motions to hubert to sit in one of the metal chairs by the small table, 
and takes a seat opposite him. he looks overwhelmed, and héloïse gives him her 
undivided attention as he continues.

“This is very bad news. but, to be honest, it doesn’t surprise me. as you know, 
we have three product lines. The first is the ‘Catamer’ line, consisting of chairs, 
tables, and armchairs for luxury pleasure craft like the ones built in the shipyards 
at Saint-nazaire. These are the upscale products we have always produced. They 
have made the company’s reputation due to their consistent high quality. We 
design and make them ‘to order’ based on the customer’s design and schedule. 
We have several customers in Saint-nazaire, and they all know each other, as they 
meet in the shipyards. Our competitive advantage was largely due to the talents of 
your father and roger to choose just the right type of wood to make our creations 
unique, even if the designs are more or less the same over the years. but more and 
more customers lose patience when we don’t deliver on time and charge us a pen-
alty since they have to pay for the dry dock time. This product line is our most 
important in terms of revenue and margin.” 
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hubert stops for a moment to let héloïse absorb this information. She just sits 
there, impassively. he carries on. 

“Then we have chairs, tables, and desks for community-use buildings like 
schools, cafeterias, and students’ and seniors’ residences. This product line, 
called ‘Collectivité,’ is high-volume, with inexpensive products. We make them 
‘to stock’ because the customer lead time—I mean the time the customer is will-
ing to wait—is shorter than our cumulative lead time—the time needed to get 
the material and make the products. The prices are practically set in advance 
because these are institutional customers. We don’t make a great deal of money 
on this product line because of our distribution costs. Our competitive advan-
tage is the agility of a small company. We are able to meet very short last-minute 
deadlines for very diverse volume requests. In this product line, our customer 
service level is better than our competitors’—even though, to be frank, it is not 
very good. We do intense and expensive firefighting to react to those orders. I 
made a copy of the summary of these competitive advantages by product line 
for you. Thierry asked me to do this for him since it has something to do with 
how he organizes the supply chain.” hubert pushes a paper toward héloïse and 
continues.

“Finally, your father developed the ‘boutique’ line. These metal-and-wood 
products are custom-made for boutiques selling ready-to-wear, ecologically  
sustainable clothing. We were able to break through in this market thanks to our 
reputation for high quality, and we were able to gain a substantial market share 
by undercutting our competition, without even intending to do so. however, 
these customers really care more about our delivery time and reliability than they  
do about price. We design and make this furniture ‘to order,’ based partly on  
standardized sub-assemblies that we combine with elements—such as air- 
conditioning and sound systems—furnished by the customer. We install the whole 
thing in the customer’s store only when the boutique is completely ready. 

“your father was proud of this product line, because it was he who had opened 
up this new market, thanks to Thierry, I suppose. Thierry convinced us all that we 
could expand in this market, especially in retail chains. We could produce some 
sub-assemblies ‘to stock’ in order to shorten the customer lead time. Customized 
assemblies could then be done ‘to order’—and in record time, since we would be 
able to break down the process into two independent steps.” 
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 héloïse looks surprised. hubert carries on, with a wave of his hand, as if to 
push the whole idea aside for the time being.

“anyway, I’m not sure how this would really work since we didn’t reach that stage. 
your father first met Thierry ambi at a furniture trade show. The problem is that we 
don’t really know the boutique market. We lose a great deal of time when installing 
on-site. The architects’ drawings use approximate measures that are difficult for our 
shop people to read and translate into part specifications. We’ve lost money on all 
boutique orders up to now. as a consequence, your father wanted to cut corners on 
the Catamer line to balance the loss on the boutique line—as though the Catamer 
orders would continue to stream in all by themselves, no matter what the quality.”

There is bitterness in hubert’s voice, and it makes héloïse feel ill at ease to 
hear it. She knows full well that it was hubert who had won the orders for the 
Catamer line during the early years of his collaboration with her father. It had cer-
tainly been easy enough for him to come into contact with potential customers, 
since most of his wealthy relatives and friends owned yachts. all hubert had to do 
was spend a Sunday hunting with one or another of them. after an excellent meal, 
it was rare for someone to not let himself be convinced to buy something from 
this young socialite who was actually involved with a business start-up. Much of 
henri’s rise from son of a craftsman to successful businessman was due in large 
measure to hubert’s skills as a salesman.

hubert presses on. It clearly does him good to talk. he leans forward as he 
speaks, and his words come faster and faster. héloïse doesn’t dare interrupt him.

“anyway, the workers started to work on the Catamer line as they would on 
the Collectivité line—that is, as quickly as possible, and with the least expensive 
components. Three times in a row they sent attachments for the straight chairs in 
place of the ones for the armchairs. Of course they didn’t fit. but I know it wasn’t 
the workers’ fault. your father wanted to reduce inventory by any means, because 
he thought that carrying inventory was the root of all our problems.”

hubert’s face, normally so serene, becomes flushed. héloïse has never seen 
him like this before.

“Let me say that selling our products at lower prices does not entitle us to dis-
respect our customers, whoever they may be. ‘Quality is free.’1 ‘Done quickly, done 

1 From Philip b. Crosby, an american consultant in total quality.
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correctly’ has never cost more than ‘done quickly, done poorly.’ and just because 
we’ve named one of the supervisors ‘head of quality control’ doesn’t mean that all 
managers shouldn’t be involved in quality management. Our strong suit seems to 
be finding a scapegoat when things go wrong.”

hubert suddenly stops, sensing he has gone too far. This is certainly the first 
time he has ever allowed himself to speak so critically of henri rami. and in front 
of his daughter, no less! héloïse seems stupefied, as if taking measure of the trans-
gression. There is an awkward silence. Then she just dives in.

“you know, hubert, I’ve been thinking. While we’re waiting for Thierry ambi 
to come back—or, for that matter, if he doesn’t come back …” her stomach knots 
as she tries to find a tactful way to put it. “Look, hubert, you’re clearly the one who 
is the most capable of taking over the company. I don’t understand any of it myself 
… and besides, I’m due to start teaching again next week.”

hubert looks at her, stunned. “you can’t be serious, my dear.”
“Why not? you’re the obvious choice.”
“but héloïse, I don’t want to.”
 héloïse grows wide-eyed. “What do you mean you don’t want to?”
“Look. I’m not a pawn in this game. as you can imagine, I’ve built another 

life for myself over the past few years. That’s the life that interests me now. your 
father never thought to make me a shareholder in his company, despite our agree-
ments at the beginning …” hubert trails off before continuing with great caution. 
“you’ll forgive me if I’m telling you things that you’d rather not hear, but you need 
to understand me. I’ve always done my work to the best of my abilities, but when 
I realized that your father only wanted one thing, namely to ensure his succession 
by you—or, more accurately, by the company’s future CEO that he dreamed you 
would marry …”

 héloïse is shaken. hubert doesn’t pause.
“… I turned it to my advantage and started, more than ten years ago, to 

become more involved in my hunting club.”
hubert is speaking of an equestrian hunting team. She knows that he hunts 

stag and wild boar regularly in the nearby amboise forest and that hunting with a 
pack of hounds is his passion.
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“you’ll see one day, héloïse, that ‘we spend our lives trying to realize the dreams 
we had as children.’2 It is now time for me to realize my own dream. For the last two 
years, I’ve been getting ready for my retirement. I only work an average of four days 
out of seven so that in the winter I can go hunting twice a week. In fact, this year I 
will need to work no more than three days a week, in order to provide more sup-
port to the hunt mistress, who is retiring and getting ready to ‘pass the whip’ to me. 
your father knew this and never had any objections. hound training starts again at 
the end of the month, and there are a number of young hunters who have just joined 
our team. I want to be there to welcome them, show them the hunting traditions, 
and start teaching them right away the proper respect for the forest and for animals.”

hubert can see that héloïse is growing even paler. nonetheless, he carries on. 
he wants to tell her everything.

“héloïse, I feel about hunting as you feel about music. When everyone is 
together on a hunting day, whatever our backgrounds or circumstances, we’re 
there to partake in a ritual that is … sacred. Our movements have a spirit. What 
we do has a purpose. The large animals we hunt have no natural predators. If we 
left the forest to them, they’d destroy it and themselves at the same time. When the 
hunt is carried out as it should be, and when the stag is put at bay according to the 
hunting rules, it isn’t just the hounds that get a reward. The hunters, the follow-
ers, and the animals, we all share the beauty of the forest, and I believe in this way 
we maintain it for future generations. Each of us has a role to play, and each per-
son involved understands the importance of it. It’s no accident that hunting with 
hounds now more than ever attracts people from all walks of life. In hunting, they 
find exactly what is missing from this company’s corporate culture—namely the joy 
and pride of accomplishing something meaningful together according to a tradi-
tion grounded in nature. This company has lost its soul. you need to hand it over to 
someone who knows how to get it back. I’m not that person, héloïse. not anymore.”

a long silence ensues. héloïse and hubert look at each other and, leaning 
toward one another, their minds seem to connect. Finally héloïse speaks. “Well, I 
guess I’ll need to look for someone to buy the company … or perhaps an employee 
to run it. but what if Thierry ambi comes back?”

2  From Pierre Pasquet, founder of l’équipage de vénerie d’Amboise (the hunting team of amboise, 
in France).
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“Thierry ambi isn’t coming back. he’s disappeared as suddenly as he arrived. 
at exactly the wrong time.”

“What are you trying to say? What do you know, hubert? tell me everything.”
“I can’t prove anything. but you must know that your father brought him into 

the company for reasons he didn’t want to tell me, and which didn’t seem to match 
Thierry’s own motivation. your father knew things weren’t going well with the 
business, and ever since his heart attack two years ago he’d been looking for a 
successor. but, at the same time, he couldn’t afford to pay that kind of money. 
Therefore, when he hired Thierry ambi, there must have been some sort of other 
compensation offered. In my opinion, this explains why Thierry ambi left his pre-
vious company so suddenly. Then, once your father was no longer around to offer 
him whatever that compensation was, Thierry ambi dropped us.”

“he was working in a company that made kitchen furniture, wasn’t he?”
“yes. but barely a month after he met your father at the trade show, even 

though he lived in the vosges, on the other side of France, here he suddenly was 
in tours: baggage, family, everything. and then soon afterward, seemingly by 
chance, your father asked roger to move out of his office. Each of the supervisors 
had his own office in a small prefabricated shed. he moved roger on the pretext of 
naming him head of quality control for both workshops. Then your father changed 
the locks and shaded the windows of this shed. It really started people talking! The 
workers all nicknamed it ‘the coop’—like a chicken coop. roger had to set himself 
up somehow at a little open table in his wood shop. That didn’t help his relation-
ship with Jean-Marc, I can assure you!”

hubert pauses for a moment and then, ignoring héloïse’s somewhat annoyed 
look, he carries on. “believe me, it’s a small world. This kitchen furniture manufac-
turer uses the same transport company that we use to ship Collectivité products. The 
employees of all three companies, who have known each other for years over the 
phone, never miss out on an opportunity to pass on gossip. It seems that Thierry’s 
former boss was getting ready to sue him. If you ask me, Thierry’s disappearance is 
more than a little bit shady. and to think he never even came to your father’s funeral!”

 héloïse sits thoughtfully for a moment and then bursts out, “So then, in your 
opinion, someone else should run the company?”

“yes. you need to bring in some fresh blood. Someone who can really moti-
vate the employees. and you need to do it soon. you can see how terrible our prof-
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its are. We’re certainly going to end the year in the red, what with this Catamer 
disaster. The only thing I can really do now is hit the road again to drum up new 
customers. It’s ten times harder and more expensive than retaining the loyalty of 
old customers, but it would be better for the company if I focused exclusively on 
this task. 

“The best thing to do is to convince your mother and grandmother, as share-
holders, to sell the business. and know that you can trust Georgette. your father 
never even thought to give her a parking space out front, but you’ll never find some-
one more meticulous than she is when it comes to protecting the interests of the 
company. and this way, you can return to your music. It’s your passion, after all.”

 héloïse sits pensively. Then, glancing at her watch, she gasps. It is 11:30. She 
is going to be late for her meeting at the conservatory.

“hubert, could you go over these papers with Georgette? I’ll be seeing my 
mother when she comes back on Saturday and then visiting my grandmother in 
Paris for the rest of the weekend. I’ll tell you what we’ve decided on Monday.”

She rises quickly, and leaves hubert sitting there looking deflated and somber. 

MOnday. 10 a.M. héloïse is once again on the way to the factory, but this 
time she takes the main road, the one that doesn’t snake along the hillside. She has 
also set out later this morning because she wants everything to go differently than 
the previous week. She secretly hopes she will find Thierry’s car in the parking lot 
when she gets there.

She has had a trying weekend. She and her mother spoke more that Saturday 
than they had in the past fifteen years. It was as though her mother was becoming a 
different person. They met at her place just after she returned from the health spa. 
her relaxed, serene expression encouraged héloïse to tell her everything that was 
going on with the company. her mother listened coolly, and had only one response.

“Do whatever you want with the company, héloïse. It was your father’s, and 
now it’s up to you to decide what’s best. you mustn’t feel that you owe anything to 
your parents. today, as they say, is the first day of the rest of your life.”
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 héloïse sat speechless at this. Juliette served the tea and, in a calm voice as 
though she were speaking of someone else, proceeded to tell her daughter about 
how life had been with her husband with the company between them. how 
being able to spend twenty-four hours a day by her husband’s side had seemed 
like a blessing during the early years of their marriage. She had quit playing the 
piano to become his accountant and had felt no regrets. The logic of numbers 
had quickly replaced scales and chord patterns in her affections. Then héloïse was 
born, and Juliette, as the boss’s wife, had the luxury of balancing her administra-
tive and accounting responsibilities with her duties as a mother. She sometimes 
brought héloïse to the factory when the nanny was not available, which amused 
the employees. They often came to admire the baby when they had a break.

but, as the company’s product mix increased, the number of employees grew 
and so did the complexity of Juliette’s administrative work. hubert, who had 
become head of sales, was bringing in more and more orders. because of this, 
Juliette needed more and more help from a certified accountant, which irritated 
her husband. henri became more and more tight-fisted as the company’s finan-
cial situation spiraled out of his control. he had already poured all of his resources 
into the company. Even his mother-in-law’s substantial contribution had not 
been enough when the time came to buy new machines. henri had had to borrow 
money and was ultimately forced to mortgage their house. 

Juliette had suggested that she study to earn certification as an accountant. by 
gaining these skills, she would be saving the company the cost of outside exper-
tise. The return on investment seemed obvious to her but not to her husband, for 
whom the slightest expense was like a form of torture. 

henri rami, who was entirely self-taught as a businessman and proud of it, 
had decided he did not believe in the value of continuing education. he had made 
it without anyone else’s help, he was fond of saying, and it was up to others to do 
the same, including his wife. She dared to respond with a wistful smile that not 
everyone, thank goodness, was like him, or the world would be overpopulated 
with CEOs. henri had conveniently forgotten that at the core of his business were 
the woodworking skills he learned as a young man from his craftsman father. he 
invariably finished by saying: “Good luck only comes to those who deserve it.”

Juliette wasn’t like her husband. She had taken enormous pleasure in learn-
ing new pieces of music with different teachers who opened her up to differ-
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ent nuances of tone. She was terribly hurt by this refusal by her “boss” and grew 
increasingly depressed. She had already sacrificed her thirst for perfection in 
music and had no intention of doing the same in her substitute profession. 

Gradually she chose to be shrewd, becoming less and less efficient at the office. 
It soon became necessary to hire an assistant, someone who rapidly became indis-
pensable. Juliette chose a competent successor, who soon gained an essential skill 
that she herself had lost: the ability to admire henri rami unreservedly. This suc-
cessor, Georgette, soon replaced Juliette in holding the financial purse strings of 
the company, and when the latter told her husband she’d return to the piano to 
help héloïse with her musical studies, henri rami didn’t so much as blink.

Juliette never forgave him for this indifference. From that day, their relation-
ship became that of mere housemates.

This deterioration in her parents’ relationship had affected héloïse since she 
was fifteen. She became determined to gain financial independence as soon as 
possible, so that she could move out of the family home. but to hear now, all at 
once, how her parents had come to that impasse, and especially to discover her 
mother’s real personality, was overwhelming. 

to change the subject, she finally brought up the disappearance of Thierry. 
her mother seemed somewhat hesitant and a little confused when the topic was 
broached. In Juliette’s opinion, it was very important to understand as quickly as 
possible what had happened to him. 

“The whole thing’s a bit mysterious,” she added, apparently not wanting to 
say more. She proposed that she talk directly to Pierre, the brother of Paul, the 
mechanic who fixed up old cars and who had repaired héloïse’s old Fiat 500. Pierre 
was a unique man who had been more fortunate than his brother. he had joined 
the police force at a young age and had done very well there. recently retired, he 
would no doubt be happy to help héloïse find out what had happened. 

In the meantime, Juliette asked héloïse to convene an extraordinary board 
meeting of the shareholders, in order to name héloïse as chairperson of the board 
in Juliette’s place. as such, héloïse would be able to sign all necessary papers by 
herself. This would be Juliette’s final act as part of the h. rami company.

When héloïse left, she felt drained but also somewhat relieved to see her 
mother so determined to turn the page and start afresh. She knew that from now 
on, she would no longer speak with her mother about decisions concerning the 
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business. now, she must see her grandmother who, as a shareholder, would have 
to approve such decisions in any case.

She caught the last express train of the day. The high-speed train, the tGv, 
ensured that in less than two hours she was sitting on the sofa in her grand-
mother’s apartment at 38 Lubeck Street, a nineteenth-century, hausmannian-style 
apartment situated in the heart of Paris. Its windows on the third floor—the chic 
one—offered an unobstructed view of the Eiffel tower.

Comfortably ensconced on the leopard-skin cushions, héloïse told her grand-
mother the whole story. Geneviève, a Parisian through and through, spoke with 
the candor of those women who have had enough life experience to allow them-
selves an opinion on everything. That which she had not lived personally she had 
experienced vicariously through the countless films she had seen and books she 
had read, especially since she had retired from her artistic career more than twenty 
years ago.

She listened attentively to her granddaughter, and then burst forth. “you mod-
ern women! you have opportunities that no women in history have ever had. you 
can live your lives as housewives or happily single, as artists or business leaders, 
and no one will ever question your choice. In your place, ma chérie, a man would 
feel obliged to rise to the challenge, lest he be taken for a coward. you have the 
skills to run this business, at least for as long as it takes to find a buyer who will 
give you a good price and to assure your mother’s financial future—which, frankly, 
isn’t looking too good at the moment. If I were you, I’d give it a try. you’ve got to 
try everything at least once in this life to find out what it is you really prefer to do. 
besides, being your own boss—that’s something in itself!”

These words startled héloïse, who had suffered the bad humor of the head of 
her music conservatory the day before, because she had been late for their meet-
ing. She wasn’t able to get even half of the rehearsal space or time slots that she had 
asked for in order to prepare adequately for the end-of-year concert. This pettiness 
shocked her and she found herself thinking, “If I were in charge of managing peo-
ple, I would never allow myself to be vengeful just because someone arrived late!” 

She spent the night at her grandmother’s, but slept poorly. at breakfast, 
Geneviève raised the subject again, starting with something héloïse had heard her 
say before. “you just tell me what you decide to do with the business. I’ll go along 
with whatever you want. What does Thomas say?”
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“you know, Thomas and I decided at the beginning of our relationship that 
each of us would do whatever we thought best for ourselves, first and foremost. It’s 
really the only way we can stay happy together.”

“all the same, you might not be able to ‘make music’ together as often as you 
might like …”

“That may be true, Mamy, but Thomas is away more frequently these days to 
tour with his chamber music ensemble. We always agreed that whichever of us 
became successful first would make as much out of it as possible. It won’t last for-
ever, as you well know.”

“yes, yes. I know what you are saying, and I also know what I am talking 
about,” responded Geneviève. “at least you’re not being taken in by all that fairy-
tale business about ‘looking for your other half.’ two people together are always 
two people and more, not merely two halves.”

after such a heavy weekend, héloïse felt disturbed and unable to decide anything. 
She got into her car that Monday morning to set out for the factory without much 
thinking. She will see how she feels on-site. 

When she gets there, she stares at the two spaces left empty by the absences 
of Thierry ambi and henri rami. It doesn’t look like she’d be replacing any park-
ing signs today.

The weather has changed over the past week. Clouds dull the sky, and the 
wind bends the trees over the parking lot. héloïse struggles to open the door to 
the building, and it slams noisily behind her. all the offices are empty. She heads 
for reception where she nearly runs into Léon, who quickly moves away from 
yasmina and tries his best to appear nonchalant. he stammers slightly in telling 
her that the others are upstairs in a meeting. 

 héloïse climbs the spiral staircase and hesitantly opens the door to the con-
ference room. The strained atmosphere plunges her back into the previous week. 

hubert is leaning on the table, which is covered with papers, and Georgette 
looks frozen. roger stands stiff as a board, his mouth half-open as though he 
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were watching tv news coverage of an armed conflict. The two opponents are 
again Jean-Marc Gridy and hubert Lancien who are arguing sharply with each 
other. 

“If you’d only give us accurate sales forecasts, we wouldn’t have all these  
problems!”

“but, my friend, if forecasts were accurate, you would call them orders!”
always defensive of his metal shop, Jean-Marc carries on. “anyway, we can’t 

just keep on working in a fog like this!”
Georgette manages to unfreeze herself and says in her caustic tone, “If you 

don’t make any kind of a sales forecast, you’re effectively forecasting no sales at all. 
and that’s always worse than an inaccurate forecast! Mr. ambi always said that, 
and he would add: ‘Plan now or groan later.’”3

“I never said I didn’t want to make any forecast at all,” sighs hubert. “but I 
can’t do anything more than express the forecasts in the customer’s own words 
for each of our product lines. The forecasts get updated at the monthly S&OP 
meeting. That’s not the point of this weekly master production schedule meet-
ing—which by the way I am not even supposed to attend! It’s too late to adapt our 
resources, and too detailed. how am I supposed to tell you how many chairs we’re 
going to sell, and of which model? Do you think the customers themselves even 
know what they’re going to want in two months’ time? however, what I can cer-
tainly tell you is that since we lost our contract with Saint-nazaire, our sales in the 
Catamer line are going to drop by 10 to 20 percent for at least the next year. Our 
only chance to compensate for this now is to pull out all the stops in developing 
the Collectivité line, by delivering strictly to the customer due dates. but, for pity’s 
sake, don’t ask me which model!”

“but if you don’t tell us which model, how will Léon know what components 
to supply?”

“It isn’t up to me to make those calculations. you need to go back through our 
order history and find the right mix of models there. Thierry said something about 
some solution and was supposed to do all that!”

Jean-Marc, whose chair faces the door, is the first to notice héloïse. he ges-
tures with a nod of his head to indicate her presence to the others, who all sit fac-

3 From Leonardo da vinci, an Italian artist, philosopher, and engineer.
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ing him. héloïse enters and goes around the table, shaking hands. There is now a 
heavy silence, which she breaks suddenly.

“I believe I sat through a conversation similar to this one just last week. I will 
sit down with hubert and we will go over the sales forecast together. but for next 
week, I don’t imagine that you’ll be able to manufacture more products than Léon 
has the material for, will you?”

This question, although asked somewhat hesitantly, makes a strong impres-
sion nonetheless. Georgette produces a sheet of paper from her notebook and 
chimes in, “all we need to do is follow Mr. ambi’s notes on the ‘master production 
schedule’ process. It is written here that our goal is to make a realistic schedule of 
what products we want to manufacture once we have verified the availability of 
components and the balance between the load and the capacity at the bottleneck.” 

Jean-Marc’s eyes pop out of his head. “What do you know about bottlenecks? 
you’ve never even set foot in the workshop!”

Georgette leafs through her notes with an air of indifference. “I know exactly 
what bottlenecks are. roger showed me. It is where the sub-assemblies are stuck, 
just before the machine with the lowest capacity. That spot determines the rate of 
production for the whole shop floor.”

roger swallows, nodding his head in agreement. Jean-Marc looks at him furi-
ously and says, “Wherever the bottleneck is, I just don’t have enough people!”

roger speaks up. “but I’ve got too many people in the wood shop. We ordered 
the locks for the desks for that college in Saumur too late. So we can’t deliver them. 
The wood shop is full of desks without locks. Our guys can’t even turn around 
down there!”

“I don’t see what that’s got to do with me!” Jean-Marc retorts.
“Look, I could send over some young guys. They’d surely be able to help you 

with something.” 
“you’re not going to start talking about ‘multiskills’ again, are you?” Jean-Marc 

turns toward héloïse as if to call her as witness. “This was all Thierry ambi’s idea. 
‘Multiskills’! ‘Multiskilled matrix’! as though woodworkers could do the same job 
as metalworkers. Locksmithing is a real profession. you can’t just change people’s 
work like that! besides, your father didn’t approve.”

hubert gets up, exasperated. “I’ll leave it to you all. I’m going to show the sales 
forecasts to héloïse. Georgette, I’d like you to stay here and help them commit to a 

6
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master production schedule for at least this week, after verifying what we have in 
stock. For the coming months, I’ll tell you what my forecasts look like per product 
line and you can use them as you want.”

The room is silent as héloïse and hubert leave, but it doesn’t last long. The din 
of voices can be heard again even before they reach the bottom of the stairs.

They sit down in hubert’s office, and héloïse says, “So. Would you please 
explain to me how you come up with these sales forecasts?”

hubert pulls a file labeled “Sales Forecasts, budget, and updates” from a 
drawer in his desk.

“Let me start by explaining a common-sense principle that no one ever wants 
to hear. Since a forecast is always wrong, you have to use a margin of uncertainty—
that is to say, you build a best-case/worst-case scenario. Then as you go along the 
rolling planning horizon, and get more information from the market, you can 
refine this margin of uncertainty. Planning ahead to guide the company in taking 
appropriate risks is the salesman’s most important task.”

“I see. It’s just like when Thomas must predict how full the concert hall will be 
for the duration of a tour when a big part of it depends on the weather.”

“Exactly. So for the Catamer product line, taking into account our quality 
problems, the variability of the forecast should be increased from 5 to 30 percent. 
For the Collectivité line, once schools are back in session, they want us to deliver 
the same product again and again. We call this ‘replenishment.’ The variability—
provided of course that we stick to the deadlines—is small; I’d say 10 percent. now, 
for the boutique product line, we’ll have to choose our battles. In my opinion, 
the variability will be 20 percent. So, with these new assumptions of variability in 
mind, I’ve looked at the forecasts I made for all of these lines at the beginning of 
the year and I updated them.” 

 héloïse looks at the numbers, and then grabs a calculator.
“If we multiply the sales figures in the budget for each of the product lines, 

considering the variability of each,” héloïse murmurs as she calculates, “we get 
a forecast of global sales figures of around €2 million, give or take 9.5 percent. 
but if we take your new assumptions of variability of the forecast into account it 
becomes €2 million, give or take 22 percent. This obviously isn’t the same thing 
at all. If I understand correctly, you need to anticipate the best decisions to make, 
based on both an optimistic scenario and a pessimistic one. This way, you are not 
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taken by surprise.” héloïse slowly takes in the enormous strategic importance of 
the calculations she has made. 

hubert looks on in admiration. “Exactly. and these scenarios don’t lead to 
the same operations-management decisions. With a 10 percent margin of uncer-
tainty, you can add overtime hours or introduce flexible work hours easily. but 
with 22 percent, you’ll need to either subcontract the work or to lay off extra work-
ers. you see, if your planning horizon isn’t far enough, you won’t have enough time 
to anticipate these decisions.” he looks at the numbers. “Things really aren’t so bad 
for this year, since we luckily have three-quarters of the orders planned for the year 
in our backlog already. We really only have to recalculate our sales forecasts with 
the new margin of uncertainty for the last four months of the year. and, for next 
year, the best thing to do would be to use a planning horizon of eighteen months, 
so that our annual budget could be based on it.”

he thinks for a moment, and then adds, “This is what we should be consider-
ing at our monthly S&OP meetings, like the one we had last Monday. We not only 
need to do these calculations but anticipate their impact on our own resources and 
on our suppliers’ resources when we consider the different scenarios. That’s what 
Thierry is supposed to do.” he pushes the papers aside. “What did you decide with 
your mother and grandmother, if it’s not too indiscreet to ask?”

“no question concerning the company is too indiscreet for you to ask,” héloïse 
answers without hesitation. “I’ve decided to take care of the company while look-
ing for a buyer, as if Thierry ambi won’t be coming back. I’m going to need every-
one’s support, but especially yours. The month-ends are going to be difficult.”

hubert smiles unreservedly. “you know you can count on me, héloïse. I’ve 
always been loyal. and I’m not the only one. you’ll see.”

7
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C h a p t e r  3
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he who had questioned the wait staff, before finding the children hiding behind 
some straw bales in a neighbor’s barn. héloïse had explained to him that she was 
looking for the bride’s treasure, and that she had sworn her companions to secrecy.

“If I hadn’t, the treasure would have disappeared,” the young héloïse 
explained.

“and why is that?”
“because you’ll only find it if you believe in it … and the grown-ups don’t 

believe in hidden treasures.”
at that time, Pierre had just been promoted to the vice squad and was about 

to leave his native region of touraine to live in Paris. This promotion had finally 
opened the door to the career he had dreamed of. It also meant waiting before 
he would be able to have children with his young wife. he knew that raising a 
child properly would be difficult to reconcile with working as a detective. he had 
promised his wife he would learn the most he could in Paris in two or three years 
and then apply for a transfer to a quiet police station in a provincial town so that 
they could raise their children together. he would regret this decision for the rest 
of his life.

Soon after their move, his wife was assaulted one night on her way home from 
work. She died two weeks later, but not before having described her attackers to 
Pierre. They were young hoodlums who had all the characteristics of the typical 
delinquents of the posh western suburbs of Paris.

Pierre had launched his own investigation, but never found them. What he 
found instead was how difficult it was to make inquiries in bourgeois circles where 
people felt themselves to be above the law. he began to specialize more and more 
in police work that involved so-called “decent” society and ultimately was trans-
ferred to the financial-crimes sector. his multiple skills in both vice and financial 
crime, along with his ability to blend into almost any surroundings, brought him 
no small measure of success. “There’s an awful lot of money in the dirty laundry 
that rich families clean in the machines of their enterprises,” he would often say 
when describing his work to others. Pierre had gained an enviable reputation after 
many spectacular successes and almost as many cases where the truth could not 
be revealed for political reasons.

but for some months now, as the time for retirement had come up, he felt sick 
with a lack of fulfillment. Day after day he paced the floor of the two-room Paris 
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apartment he had lived in for the past twenty years. Juliette’s phone call, full of 
contradictions and strange details, was intriguing to this man so used to the world 
of business dealings. It lifted his spirits. What if he pursued his mission, as a pri-
vate detective, using the techniques he learned in large companies to the benefit of 
a small business? 

he betrayed no hint of his excitement to héloïse when she called, however, 
for he had learned to hide his personal feelings behind a veil of professional dis-
interest. 

It is exactly noon when Pierre parks his immaculate car in the oval courtyard 
of the restaurant—a so-called “troglodyte” one, half-situated in a cave—where 
héloïse has asked him to meet her. he has, in fact, just recently purchased his 
dream: a metallic-blue luxury car—secondhand, of course. For him it was a way 
to thumb his nose at the rich delinquents he had seen driving similar cars in the 
past few years. he could have bought a brand new one a long time ago, simply by 
accepting a fraction of the bribes that were offered to him every year. but he had 
never been tempted to “go bad.”

héloïse is alone in the restaurant at this early hour. She has kept an eye out for 
Pierre from her table and stands up to greet him nervously. She has no memory 
of this large and solidly built man who offers her his enormous hand. She looks, 
squinting, at his tired face hidden by metal-framed glasses that are slightly too 
large for him. She notices the piercing blue eyes behind. héloïse begins talking 
before they sit down.

“I think my mother told you … this is a rather unusual situation, isn’t it?”
no answer. Pierre looks at héloïse who, fidgeting, has spilt some salt on the 

tablecloth. She goes on, her voice unsure.
“I can’t believe that anyone in the company would do something reprehen-

sible, but Thierry ambi’s disappearance is so strange. you’ll have to question the 
employees, but I don’t know under what pretext, or even whether they’ll talk to 
you. how to find out where he is? how to get in touch with him again? his fam-
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ily hasn’t contacted us, and we have no way of reaching them. and without their 
approval, I can’t go to the police. I want to know what’s happened to him in order 
to explain things to a potential buyer.” 

“you want to sell the company,” Pierre says slowly, without the slightest hint 
of curiosity.

“to sell it or to find someone to run the place. The easiest thing, of course, 
would be to sell. My mother wants nothing at all to do with the business anymore. 
My grandmother is elderly, and I think she will soon need to cash in her shares to 
move into a decent seniors’ home, though she wouldn’t admit it. as for me, I know 
nothing at all about business. I’ve only agreed to run the place in the interim. I’ve 
already had to give up some of my musical activities, and I don’t want this to con-
tinue for too long. In any case, it is not my profession, and I don’t want to risk the 
employees losing their jobs because I don’t know how to read a drawing or design 
furniture.”

“and who says that this isn’t exactly what someone is trying to make you do?” 
 héloïse looks startled. “What do you mean, ‘someone’?”
Pierre leans back slightly, and begins to explain in a soft voice. “When you’re 

trying to come to grips with a new situation—to begin to understand what’s going 
on—you need to start by considering the extremes.” 

he sees héloïse’s brow wrinkle. “to consider the extremes means to analyze 
opposites to determine the boundaries of the case. In your case, there are already 
two that we can look at. Either Thierry ambi has deliberately put himself in this 
situation, or he has been forced into it. Within these two scenarios, all sorts of cir-
cumstances can be imagined: he’s gone into hiding because he’s committed some 
kind of fraud; he’s trying to escape from gangsters who are making his family keep 
quiet; he and his family all died in an accident, and they haven’t been found yet, 
etc. all the possibilities must be considered with equal rigor. Only evidence will 
allow us, little by little, to eventually favor one hypothesis over the others.”

Seeing héloïse’s brow relaxing, Pierre carries on. “I’ve thought about how to 
investigate these two scenarios simultaneously. I suggest the following. I’ll register 
with an association of retired business executives, so that I can work openly at h. 
rami as a consultant. These days, more and more young retirees want to transmit 
their experience to younger business people. There’s one such association in your 
area. as for you, you’ll ask your colleagues which aspects of the business they want 
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to improve and tell them that you’ll be bringing me in as consultant to help you. 
you will tell me what the expertise is that I’m meant to have, and I’ll read up on it 
so I can ask questions using the proper vocabulary. I’m used to doing this. try and 
find a particular topic that will allow me to stick my nose everywhere and to ask 
your employees all sorts of questions without arousing their suspicions.”

héloïse nods, and he continues. “all I ask is that you pay my mileage. My 
brother lives just south of tours, and I can stay with him when I need to be at h. 
rami for several days in a row. Paul used to run a garage but ended up as a ware-
house manager with a big company. he always has room for me.”

“I remember him. he serviced my Fiat 500, years ago.”
“really? he also found me my new ‘collector’s’ car.” he points at it through the 

window. “It’s convenient to have a mechanic in the family, isn’t it? In the meantime 
I will make inquiries about Thierry ambi’s family and piece together what he was 
doing over the summer. using the information that you and your mother gave me, 
I’ve already learned that he is married to a Canadian and has a seventeen-year-old 
son. I still have friends on the police force who could point me in the right direc-
tion to find out more. Finally, I’ll make some inquiries about the company that he 
was working for before your father lured him away.”

héloïse approves in silence.
“you will, of course, let me have access to all the documents at h. rami that 

I require, and you will not tell anyone about my real activities under any circum-
stances. In a month or two, possibly three—but I make no guarantees—you will 
probably have sufficient information to know whether or not you will ever see 
Thierry ambi again. he may, for that matter, simply turn up again on his own. In 
any case, this gives you the time to start looking for a buyer. but if that comes to 
pass, you mustn’t kid yourself. Getting a good price for any small business is very 
hard to do these days.”

héloïse keeps quiet. She is reassured by the harmonious tone and rhythm of 
Pierre’s voice. Ever since she began studying music, she has developed one gift 
more precious than any other: the ability to recognize masters—those who know 
their subject inside and out—by the way they pitch their voice. She can hear when 
a voice is the link between heart and brain. Then she knows how to listen and do 
exactly as that person suggests. Even when she doesn’t understand everything, she 
knows how to trust and wait until she understands later. This was how she had 
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been able to catch up with several years of music study. She became a professor of 
music theory at a young age and was respected by everyone in the conservatory—
except the director, who felt threatened by any colleagues with outstanding talent.

The rest of their lunch meeting is relaxed. héloïse is impressed by Pierre’s ele-
gance and amused at the shape of his nose—like a slab of brie, her grandmother 
would say fondly. he talks of touraine wines and of the vineyards themselves, 
which would be harvested soon. he speaks of the stone—the tuffeau—and the 
constant temperature of the wine cellars along the Loire. Fascinated by his huge 
hands, héloïse wonders which instrument he might have played.

back at the factory, héloïse convenes a meeting with the usual management staff 
and asks Léon, in charge of purchasing, to join them. She remembers that he wasn’t  
at the previous meeting, even though his role seemed just as important as other 
people’s.

“I’ve asked you all here today to tell you what I’ve decided to do. as the acting 
president, and with the support of my grandmother, who is the other shareholder 
in the company, I have decided to look for a buyer. In the meantime, a consultant 
will be coming in to help us improve our situation so we can sell in the best possi-
ble condition. This is to ensure the future of the business, as well as your jobs—”

“a consultant! Won’t that be too expensive?” Georgette is unable to contain 
herself. She bites her lip.

“The consultant is a retired businessman who now volunteers with an asso-
ciation that assists directors of small businesses. We only have to pay his travel 
expenses. right now, I need your input concerning specific areas he should help us 
with. We’ll go around the table. Jean-Marc, why don’t you start?”

Jean-Marc thinks for a moment. he glances around the room surreptitiously 
and fidgets in his chair. “I’d like the consultant to tell us how to get the workers to 
go faster. Even if you tell them ten times a day, they just don’t get it. as soon as you 
turn your back, they slow down again. after every break, you have to round them 
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up as though they were deserters. yesterday, I had the doors taken off the toilet 
stalls. Some of them were hiding out in there—”

he breaks off at the sight of héloïse’s stunned expression. From her seat next 
to him, Georgette speaks up, by way of distraction. “I think we need a financial 
adviser. We’re paying too many bank fees on the loans we’ve taken out to carry our 
inventory. There must be a way to reduce them. With the recent drop in sales, we 
won’t have enough money to pay the employees and our suppliers on time. Our 
business needs cash like we need oxygen!”

héloïse has recovered. “Léon. It’s your turn.”
trying not to stutter too much, Léon begins. “Well, ma’am, in my opinion, our 

suppliers could be giving us better terms. Only we don’t really know them. They’ve 
never been here, I’ve never gone to visit them. We could save money, for example, 
if we only took deliveries on set days. Or perhaps they would agree to send us kits 
of components instead of us buying them one by one.”

“Thank you, Léon. That’s interesting. your turn, hubert.“
“We mustn’t forget that our customers are our lifeblood. The first thing a 

potential buyer will want to see is whether our customers are faithful to us, and if 
we know how to satisfy their requirements. today, our customers complain about 
our reliability regarding both the quality of our products and their timely delivery. 
tomorrow, they may complain that our products are outdated. What we need is an 
analysis of our market and of our competition.” 

“Thank you, hubert. but it seems to me that you are the one who knows our 
customers best. What about you, roger? What do you say?”

roger had started to blush in anticipation of his turn as soon as Jean-Marc 
began to speak. now his face, in contrast to his whiter-than-white t-shirt, is beet red. 
he gulps. “umm … I don’t know. In my opinion, everything said so far comes down 
to suppressing waste and loss of time, while improving the quality of our remain-
ing activities. It’s all written down in the book that Thierry lent me when your father 
made me head of quality control. It was a matter of IPO certification. but I don’t 
remember what IPO stands for … also your father said that it was just a worthless 
piece of paper. So we let the matter drop and I never had time to finish the book …” 

roger is losing track of what he is talking about. héloïse looks questioningly 
at hubert.
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“I think you mean ISO, not IPO,” hubert says, turning to roger. “ISO is the 
acronym for International Organization for Standardization. Its goal is to facilitate 
coordination and international unification of industrial standards. Independent 
organizations verify the ISO qualifications of companies when they want to stan-
dardize their processes according to a recognized industry benchmark. It’s a real 
opportunity to improve the whole company from top to bottom, including our 
relationships with both our customers and our suppliers. roger is right. If we want 
this company to have a future, we need to learn how to improve our processes. 
We need to become engaged in waste reduction and continuous improvement—a 
‘lean’ process, as everyone is calling it these days. Our competitors are already 
doing this.”

héloïse leans back in her chair. “Thank you, everyone. I’ll introduce you to the 
consultant as soon as I have checked his qualifications.”

héloïse watches as her management team leaves the office in silence. The sul-
len expressions on the faces of Jean-Marc and Georgette do not escape her. “They 
need a consultant in how to be harmonious,” she thinks wryly. She motions to 
hubert to stay behind. 

“We’re going to do what you suggested. We’ll get a total-quality consultant 
who is ‘lean,’ as you call it. at least this will give us all a common goal. I didn’t dis-
cuss the consultant idea with you before today. What do you think?” 

“I didn’t want to contradict you in front of everybody else, but, as much as I 
think it’s a good idea to get ready for ISO certification, I don’t imagine a consul-
tant would benefit us much. Those experts like to borrow your watch so they can 
tell you what time it is.”

“If you can’t tell time yourself, then it’s better than nothing,” héloïse count-
ers. “Only an outsider can assess every department of the company with complete 
objectivity.”

“Perhaps,” admits hubert. “The consultant will advise you, since you’re the 
conductor—something I could never do. I represent just one department of the 
business, and my vision is distorted by that fact, as is the vision of all other depart-
ments. I can tell you’re shocked that we never seem to agree on anything. but 
that’s normal. Each one of us pursues different goals. Mine is to sell the maximum. 
Therefore I always want the warehouse to be full of all models all the time, as if this 
would ensure we’ll never miss a sale. Even if I notice this is becoming increasingly 
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impossible, because the very product I need is almost always among the miss-
ing ones—it’s Murphy’s Law—I still request the stockroom to be full of all models 
all the time. The workshop supervisors, they just want to produce the exact same 
thing always, to be as efficient as possible. They want a stockroom full of compo-
nents and a warehouse full of finished products, to make their lives easier. as for 
Georgette, who holds the purse strings, she doesn’t want any inventory—no fin-
ished products, no work in process, and no raw materials—because of the high 
cost of carrying that inventory. She also doesn’t want us to introduce any new 
models, because it’s risky. Everyone is right according to their role in their depart-
ment, and yet everyone is wrong at a certain given moment. Only the customer is 
always right, but the problem is that they change their mind so often …”

héloïse interjects. “all the same, one can have a conflicting opinion and just 
say so nicely. There’s always such a terrible atmosphere at these meetings. It’s like 
listening to out-of-tune instruments being played by deaf people.”

“Things aren’t always this bad,” hubert responds. “There was a full moon the 
other night, so I guess we were all especially aggressive. but I think what’s really 
needed here is training in management and in effective communication. I often 
said as much to your father. It used to drive him crazy. More and more, companies 
are starting to realize that continuous education is indispensable if a business is to 
be more profitable. One of our competitors—a very state-of-the-art German com-
pany—sets up two weeks of training per person per year, every year. and the boss 
leads by example, by taking part in those sessions himself. One can’t ever hope to 
know everything, and everything changes so quickly these days. but you’re the one 
to decide what we need. Send this consultant to me, and I’ll tell him all I know.” 

héloïse senses hubert is more relaxed. She adds, “Look, if a person is sick, 
why deprive that person of a doctor? but I agree that afterward you need to learn 
how to keep yourself in good health.” 

“you can count on me to work with the consultant. I promise you that,” 
hubert says. “The challenge is to choose the right one. Once you’ve checked out 
the service record, it’s a matter of empathy and how you put him or her to work. 
We will probably end up with the consultant we deserve.” 

“Do you think the others will cooperate?”
hubert considers the question for a moment before replying. “For the most 

part, yes. but you’ll need to explain to them that a consultant is not just there for 
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the sake of the business, but also to help them as individuals to improve their 
work. Or rather, I should say, to help them work in a more favorable environment. 
you should see the time they waste doing things they think are useful, but about 
which the customer couldn’t care less. I think you’ll need to explain this to the 
workers directly. Can you imagine how someone like Jean-Marc would pass on 
this information to them? It’s also important for you to meet with the shop stew-
ard. Finally, héloïse, you can’t keep avoiding the workshops. you need to start 
going there. I’ll go with you if you want me to.” 

“I know. you’re right. I’ll go tomorrow. I’m not dressed for it today.”
hubert gives the hint of a smile. On this hot late-summer day, héloïse is wear-

ing a rather low-cut sleeveless top. her tanned skin would no doubt attract atten-
tion. he understands her concern. as elegant as riding sidesaddle may be, hubert 
also thinks it’s too risky for women to ride this way during the hunt. “With tradi-
tions,” he muses, “It’s best to choose when and when not to conform, although not 
everyone has the independence of mind to make that choice.”

The next day after lunch, dressed soberly in jacket and matching pants, héloïse 
prepares herself to enter the workshops. She takes a deep breath and pulls the door 
open. This set of doors gives way to the passageway that connects the two work-
shops. Directly opposite the doors and perpendicular to the passageway is the wall 
that separates the workshops along their lengths. The din fills her ears.

The harsh cries of tortured sheet metal come from the right. From the left, 
she can hear the dull, regular thudding of wood planks falling rhythmically 
one on top of the next as the machine cuts them. From one side, the smell of 
machine oil makes her throat burn. From the other, sawdust prickles her nose. 
héloïse stands in the passageway, motionless. Memories of the past race through  
her mind.

Suddenly hubert walks briskly past her and bustles around motioning to the 
machine operators, who begin to shut down their equipment, one after the other. 
he gets behind them, and as he urges them forward, they slowly gather around 
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héloïse. her spirits return. after what seems to her an eternity, they are all assem-
bled and ready to listen. “For the first time,” she thinks.

hubert motions to her to begin speaking. and so she does. She utters her 
words one after the other, as if she were deciphering a new passage of music. She 
doesn’t really know what she is saying, but she says it nonetheless. Later, she is 
able to vaguely recall having spoken about the company’s heritage, quality work-
manship, faithful customers, families whose livelihoods depended on the work 
that was done at h. rami, and her personal commitment not to leave the com-
pany until the future of each of them is assured. Swept away by her convictions, 
she nearly forgets to tell them about her decision to bring in a total-quality consul-
tant to help her. Then she stops suddenly, her mind as empty as when she started 
to speak. She asks if there are any questions. There is a long pause. her audience 
seems impassive, but faces have relaxed as her own body did while she formed her 
words. She feels relieved. Suddenly, a hand shoots up.

“Excuse me. We’ve been asking among ourselves. Should we call you ‘ma’am’ 
or ‘miss’?”

héloïse gulps, dumbfounded. Why do men always need to check whether or 
not a woman is married? She is used to this most exasperating of questions, and 
usually counters in a barely disguised mocking tone, “Why do you want to know? 
Do you want to propose?” but this time, looking at the innocent moon-faced  
fellow who has asked the question, she feels almost tender.

“I’d be happy if you’d just call me héloïse.”
There are no more questions. Gradually, as though in slow motion, the workers 

dressed in the blue grease-spotted overalls move to the right, while their counter-
parts, their yellow t-shirts and black pants smudged with sawdust, head to the left. 

 héloïse smiles at hubert. he looks at her admiringly. “The least we can say is 
that style runs in the family. but yours is quite different from your father’s. Come, 
I’ll introduce you to the shop steward. Every time the workers wanted to negotiate 
something with your father, Ivan was supposed to represent their views. he will 
pass your message on to them.” 

They approach a stout, red-haired man with a ruddy complexion. he has a 
brush cut, and there are traces of sawdust on his yellow t-shirt and on his thick 
beard. he wears the black pants of the woodworkers. he is in no hurry as he turns 
his head toward héloïse to study her with a serious look. 
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“My name is Igor Skisovitch, but here they call me Ivan. We’re all satisfied that 
you decided to come to talk to us, ma’am. I was the third person hired by the late 
Mr. rami. I have been here for nearly thirty years. I was always frank with him 
whenever we didn’t agree, which was often. That is to say, nearly all the time. So 
I’ll be just as frank with you. If Jean-Marc Gridy carries on like this, he’s going to 
have problems.”

 héloïse opens her eyes wide, unable to comprehend what he is talking about. 
She turns to hubert, who gestures toward the washrooms at the other end of the 
workshop. héloïse looks at him questioningly.

“you know, the doors. The ones he thought it would be such a good idea to 
remove, so that—”

This time, she understands.
“yes, yes, Igor—um, Ivan. I’ve heard all about it, and I think it’s completely 

unacceptable. I’ll see to it that the doors are put back on at once.”
Ivan takes his pencil out from where he put it behind his ear and turns back to 

his work. he has nothing more to add. héloïse rejoins hubert who has remained 
a few steps behind her.

“hubert, let’s go speak to Jean-Marc right now. Where can I find him?”
hubert gestures toward the back of the metal shop, and steps away discreetly. 

héloïse sets off in that direction, and feels the familiar sensation of being watched 
rise in her stomach. She chases it away by focusing her attention on what she can 
see. This is not difficult: the scene is so surprising. 

a myriad different things fills the workshop: dark greasy machines; small trol-
leys with rickety wheels, filled with bits of metal and dirty rags; wooden crates, 
some empty, but most filled with innumerable components of all sizes and shapes; 
grease-stained racks filled with nuts and bolts. Iron bars are spread out on the 
ground, or balance precariously on the machines. She has to be careful where she 
puts her feet. On the wall, there is an empty paper-towel dispenser that hangs for-
lornly over an ashtray that overflows with cigarette butts. While noticing that next 
to the ashtray is a large sign that says nO SMOKInG, she nearly trips over an iron 
bar. She manages to catch herself by grabbing the door handle of a prefabricated 
glass shed, the windows of which haven’t been cleaned for a very long time. They 
are covered in sheets of paper that have been taped together, making sure that 
no one could see into what happens to be Jean-Marc’s lair. he comes out swiftly, 
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allowing her barely a glimpse of a desk covered in papers and pieces of greasy 
metal. 

“hello Jean-Marc. I’ve come to talk to you about the toilet stalls. Could you 
please put the doors back on?”

“Well! Ivan sure doesn’t waste any time, does he? Don’t be taken in by him, and 
don’t worry about a thing. I’ll go and settle it with the guys in the wood shop just like 
I did with the guys in my metal shop. none of my people would dare bug you with 
little details like that. They better understand that they’re here to work hard, and that 
if they’ve got a problem with the boss, they can go do something else for a living.”

“as it happens, I’m the boss now. Please be so kind as to put back the stall 
doors that you thought it was such a good idea to remove—and please do it 
quickly. In the future, if you’ve got any similar initiatives planned, you’ll speak to 
me about them first.”

Jean-Marc stares at her, aghast. Finally he stammers, “but ma’am! I thought 
it was the right thing! Ever since we came back from holidays, the guys have been 
slacking off. Especially in the wood shop, they go to the toilet several times a day! 
Productivity is way down. I’ve done all the calculations based on Georgette’s num-
bers. I thought it was the right thing. For the company!”

“but we’re human beings, after all,” says héloïse, trying to soften her voice. 
“Surely it wasn’t my father who taught you to behave this way.”

“but I did it to show you that you only have to ask me to take over both work-
shops, and you’ll see how well I can turn things around.”

“We’ll talk about your ambitions later. In the meantime, just do as you are told.”
héloïse turns and leaves the area quickly, zigzagging around the iron bars 

lying on the floor as she goes.
“how can they work in such a mess, day after day?” she wonders to herself. 

“What would my cello sound like if I didn’t maintain it regularly? awful!” 

The next day, héloïse receives a visit from a small, bleary-eyed man who is a mass 
of nervous tics. he introduces himself as the representative of the association that 
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could send h. rami a retired quality expert to help with ISO certification. he is 
wearing a jacket threadbare at the elbows and with sagging pockets, which ren-
ders his precious way of speaking somewhat suspect. The man describes several 
experts, but for this particular job he suggests he do the work himself. he hasn’t 
officially retired yet, but his rates are very reasonable. The first day would, in fact, 
be free.

héloïse is indignant, but she thinks of Pierre and maintains an inscrutable 
countenance.

“My dear sir, Pierre Chevalier, who has only just joined your association, is a 
family friend. I would like therefore to work with him. but I’m sure you and I will 
have another occasion to work together. your areas of expertise are clearly very 
wide-ranging, and you obviously know a great many people. Please put me in con-
tact with a serious buyer for my business and tell me your fees for that.”

The man appears cunning but still can’t tell whether héloïse is being ironic or 
sincere. Therefore he takes his leave, saying that he will formalize Pierre’s member-
ship as quickly as possible, so that he can start work right away, and he promises to 
track down an ideal buyer.

One week later, Pierre spends his first afternoon with the company, starting with 
a meeting with héloïse in her father’s office. he wears a gray suit and a white shirt. 
Since the weather remains cloudy, he also wears a long trench coat. “but it’s per-
fectly pressed,” thinks héloïse. “no one will ever suspect he’s a detective.” 

Pierre is carrying a briefcase filled with books. “Since our meeting, I’ve been 
cramming in as much study as I can of the concepts, methods, and tools one uses 
in quality and lean management, logistics, and supply chain management, so I can 
better understand Thierry’s profession. to find this material, I went to the asso-
ciations that promote current internationally recognized standards. These asso-
ciations gather recent case studies to build these bodies of knowledge. Then they 
publish the best practices, which we can use as a benchmark.” 

“a benchmark? how can we use that to run a business?”
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“In any situation where you want to know what to do to improve, you need 
to get a sense of where you stand compared to where you want to be. In business, 
this means ‘benchmarking’—comparing your company to an excellent organiza-
tion that uses best practices. This is obviously only valuable if these best practices  
are continuously updated with scientific progress successfully tested by the  
practitioners, of course.”

héloïse thinks for a moment and then speaks.
“yes. The supervisor of the wood shop, roger, who is also responsible for 

quality control, brought this up the other day. he probably already has these doc-
uments, but I don’t think he’s read them. by the way, who wrote them? a bunch of 
technocrats who use a lot of jargon?”

“no. apparently, they’re written by current practitioners and recognized 
experts who come together as volunteers to share their experience and expertise 
and to share them in simple language. I bought these books since, as a quality con-
sultant, I’m supposed to be using them.”

Pierre takes three books out of his bag. “This first one is about total-quality 
management.” he smiles as he exaggerates the word “total.” “It describes a busi-
ness through all of its processes. It’s very structured. This second one is about lean 
management and is very pragmatic. It talks about how a ‘lean’ company is achieved 
through a state of mind—not just by using the right tools and methods. both of 
these books reflect the foundation of companies that perform well, in manufactur-
ing and also in the service sector. There’s a third book here of cartoons about qual-
ity management. I like it. It offers common-sense examples of how people’s attitude 
can make processes robust or fragile. It may seem too simple, but as my brother 
used to say, ‘It’s easy to make things hard, but it’s hard to make things easy.’”

héloïse looks somewhat disillusioned. “I’ve spent half my time in this place 
for almost three weeks. Frankly, I haven’t noticed that anyone here is particularly 
obsessed with simplicity, or ‘lean,’ as you call it. I’ve been watching them. Everyone 
in their own little corner, working away fastidiously. and why? Just because they’ve 
always done it that way or because they want to prove that their job is more import-
ant than anyone else’s. If there’s a problem, they spend more time looking for a 
scapegoat than helping customers. It’s like musicians in an orchestra who each play 
their part independently, without considering what the audience is hearing. In fact, 
if they didn’t have any customers at all that would probably suit them just fine.”
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Pierre laughs. “That makes me think of what I’ve read about the virtues of a 
systemic approach, and the way the logistics manager should apply it. Even though 
you might think that logistics management is the oldest profession in the world, 
if I can put it that way, it’s currently changing very quickly. Even people who do 
this job don’t seem clear about what to call themselves. Information technology 
has developed lightning-fast in the current context of globalization. This makes 
the management of tensions where the links of the supply chain interface in their 
logistics activities1 possible in real time. So we still need ‘logistics managers,’ obvi-
ously, but more and more companies seem to need ‘supply chain managers’ to 
manage the supply chain of customer demand, especially if the chain is complex 
and international. but I’m not really sure when to use which term. It seems to 
depend on the amount of connections.”

 héloïse looks at him questioningly, and Pierre continues: “We understand, of 
course, what logistics means in a military context. It’s the art of combining all the 
means of transporting, supplying, and housing troops to support them for victory. 
Like napoleon said, ‘an army marches on its stomach.’” he chuckles. “The same 
concept applied to business is, obviously, not so different. The goal is to respond 
to a demand—in your case, an order that has to be delivered. to deliver the prod-
uct, you need to transport it. before you can transport it, you need to have manu-
factured it—either when you receive the order or in advance by having it in stock, 
if the customer doesn’t want to wait. to manufacture it, you need to have the work-
force, the facilities, and the machinery. you also need to have acquired your raw 
materials or components on time or have them in stock already. as for labor, you 
need to have hired workers far enough in advance that they can be properly trained. 
These steps constitute ‘links’ that form a ‘chain,’ and that chain needs to be managed 
to supply the customer demand through what we, in fact, call ‘supply chain man-
agement.’ Maybe it should have been called ‘supply/demand chain management.’” 

Pierre notices that héloïse has started to doodle on a piece of paper. he speaks 
louder. “Obviously, all of these contingencies require skills in strategic planning and 
operational scheduling and on how to connect the two. to synchronize the internal 
and external means of production, collaboration skills—or ‘soft skills,’ as they are 
called—are also critical. It’s no longer enough to employ a logistics manager to sim-

1 From hervé Mathe, a French professor of logistics.
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ply execute orders by managing the means of storage, transport, and production in 
a fragmented way. nowadays, the physical flow, the information flow, and even the 
financial flow must be synchronized, and this is the main role of the supply chain 
manager: to continuously adapt to external and internal changes. and if these flows 
aren’t ‘lean’—that is to say, aren’t synchronized with the customers’ needs and free 
of waste—and if the processes of the company are not under control, the poor sup-
ply chain manager is reduced to trying to organize chaos.”

 héloïse looks pensive. She pushes her paper across the table to Pierre and 
asks, “So that’s why it’s called a chain. Everyone knows the strength of a chain isn’t 
equal to the sum of the strengths of all its links; it’s only as strong as its weakest 
link.” 

after a glance at héloïse’s drawing, Pierre exclaims, “yes … but again, with 
globalization and information technologies, supply chains shouldn’t be thought 
of as chains but rather as complex networks, like a web, that must adapt continu-
ously, like living bodies do.” 

 héloïse straightens up and pushes the paper brusquely aside. “So, how are 
you going to proceed?”

Pierre’s eyes light up. “Did you use the word ‘proceed’ just now because I’ve 
been talking about management of processes?”

 héloïse sighs, mildly exasperated: “OK, what exactly is a process, anyway?”
Pierre gloats. “My dictionary—my number-one reference book—tells me that 

a process is a series of ordered operations that are carried out within a given time 
frame and that lead to a defined end result. This is not to be confused with a pro-
cedure, which is a method—a machine, for example, or a recipe—that is used to 
make that result. The business reference books say much the same thing, even 
though they say so in a more … jargon-y way.”

 héloïse is about to ask another question when the phone rings. She gets up to 
answer it, and after listening for a minute, says, “yes, roger, of course I agree. you 
must not ship it if you know there are defective components in it. Why doesn’t he 
want to wait? Look, just ask hubert what he thinks. Or you can come and join us 
in the meeting room. I’m talking to Pierre Chevalier, our new total-quality consul-
tant. I’ll introduce you.”

 héloïse can’t help grumbling as she hangs up the phone. “We’re still having 
quality problems with one of the orders, and the two shop supervisors can’t come 
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to any sort of agreement. It’s an epidemic. There really needs to be some kind of 
process in place to deal with this particular situation!”

roger knocks at the door and enters timidly. héloïse makes the introductions, 
and then roger announces, “I’ve told the shipper that you’ve decided to stop ship-
ment on this order until you have hubert’s opinion.”

“Good,” says héloïse, reassured. “Keep me posted. We’ve just been talking 
about well-defined processes, and what the company can hope to gain from them. 
What do you think?”

roger sits down, and answers promptly, “The most important thing is to keep 
our customers happy.”

hearing the word “customer,” héloïse gives him a look of admiration. 
Pierre speaks up. “have you already formalized the main processes of your 

company?”
roger suddenly seems ill at ease. he fidgets with a notebook in his lap. “Well, 

I actually answered as quickly as I did because Thierry always said that when you 
don’t know what to say, you should always say ‘customers.’ but I actually couldn’t 
tell you offhand all the names of all our processes. I only remember that Thierry 
ambi outlined five main ones that cover all our different departments. he used 
them when he wrote the It procedures. If you’d like, I can look in my notes. I 
wrote everything down.”

“yes, please go ahead,” answers héloïse, calmly.
roger thumbs frantically through his notebook. Pierre gets ready to take 

some notes of his own.
“OK. There are: the Sales and Marketing Process, the Supply Chain Process, 

the human resources Process, the Financial Process, and finally the total-Quality 
Process. These five processes cover all the activities of the business.”

Pierre stops writing and asks, “Do you have any details for the individual steps 
for the supply chain process?”

“yes. I’ve written them down—there were five of these also, but a sixth step 
was added: plan, source, make, deliver, return, and enable. This follows the SCOr 
model,2 which stands for”—here, roger makes a huge effort to remember—“Supply  

2  SCOr: a model for representing the supply chain flows within a company. This model is main-
tained by the aPICS Supply Chain Council (see www.apics.org).
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Chain Operations reference model. When talking about this model, Thierry 
always used to say that there’s no point in reinventing the wheel: we needed to use 
the SCOr model as a starting point—even if it meant simplifying it for small busi-
nesses like ours in order to take into account our level of maturity, as he said.” 

With a big smile Pierre murmurs, “Well, well … clearly this is how you move 
from traditional logistics to supply chain management.” 

roger is about to respond to this but, seeing héloïse’s impatient look, con-
tinues with what he was saying. “as I said to you in the meeting the other day, I 
wanted to work on the total-quality processes, but I never had time to read the 
booklet. Maybe Mr. Chevalier—”

 héloïse interrupts. “yes. It would be really useful not only to have a process 
to avoid quality problems, but also a process for reacting to problems when they 
arise. This would save you time and energy, particularly when hubert and I aren’t 
here. Can we look at it together?”

 héloïse turns to Pierre and notices his stiff expression. She understands and 
continues, “but before we do that, Pierre will obviously need to visit the company 
and meet each person. roger, could you inform your colleagues of his visit?”

Pierre seems soothed and adds with another big smile, “I’ll meet you on the 
shop floor soon.”

roger agrees, and takes his leave. héloïse looks at her watch. “Well, how are 
you going to proceed?”

“I’m going to take roger’s advice, and start with the customers,” answers 
Pierre promptly. “I’m going to see which operations represent added value in their 
eyes.”

“but how do we add this value?”
Pierre leafs through one of his books and scans his notes. “In industry, we 

add value that the customer expects by transforming raw materials, assembling 
the various components, and packaging the products. administrative tasks can 
also add value—for example, if we send out specific information that the customer 
needs, or if we implement systems that systematically respect the specifications 
of the products or services that the customer requires. In the lean-management 
book, they’ve colored in green the operations that add value. Those that don’t add 
value are colored in red. Their case studies show a great deal more red than green. 
They must be exaggerating …”

8
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“actually, I get the impression that we’re doing a lot of red operations here,” 
héloïse comments. “I don’t know if there’s more red than green, but there’s cer-
tainly a lot of red.” She looks at Pierre mischievously. “I know how you could pro-
ceed! you only have to follow the whole chain of operations, from the arrival of 
the raw materials to the shipping out of the finished products, all on the pretext of 
eliminating the red. That will give you the chance to interrogate everyone!”

“That’s just what I intend to do,” says Pierre, smiling. “but I’m going to start 
with the finished products, to understand how they need to be put together to con-
form to the customers’ deadlines and quality expectations. It will be the best way 
to identify the green operations too—by seeing how they contribute to the finished 
product. now, if I’m going to start the interviews, you’ll need to tell me who does 
what, and who is the boss of whom. I will need the organization chart.”

Seeing héloïse’s perplexed expression, Pierre explains. “The organization 
chart is the visual representation of the various positions in the company and their 
hierarchical relationships to one another. Then, I’ll visit some customers and sup-
pliers and ask them relevant questions.”

 héloïse raises her eyes to the ceiling. “Well, the subject of hierarchical rela-
tionships got me off to a bad start. I asked Georgette about that. She told me she’d 
tried to get my father to clarify them, but, since his own responses were never 
clear, she eventually gave up. I tried to work out who was the boss of whom by 
looking at job titles from pay stubs. Same problem. They weren’t up-to-date and 
no longer corresponded to existing jobs in the company. no wonder no one knows 
whom to ask for instructions, and no wonder certain people act as if they’re boss 
even when the real boss is there.”

Pierre raises an eyebrow, dismayed. “Just imagine being in the police force 
or the army and not knowing who was in charge of whom! Or imagine that there 
were several people in charge and that team missions weren’t clearly defined, even 
for the people who were meant to be carrying them out—” he breaks off as he 
hears a knock at the door. hubert pops his head in, clearly very annoyed.

“I’m really sorry to bother you, héloïse, but I need to speak with you at 
once.”

“Come in, hubert. I’m with Pierre Chevalier, our total-quality consultant. I 
have to leave before four o’clock to be on time at the conservatory, so let’s talk right 
now. Mr. Chevalier has signed a confidentiality agreement.”
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hubert comes in and moves toward Pierre. The two tall men size each other 
up briefly and then shake hands. 

hubert says, “Good afternoon, and welcome. In fact, it’s good you’re here 
because the problem is in your area of expertise. you’ll be able to help us.” 

Pierre fidgets slightly with discomfort, but hubert doesn’t seem to notice as he 
turns toward héloïse with a grave expression. “We’re continuing, slowly but surely, 
to lose orders from Saint-nazaire, one after the other. This information is spread-
ing around the shipyards like wildfire. Everybody now knows about the loss of 
your father, and this has already become a concern for our customers. I could have 
calmed the waters if we didn’t have this recurrent quality problem with the arm-
chairs. not just any armchairs, either, but the ones that were intended for the offi-
cers’ bar—and just when a new purchaser came on the scene, too! It is well known: 
a satisfied customer doesn’t say anything to anyone, but a dissatisfied customer 
will complain to at least ten prospects.”

hubert pauses for breath. “When you’re hunting and the hounds come across 
a wounded animal, they will not let it go. Customers do just the opposite, but 
it ends up the same way—when their supplier goes through a bad patch, that’s 
exactly when they let the supplier go. at this rate, the revenue in our most profit-
able product line is going to collapse. The business is going to lose value at the very 
time we’re trying to sell it.”

he is deathly pale. héloïse, pale also, offers him a chair. Pierre looks at both of 
them impassively. a heavy silence descends. 

Finally, Pierre clears his throat and speaks up. “you say ‘everybody now 
knows.’ Whom do you mean by ‘everybody’?”

“The whole network in contact with the subcontractors in western France.” 
answers hubert.

“and where do they build these boats that you equip?”
“Mainly in Saint-nazaire and in the west.”
“The west?” Pierre presses on.
“yes. you know, the western area of France, which includes bretagne.”
“and what exactly is keeping you from outfitting boats that are made else-

where?”
“hmm … well, ah, we’ve never really sought out other shipyards. Saint-

nazaire has always been enough for us,” says hubert candidly.
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The conversation trails off again. Pierre gets up, breaking the silence by saying 
that he would start his work right away by drawing up the organization chart. “It 
will take me the whole afternoon. I’ll bring it to you tomorrow.” 

hubert watches him go without saying anything. héloïse doesn’t leave hubert 
time to reflect. “have you talked to roger about the quality problem we’re having 
with the order that was to be sent today?”

“no.” hubert sighs loudly. “What’s the problem this time?”

after leaving the somber office, Pierre starts for the shop floor with gusto. he 
is keen to see the products that are made by h. rami and also to identify the 
“green”—the value-added factors that justify the company’s existence. In the wood 
shop, he finds roger contorting himself inside a piece of furniture, probably in the 
process of fitting one of the parts. Pierre gestures to him to carry on; he will con-
duct the visit by himself.

From first glance the layout of the factory intrigues Pierre. The furniture being 
assembled is mostly made out of wood. The metal pieces are secondary parts. 

“Why, then,” he wonders, “are the two parts of the overall shop floor, the wood 
shop and the metal shop, separated by a wall for nearly their entire length? and 
why is the shipping dock beside the wood shop located so close to the passageway 
that links the two workshops together? It requires the finished products to retrace 
their paths through the factory before exiting.”

Pierre strides toward the shipping dock. There, on a clipboard, he begins 
to draw up a diagram that shows the flow of products backward from the ship-
ping dock through the factory. he uses different colors to indicate first the fin-
ished products—the furniture; then the wood; then the metal components—the 
machined parts that are fitted to the pieces of wood; and, finally, the raw material 
of which the components are made—the metal itself.

he moves quietly from one workstation to the next, greeting each of the work-
ers with a nod and a smile, and they respond in kind. he watches them with great 
interest as they work. They can sense this, and some of them make more of an 

9
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effort than usual, especially those who are working directly with the wood. They 
plane the surfaces and attach the small metal accessories with an economy of 
movement that amazes Pierre. 

“It looks like the ‘red’ is between the various operations and not within the 
operations themselves,” he observes. Each time he moves from one workstation to 
the next, his diagram grows more complete. he makes a note of the small, strange 
prefabricated shed with its papered windows, at a corner of the storeroom. he 
notices the storeroom supervisor gives it a wide berth. When Pierre asks him if 
he might enter it, the storeroom supervisor says that it is up to his boss if a visit to 
“the coop” is permissible. but when Pierre asks him who the boss actually is, the 
answer he receives is so vague that Pierre makes a mental note to ask the question 
again later.

Once the diagram is finally finished, Pierre continues to look around, absorb-
ing the atmosphere in order to notice any possible clues that might lead him to 
Thierry ambi. he winds his way between workstations cluttered with wooden 
planks, partially assembled drawers, and rows of half-built armchairs. he navi-
gates his way around a mountain of small school desks that are stacked one on top 
of another. he zigzags his way past piles of wooden planks and blocks his ears as he 
passes the screeching circular saw. he discreetly lifts the sheet of plastic that serves 
as a door to the painting booth, careful to avoid the half-opened cans of paint sit-
ting on the ground. Pierre’s brow furrows as he watches workers struggle with the 
stacks of wood and batches of metal. 

Like héloïse, he too nearly loses his footing over the iron bars on the floor of 
the metal shop. he makes a mental note of the number of people who are moving 
about the shop or shifting the various materials from place to place. he realizes 
that, at any given moment, there are more of them than there are machine opera-
tors working with the raw materials or assembling the components. It is as though 
the lenses on his glasses turn alternately red and green, according to what he sees. 
he glances at his watch. he has been here for less than two hours, but he can 
already deduce the low percentage of value-added activities. Just like the case stud-
ies in the book, there are at least double the number of red activities here as green.

absorbed in his observations, Pierre very nearly forgets his mission that after-
noon: the organization chart. Who is the boss of whom? no point in asking, he 
saw that with his own eyes. he saw roger Chaillou rushing around twice as much 
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as any of his co-workers, to the point where he didn’t even have time to catch up 
with Pierre. he also saw the supervisor answer, on the spot, each of their ques-
tions as they came up. “a real go-to guy,” as his brother used to say about one of 
his apprentice mechanics. and Pierre saw Jean-Marc Gridy, with the attitude of 
an aggressive pit bull, treating his co-workers like ill-behaved children who were 
likely to do something wrong at any moment.

he noticed the sideways glances that the “children” in question gave as they 
slowed down the moment the “pit bull’s” back was turned. he also saw a red-
bearded man whose posture froze and who stared coldly as he passed by. Pierre 
didn’t know who the guy was, but noticed that, as soon as he had passed, the man 
went to speak with his black-and-yellow-attired co-workers, and that they lis-
tened attentively to him. Pierre saw how the man tried to speak to the guys on 
the other side of the workshop wall, the ones dressed in blue, and how the “pit 
bull” spotted him at once and, with lower jaw sticking out, headed straight for 
him. Pierre admired the way the red-bearded man went back to his machine and 
resumed his work with a calm air at the very moment the pit bull would have 
pounced on him.

It is late in the afternoon when Pierre leaves the shop floor to return to the offices. 
he still needs to question Georgette about the hierarchical relationships within 
the company. Pierre has never had a problem ingratiating himself with anyone. he 
only has to smile. he does so on meeting Georgette, something that assures her 
complete cooperation. 

“It seems that this woman’s brain is a gold mine of information,” he thinks 
to himself. aloud he inquires, “Who is the boss of the fellow in the gray smock? 
you know, the one who exchanges components for the slips of paper that the 
machine-operators themselves get from their supervisors?”

Georgette knits her eyebrows together and scratches at her right hand for a 
moment, considering how to answer precisely. “In the old days, Eric, the store-
room supervisor who is also in charge of shipping, worked under roger since 
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the storeroom was on the woodworking side of the shop. but because roger was 
always overwhelmed with work, Mr. rami put Eric under the supervision of Jean-
Marc in the metal shop. but that didn’t work out either, because Jean-Marc had 
Eric distribute the raw materials too far in advance. as a result, we could never 
find what we needed when the orders were ready to be finished. We were always 
out of stock on items. We often found them months later, after we’d already pro-
duced new ones! 

“In the end, when Mr. ambi came, he started to install the It system that 
includes the storeroom. Just after that he put Eric with Léon together in the sup-
ply chain department he created. This appeared bizarre at first, but I must admit it 
seems logical that a storeroom supervisor who organizes transport and shipments 
should collaborate with the buyer-planner. This way, at least they are able to pull 
the orders that we actually need to build, rather than trying to push out the com-
ponents to produce whatever suits us.”

Georgette stops speaking for a moment, her eyes looking upward, as though 
the logic of this system were dawning on her for the first time. Then she looks 
back at Pierre. “Mr. ambi once asked me to draw up an organization chart. but 
when I asked Mr. rami if I could do so, he told me that it wasn’t necessary, so I 
never did it.”

Georgette hesitates again. Then she adds, “but, if I may say so, I think it would 
be very useful, especially for Léon. It would make it easier for him to go to the shop 
floor. right now, he doesn’t dare, because of the workshop supervisors, who are 
always changing the sequence of the orders that come in, according to what suits 
them. This causes a lot of arguments, and, since Léon is a bit embarrassed about 
the way he stutters when he gets nervous, he’d rather busy himself at the reception 
desk … if you know what I mean.”

Pierre smiles knowingly, and begins to sketch the organization chart as 
Georgette discusses its structure with delight. before the afternoon is over, 
Georgette has explained the roles of all the management staff in the company to 
Pierre, but she has conspicuously avoided any questions about the disappearance 
of Thierry ambi. There is nothing left for Pierre to do but meet with the employees 
individually, to try and get to know them better. he would start next week with the 
storeroom supervisor, Eric, who works by “the coop” with the covered windows.
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C h a p t e r  4

a sTraTegiC wiTness 
sPeaks UP

Customers and Suppliers Affect Variability

hélOïse grIps thOMas’s rIght hand as the Finnair jet acceler-
ates down the runway toward its takeoff. The moment she feels the wheels leave the 
ground, she digs her fingernails into his palm, and he jumps a little even though 
he is used to this reaction of hers. It isn’t fear that provokes her reflex; it’s the relief 
she feels at finally being let loose from the daily demands of an earth-bound life.

héloïse counts the past three weeks among the most trying of her life. as she 
gazes out the plane window, she recalls what had happened … 
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The day after hubert’s announcement of the staggering number of orders lost, 
Georgette came to see her. With her head bowed and in a strangled voice, she told 
héloïse that the backlog—that is to say, the total number of orders received but 
not yet shipped1—amounted to no more than one month’s worth of the company’s 
average turnover. yet the supply lead time for the wood would not allow produc-
tion to start on these orders for at least the next two months.

Consequently, as héloïse was able to figure out, the workload wouldn’t occupy 
more than half the employees for the next two months. Fortunately—if one could 
use that word—the backorders, which represented around fifteen days of past-
due orders, could be done over the next two weeks. but after that? Georgette 
halfheartedly proposed laying people off. Some time might also be gained by ask-
ing employees to take their vacations earlier, but this would cut back on their 
Christmas vacations, and Georgette doubted that Ivan would support the idea. 
according to her, he had decided that the sudden appearance of the total-quality 
consultant already posed a threat to the workers, and he was therefore in no mood 
to encourage such sacrifice.

“your father always managed to avoid touching vacation times, even during a 
crisis,” Georgette said in a voice full of reproach. “but even so,” she added gloom-
ily, “I don’t know when hubert will be able to capture new sales.”

héloïse hesitated that whole afternoon before calling her mother for her opin-
ion about the financial situation of the company. Juliette was reluctant to delve into 
the bundle of paperwork that héloïse brought her a few hours later. She had been 
sitting at the piano, and nothing could tear her away from it. her latest passion was 
lecturing at a music appreciation society for older people, and this took up more 
and more of her time.

however, she gave a quick look at some financial ratios and was able to con-
firm that the money needed for salaries, cost of materials, overhead, and general 
and administrative expenses would exceed the revenue as soon as next month.

1 Definition from aPICS online dictionary: www.apics.org.
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“This is what we call ‘passing below the break-even point,’” she explained. 
“you’ll need to borrow money from the bank in order to keep production going. 

“The company buys wood from other countries, where you have to pay the 
suppliers within sixty days. The orders that you deliver to the customers, on 
the other hand, have a payment term of ninety days. you also need to add the 
‘throughput’ time of the orders on the shop floor—that is to say, the amount of 
time it takes for orders to get through the shop. This would be at least one month 
if all goes well or possibly as much as three months if, for example, you‘ve run out 
of metal fittings.”

Juliette peered at héloïse over her glasses with the sharp eyes of someone who 
hadn‘t lost any of her business acumen. “you’ll soon realize that the bank fees on 
your loan, which amount to about 10 percent of the loan itself because it’s a short-
term loan, will eat up your profit margin. to put it another way: you’ll be work-
ing for nothing. I’ve already told you, my dear: sell. Sell the company now, while 
there’s still time. If you keep dithering around like this, you’ll lose your position at 
the conservatory. Given all the effort you made to get in there, that would really 
be a shame.”

Juliette had touched a nerve. héloïse had already cut back her cello teaching 
to an average of ten hours a week. now, she only taught one day a week, in rotation 
with a colleague, as well as one or two half-days a week from 4 to 8 p.m. This same 
colleague had been pleased when héloïse gave up supervising rehearsals with the 
string orchestra. She certainly didn’t want to reduce her involvement with the con-
servatory any more.

On the other hand, héloïse knew that it was already too late to hope to sell the 
business at a good price. Things had already deteriorated too much. Furthermore, 
efforts to find a potential buyer had so far been fruitless. The business broker at the 
Chamber of Commerce had said as much: “If you hope to get a fair price, you’ll need 
to take your time, so that the buyer doesn’t sense that you’re actually forced to sell.”

héloïse, a lump in her throat, didn’t answer her mother. She spent the rest of 
the evening playing the cello. her mother accompanied her on the piano, and, 
after several bars, héloïse managed to forget her troubles. but as soon as she left 
the house, her worries gripped her again.

Since Thomas wouldn’t be back from his trip for another day, she decided 
to visit her grandmother. She had always felt she could be open with her without 
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fear of ever being judged. a long time ago her grandmother had said to her, “I will 
always love you, no matter what you do.” It felt good to remember that.

Geneviève greeted her with her usual joie de vivre. “So! how is my favorite lit-
tle CEO this evening?”

héloïse’s downcast expression was an answer in itself.
“Oh, I see. Come on now, tell me everything.”
héloïse stretched out on the sofa and put a small leopard-print cushion 

behind her head. She silently contemplated for a long minute the moldings in the 
ceiling, far above her head.

“We’re going bankrupt, Mamy. Our sales revenue won’t cover the salaries, cost 
of materials, overhead, and general and administrative expenses.”

“What exactly is keeping you from raising the sales revenue?” Geneviève 
asked the question with wide-eyed indignation.

“What’s keeping us from raising it? Well, we’re losing our long-standing cus-
tomers because of quality problems, and our new customers don’t bring in enough 
money.”

Geneviève wiggled two fingers impatiently at her granddaughter. “but, for 
heaven’s sake, what are these quality problems, and what exactly is keeping you 
from finding new customers that will bring in enough money?”

héloïse lowered her eyes in concentration. She answered as sincerely as possi-
ble. “Well, first, our quality isn’t under control because everyone is ‘firefighting’ all 
over the place, because no one ever gives clear instructions for solving problems—
beginning with me, since I don’t really know what I’m doing—and then second … 
well, I just don’t know!”

Geneviève frowned. “What do you mean ‘no one ever gives clear instruc-
tions’? Surely you’re not telling me that workers who’ve been doing the same job 
for ten or even twenty years don’t know what to do when there’s a problem? What 
did your father teach them to do for all those years?”

“I think my father just told them what to do and didn’t leave them any room 
for initiative to solve problems on their own. It’s still like that now. If no one tells 
them, they just don’t know what to do. as for their supervisors, they’re too busy 
competing with one another to help each other out. as soon as one of them has an 
idea, the other one shoots it down, and if the shop steward gets involved, then the 
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whole day can go by and end with absolutely nothing having been done at all to 
answer customers’ requests. It’s depressing!”

Geneviève rolled her eyes upward. “Damn this misplaced competitiveness! 
Competitiveness is the worm in the fruit of mankind.2 your father just loved com-
petition. but when someone treats others as though they were incapable children, 
in order to play the superman himself, people start behaving like incapable chil-
dren—” She broke off. “Except you, obviously. you didn’t let him treat you that 
way. now, what about this shop steward? Doesn’t he want to save his colleagues’ 
jobs?”

“I admit I just don’t understand his psychology. From the beginning, Ivan has 
looked at me as his enemy. I don’t even know him! he spends all his time check-
ing to see whether I’m respecting the employment rules. all because, as he says, 
the workers were oppressed in the past. he never mentions the future. Pretty soon 
there will be nothing left to respect, since they’ll all be unemployed.”

“Well, certainly to create a better world, the revolutionaries of 1789 should 
have explained how to cooperate, instead of just cutting off the King’s head,” 
said Geneviève. “Cooperating, while at the same time being competitive to offer 
the best of technologies, that should be possible in your world, shouldn’t it? 
Cooperative-competition … we could call it ‘coopetition,’ no?”

Geneviève gave héloïse a moment to absorb her words and visualize the 
effects “coopetition” could have on the world. Then she rose, filled two fluted 
glasses with champagne, passed one to héloïse, and sat down again.

“now, let me ask: what’s keeping you from learning the skills you need to solve 
all these problems? It can’t be any more difficult than learning to play the cello, 
surely.”

héloïse sighed. 
her grandmother persisted. “When you needed to apply yourself to this 

instrument to get into the conservatory, what did you do?”
héloïse raised her eyes to stare at the ceiling, as she took her time to answer. 

“Well, I learned the basics, and then I listened to recordings by the best cellists, and 
then I remember Thomas got me tickets for the best concerts at the conservatory, 

2 From albert Jacquard, a French philosopher and geneticist.
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so that I could listen to them playing and watch them to copy their postures when 
I practiced.” She smiled. “Those were good times.”

“Well then,” said her grandmother, “That’s just what you’ll have to do with the 
business. If something works in one field, you can transpose it to another, don’t 
you think?”

héloïse made a skeptical face. her grandmother pretended not to notice and 
carried on. 

“So. Let’s start with the customers. What are you going to do to track down 
some new ones?”

“Well, Mamy, if I knew the answer to that, I’d tell hubert right away!”
Geneviève did not feel she should push her granddaughter further. 
They spent the rest of the evening quietly, sitting on the couch, watching a 

sentimental soap opera that moved héloïse to tears. 
“here I go, falling into my annual autumn depression,” she thought to herself. 
Every year at this time, the shorter days made her feel fragile. She usually pre-

pared for this by taking fish-oil capsules, beginning around the end of august. but 
this year, if she had known what was in store for her, she would have doubled the 
dose.

at one point, her grandmother had glanced at her and, pretending to be not 
the least interested, inquired, “and how are things with Thomas? I presume you 
still see one another from time to time?”

as a matter of fact, héloïse was to meet Thomas the very next day at the rail-
way station in tours, as he arrived on the express train direct from the roissy air-
port after a concert tour of Western Canada. Thomas barely got to the car before 
he began with boundless enthusiasm to tell héloïse about his Canadian travels.

“you’ve got to see vancouver! It’s so beautiful there. The city has mountains 
on one side, and the ocean splits the town into bays and inlets on the other. you 
can eat seafood in restaurants from every country in the world. and the people are  
so nice …” 

as héloïse drove, she let herself be lulled by Thomas’s babbling. She also 
loved to travel. She always dreamed of being part of an internationally renowned 
music ensemble that would travel the world. She is not yet on that path. She was 
startled when Thomas excitedly mentioned his next trip, to Finland at the end of 
October.
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“It’s for an international festival that’s going to feature young talent. I’ll stay for 
several days, to rehearse. Can you believe that, on the last day of the festival, we’re 
going to play for the President of Finland! and, since she’s also the head of the 
Lutheran Church, the concert’s going to be held in the temppeliaukion Kirkko—a 
troglodyte church in helsinki, where the stone walls make the acoustics incredi-
ble! I’ve always dreamed of playing there.”

This wouldn’t be the first time Thomas played in Finland. The country is 
especially welcoming to foreign artists and encouraging of young talent. héloïse 
suddenly remembered that Thomas had hit it off with the family of one of the 
members of the orchestra there, whose wife taught English at a university. She 
turned to him.

“Thomas, do you remember the first time you went to Finland? you stayed 
with a musician—a violinist, I think. his father ran a mechanical parts company, 
and you played for him. he’d just won a prize for excellence in something or 
other.”

“I remember it well. I played jazz on an electric piano at a celebration in his 
new factory. They had just won a prize for excellence in business.” he smiles, 
somewhat mischievously. “you mean you actually listen to me when I’m talking 
about my travels?”

héloïse straightened up in her seat. “Do you think I could come with you and 
visit this factory? The trip falls on the holidays around all Saints’ Day—the first of 
november. There aren’t any classes at the conservatory, and I don’t have rehears-
als. as for my factory, it doesn’t seem to make any difference at all whether I’m 
there or not.”

… and so, several days later, héloïse found herself on the plane to Finland. after 
the plane has taken off and she has eased her grip on Thomas’s hand, she suddenly 
thinks of Pierre, which makes her want to laugh. Thomas turns to her. he never 
lets an opportunity for fun slip by him. 

“What are you thinking about?”
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héloïse doesn’t like to talk to him too much about the depressing stories of the 
factory. This time, however, she lets herself be tempted. 

“you know that real-cop-but-fake-total-quality-consultant I hired, that 
Pierre, whom my mother knows? he recently asked Léon, our buyer-planner, to 
make arrangements on his behalf to visit companies. Léon would introduce Pierre 
as roger’s new colleague. roger is our head of quality control.”

Thomas nods, turning in his seat to face héloïse so he can focus. 
“anyway, Pierre selected three suppliers and two customers. two days later, 

poor Léon still hadn’t managed to set up a single meeting. The secretaries never 
put him through to their bosses, and the people that he did manage to talk to 
always found a thousand excuses to put him off or postpone a visit. This made the 
poor guy stammer twice as much as usual, so he didn’t have any chance at all of 
getting through to them.”

Thomas shifts position in an attempt to hold on for the duration of the story.
“So Pierre taught Léon how to set up an appointment. I watched the whole 

thing. It was fascinating. Pierre sat in my father’s old office chair, utterly relaxed, 
leaned back, put his feet up on that little table, and dialed the first number, smiling 
as though he were about to talk to an old friend.”

Thomas crosses his legs, with some difficulty in the cramped space between 
the seats.

“The first call he made got the boss’s secretary on the line. he asked her what 
the weather was like in her city and whether she’d prefer to put him through to her 
boss right away or perhaps a little later. he smiled, and spoke in such a friendly 
way you’d think they really knew one another. She put him through right away 
and, in less than a minute, Pierre had set up an appointment by saying he wanted 
to take advantage of this visit to share ideas to improve the processes between the 
two companies, and so on and so forth …”

Thomas stares at her, wondering if this is the funny bit. 
“Just picture it! he made five phone calls, one after the other, and was able to 

set up five meetings. Once, he made a mistake, booking two appointments for the 
same day. he just called one of the companies back—the secretary recognized him 
at once and changed the appointment. no problem! you should’ve seen the look 
on Léon’s face!”
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Thomas nods vigorously, uncrosses his legs, and sits back in his seat. People 
don’t always laugh at the same things. “and, apart from charming the secretaries 
on the phone, what exactly has Mr. real-Cop-Fake-Consultant found?”

“Well, so far he’s just been questioning everyone on a bunch of different pre-
texts, but in vain. he says the employees are avoiding the subject of Thierry ambi 
in a way that seems strange. also, since no one has anything clear to say about ‘the 
coop’ near the storeroom, he decided that he absolutely needs to find out what’s 
inside. but not while anyone else is around—he doesn’t want to raise suspicions. 
So, we went to the factory in the middle of the night, two days ago, just after you 
left for Paris for rehearsals. 

“Pierre brought the whole bag of tricks: a master key to open the lock, latex 
gloves, a silk dustcloth, some glass slides, and all kinds of other things they use to 
‘analyze the scene of a crime,’ as they say in the police force. but we drew an abso-
lute blank. The place had been completely emptied. Pierre gathered up some dust 
to be analyzed. There were some traces of varnish and paint, and some hairs. There 
were also some bits of thin wire—like fiberoptic cable. but the fact that it had been 
completely emptied out and obviously cleaned was suspicious.

“by the time I left for this trip, Pierre didn’t have the lab results back yet. Since 
he’s having them done under the radar by his former colleagues in the criminal 
investigations division, it takes a little longer.”

“under the radar?” Thomas still holds on to the hope of finding something 
amusing in the story.

“yes. The technicians do the analysis for him on the side during their working 
hours. Meanwhile, Pierre is going to visit the various companies to try and get more 
information. he’s giving me his report when I get back. We’ll know more then.”

Thomas stifles a yawn, then asks, “So when are you going to start meeting with 
potential buyers?” 

héloïse sinks back in her seat. “you know what? I never heard back from that 
little man with the bleary eyes. The one who said he’d put me in touch with a suit-
able buyer right away. I’ve since met some more serious intermediaries, thanks to 
the Chamber of Commerce and the metalworkers union. One of them mentioned 
a belgian group that might be interested. as our financial situation is going to be 
even worse in november, I’m going to try to meet them right away.” 
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héloïse turns in her seat to face him. Thomas has fallen asleep. She looks at 
him tenderly and then closes her own eyes.

Meanwhile, about two thousand miles south, Pierre crisscrosses the motorways 
of France behind the wheel of his metallic-blue car as he makes his way to and 
from the five suppliers and customers on his list. It is all Saints’ Day weather: gray, 
humid, and cold. Pierre drives slowly on the country roads. This gives him time to 
think. he received the lab reports early that morning, and now knows exactly what 
to look for. he also knows that his hypothesis about Thierry ambi’s disappearance 
is now rapidly leaning toward the dreaded: a criminal case. his old friend at the 
lab had been quite clear: On some of the things Pierre had found on the floor of 
“the coop,” there were traces of human blood.

This possibility had crossed his mind when he was taking the sample of 
rust-colored dust from the floor. héloïse had suggested that it might be a simple 
spot of varnish, and he had not contradicted her, both to keep her from panicking 
and because he himself was not sure what it was. but the way in which “the coop” 
had been cleared had aroused his suspicion. you don’t clean a room in a factory in 
such a way unless you have something to hide. Luckily he had held onto some of 
his state-of-the-art equipment for lifting traces. had he not, this evidence would 
have been missed.

all that remains now is to find out whose blood it is. Even if it belongs to 
Thierry ambi, he might not be dead … or at least not yet. his colleague in the lab 
promised to analyze the Dna from the sample, using some new detection equip-
ment that had just arrived from Canada, but said that this would take several days. 
also they would need a sample that was known to have come from Thierry ambi 
to make a comparison. 

“We could use sweat, sperm, fingerprints, tears, blood, saliva, urine, skin  
samples, or mucous,” the lab scientist had rattled off, as if to simplify the search.

The hairs that were found belonged to two different people. The Dna tests 
would show whether one of the two was also the one who had lost the blood. 
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Pierre doesn’t hold much hope for this as a clue. anyone who had ever been in “the 
coop,” even if only once, might have lost a hair there.

however, the chemical composition of the varnish was exceptional. The lab 
analyst had checked his work three times and was quite categorical. It was made up 
of a molecule that had only recently been developed by a research lab which was 
on the verge of filing for a patent for it. The substance transforms ordinary wood, 
permanently preventing it from deteriorating when exposed to bad weather.

Such a discovery, if it were to pass industrial trials, would stop the dramatic 
deforestation of teak, Pierre realized later, as he did some research on his com-
puter. For the past several years this precious wood, in spite of its very high price, 
had been invading the gardens of well-to-do Westerners in the form of luxury fur-
niture. If teak were to be replaced by a cheaper wood that had been treated with a 
one-time anti-biodegradation substance like this one, it would spark an unprec-
edented craze. but it would also very likely cause an economic destabilization in 
those countries that relied heavily on teak exports.

Pierre’s friend had pointed out that the manufacture of this anti-biodegrada-
tion substance using this particular molecule presented a number of significant 
chemical risks. Only those companies that were prepared to follow strict manu-
facturing procedures and environmental protection guidelines should ever be per-
mitted to manufacture it. For all of these reasons, the granting of the patent was 
delayed, and the discovery was kept confidential. It was, therefore, most unusual 
for a few drops of this substance to turn up in a locked shed in a factory in a cor-
ner of the touraine—especially considering that the substance was bonded to the 
wood by means of a catalyst through a very complex, dangerous, and toxic pro-
cedure. The wood, therefore, must already have been treated before it arrived in 
“the coop.”

The last substance analyzed, the optical fibers, were commonly used in tele-
communications. This made Pierre rack his brain. he could see no link between 
the last two substances, but absolutely needed to. It would be his only chance to 
find a motive for this crime involving blood—if there really had been a crime. 
Somebody might simply have cut a finger. but who? The best he can hope for is to 
find an answer when visiting h. rami’s suppliers and customers.

he will need to concentrate on these visits without losing sight of his goal. Five 
visits—one a day, starting next Monday. In five days’ time, he’d write his report, so 
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that he could submit it to héloïse on her return. Five days. not before. he’d figure 
out the next step after that, only after considering the results in his report.

“never let yourself be distracted by thinking about the next step before the 
current step is completed,” he thinks to himself. “yet always make sure to keep the 
alignment between the two steps—that is the tricky part. First of all, collect the 
clues systematically. Then let them gather together freely in your brain. and then 
write the report at once, in a steady flow of words.” 

Pierre thinks with relish about the day he’d write the report. he has a con-
suming passion for words—old and rare words, and those rich with meaning. he’s 
amazed at how they can injure as easily as they can cure, depending on the skills 
and the intent of the person using them. They allow the mind to generalize, to 
omit or to distort reality altogether, in order to explain reality and to share expe-
riences with others. They are audible clues that show the tip of the iceberg of our 
thoughts, and those thoughts reflect our ideas, and our ideas, combined with our 
behaviors, create the world.

Deprived of higher education during his youth, despite his aptitude for it, 
Pierre had developed the habit of searching a dictionary at random, whenever he 
had a spare moment. he enjoyed experimenting with new words and still finds this 
old habit relaxing and inspiring. but he sometimes prefers to keep the new words to 
himself, rather than risk embarrassing someone who might not understand them.

before setting out on his visits, Pierre had called his brother to find out the 
habits and behaviors of the quality auditors who had visited his auto shop. Paul 
said, “The less they know, the stiffer they are, and the more complicated they are in 
what they say.” Then he prepared his visits with Léon and héloïse. he had wanted 
to choose those companies that would be most helpful to the investigation—all, of 
course, without arousing Léon’s suspicions. 

Léon had told him that he and Thierry had entered supplier names and items 
into their computer system. by doing this, they had also identified which suppli-
ers were causing trouble.

as head of quality control, roger would visit those suppliers whose quality 
left something to be desired, while Thierry would visit those who didn’t deliver 
on time. These suppliers, in fact, were often one and the same. Pierre, héloïse, and 
Léon reviewed the categories of purchases by descending order of amounts pur-
chased annually.
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The first category on the list was that of wood, with three suppliers, each with 
a different specialty. They had in common the tendency to deliver large shipments 
of wood that didn’t always match the exact quantity ordered. Thierry had wanted 
to negotiate smaller shipments with these suppliers to reduce h. rami’s inventory 
of raw materials. henri rami refused, since he had known these suppliers forever 
and wanted to deal with them himself. Pierre decided he wouldn’t make visiting 
them a priority, since Thierry had little to do with the wood suppliers. 

The second category was metal components. There had been five suppliers 
of more or less the same components. Léon spent much of his time playing them 
off one another to get the cheapest price. The results were the opposite of what 
he intended. Each time he gained a discount of a few percent, the time he spent 
doing so and the resulting headaches it caused the company far outweighed  
the savings.

For example, as Léon explained, it wasn’t rare that he was still busy negotiat-
ing the price with two competing suppliers while the furniture order waited in the 
workshop for its last few metal components instead of being delivered. With henri 
rami’s agreement, Thierry had taken matters into his own hands and, within a few 
weeks, the five metal-component suppliers had been reduced to two, and one of 
these had been replaced by Lineo, an automotive-components supplier. Thierry 
had the idea of replacing, in the bill of materials, several models of fasteners with 
clips that Lineo manufactured in large batches. With some minor modifications 
in the design of the furniture, the annual costs for this category of metal compo-
nents could be reduced by 80 percent, and the quality of these particular compo-
nents would finally be consistent.

Léon was still largely impressed by this adventure, which he shared with 
Pierre in great detail, practically all in one breath, and without stuttering.

“roger and I went to Lineo before we’d even placed the first order, to assess 
every possible risk regarding quality. They showed us their FMECa process.3 Since 
it also took into account the risk of late deliveries, I was immediately reassured. 
PPM and DPM are the same, in that the target is zero, as they said.”4

Léon reined in his enthusiasm as he noticed Pierre’s frozen expression. 

3 FMECa: Failure Mode Effects and Criticality analysis
4 PPM: parts per million; DPM = deliveries per million
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“We didn’t understand what that meant. It was Thierry who explained it to us. 
PPM measures the number of parts that don’t meet the quality requirements, and 
DPM those that are delivered late—each to the total number of parts manufac-
tured, divided by one million. as a matter of fact, when we have reached 99.9 per-
cent of the parts being manufactured or delivered according to the requirements, 
we need to change the unit of measurements to better monitor the progress.”

he grabbed his calculator so he could show these figures to Pierre, focusing on 
not losing any zeroes. “One percent of pieces delivered late represents 1,000 DPM.”

Pierre looked over Léon’s shoulder. his generation had learned how to calcu-
late using a slide rule, and he had the order of magnitude at his fingertips.

“are you sure it’s not 10,000?” he asked, pretending to hesitate.
“Oh, right. yes, 1,000 DPM is actually 0.1 percent of the parts being delivered 

late,” declared Léon, embarrassed. “but it’s never been as bad as that, because the 
supply chain managers at Lineo are ‘lean,’ as they say. They’re able to produce the 
exact quantity to match our needs, ‘Just and In time.’ This is what allows them to 
avoid imposing a minimum-order quantity on their customers. Thanks to that, 
we decrease the carrying cost of our inventory of clips. as you know, this carrying 
cost represents 30 percent of the euro value of our average annual inventory, if we 
take the average figures for industry as a guide.”

according to Léon, Thierry had recently met a number of times with his 
counterparts at Lineo, a company he had known for a long time—at least by repu-
tation. Pierre naturally decided to put this supplier on his list. 

The annual ordering costs of the other purchase categories were very close, 
and many suppliers in these categories supplied similar products. Pierre suggested 
to Léon, as though by chance, that he might pay a visit to Continus, the varnish 
supplier.

“That works out well!” exclaimed Léon. “Even though they deliver from their 
inventory, we had a delay recently because of a wrong label on the shipment.” 
Then, beginning to stutter once more, he added, with embarrassment, “Would 
you mind also going to see Choppe? They’re a boilermaker. Ever since Jean-Marc 
took over from Mr. rami in dealing with them, I never know when they’re going 
to deliver. They need to be informed I exist …”

Finally, after Léon had mentioned that Thierry had dealt personally with 
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the third-party-logistics company Laurie Europe before joining h. rami, Pierre 
decided to pay a visit to that 3PL company as well. 

The choices were, in the end, not difficult, thanks to Léon’s good management 
of the suppliers’ files. to finish the list of five visits that Pierre would be able to 
complete in one week, héloïse had chosen the first customer of the boutique prod-
uct line, which she thought was probably a customer brought by Thierry. 

Pierre read the booklet that contains a checklist of questions for the evalu-
ation of a business’s excellence. Léon had lent it to him, mentioning in a learned 
tone Thierry ambi’s favorite saying: “There’s no greater industrial crime than rein-
venting something that already exists.”5 

Léon had added, “you’ll be able to find out almost everything you always 
wanted to know about your industrial partners but were afraid to ask, simply by 
referring to these questions. as these are recognized as standard questions for all 
industries, they won’t be able to say that they aren’t appropriate. and, if they refuse 
to answer the questions,” he added, raising an eyebrow, “you’ll know what to make 
of that, too.”

This was just what Pierre needed to help him establish contact and start the 
discussion with the heads of the five companies that he would meet. not only 
would he have the air of a real professional who had prepared his visit and wasn’t 
just improvising the role of quality auditor, he would also be able to drift toward 
the subject of Thierry. after all, the supply chain process was among the essen-
tial processes to be diagnosed. because the checklist would question the quality of 
the relationships between h. rami and both its suppliers and its customers, trust 
would be easy to obtain. 

as roger advised, he would visit each company following flow logic. That is 
to say, he would start at the end of the flow, to understand how each link in the 
chain progressively adds value in order to deliver a product that meets customers’ 
expectations. If there were any clues to be found that could lead to Thierry, Pierre 
shouldn’t miss them.

5 From hervé Serieyx, a French management consultant.
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The first visit is to the customer héloïse chose: a ready-to-wear luxury clothing 
store located opposite the casino in Deauville. Last year, the owner ordered a com-
plete, made-to-order, fully customized interior that looked like the inside of a 
cruise ship, all in fine woods and gilded metal. according to the project file, it had 
been designed by henri rami himself, with roger’s help, and the whole h. rami 
woodworking team had come to Deauville to adjust the sub-assemblies. 

The store owner, Mr. Priteau, is dressed entirely in tweeds and receives Pierre 
in a slightly affected manner. Pierre adapts to him, and Mr. Priteau, who at first 
seemed anxious to get rid of the zealous supplier, takes the time to review the pos-
itive aspects of his experience with the h. rami company. It was the quality and 
design of the combined wood and metal that seduced him, he says, as they corre-
spond with the upscale image of the clothes he sells. but ultimately it was the team 
of h. rami artisans, as he calls them, that was the deciding factor. Their ability to 
grasp his overall vision and adapt their plans quickly to his evolving requirements 
had won h. rami the order over their competition.

Pierre notices that Mr. Priteau doesn’t mention as an order-winner the 
fact that h. rami’s quotation was on the low side. Pierre knows that, for it to be 
accepted, the quotation had to be in the suggested range of bids, but he wonders 
whether he is confusing this product line with another, or whether it really is this 
one—the boutique line—that is especially unprofitable. 

“If this is the case, the quotation could have been at the upper end of the 
range.  It obviously wouldn’t have been an issue for the customer,” he thinks to  
himself. 

as he goes through his checklist, Pierre keeps a picture of the two clues in his 
mind: the anti-biodegradation substance, and the fiberoptic cables. but even as 
Mr. Priteau grows more talkative, his answers shed no light on things for Pierre. 

Finally Pierre rises and goes to touch the wood. There is no reason for an 
anti-biodegradation substance to be used on wood that stays inside a boutique. 
but his meetings had been arranged before he knew what the lab results were. 
too bad; he probably wouldn’t have chosen to visit this particular customer. 
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nevertheless, he resists concluding the visit has failed. he decides to try to get a 
positive return on his time in another way.

“and how could we help you recommend our company to your colleagues?”
Mr. Priteau smiles. “are you a quality auditor or a salesman?”
Pierre puffs out his chest and answers at once. “at h. rami we’re all sales-

people who are very passionate about our products. The unfortunate loss of our 
boss hasn’t changed that at all.”

“If only that were true,” he thinks to himself as he slowly prepares to take his 
leave. 

Mr. Priteau no longer seems eager to let him go. “If you send me some illus-
trated brochures that clearly demonstrate the originality of your products and the 
fact that you manage each order like a customized project, I promise that I’ll pass 
them on to my colleagues,” he says in a self-satisfied tone.

Once back in his car, Pierre jots down some notes. “here’s hoping the next 
interview will be more profitable,” he mutters to himself. It is with Continus, the 
company that makes varnishes. Their factory, considered high risk for toxicity, 
was situated in the north of France, near Lille. Pierre would drive part of the way 
this evening and would finish the journey the next morning in time for his 9 a.m. 
interview with Mr. Campagne, the site’s quality, health, safety, and environment 
manager.

The next day, shortly before 9 a.m., Pierre finds himself driving around a modern 
industrial zone in which the directional signs have not yet been installed. The light 
rain has stopped falling, and the sky has cleared. It is turning out to be a bright, 
sunny morning. Pierre finally guesses where the Continus factory is by catching 
sight of a guardhouse half-hidden behind a pair of tall gates in a long fence that 
encloses the grounds. 

Once through the gates, Pierre finds an industrial building as large as it is empty 
of people. he is met by Mr. Campagne, who greets him coldly, having learned only 
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that morning, it seems, that he is to fill in for the director of sales at this meeting. he 
obviously feels he has better things to do than meet with customers. 

“Especially such a small customer. People should stick to their own jobs! I’m 
not a salesman,” he thinks, so loudly Pierre can almost hear him. 

“he must be acting this way,” Pierre thinks to himself, “to make sure I recog-
nize the value of his effort. I guess I’d better play along.”

aloud, he says, “Thank you for your time today, especially considering that 
our little company must surely represent only a tiny fraction of your sales figures.” 
he adds in a conciliatory tone, “I sent you the list of questions I had hoped to dis-
cuss with you. I can change the sequence of the questions to facilitate your review 
of them if you want.”

Pierre knows he only has to suggest one thing to this type of person to make 
him want the exact opposite, and he would be more comfortable keeping the order 
as it is.

“We’ll follow your list. I may break away from time to time to discuss some-
thing urgent with my colleagues, but those interruptions shouldn’t take long,” says 
Mr. Campagne with an air of authority. he hands Pierre a blue lab coat, and they 
start down a flight of stairs to begin their tour.

“We’re now at the beginning of the processing line for this factory. to get to 
the end, you would have to go by bicycle. In between, there are only more pipes, 
like the ones you see here, and holding tanks like the ones that you see above you. 
Our supply flows are on the ground floor, while the mixing is done here in the 
basement, so we can take advantage of gravity. at specific points you’ll see some 
electronic control boards, to track the whole process. My team of lab technicians 
and I are responsible for monitoring them. 

“My team and the maintenance crew are the most important people in the 
factory. Our mission is to ensure production is continuous and in full conformity 
with the standards. We make all of our products to stock, and we take samples 
regularly, always following the strictest protocols. nothing is left to chance here. 
With equipment like this, the slightest error in mixing costs a fortune, since we 
then have to discard everything and recall the inventory that we have sent to our 
distributors. We can’t stop production to do repairs, since our processes involve 
continuous chemical transformations. We shut down only once a year, for general 
maintenance.”
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he strides across the factory floor, taking giant steps. Pierre keeps up with 
him easily. 

“until recently, we made the same mixtures, sometimes for up to two weeks 
at a stretch. We called these ‘campaigns.’ I should point out that we had only three 
European customers. Over the past five years, the number of new customers has 
continued to grow. Thanks to new information technologies and the Internet, 
the whole world now has access to our products. On the other hand, this means 
our prices can now be easily compared with those of our global competitors. Of 
course, we need to be absolutely irreproachable in terms of quality. The regulations 
don’t leave us any choice. but, at the same time, we need to be competitive in terms 
of price. but even that is not enough.”

Mr. Campagne’s voice takes on a dramatic tone. “Little by little, pressure to 
conform to environmental regulations has been growing in this country. So we 
decided to leap ahead of the legislation about these regulations. We passed our 
ISO 14000 certification many years ago and were the first company in our field to 
do so. This step greatly reassured our distributors.”

Pierre nods in admiration, seeing how proud Mr. Campagne was of this 
accomplishment. he had read somewhere about the ISO 14000 being a certifica-
tion that concerned environmental standards.

“In the beginning, this annoyed everyone, much as had the total-quality certi-
fication, some fifteen years ago,” confides Mr. Campagne. “but they finally realized 
that it was a good guideline for progress. after all, if we can make our varnishes 
without polluting, why not do it? as our boss would say, ‘We don’t inherit the earth 
from our ancestors; we borrow it from our children,’ and this convinced the staff 
to get involved.”

“nice aphorism … I’ll have to check who said that first,” thinks Pierre. 
as the tour goes on, his guide becomes warmer. Pierre steers him through 

the questions on his checklist one after another, skipping the ones that are not 
relevant to this context. he knows the most important thing is the reciprocal 
trust the questions will help to build: the trust that reigns at last when profes-
sionals choose to tell things as they are, in order to ensure the end-customer’s 
satisfaction.

Pierre knows this feeling of reciprocal trust well. he’d experienced it a num-
ber of times when, during an investigation, he’d been able to tell, long before any-
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one else, that a suspect was telling the truth. This talent, which had allowed him 
to become a brilliant police inspector, wasn’t something learned from books but 
through practice. One has to learn to listen carefully to someone’s words to feel 
their sincerity.

When he interrogated a suspect, he hunted for the truth in the clarity of the 
suspect’s words. Little by little, he had developed a theory about the links between 
this clarity and the truth. Lies revealed themselves in the words that a person 
chose not to use. The problem was that you already had to know the truth to be 
able to pick out the clear words or recognize their absence—or you had to have 
good intuition.

Pierre senses it’s the right moment to casually ask his most important ques-
tion: “I understand there’s a new varnish now that can completely prevent wood 
from degrading. have you heard anything about it?”

Mr. Campagne looks at him inquisitively. “That’s a top-secret file. you must 
know that.”

Pierre gives him an encouraging look. 
“I can tell you what I know—that’s to say, not much. The new varnish is still 

at a prototype stage but it hasn’t yet gone into manufacturing. We’re in line to start 
production because we know how to respond to the rigorous environmental pro-
tection standards. but the file has been blocked by the Ministry for several months 
now, and no one knows why.”

he looks at Pierre as though he were truly sorry to be unable to say more. 
“Obviously for a company like yours this product would be very interesting. 
Especially for your wooden furnishings for boats …”

Pierre realizes that he won’t be learning much more today. Lingering in the 
shipping area briefly, he is surprised to find that it is every bit as disorganized as 
the rest of the factory is organized. he makes the connection between what he is 
seeing and the labeling problems that Léon told him about.

The head of quality control listens as Pierre recounts the problem to him. 
Sensing Pierre’s disapproval, Mr. Campagne explains in an apologetic tone, “We’re 
chemists, you see, not logistics experts. Since the number of our customers has 
grown so much, we just don’t know how to synchronize our shipments any more. 
Our lot sizes are getting smaller and smaller, and the information that needs to be 
on the label is different for each lot. I’ll be clear, for the sake of your audit: this is 
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the one area where you’ll have to give us a bad mark. tell your stock supervisor 
that we’ll do everything that we possibly can to prevent this problem from arising 
in the future. We’ll send you a free shipment by way of compensation.”

The meeting ends on a warm note of reciprocal trust. Pierre leaves Mr. 
Campagne with the reassurance that h. rami, also a company deeply concerned 
about protecting the environment, would remain a customer of Continus.

Pierre gets back in his car. his third visit is to the boilermaker, in the Poitou 
region near the town of Poitiers, in western France. he will have to go back 
through Paris, and then return to Paris the day after tomorrow. he reflects as he 
starts the engine that, although he has managed to fit all the meetings into a sin-
gle week, he hasn’t been able to plan particularly efficient routes between them. no 
matter; he has plenty of time, and he likes to drive. 

With regret, he drives away from the fluid plains of the north, and back toward 
the built-up outskirts of Paris. ah well, he’d spend the night in his tiny Paris apart-
ment, and would be happy to see it again.

The next day Pierre pulls into the small parking lot at Choppe, the boilermaker. 
The owner, Joseph Choppe, steps out of the old gray sheet-metal building as sud-
denly as a jack-in-the-box. 

“Mr. Chevalier, I’m so pleased to see you! I knew henri rami since, well, for-
ever. he was my first customer. If you’ve come to audit me, it only goes to show 
that his business has kept going without him. It’s always good when a company 
shows an interest in its suppliers!”

touched by this effusive welcome, Pierre is quick to follow his guide, who 
leads him into what seems to be a giant metal hangar. years’ worth of metal dust 
has rendered everything in the factory a uniform gray, yet the factory is in no way 
messy. The various zones into which the sheet metal is to be placed are clearly 
marked on the floor. There are a number of machines and enormous presses, as 
well as several welding zones, protected by screens of opaque plastic ribbons. but 
not all of the machines are working that day. 
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Pierre does a quick red/green analysis of the machines, while wondering 
whether he shouldn’t do such an analysis of the workers. They all seem busy, 
standing at their various workstations, some reading over plans, and others han-
dling different parts in very small lots. There is only one small office, and it is 
occupied by two women. 

“The accountant and the sales secretary,” Joseph Choppe explains. “We have 
plenty of machines,” he continues, “That’s not the problem. I buy anything that 
looks interesting on the used market. This lets me fill all kinds of specific demands 
that my competition cannot respond to. but the workers—I really should call them 
craftspeople—are very hard to find. you have to pay them properly, of course. but 
these days, with all these people who have suddenly become buyers without know-
ing of our trade, and who base all of their decisions on price, it’s impossible to 
pay the local workers what they’re really worth. So you have to recruit them from 
Eastern Europe. I’ve nothing against that, really, since these workers at least know 
the meaning of the word ‘work.’”

his explanation confirms Pierre’s impressions. Pierre leans closer to hear  
him better. From time to time, noise from the machines drowns him out  
completely.

“henri rami could never be fooled, not him. We work to order, and we know 
how to adapt to our customers’ needs, even when they only clarify things at the 
last minute. I make the big parts that you can’t make in your locksmith shop—
or ‘metal shop,’ as you call it now. you subcontract the curved pipes to us for the 
counters on boats, for example. Since henri used to be a woodworker, he knew 
a bit about our trade and could certainly appreciate a job well done. We worked 
together for thirty years and never had a single problem. We’d meet here, some-
times with his metal-shop supervisor, Jean-Marc Gridy, right after he’d placed an 
order, so that I could spend as much time as necessary going over it with them. 
and, if there was ever any question, it was just a matter of a short drive, and, voilà, 
problem solved! tours is hardly an hour away from here.”

In just under an hour, the two men have made two complete tours of the fac-
tory. They were interrupted countless times by Joseph Choppe’s employees. 

“If I understand the nature of the questions that they’re asking you,” starts 
Pierre, “you seem to be the boss, the head of the sales department, the proce-
dures specialist who draws up the quotations, and the planner who distributes 
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the work that is to be done! but if our storeroom supervisor at h. rami wants 
to specify a delivery date, whom should he ask, so as not to keep you from your 
many duties?”

Joseph Choppe smiles. “It would be best if he asked me directly. What do you 
expect when it comes to running a workshop like mine? you need to be every-
where at once. I never manage to delegate anything. It’s a shame, really. When I’m 
gone, this place will disappear with me.”

Out of a sense of duty, Pierre tries to make him talk about any problems he 
may have had with henri rami or Thierry ambi, by asking him questions from 
the list. but there’s no use, as Mr. Choppe seems quite happy to give nothing but 
compliments.

“Some people are just like that,” Pierre thinks to himself. “They manage to see 
the good in everything. They have a happy air about them and it doesn’t keep them 
from becoming business leaders. It’s reassuring.” 

This time, when he gets back into his car, Pierre can’t help being a little wor-
ried. There are only two meetings left, and, so far, he hasn’t learned anything new. 
he has high hopes for his fourth visit, scheduled for tomorrow afternoon. It will be 
at Lineo, the automotive supplier, located in Le Mans, west of tours.  Lineo makes 
the metal clips for h. rami furniture. 

after driving for a time, he pulls into a rest stop just off the highway, puts his 
seat back, and lets his mind wander. “If you start to lose your way in the field,” he 
muses, “you need to stand back and change either your angle of vision or change 
the limits of the field.” 

because of his new role as private detective, Pierre behaves like one. he has 
organized his investigation sequentially. First, he interviewed the employees. now, 
the suppliers and customers. It is taking too long. If he were still on the vice squad, 
he’d have put Thierry’s house under surveillance and made some inquiries about 
his family and their employment histories. he’d have been able to do many things 
at the same time. 

“your resources must never dictate your method of investigation. you must 
make the most efficient use of the resources that you do have, so that you can keep 
using the best possible methods in your investigation,” he decides. 

he doesn’t need to be at Lineo until the next day. In the meantime, he could 
do a little surveillance work of his own this very evening in tours, where Thierry 
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had moved for his new job at h. rami. he’d be able to make a few calls to some old 
friends in Central Intelligence. One of them could no doubt help him out.

It is not quite two hours later that Pierre parks his car outside Thierry ambi’s small 
rather soulless house. he settles in to wait, making calls on his cell phone to make 
good use of his time, when he suddenly sees a shadow cross the road in front of 
him. Pierre cuts off his conversation abruptly and sinks down in his seat so that he 
can observe without being seen himself.

The shadow belongs to a woman. She opens the garden gate and goes straight 
into the house, without hesitating, and without taking the mail that is choking the 
mailbox. It is ten o’clock at night and, given the time of year, it has been dark for an 
hour. Pierre watches, waiting for the lights in the house to come on. They don’t. he 
sits and observes the house for more than half an hour, seeing no movement at all.

Eventually, the woman comes back out of the house looking, Pierre thinks, 
decidedly furtive. her backpack looks heavier than it seemed on the way in. 

Pierre hesitates a moment, unable to decide whether to follow her by car or on 
foot. In the time it takes him to get out of the car, the athletic-looking woman has 
already crossed the intersection. he runs after her, but can’t see which of the side 
streets she has gone down. he chooses one. It isn’t the right one. no matter. he 
had the time to note her height, around five foot nine, and to see the shape of her 
face, oval, and framed by long black braids. by the time he gets back to his car, he 
is whistling contentedly. his investigation is finally underway. 

Pierre is full of energy the next afternoon as he parks behind the gates of a vast 
industrial complex, whose flowerbeds are as green and straight as the compa-
ny’s name on its sign. Pierre reaches the guardhouse and patiently lets himself 
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be subjected to an identity-verification procedure worthy of a police station. not 
authorized to enter the building unaccompanied, he only waits a few minutes for 
someone to escort him. a very young man appears, greets Pierre quickly, and with 
lively gestures motions him to follow. 

Pierre has long legs, but even he is hard put to keep up with his white-smocked 
guide, whose pace swallows up the white lines of the pedestrian walkway. 

he begins, “tell me, young man. What are you making in this factory that’s so 
confidential?”

The young man barely slows down before he puffs out his chest and says, 
“It’s not so much what we make here that has value, but also the production 
system itself, which is very high-performing. Since you’ll be meeting with Mr. 
Lesqualloux, the supply chain manager for our P0-P1 projects, you’ll go through 
the whole factory. you’ll see how highly developed our physical flow and our infor-
mation flow are—that is to say, they’re very simple. you know, these days, being 
able to add value to a product without creating waste in the manufacturing process 
is a real competitive advantage. hunting for muda,6 that’s my specialty. I’m a lean 
expert, so I know what I’m talking about!”

The young man points to an insignia embroidered on his smock. It is a car-
toon character armed with a submachine gun. Pierre stares fixedly at it for a 
moment or two before he recognizes what it is. a Shadok!7 he dares not speculate 
what kind of animal a muda is.

at the factory entrance, the young man gives Pierre a white visitor’s smock, 
clear-plastic eye protectors, and protective footwear to slip on over his shoes. 
Pierre changes into them hurriedly, so as not to keep the man waiting. he does so 
standing below two enormous posters of products used as accessories to enhance 
the intelligent gaze of a young woman on one side and the handsome face of a 

6  Muda is the Japanese word for “waste.” Muda typically comes in eight different forms: overpro-
duction (the main form), waiting, transport that is not value-added, a manufacturing process 
that is not adapted to the task at hand, overstock, movement that is not value-added, defects, 
and under-exploitation of the employees’ creativity.

7  Les Shadoks was an animated television series created by French cartoonist Jacques rouxel. 
bird-like in appearance, the Shadoks are characterized by ruthlessness and stupidity and 
inhabit a two-dimensional planet.
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young man on the other. Pierre reluctantly leaves his hat, a classic fedora, in the 
changing room. 

as soon as he emerges, the young man carries on, explaining things to Pierre 
in a pedantic way. “Our main priority is, of course, the safety of our workers and 
visitors. Last month, we broke our own record: one hundred days without a single 
workplace accident.”

he stops for a moment to hold the shop floor door open for Pierre, who stands 
in the doorway briefly to take in the astonishing spectacle beyond. 

as far as the eye can see on the three sides opposite the doorway, the clear 
light of day completely penetrates the building’s interior and reflects off the bril-
liant white paint of the floor and the machines. The great majority of the work-
stations are no more than five feet high, so that the few white-smocked workers 
who move around behind the machines can still have a view of what is happening 
on the shop floor with no obstacles.

Pierre moves into the central aisle. his height offers him a sweeping view over 
a veritable ballet of small carts, one attached to another, that are being pulled along 
their respective routes by small motorized engines. These little “trains” are guided 
by standing drivers who stop regularly to drop off full carts in front of the various 
workstations, replacing them with the empty ones they pick up. 

Pierre is able to easily work out the flow of their routes just by watching 
them make their rounds. The trains depart at regular intervals from an area filled 
with green plastic crates, located on the right-hand side, immediately next to the 
unloading docks. From here, they supply the machines of the drilling and assem-
bly lines, located on the left-hand side. The congestion caused by products in pro-
cess of assembly is so minimal, and the whole work area is so neat and tidy that 
Pierre feels as though he were walking through a model factory rather than a 
working plant.

“Our second priority, of course, is 5 S,” the young man continues.8 “Thanks to 
5 S, any anomalies jump out at you and can be rapidly eliminated. Then, when the 
obstructions to flow have been eliminated, we can put kanbans in place, so that the 

8  5 S: Seiri, Seiton, Seiso, Seiketsu, Shitsuke—Japanese words that describe how to organize a 
workplace. In English: Sort, Set in Order, Sweep, Standardize, and Sustain.

12
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machine operators can manage them independently.9 It is through observing the 
flows that we can understand them. but, in order for us to be able to do that, we all 
need to have the San Gen Shugi10 attitude, which begins with the reflex to go right 
to the Gemba.”11

Pierre has stopped trying to understand. Kanban? San Gen Shugi? Gemba? In 
these words he can’t find any of the Greek or Latin roots that he knows so well. no 
matter; he is utterly captivated by the economy of movement demonstrated by the 
machine operators at their workstations.

Each station has a short set of slightly inclined conveyor belts to either side 
and within reach of the operator, which supplies metal parts to be drilled or assem-
bled and then carries them away once the operation is finished. at eye level, there 
is a turret-shaped notice board affixed with identical graph charts showing curved 
lines in both green and in red. at regular intervals, the machine operators stop what 
they are doing for a moment to remove what appears to be one small playing card 
from an otherwise empty white metal container located on the conveyer, and to file 
another in the front of another container that one of the train drivers collects a few 
moments later. These movements are repeated in a calm and orderly way from one 
workstation to the next, all down the line. above the line large photographs hang, 
each of which shows a small group of machine operators. The photos highlight 
the emphasis placed on safety and on quality of workmanship by these men and 
women, who clearly originate from all over the world. Pierre thinks to himself that 
everyone who works in this particular factory seems to be doing “green” activities.

“Mr. Lesqualloux is in a QrQC12 Logistics meeting. he shouldn’t be more 
than a few minutes. you can wait for him in here.” The young man has startled 

 9  Kanban: a pull system that uses signs (e.g. cards, lights, golf balls, etc.) to withdraw parts for 
feeding operations or suppliers.

10  San Gen Shugi: In Japanese, this is “the ideology of the real and the concrete,” which consists 
of looking to the point of origin for current, up-to-date information, so that you can assess a 
given situation in a concrete way.

11  Gemba: “The place where things happen,” in Japanese.
12  QrQC: Quick response Quality Control—daily stand-up meetings organized at the assem-

bly-line level, the department level, and, ultimately, at the factory level. Their aim is to ensure 
that any problems are communicated upward, until they reach the level at which they can best 
be dealt with. The steps in this process (reprinted with the permission of the valeo company) 
are Detection, Communication, analysis, and verification.
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Pierre out of his thoughts by suddenly motioning him into what appears to be 
a glass shed. It is furnished with a number of computer screens sitting on iden-
tical desks. running down the middle of the room is a large whiteboard, upon 
which a number of curves have been hand-drawn in erasable marker. Many 
characters on the board have been drawn in red, but there are some green, too. 
behind the whiteboard is a very large high round table decorated with a green 
triangle. around the table stand about a dozen people, each with a notebook 
in hand. all stay focused on the task at hand, and none turn around when the 
two men enter. 

One by one the people at the table take turns speaking, and do so in a rhyth-
mic ritual, responding to the group leader who asks each speaker the same set of 
questions. Pierre listens closely to the question drill.

“have you detected any nonconformity in the product, any process that is not 
in keeping with the standard, any repeated deviations, or any metrics that were 
red? Was there immediate action taken to contain the problem at the Gemba?

“Did you communicate the nature of the problem to the persons involved, 
and were the answers to the WWWWhhMW13 questions visible on the QraP14 
board located in the zone where the problem was detected?

“Did you assign the analysis of potential factors to the appropriate people? 
Did you divide a complex problem into a number of smaller problems that could 
be treated quickly and simultaneously by different departments? have you repro-
duced the problem in order to identify and confirm the root causes of the problem 
occurrence and its non-detection before the part was affected?

“have you verified the implementation, the effectiveness, and the robustness 
of the corrective actions taken? have you formalized and passed on the lessons 
that were learned through the resolution of the problem? Did you congratulate the 
teams that were involved in solving the problem?”

13  WWWWhhMW: the method of posing the questions Who?, What?, Where?, When?, how?, 
how Many?, and Why?, so that a given problem can be better understood.

14  QraP: Quick response action Plan. The QraP board consists of large, easily accessible 
drawing board, visible to everyone, on which an action plan is drawn up by hand, along with 
the names of the persons responsible for carrying out the plan and the time frames involved.
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The last member of the team has barely finished answering in turn when the 
circle silently breaks up, each participant going his or her own way. a thin man 
with a rather preoccupied air makes his way toward Pierre. 

“So, you’re from h. rami?” he says. “but you’re not Thierry ambi! I am 
Lesqualloux.” 

Pierre answers hurriedly, “Mr. ambi is on a business trip overseas for a cus-
tomer. We don’t expect him back for several weeks. Management has asked me to 
take over for him until he comes back.”

“Good. Then you’ll be able to answer my questions. We’ve been ready to 
deliver the clips to attach the channels for those fiberoptic cables since June. 
Instead of the custom model Mr. ambi requested, we’ve found a standard model 
that is perfectly suited to your purpose. The kanban cards for the delivery are 
ready, together with the size of their loop corresponding to the forecast quanti-
ties that were given by Mr. ambi. Since he made it quite clear to us that this was 
a highly secret project, we’ve been waiting for him to personally give us the green 
light before we deliver. We’ve been waiting for a very long time now. When can we 
make the shipment?”

Pierre focuses his attention. This is all about getting the correct ball rolling. he 
summons a confident tone. “We intend to revise our order, upward. Can you let 
me know what you have prepared? I’ll pass the information to Mr. ambi, who will 
be in touch with you as soon as the new quantity has been confirmed.”

Mr. Lesqualloux casts a quick glance at his watch, turns to one of the comput-
ers and quickly types on the keyboard. “My next factory QrQC meeting starts in 
five minutes. I’m printing you up an updated kanban card right now and will see 
you out. you can send the card back to me with your modifications when you’re 
ready. In the meantime, I’ll put the project on hold.”

Pierre takes advantage of the time required for the card to be printed to satisfy 
his curiosity and create a diversion at the same time. “Can you tell me what this 
green triangle signifies?” he asks, pointing to the round table.

Mr. Lesqualloux’s face lights up at once. “The green triangle? It symbolizes 
what must be done at the Gemba to make sure a process is under control. you must 
ask yourself three questions, like the three sides of the triangle: Is there a standard 
in place? Is there a visual system in place that allows me to know whether or not 
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this standard is being respected? and is there a standard approach in place to deal 
with any drift from the standard?”

Pierre smiles to himself, thinking, “Clearly once passionate followers of this 
technique get going, there’s no stopping them.” 

Mr. Lesqualloux hands the kanban card to Pierre—who grabs it as precious 
evidence—and walks him to the exit. “If we can answer ‘yes’ to each of these three 
questions for all of our processes, whether they be technical or administrative, 
we won’t have any problems, and therefore, no PDCa Fta15 to talk about in the 
QrQC meeting!” the thin man exclaims as they hurry along.

Pierre gets the feeling that all these acronyms are not going to help him put 
Lesqualloux back on the subject of Thierry ambi. but he has been left with one 
promising clue, in the matter of those clips for the channels on the fiberoptic cable. 
his thoughts turn to héloïse’s preoccupation with the quality problems. he asks 
Mr. Lesqualloux, “Could you tell me, briefly, how you go about solving problems?”

“nothing could be simpler. There are seven steps involved, and each one 
follows logically from the one before it: Describe, Sort, Compare, reproduce, 
Capitalize, Share, and Maintain. Step four is the most important because if we 
don’t know how to reproduce a defect, or a delay in delivery, then we haven’t really 
understood the problem, and therefore we don’t know how to solve it. but I must 
add that when we don’t share what we have learned through solving a problem, 
then the problem hasn’t really been solved in a robust way.”

While they are striding quickly back through the factory, Pierre asks further 
questions about the details involved in each of the steps designed to put a process 
under control. he makes some additional mental notes about the process as he 
walks back to his car. Once seated behind the wheel, he takes out a pen and paper 
to draw up a brief summary. he gives it the title “a Logical and universal Method 
for Solving Problems.” Doubly satisfied with this and with his insight into the 
secret project, he smiles to himself: “Once an investigation finds its path, whether 
you’re a police officer or a private detective, just go with the flow.”

Full of good spirit, he decides to take up his surveillance post in tours once 
more, even though he is almost certain that the long-haired woman wouldn’t 
return to the house two nights in a row. 

15 PDCa Fta: Plan, Do, Check, act, and Fault-tree analysis

13
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Once parked, he half-reclines in his seat and thinks back on his youth, when he 
sometimes spent entire nights on stake-out duty with the vice squad trying to 
catch a criminal. he also remembers those later times when, as a member of the 
financial crimes squad, he did the same thing—but those times it was to make sure 
that a person under investigation didn’t flee before a search warrant could be car-
ried out on their home. 

he had been able to improve things a great deal by transferring the work 
methods from one squad to the other. In the beginning his superiors in the finan-
cial crimes division had told him that it would be best to forget everything he’d 
learned in the vice squad, to conform to the requirements of his new role. but, in 
time, he succeeded in drawing them out of their entrenched ideas by being inno-
vative and reassuring, making them believe that the new ideas he had introduced 
were, in fact, their own.

by midnight, no one has approached the ambi house. Pierre had the time to 
phone his former colleague in Central Intelligence. She didn’t have any new back-
ground information about Thierry’s wife and would need authorization to ques-
tion the police in a foreign country. Since she would be unable to obtain this on 
her own, it would be necessary for Pierre to ask someone higher up the chain of 
command. On the other hand, she was able to find out the name of the company 
Thierry ambi had worked for before he joined h. rami. It was a company called 
Cuisilux, run by a Mr. Geoffroy Fortichet. 

Pierre asks for some additional information on this Fortichet fellow and then 
decides to go and get some sleep. The next morning, he would get up early and 
set off on the highway north toward Paris for his next appointment: the transport 
company for h. rami’s Collectivité product line.
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to avoid the traffic, Pierre arrives at dawn in the industrial zone where the 3PL 
Laurie Europe is located, just south of Orléans. There are few vehicles coming 
and going, but the interior of the enormous warehouse is already a hive of activ-
ity. Some thirty trucks are lined up in a perfect row in front of the loading docks, 
each waiting to be filled. another row of trucks on the other side of the building 
is waiting to be unloaded.

a man introducing himself as “Laurie’s son, first name Christian—just call 
me Chris!” greets Pierre with a strong handshake. around thirty years old, he has 
crew-cut hair and the broad shoulders and physique of a professional furniture 
mover beneath his white smock. 

he looks Pierre straight in the eye and in a booming voice says, “So! you’re 
here for a quality audit, are you? That’s original! This is the first in several  
decades of our relationship. Our clients normally forget all about us in their  
quality-system audits, as they don’t really know whether we’re their client or  
their supplier.”

Chris notices the perplexed look on Pierre’s face and explains: “Well, of 
course, our job as a 3PL is to warehouse and manage inventory of finished or 
partly finished products and then to package them together with other items for 
delivery, either to your customer’s own branch outlets, or directly to the end cus-
tomer. In the supply chain, we’re located between you and your end customer. 
We’re the second-to-last link in the chain, or sometimes even the link before that 
one. Therefore, in some ways, we are your client. but, since we perform a service 
for you at the same time, we’re your supplier as well. 

“but don’t worry about us. I worked in the mechanical-manufacturing indus-
try at the very start of my career, before my father brought me into his company, 
so I know how manufacturers have a hard time understanding us as service pro-
viders. but it’s really not so difficult. and when you consider that three-quarters 
of the lead time between the suppliers of a company and the company’s end cus-
tomer takes place in the distribution network, you can see it’s about time you took 
an interest in us.” he smiles broadly. “however, I obviously don’t need to tell you 
this, since you’ve decided to come to see me. now, which of your questions in 
your checklist would you like to start with?” he eyes the papers in Pierre’s hand 
without the slightest embarrassment. “Come with me. I’d like to show you around 
the place.”
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This is fine with Pierre. They begin by visiting an office where the walls are 
covered with detailed maps of France and the rest of Europe, and in which about a 
dozen women are busily working in front of computer screens.

“This is where we organize the routes for the drivers when the orders for 
transport come in. We warehouse some of the merchandise here, near the loading 
area, when we know that it’s going to be shipped out again soon after we receive 
it. If the merchandise is not cross-docked, then it is stored in the other building 
that you passed on your way in, which I bought for inventory that has a slower 
turnover.

“The strength of our location is that we’re very close to an important network 
of highways. My father owns distribution centers all over Europe, and this is one 
of the most expensive in terms of price per square meter, but its advantage is its  
central location. 

“When I took over the management of this site two years ago, the first thing I 
did was to switch to random-location storage, which let me regain around 30 per-
cent of the floor space. but before that, back when I was still in charge of the It 
department for all our storage areas, I took the precaution of convincing my father 
to invest in a good distribution software package. Since that time, we have made all 
our storage systems more uniform throughout the company. This suits me, as I’ll 
be the one to gradually take over things as my father gets ready to retire.”

he stops speaking as he notices Pierre’s puzzled look once again.
“Excuse me,” says Pierre, “but what exactly do you mean by ‘random location 

storage?’”
“In a storage facility, an area that is ‘random’ can be used to store any item that 

will fit into that location. The computer system assigns the available storage space 
as efficiently as possible, in a way that also optimizes the routes for ‘picking.’ and 
if we have a large lot of a certain product to store, for example, we don’t have to 
wait for a single large unit of storage space to be free. The storage is random to the 
point it can accommodate whatever we have in our building at any given time, and 
the computer knows how to organize and retrieve it from several different storage 
locations. Furthermore, it lets us rotate the merchandise in FIFO. you need a good 
computer system for that.”

This time, Chris anticipates what Pierre is about to ask. “‘FIFO’ means ‘First 
In, First Out.’ Like in a grocery store—they arrange the milk cartons so the ones 
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with the earliest expiration dates are at the front. Those with later expiration dates 
go behind them, in the hope that customers will choose the ones in front first.”

Pierre nods. 
Christian Laurie continues the tour, making long strides. “In this area, we pre-

pare the smaller orders. you see these racks on wheels? With the slanted shelves? 
They also help us to manage our inventory FIFO. They’re filled from behind, and 
the order picking is done from the front—with a little help from gravity. We always 
make sure we send out the oldest merchandise first. I invested in this dynamic 
stocking system so that we could minimize handling cost. Production companies 
should implement something like this. When I see employees flitting nervously 
around the storeroom pulling parts for production orders, I see red!”

Pierre’s ears prick up at this last remark. “you use the red/green method to 
analyze value-added operations, too?”

“Sure—we may be considered primitive here in distribution, but we have been 
evolving quickly. It’s a pretty basic method.” Chris carries on with a thundering 
laugh. “I actually learned a great many methods in my manufacturing career that 
I’ve adapted for use here. take, for example, sales and operations planning. In dis-
tribution, just like in your company, aligning our strategy and operations is useful, 
obviously. but, seriously, you really could adopt some of our methods too. Packing 
up a product is like assembling a product. and putting products together to make 
a single shipment is like putting together a car. here, we have been using bar codes 
to ensure real-time data entry and traceability for ages.”

Chris had picked up a hand-held scanner while he was speaking and now pre-
tends to scan himself with it. “One wonders what’s keeping you from doing the 
same at your company. Just imagine what it would be like if you were to send us 
products that were already labeled with the same bar codes that we use here. you’d 
be reducing some of that ‘red’ time for both of us.” he underlines his point by pull-
ing the trigger on the scanner, which casts a beam of red light onto Pierre’s hand. 

Pierre nods, smiling, as he looks at the workers busily going about their busi-
ness. Most of them are moving around the warehouse. 

“Moving around like that, is that ‘red’ or ‘green’ for you?” he asks Chris.
“That’s a good question. If it involves moving things from here to our clients 

or putting different items together on a pallet, it’s ‘green,’ since the client has agreed 
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to pay for the items to be put on the pallet or to be transported. but if we’re clock-
ing miles because our warehouse is badly laid out, or if we’re being supplied by 
fixed storages sites that are poorly organized, or if the data entry for the inven-
tory locations isn’t being done in real time, then it’s ‘red.’ Just like at your company. 
The common objective must be the elimination of waste by each one of us, and 
between each of us, across the supply chain network.” 

to emphasize his last statement, he makes a sweeping gesture with his 
hand, narrowly missing Pierre’s head, and then leads him to a small office 
marked with a plaque that reads Quality. “We, too have someone in charge 
of total quality. he’s not here today. he’s out conducting audits, just like you. 
he’s a former teacher who has also been trained in lean management—lucky 
for us, since there’s still work to do here. It’s easier for you to find appropriate 
supply chain training at h. rami than it is in distribution. Production com-
panies have developed most of these techniques. however, it’s not easy to 
find a warehouse manager who is also trained in It and leading inventory- 
management techniques, I can tell you. hang on a second, and I’ll get your file.”

While Chris is doing this, Pierre leans to peer over the young man’s shoulder, 
casting his eye over the names on the hanging files that start with the letter C—“C” 
as in “Cuisilux” … yes, there it is! 

Chris stands up, a file folder in hand clearly labeled “h. rami.” “here you are.” 
he leafs through it. “ah, yes. We’ve had a number of problems these past few times, 
like incomplete deliveries from you that kept us from shipping. yes. Keep in mind 
that we’re the ones who consolidate all the furniture orders and then deliver them 
to the schools and student residences in central France.”

Chris stops for a moment as he notices Pierre seems to be less attentive, then 
carries on in a louder voice. “If we’re delivering furniture to a student residence, 
for example, it’s essential that the beds are shipped along with the desks, so that the 
order is complete in one shipment. but since colleges are always pressed for time 
and never order until the last minute, they ask us to deliver the quantities we have 
on hand in multiple shipments. yet they refuse to pay additional shipping costs. 
and who ends up dealing with the torrent of problems? us, of course, and then we 
turn to your company.” he simultaneously illustrates his words by moving toward 
Pierre, startling him.  
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Chris continues, “I see other things in your file that should have been commu-
nicated to your company but, unfortunately, it would surprise me if they had been. 
Our drivers were given some notes by a few of your customers about the assembly 
instructions for some school desks that you guys deliver in kit form. your custom-
ers say that there’s a mistake in the instructions and that each of the kits is missing 
a screw. Given the length of time that they’ve been complaining about it, your shop 
supervisor should do something about it. you guys are lucky that these particular 
customers renew their orders almost automatically.”

 “but how do you expect our shop supervisor to fix the problem if you don’t 
tell us about it?”

“It’s like I said: we ought to have told you.” Chris’s face totally changes and 
looks as though he were truly upset by this oversight. 

Pierre pretends to help Chris by diverting the conversation. “Pardon me, but I 
just happened to notice that the Cuisilux company is one of your clients. May I ask 
how well you know them? Their CEO, Mr. Fortichet, contacted us recently con-
cerning a rather complex partnership with them. So—you know how it is—any 
information about the company you can share with us—as between partners—
would be useful. to avoid any disappointment …”

Chris nods. “I’m not in the habit of speaking to my clients about my other cli-
ents, but I’ll make an exception. I personally threw this Mr. Fortichet out of my 
office. The man’s a thug. beware of him! We don’t want his business here anymore.” 
he grabs the Cuisilux file angrily and shoves it under his huge bicep. 

Pierre knows he will not get more information, but this is another important 
clue. his next factory visit will have to be to this Fortichet guy. he’d have to think 
of some pretext. In the meantime, he wants to wrap up the current visit as profes-
sionally as he can. he finds some relevant questions to ask Christian Laurie from 
the checklist he brought. 

Chris clearly wants to end their meeting on a positive note. “Look, why don’t 
you invite me down to h. rami one of these days, so we can exchange some more 
ideas. What with the things you’ve seen here today, I’m sure you’ll be able to copy 
and adapt some of our methods to suit your own needs.” he offers his strong hand 
for Pierre to shake. “See you soon.”
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It is almost noon when Pierre leaves the industrial zone. he decides to go back 
to his apartment and set up the laptop computer he’d bought in anticipation of his 
new career as a private detective. now, he can start writing his report for héloïse. 
She won’t be disappointed. he is keen to contact her as soon as she gets back from 
Finland on Sunday, and to confirm their meeting for Monday morning. 
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after his surveillance, he phones héloïse from the car at 8:00 p.m., as they had 
arranged.

“héloïse, it’s Pierre. how are things?”
“I’m fine. It’s good to be back home. and you?”
“I’ve got some news that might interest you. I’ll tell you all about it first thing 

tomorrow morning, if you’d like.”
“Listen, Pierre, I’ve got a really full day tomorrow. I’ve brought back a lot of 

good ideas from Finland that I want to put in place as soon as possible. I’m going 
to have to meet with the management team first. There are a number of import-
ant things I need to explain to them. Could we meet on tuesday? Or Wednesday?”

Pierre makes no response.
“I suggest you attend the meeting too, to give your report as total-quality con-

sultant. I have classes at the conservatory on tuesday, so I’ll set the management 
meeting for Wednesday afternoon. Is that all right for you? and after the meeting, 
you can give me your report.”

Pierre is as taken aback by the energy in héloïse’s voice as he is by her lack of 
eagerness to meet with him. he suddenly feels quite certain that she is probably 
not ready to hear about traces of human blood found in “the coop.” There would 
be plenty of time to talk with her about that, once they find out whether or not the 
blood was Thierry’s. he’s a little morose as he leaves his post to amend his report to 
remove all the references to blood. 

“Private detectives and consultants are in the same boat,” he thinks to himself. 
“We are both suppliers who essentially depend on the moods of our clients, and we 
can tell them only what they are ready to hear.”

On Wednesday afternoon, Pierre and the whole management team gather in the 
meeting room. héloïse, smiling, addresses them in a clear voice.

“I’ve brought you all here today to tell you about my recent visit to a Finnish 
factory that is organized and run in a most remarkable way. I’ve picked up certain 
ideas of theirs to incorporate here at h. rami. Mr. Chevalier will also report to us 
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on the five companies that he visited to conduct audits. From this, we’ll be able 
to establish a list of improvements to be made, and we will meet at the same time 
every week to update one another on our progress in implementing them.”

“Excuse me,” says Jean-Marc, half-raising his hand like a mocking schoolboy. 
“Is this going to take long? I’ve got an order to finish by this evening.”

roger stares at him, but Jean-Marc avoids his eyes and fidgets nervously.
“This should take about an hour,” says héloïse, quietly. “I’d recommend that 

you plan ahead for these meetings and delegate your work to one of your col-
leagues. For management staff, it shouldn’t be a problem for just one hour. We’ll 
need the input of representatives from every department at these meetings.”

Jean-Marc scratches his nose, and she continues.
“Each of us, in our own way, wants this company to succeed. It’s perfectly nor-

mal that we have different opinions about what the priorities should be. and it’s 
because they’re different that our opinions are interesting to hear. We all need to 
work together. not fight with one another’s ideas but blend our tones together in 
harmony, as though we were an orchestra made up of many instruments. Most of the 
time you’ve been encountering each other only when there’s a problem, and often it’s 
some sort of emergency. We need to meet regularly, to rehearse our parts, so that we 
can anticipate and prevent these problems from occurring in the first place. This is 
how we can progressively improve the quality of our products and services.” 

She pauses and then nods to Pierre, who carries on in the same soft tone  
of voice. 

“I’ve drawn up a summary of the main points of the ISO standard. It explains 
the differences between curative actions, corrective actions, and preventive actions. 
I’ll pass it around in a moment, but I can give you an example right now.”

héloïse gives him an encouraging look. The others just stare at him with  
curiosity.

“take this projector, for example,” he says, indicating the piece of equipment 
sitting ready to be used. “Imagine that I need to use it to make my presentation, 
but the bulb burns out the moment I turn it on. The curative measure would be to 
go out and get a new bulb. I don’t know where I’d go, exactly, and I’d have to ask 
you all to be patient for an indeterminable period of time while I sorted it out. 
The corrective measure would consist of eliminating the root cause of the prob-
lem—namely having to ask you to wait—by making sure that the bulb was work-
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ing before each of my presentations. The preventive measure would be, of course, 
to have a spare bulb handy. If we wanted to never risk this problem, we could do 
a further predictive action, by recording the probable expiration date of the bulb, 
considering how often we use it, and then changing it before that date.”

Five pairs of eyes, apparently satisfied with this explanation, now turn toward 
héloïse, who is nodding in agreement. “right. This is the sort of thing we’ll be 
talking about at our Wednesday afternoon meetings,” she says. “We’ll aim to put 
corrective measures in place and then, little by little, preventive measures and then 
predictive ones. 

“now, about the Daimo company I visited in Finland. Let me show you some 
photos I took. This company recently won a prize for operational excellence. The 
owner, Mr. Daimo, very generously shared his keys to success and also his con-
cerns with me.”

She hands print photos around, speaking with ever-increasing enthusiasm. 
“The very first thing you notice when you enter the factory is the cleanliness and 
the orderliness of both the offices and the workshops. It was easy to understand 
how they work, even for me.”

hubert adjusts his glasses to scrutinize the photo and asks, “What do they 
make there?”

“They make mechanical components for a number of different industries—
aircraft, automobile, and farm machinery, for example. Some are made to order, 
based on plans that are supplied by the customer. Others are made on an ongoing 
basis, to supply spare-parts inventories. They have fifty employees in total.”

“They must be making huge lots of identical parts each time. That’s why it’s so 
easy to keep the place so neat and tidy,” says Jean-Marc dismissively, after glanc-
ing at one of the photos.

“as a matter of fact, until now they were mostly making parts in huge quanti-
ties. but they want to increase their margin by facing challenging markets where 
the variability of the demand is higher and the margin bigger. The boss explained 
his strategy saying, and I quote: ‘We want to become a company that can make 
parts in lots of all sizes, from five to five hundred pieces.’ That’s why he purpose-
fully designed this new factory in such a way that they could rearrange almost all 
of the machines over the course of a weekend. This way every week they can reor-
ganize autonomous u-shaped production lines that are capable of handling what-
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ever specific orders they have to fill for the next week. Their goal is to freeze their 
schedules so they can improve their schedule-adherence metric to minimize the 
red activities due to firefighting.”

Jean-Marc raises his hand at once, but in a less mocking way than before, to 
interrupt héloïse.

“What do you mean by ‘red’?”
“That’s the color we use to represent activities that don’t add value,” Pierre 

interjects.
“I remember,” says roger, with pride, “Thierry ambi explained it to us once in 

a meeting when he was showing us the new It procedures. he said that ‘comput-
erized red’ is always worse than ‘manual red’—or something like that—and that 
simplifying comes first …”

Jean-Marc scowls and looks ready to say something negative. héloïse diverts 
the discussion.

 “This weekly flexibility should be such a competitive advantage as to gain us 
new customers. Mr. Daimo didn’t explain more about how he was going to make it 
happen every week, but he gave me a list of the different manufacturing environ-
ments in terms of the volume and variety of their products. he also gave me a list 
of the different types of processes and layouts to manage them. I’ve translated and 
have explained both of these in French, with the help of a specialized dictionary in 
English that he also gave me. The dictionary itself is most interesting, in that it also 
explains the concept underlying each word. unfortunately, I don’t know whether 
or not one exists in French. I’ll need to look.”

héloïse passes the documents around the table and the dictionary with them. 
“I see that these, too, talk about ‘red’ activities,” says Pierre with an amused 

look when the documents come his way.
“yes, they do. but they mostly talk about green ones,” answers héloïse. 

“Daimo always couches their results in positive terms. It’s more motivating and 
engages more curiosity. So, the first corrective measure I propose is to give the fac-
tory a general cleaning. What do you think?”

hubert, who has finished looking at the photos, nods. “Well, it certainly 
couldn’t do any harm, and it would only help us when we receive customers or 
suppliers at the factory …” he almost adds, “… or a potential buyer,” but some-
thing makes him hold back the words. 

14
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“and just where exactly am I supposed to find the time to clean? I—”
Georgette cuts Jean-Marc off. “you haven’t got a lot of work right now, unfor-

tunately,” she says coolly. “So it’s actually a very good time.”
hubert quickly agrees. “It’s quite true that this is the right time, since, for-

tunately, there’s a good chance that we’ll have some new orders soon. I’ll tell you 
more when I’m sure of it. Don’t worry, Léon. I’ll tell you first, so that we can work 
out exactly the supplies we need.”

héloïse, who seems to know what hubert is speaking about, nods approv-
ingly. “right. That’s settled, then. Everyone will devote the end of this week to 
cleaning. The first thing we need to do is to get rid of every single thing that isn’t 
being used. I’ll let the employees in the offices and the workshops know first thing 
tomorrow morning, so they all can get involved.”

She glances at her watch then turns to Pierre. “now, what were the results of 
your five audits? Can they give us two further ideas for actions for improvement? 
We really shouldn’t have more than three per meeting.”

Pierre clears his throat, and begins. “according to this diagram of the different 
types of industrial companies that I have in front of me, the one you just handed 
around, I have been to visit companies that belong to each of the categories. 

“If I must limit myself to just three main areas for improvement based on this 
small sample of five, I would say the following: First, your partners—whether they 
be customers, suppliers, or transporters—do not all share the same views on what 
the strengths of your company are. Second, the communication of improvements 
expected by your customers is not uniform throughout the whole supply chain. 
and, third, problem-solving isn’t happening on an ongoing basis, nor in a way that 
anticipates problems. I believe this can be said of all things here in general.”

“Well, there you have it,” concludes héloïse. “One subject for hubert to 
think about, and one for roger. With the decision to clean up we have our three 
actions for today. as for the third idea you mention, continuous problem solv-
ing, I guess it’s my responsibility to implement this process—and this is what I 
am doing, actually.” She turns to hubert. “but let’s begin with our best customers. 
you’ve already explained something to me on this subject of h. rami’s perceived 
strengths. The ‘order winner’ or ‘competitive advantage’—I’m not sure what the 
exact term was—for each of our product lines. Could you tell us about this the 
next time we meet?”
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hubert nods. Léon has summoned the courage to ask a question of his own: 
“and did you see anything that applies to me?”

héloïse grabs one of the photos and passes it to Léon. “Certainly! Daimo 
showed me a system that pulls flow from each workstation. It’s called ‘kanban.’ you 
can see the two kanban bins, small and large, here in this photo. It’s fascinatingly 
simple! I’m going to install some in my kitchen at home for things like cornflakes 
and detergent. unfortunately, the kanban notes you see here are in Finnish …”

Pierre and Georgette both try to speak at once. Pierre, chivalrous, lets 
Georgette have the floor.

“What exactly does ‘kanban’ mean?”
Pierre jumps in. “I was just going to say! It’s the Japanese word for ‘sign.’ a 

kanban serves as a signal given in order to prompt a certain task. It can take many 
forms. For example, when a pharmacist takes the second-last bottle of a particular 
medication from his inventory, you’ve seen how there’s a note there to remind him 
to order more. The signal is always elicited by the customer. If no signal is given, 
then it is always better for the supplier to do nothing at all, to avoid manufactur-
ing or storing useless inventory. I brought back an example of a kanban card from 
Lineo. I think roger and Léon should work together on this, since a great deal of 
quality issues involve the whole supply chain.”

héloïse nods in agreement, and then turns to Georgette, her tone firm. “I 
see that you’ve been taking notes. Excellent. Can you organize them to show 
‘who does what by when,’ just as it’s done in this write-up of a Daimo meeting 
that I brought back with me? It doesn’t matter that it’s in Finnish. It’s the struc-
ture that I’d like to be the same: just a single page, in point form, so that each of 
us can remember what we need to do for the next meeting. Can you hand it out 
tomorrow morning? We’ll fill out such a list during the next meeting, to save 
time. Well. We’ve finished in less than an hour! Does anybody wish to add any-
thing? roger?”

“are we still going to have our master production schedule meeting on 
Thursday afternoons? It’s a good way to plan the week ahead, before the weekend. 
very practical.”

“Certainly! I’ve even heard that last thursday’s meeting resulted in an 
exchange of workers between you and Jean-Marc at the beginning of this week,” 
says héloïse.
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Jean-Marc, already half out of his chair getting ready to leave, stops short but 
lets roger respond.

“That’s right. I took two guys from the metal shop. They’re working on repairs, 
they’re not wasting their time. but …” roger hesitates. héloïse smiles and nods to 
encourage him.

“Speak up, roger.”
“We need to know who’s chairing the Thursday meetings, since no one ever 

shows up at the same time. So we just wait, and when we do start talking, often the 
people involved aren’t even there. It’s as though not everyone can see the point of 
meeting any more. So no decisions are made properly. before, it was Thierry ambi 
who ran the meeting.”

héloïse can’t conceal her bewilderment. “Well, you just have to take turns 
chairing the meetings. I’ll help you on those days when I’m here as well.”

Looking at roger’s glum expression, héloïse isn’t sure she has made the right 
decision. but she doesn’t want to be held up over details like this. She adjourns the 
meeting, and wishes the team a good day, but no one answers her. Pierre is the last 
to get up. When only héloïse and hubert are left in the room, he questions them 
before hubert reaches the door.

“Can I ask you for some details on these new orders you’ve mentioned?”
hubert turns with a smile. “ask héloïse, they’re from a contact she made in 

Finland.”
“yes. It’s once again thanks to the Daimo company,” héloïse explains with 

some excitement. “They’re going to make the gear wheels of some small win-
dows for a new chain of cafés done in a retro French bistro–style. The chain’s 
interior designer came to see Mr. Daimo while I was there. When he discovered 
I was French, he asked my advice about the interiors, and showed me some of 
the designs he’d done on his computer. I told him frankly that they looked more 
Japanese than French and immediately offered to make all of his display units and 
furniture in the Parisian style of the ’60s. The designer was thrilled with the idea. 
We’ll need to send him a proposal. he wants to outfit five bistros to start, but if 
things work out, we’ll need to do at least twice as many.”

“that’s excellent news,” exclaims Pierre. “but who’s going to do the 
design?”
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“In the old days, my father would take care of this. but he never worked alone. 
I think it must have been roger who helped him. That said, I’ve got a few ideas of 
my own …”

hubert joins in with a pensive air. “yes. roger would choose the wood, but it 
was Ivan who would do the designs. I shouldn’t have any official involvement with 
this order, to avoid having this new customer get used to me. Which brings us 
back to the question of who will succeed me here at h. rami. I had told your father 
to think about this, but I think he intended to take over my customer list himself. 
but with you, it’s different. you can’t do it.”

“Do you have any idea who might succeed you?” Pierre inquires.
“yes, I do. but it’s an idea that henri rami wouldn’t even hear of because I was 

thinking of Ivan, the shop steward. he’s actually the most creative of the employ-
ees, and he’s also an excellent technician. he’s learned all the tricks in the time he’s 
been with us. he started here just after I did, but he’s ten years younger than me. If 
only he could use his gift of gab to bring in some orders, instead of being the rear 
guard of unionism!”

“I can’t really picture him in sales,” confesses héloïse. “not with that big red 
beard.”

“but what if he got it trimmed?” suggests Pierre. “Imagine him in a nice suit 
with a handsome tie. Did you know that among our employees, there is a president 
of a soccer team? and a volunteer firefighter? and a regional chess champion? I 
bet I missed some other equally remarkable people.”

héloïse turns to face Pierre. “It’s true that when you take the trouble to really 
get to know people, you’re often pleasantly surprised. So, hubert. What shall we 
do? Could you talk to Ivan? If he hears it from me, he’ll think it’s some kind of trap.”

“I can try.”
“as for those Finnish bistros, I’ll do some research on the way bistros were 

decorated here in the ’60s. My grandmother will no doubt have some photos from 
that era.”

“and, while I’m waiting for Ivan’s response and the details of the design,” 
hubert adds, “I’ll see if we can’t make maximum use of our inventory of standard 
components. Who took over the maintenance of our technical data and of the It 
system when Thierry left us?”
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 “Georgette tells me that she’s looking after the It system now,” replies héloïse. 
hubert looks concerned. She adds, “but what exactly do you mean by ‘technical 
data?’”

 “‘Maintaining the technical data’ means updating all item numbers, bills  
of materials, routings, lead times—in brief, all data that affect the material  
requirements–planning calculation.”

héloïse wrinkles her brow as she tries to remember the concept. hubert clar-
ifies further.

“‘bill of materials’ refers to the list of components in a product, and ‘routing’ is 
the description of the manufacturing processes by resource, along with how long 
each step is expected to take. It’s just like a recipe for chocolate cake: you have a 
list of ingredients and then the recipe itself. If you change the brand of flour, and 
the new brand bakes more quickly than the original, or if the total cooking time is 
wrong, or hasn’t been adapted to a different type of oven, what do you think will 
happen?”

“yes. I remember this example. Thierry used it to explain to me how to man-
age inventories. The cake will turn out badly, or might even burn. I think Georgette 
told me not to worry, she will take care of everything.”

Surprised, hubert simply replies, “I see. …” he doesn’t press the point. “Each 
day as it comes,” he thinks to himself as he takes his leave.

héloïse motions to Pierre to stay and begins to gather up the photos. “What I 
learned from this Mr. Daimo was really fascinating. he told me that there are three 
secrets to succeeding in business. They seemed simple enough. First of all, you 
have to devote yourself to a market that is healthy. Secondly, you need to employ 
competent employees. and, lastly, you need to be a charismatic manager—
although he actually said ‘congruent,’ but I am not sure how to translate this.”

Pierre is confused. “Someone who’s ‘charismatic,’ that means someone who 
is uplifting, who can exert a natural authority over others. as for ‘congruent,’ I’m 
not really sure either. I think it has to do with similarity or maybe with propor-
tion? I’ll have to look up how it’s used in this sense.” It is rare for him not to know 
the exact definition of a word and he is slightly irritated as he resumes, “If it were 
that simple to succeed in business, there wouldn’t be so many unsatisfied custom-
ers out there, so many frustrated employees, or so many managers on the verge 
of heart attacks!”
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“no doubt,” answers héloïse. “but he told me that the most important thing is 
to create a constructive and collaborative work atmosphere that encourages trust, 
and to never hesitate to teach people things. For example, by using metaphors to 
explain things when they’re appropriate to the situation. That’s the very first thing 
I noticed when I got here. We never talk about anything other than battles, com-
bat, winners, and wrong people. We never talk about harmony. I find it sad—and 
violent, too.”

“It’s true that it would be better if we used metaphors to explain ideas and to 
leave the ‘warrior’ metaphors to our competitors. as for trust, that’s perhaps the 
hardest thing to conquer … ah, pardon me: to instill.”

“yes. Or to bring it into bloom. Or reciprocate. We need to find something 
that represents an indivisible whole. Like a whole number. Or a major chord …”

They descend the spiral staircase while they talk. at the bottom, héloïse is 
stopped by Georgette.

 “I’m sorry to interrupt you, but the people from an ErP software company 
have arrived. I don’t know whether you want to see them or not. It was Mr. ambi 
who made the appointment. I don’t understand why, since we just got our ErP 
system. There was an information brochure from another software company, but 
that company’s proposal talked about an addition to our current ErP.” Georgette 
repeatedly shifts her weight from one foot to the other as she continues. “I kept 
this appointment, but I will meet with the other one too and let you know what it 
is all about. If that’s OK.”

 “If it’s nothing in particular, yes please meet with them and let me know. I’m 
going to be in a meeting with Mr. Chevalier. I’d rather not be disturbed.” héloïse 
answers quickly.

They go into henry rami’s office. héloïse takes the seat behind the big desk, 
and motions Pierre to sit in one of the metal chairs. he takes out his two-page 
report, and passes it to héloïse. 

as she opens it she asks, “So. how are you making out with this investigation? 
you said you had some new information for me?”

Pierre lets héloïse look over the document and comments on the final part: 
his fleeting glimpse of Thierry ambi’s wife. It had almost certainly been her, 
according to what his colleague at Central Intelligence told him. Five foot nine 
inches tall, dark eyes, black hair. It all matched the description his colleague gave 
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him. Isabelle ambi, formerly Ouimet. She held dual Canadian and French cit-
izenship since her marriage to the French Thierry ambi when she was twenty. 
Profession: engineer. Just like her husband. They had one child, six months after 
their marriage, a son now seventeen years old, named Constant.

“at this point, I think that Thierry ambi is in difficulty somewhere, for rea-
sons that have to do with his profession,” Pierre concludes. “This might also 
explain why your own employees are so tight-lipped about the whole subject. 
Personally, I’m looking for some kind of problem to do with an industrial patent, 
but it may be something other than that. There’s also clearly some pressure being 
put on his family. That’s why he hasn’t shown his face, and why his wife hasn’t filed 
a missing person’s report. I’d advise you to tell the police. If you don’t, we won’t 
be able to make contact with her easily. unless we put her house under surveil-
lance night after night … which isn’t much fun for the poor guy who has to do it, 
believe me. 

“I’d also like to question the CEO of Cuisilux, where thierry formerly 
worked—Mr. Fortichet. We don’t know anything concrete about him, but he 
doesn’t exactly look squeaky clean in all of this.”

Pierre speaks in a lively way, but sees that héloïse doesn’t seem to share his 
enthusiasm. There is lengthy silence before she finally speaks.

“Look, Pierre. I find all this information most interesting, because I’m keen 
to know what happened to Thierry ambi. and I thank you for the efforts you’ve 
made to put all of this together. but I have to cope with a great many things right 
now. I need, at a minimum, to reorganize the whole company to have even the 
slightest chance of selling it or to see it survive at all. In the meantime, I also have 
to keep my job at the music conservatory. I’ll need to meet with the bank man-
ager soon, since we have nearly exhausted our credit limit, and I don’t know how 
we’re going to pay our employees in november. I really need to follow through on 
that Finnish bistro order. to be blunt: I don’t need to be stuck with dealing with 
the police on top of everything else. My mother has already strongly advised me 
against this. So, I’d like to keep things as they are, with you continuing the inves-
tigation as discreetly as possible. In addition, your work for us as a total-quality 
consultant has been most useful, and the workers will be confused if you suddenly 
stop. Please meet with the people you said you were going to meet. In the mean-
time, Thierry, or his wife, may turn up.”
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“I understand. I’ll carry on with my investigation discreetly. but let me give 
you one piece of advice. being the head of a company isn’t something you can 
just improvise like music. It’d be better if you found this Thierry ambi fellow, or 
someone with the same expertise, and quickly, too. you can’t expect to imitate 
a successful business model right away, just because you’ve seen one in action 
someplace else.”

héloïse looks directly in his eyes. “and you, if I may be so bold, shouldn’t con-
fuse being a fake total-quality consultant with being the head of the company.”

Pierre smiles, but thinks to himself with some bitterness, “That’s one point for 
each side, with the ball in the middle. and what was it she said just now? about 
needing to create an atmosphere of trust and harmony? She has yet to learn to 
maintain that atmosphere.”

The rest of the week passes quickly for héloïse. She begins by cleaning her father’s 
office from top to bottom and then sets about rummaging through Thierry’s 
office. She finds absolutely nothing in her father’s office that would be of any 
immediate use to her. Thierry’s office, on the other hand, proves full of interest-
ing papers. 

First of all, she finds a number of journals about logistics and supply chain 
management, all filled with professional testimonials and advice. These would 
help her to understand the subject better. She puts them aside for later. 

“If Pierre could learn basics of the total-quality approach so quickly just by 
reading these types of documents, I’d do well to take a serious interest in them 
myself,” she thinks. 

Picking up a folder, she notices a piece of paper sticking out of it. Entitled 
“Weekly agenda of a Supply Chain Manager,” it gives a breakdown of a typical 
five-day week, showing the regular meetings that took place either weekly or 
monthly in the working life of Thierry ambi. 

“This will help me see how he spent his days. and perhaps show me what I’ll 
need to do to make up for his absence … if that’s even possible.” She feels doubtful.

15
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Finally, she finds the confidential report she’d been looking for, which she 
could use to prepare for her meeting with the banker. Mr. Cachenault answered 
almost at once when she called at the beginning of the week to request a meet-
ing. In fact, he said, he had been just about to call her. after a most agreeable and 
encouraging introduction, he was no longer able to hide the fact that his super-
visor would not authorize new lines of credit for the company without a feasible 
update of the business plan her father had brought them last spring.

“I’m going to need to see firm sales projections. I hope you understand,” he 
murmured just before he hung up the phone.

now héloïse sits down and dives nervously into the report. It begins with a 
part entitled “Strategic Options,” which has on it a number of corrections in her 
father’s handwriting, but the last page seems to be missing. The second and final 
part, “Implementation Strategies,” is, save for the title page, blank.

The beginning of the report grabs her attention at once. It outlines the sales 
forecast for each of the individual product lines, which she already knows, along 
with a project to develop the company’s exports. Is it purely by chance that she has 
started to realize, with the Finnish bistros, the very thing her father had been plan-
ning? She finds the coincidence moving but also sees that it could work out well in 
a practical sense. It would allow her to show the bank manager a reassuring con-
tinuation of her father’s strategy. 

“I should really speak with Pierre about that missing page but, for the 
moment, I have all I need,” she thinks to herself. Without touching anything else, 
she leaves, locking the door behind her.

The next day she obtains an official request for a quotation from the designer of 
the Finnish bistros, which hubert is able to quickly complete. héloïse feels confi-
dent when she leaves to see the bank manager that Friday.

The meeting starts badly. héloïse finds herself sunk into a deep chair opposite 
the enormous desk of a rather small man. he begins by telling her how difficult it 
will be for him to grant her the additional lines of credit that she needs. 
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“you understand, I’m sure,” he begins in a somewhat professorial tone, “that 
even in your father’s day, the corporate governance left much to be desired.” 

héloïse’s eyes grow round at his words. Suddenly ill at ease, Mr. Cachenault 
discreetly clears his throat. “I am, of course, talking about the shareholders and 
the board of directors. In fact, your grandmother, as a shareholder, has the neces-
sary financial resources, but, unfortunately, neither the skills nor the desire to be 
involved with the company. and your father combined the roles of shareholder 
and CEO. now you really need to have competent board members, so that you can 
take a step back to look at the company more strategically. The business world has 
become both complex and risky. you need independent board members who you 
can trust to provide solid governance to help steer your company, and to inspire 
confidence in it.”

Faced with héloïse’s stunned expression, Mr. Cachenault shifts a little in his 
chair. Suddenly, héloïse has a flash of inspiration.

“I’ll bet you don’t often see many female CEOs in your office,” she begins, 
leaning toward him.

Mr. Cachenault’s face lights up. “It’s true. but we see more and more,” he says 
candidly. “a great many of them have inherited their companies from their fathers. 
Like you.”

“and how do they make out?” héloïse goes on.
“Generally, they do quite well … but they’ve usually been trained by their 

fathers, often over many years. Most importantly, they surround themselves with 
capable men. you understand, I’m sure.”

héloïse understands perfectly and asks herself bitterly, “Who was it that said 
that the degree to which a society is civilized can be measured by the roles it gives 
to women?” She spends the rest of the meeting reassuring Mr. Cachenault that her 
team was made up of competent men who support her without reservation. She 
adds that she is also benefiting from the expertise of a total-quality consultant, a 
man of great experience.

after some strong negotiations, which tip in her favor when she presents the 
documents for the prospective Finnish deal, héloïse finally manages to get a larger 
line of credit. The interest rates are higher than before, but at least she’d be able to 
breathe a little easier.

16
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That evening when she arrives home, she tells Thomas about the meeting. he is 
at the piano, rehearsing for a concert that upcoming weekend, in the south of 
France.

“after a meeting like that, I have to ask myself how my father was ever able 
to start his business, especially when his own father was a simple craftsman. and 
how anyone who starts or takes over a business does it if they don’t have their par-
ents to help them.”

“your grandmother helped your father financially,” says Thomas, “and your 
mother helped him in other ways. but it can’t have been easy for them, especially 
when you consider that they were starting a family. Thinking about that might 
help you understand your father better.”

héloïse concedes, grudgingly. “Maybe so. but that doesn’t keep me from 
thinking that, in a couple, each partner must flourish on his or her own terms, 
without waiting for the other one to die before having the chance to live their own 
life. Like my mother clearly had to do.”

Thomas takes her hands in his and places them on the piano keys.
“Do you think this philosophy of life is compatible with a little piece for four 

hands?”

héloïse arrives at the factory on Monday morning, intending to admire the 
cleanup that had been done over the weekend. as soon as she enters, she sees with 
satisfaction that Georgette’s, Léon’s, hubert’s, and even the secretary yasmina’s, 
offices have all been cleaned and tidied. The stacks of paper and miscellaneous 
objects in the corridor speak to this fact. héloïse is headed for the workshops 
when she is stopped by the sound of someone clearing her throat to get her atten-
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tion. Georgette, as usual, stuck her head out her office door when she heard some-
one enter the building.

“hello, um … héloïse. I need to speak to you before you go into the work-
shops. There was some trouble here on Friday. I didn’t want to disturb you while 
you were meeting with the bank.”

“hello, Georgette. What was the problem?”
“Well, the machine operators took it rather badly when they were told to 

clean up their workstations, and Ivan said he wouldn’t allow them to be accused 
of working like slobs. It’s not even the wood shop that is the messiest area, but he 
decided to take it personally. and Jean-Marc got mad, since he apparently thought 
that Ivan was accusing him of being a slob. Things went downhill from there. In 
the end, roger and Jean-Marc decided to wait for you, so that you could speak to 
them yourself, as you originally said you would do.”

“but I certainly never accused them of working like slobs!” héloïse exclaimed, 
looking puzzled. “The fact that I didn’t speak to them directly is proof—I com-
pletely forgot to do that.”

“rumors are a specialty here, you know. Especially negative ones. When they 
saw that we had been cleaning in the offices, they said that it was because we knew 
certain things that they didn’t, and that we were trying to save our own necks.”

“but what things?”
“I don’t know, ma’am. I’m only telling you what they said. In my opinion, you 

need to clear the air about this right away. This morning. If you don’t, this week 
won’t be very productive either.”

héloïse is appalled. She enters her office alone and takes a moment to think 
things over. She decides to send for roger, so she can get another opinion on the 
situation, seeing as he was head of quality control for all of production. 

roger, sweating in his white t-shirt, shuffles nervously from one foot to the 
other, and then confirms what Georgette said. Seeing héloïse’s long face, he mum-
bles some advice: “Me, I thought the guys would listen to you. We don’t know how 
to explain to them what you’d seen in this Finnish factory, or why it’s a good idea to 
keep things tidy. There’s cleaning, and then there’s cleaning. Different places need 
different things to be done.”

roger doesn’t want to say more. but he’d already said plenty.
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“Thank you, roger. I’ll go and speak to our colleagues. I’ll start with your 
team—with you there, of course. Then I’ll meet with Jean-Marc’s people. tell them 
to come to the meeting room. Send for the office staff also. They need to be a part 
of this, too.”

roger makes as if to leave but slows his steps, and then stops. Without daring 
to turn back, he murmurs, “Maybe it’d be better to meet in the workshops. That 
way, you could show them exactly what needs to be cleaned.”

“you’re right. Gather them together there. I’ll follow you.”
Several minutes later, héloïse finds herself standing in front of ten woodwork-

ers and the office staff. They are all attentive. Ivan stands among them, in the back.
“hello everyone. I’ve come here to talk to you all about our project of cleaning 

up the workshops and the offices. I should have come down last week, but I had an 
important meeting with the bank manager. roger has told me that you’d like some 
explanations. I’m here to answer your questions.”

after a few seconds, Ivan speaks up. “Every Friday before we leave work, my 
co-workers and I all tidy up our workbenches. We think it’s neat enough.”

héloïse swallows, takes a quick breath, and answers. “Does anyone have any 
ideas about how we might make things even tidier? I see tools that are just jumbled 
together on these shelves, for example. What do you do to make sure that none is 
missing?”

Ivan looks ready to speak again, but héloïse holds up her hand. “I’d like to take 
this opportunity to get to know everyone better. I want to hear from different peo-
ple. tell me your name, and then speak up.”

Silence falls. roger straightens up and nods to a heavyset young man who is 
half-sitting on one of the workbenches. “OK, Jean. you had something to say the 
other day.” 

The Jean in question stands up slowly.
“um … yeah. The other day I said again that each of us should have our own 

box of tools. So that we could take care of them. Clean them properly. and espe-
cially not waste time looking for them. but Mr. rami never wanted this, because of 
the cost. So then you can’t just come in here and tell us that we might lose tools—
of course we might.”

“I personally think it’s an excellent idea to tidy the offices.” It is yasmina who 
pipes up, courageously ignoring Georgette’s livid stare as she continues, “but we 
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also need to clean up the computer system. because it’s super difficult to find files. 
People don’t always save them in the right places in the company database.”

“but what’s the point of having us straighten things away if you’re only going 
to sell the place anyway?”

héloïse raises her eyebrows and looks at the little bald man who has just  
spoken.

“My name’s Georges,” he adds, conscientiously.
“It’s true that I’m thinking of selling the company. but I won’t sell it to anyone 

without their guarantee that all of you will keep your jobs. and whether it’s me or 
someone else directing this company, in order to ensure you all have a future here, 
we need to reassure our customers that we can still make quality furniture and 
deliver it when they want it. This starts with an impeccably tidy workspace. If there 
are ways to help you keep things tidy and clean, let’s introduce them gradually. We 
can’t afford to give each one of you your own set of tools right now, but if you tell 
me which tools are the most important ones to buy—the ones that have the most 
time wasted in searching for them—I will consult with roger to see what we can 
do. are there any other ideas?”

héloïse waits. Presently, she notices one of the men shifting a little. he 
is clearly the oldest member of the group. The stocky and muscular man looks 
héloïse straight in the eye as he speaks.

“My name’s Martin. My guys are worried about the number of orders. There 
isn’t a whole lot of work right now, yet we’re racing through it so that we can send 
out invoices at the end of the month. It would have been better if we’d spread the 
work out over the last four weeks before the summer break. That would have been 
better for the quality and the deadlines, too. We want to know if this situation is 
going to continue. We’re prepared to do good work so that we can all stay here 
together. roger told us there was some hope of an order from those vikings up 
there. Can you tell us when this is going to come through?”

“I think you mean the order from Finland. I can’t tell you whether or not we’ve 
actually got it yet, but we’re working on it. We sent them a quotation last week. 
hubert is going to meet with Ivan and roger to imagine a French bistro–style 
design that will satisfy the Finnish company and make use of our current inven-
tory. I’ll come and talk to you again as soon as I have any news. For now, I’ve been 
happy to answer your questions. Please continue to talk with roger about any 
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ideas to improve the tidiness of the workshops. For the office, talk to Georgette. 
I’m off now to speak to the metal shop team. have a good day, everyone.”

héloïse steps away. She feels lighter. It wasn’t really difficult at all to talk to 
them. “Why don’t I do this more often?” she asks herself.

a few feet away, Jean-Marc waits for her in a state of nervous agitation. “Good 
morning. I talked to them, you know. I told them what they had to do. but they 
go so slowly! They’re such a bunch of half-wits that they’ll still be at it six months 
from now. and what one guy tidies up, another makes a mess of. It never ends. are 
you sure that it’s going to be worth it to clean up? In machine work, all the shops 
are like ours. It’s completely normal. We’ve always worked this way!”

“Good morning, Jean-Marc. Can you get your team together so I can talk to 
them?”

Jean-Marc seems even more agitated. “but we’ve got so much work to do! Just 
tell me what you want to say, and I’ll tell them when we have time. you know I have 
to explain things in black and white or they don’t understand.”

“Jean-Marc. you have even less work to do now than usual. Could you please 
gather the team together so that I can talk to them.”

Jean-Marc finally complies. he claps his hands together briskly, like an 
old-fashioned schoolteacher, flurrying around the five machine operators who, 
one by one, stop what they are doing, looking as annoyed as their supervisor. 
Finally, the team is gathered—or, more accurately, spread out, all at a considerable 
distance from héloïse. She sighs in exasperation.

“Good morning, gentlemen. I’m here to talk to you today about our company- 
wide project of cleaning up. This involves everyone here at h. rami but particu-
larly your workshop, which frankly I find is not clean enough.”

a large, muscular man with a fierce expression takes his hands out of his 
pockets and appeals to héloïse, all the while studiously avoiding Jean-Marc’s gaze.

“We already told the supervisor that we needed to clean the place from time to 
time, but he always tells us that there’s no time set aside in the schedule for clean-
ing up—all we had to do was not get things dirty. Management needs to agree on 
this. We don’t like being treated like slobs!”

héloïse looks at the machine operators one by one. Each of them is wearing a 
dark blue t-shirt and matching pants or overalls, except for a young asian man, 
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who is wearing an odd assortment of clothes. She tries to catch his eye, without 
success. he avoids her gaze and looks either at the floor or the ceiling.

“I have not treated you like slobs, and I’m sorry if anyone dared to. I will take 
up the matter up with your supervisor. but one thing is for certain: little by little, 
you’re going to clean up this workshop. We need to take advantage of this current 
slack work period to do it. you can all go back to your machines now.”

héloïse walks away and motions to Jean-Marc to follow her. She already 
knows how badly she plays music before a hostile audience. There is no need to 
transfer the experience to the factory. nonetheless, she’ll try to make one thing 
perfectly clear before she leaves the workshop.

“Who is that young man in running shoes? and isn’t it mandatory to wear 
safety shoes?”

Jean-Marc seems surprised by this observation.
“Ken? I had to bring him in at the first of the week to replace richard, who’s on 

sick leave for the next three months. I cleared it with Georgette.”
héloïse explodes. “What? Jean-Marc! We’re short of work as it is! Why didn’t 

you ask another of our workers to cover for richard?”
“no. Impossible. There’s no one here who has the same level of qualification as 

richard. also, Mr. rami himself authorized replacing workers on sick leave with 
temp workers. I always did it this way, with Georgette and without running it by him.”

“and what about asking roger to loan you someone? Did you even think 
about doing that?”

Jean-Marc gives a little, nervous laugh. “but it’s the same thing! roger only has 
qualified woodworkers. he doesn’t have metalworkers! In any case, Ivan would 
never have allowed a qualified woodworker to come in to the metal shop to do 
unskilled work. This young guy is just a student. he does exactly what I tell him to 
and doesn’t ask questions. he doesn’t cost us much, and he has a special dispen-
sation to work part-time. It’s practical when we need someone to work overtime. 
he can also work here full-time during the school holidays, when our guys are on 
vacation. These are all advantages!”

héloïse has run out of arguments. as she turns to leave, she asks, “and why 
is he wearing running shoes? and baggy clothes? Isn’t that dangerous around the 
machines?”
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“It’s not up to us to supply the temps with uniforms and safety shoes. I have 
a hard enough time getting our own guys to wear them. as for his clothes being 
baggy, that’s just how the kids wear them nowadays. What do you want me to do? 
I’m not going to give him new clothes for just three months!”

héloïse remains unconvinced. Walking back to her office, she calls Pierre on 
her cell phone.

“hello, Pierre. Where are you?”
“Guess.”
“Don’t tell me you’re still hanging around outside Thierry’s house?”
“you got it. It just so happens I’ve got an investigation on the go, and it’s not 

going to conduct itself. What can I do for you?”
“I’m making very little headway with 5 S business, especially in the metal shop. 

The whole thing has raised a bunch of other questions harder to answer. I don’t 
really know how to proceed. I can’t seem to rely on roger. In fact, even as head of 
quality control, he can’t work with Jean-Marc. They only ever talk to one another 
when there’s no way around it, so it’s always at times of emergency and in conflict. 
Maybe you could step in as mediator … and have them take a step back—”

Pierre interrupts brusquely. “I’m going to stop you right there, héloïse. you’re 
forgetting that my role as a total-quality consultant is just a cover to allow me 
to question your employees without arousing suspicion. The interviews may not 
have helped the investigation much so far, but that doesn’t mean I’ve miraculously 
transformed into a real total-quality consultant, either!”

“I know, I know. but you’ve been doing so well with it up to now. no one sus-
pects anything. The information you brought back from your audits has had a pos-
itive effect here. Léon and roger were both happy …”

“but I haven’t done anything other than pass on information. Of course, that’s 
much better than being unaware of it, I agree with you there, but anyone could’ve 
done it. now you’re asking me to tackle a problem that I think is more complicated 
than it appears. When you have a group of people who don’t care about the clean-
liness of the place where they spend most of their time, that’s not insignificant. I 
said ‘cleanliness,’ but I should add ‘safety.’ I nearly fell the other day in the metal 
shop, the floor there is so greasy and cluttered. I’m not qualified to know what that 
means and even less qualified to change the situation. hubert would no doubt be 
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much better able to help you than I would. he’s intimately acquainted with the his-
tory of your company.”

Pierre goes on to say that he has managed to track down Isabelle ambi. She 
is working for a large company nearby. Pierre would only have to wait for her at 
her workplace, and think of a good excuse to talk to her. his news about the prog-
ress of his investigation doesn’t cheer her up much. In a disappointed tone, héloïse 
ends the conversation. 

The next day, héloïse is on the lookout for hubert. he turns up in the middle of 
the afternoon, back from a meeting that has apparently left him cheerful.

“ah! héloïse, good afternoon! I’ve got some good news.”
“hello, hubert. I need your advice. but first, please sit down and let’s hear 

your good news.”
“Well, you and Pierre asked me about exports. you’ve been proactive with 

this Finnish order, so I decided to take up the challenge myself. I looked up an old 
business connection of mine in tours. he runs a travel agency that organizes canal 
boat tours in holland. Their entire fleet needs to be refitted. We could do the kitch-
ens and sleeping cabins for them in a very high-end style. This would increase our 
sales for the Catamer product line, so we could avoid having to lay people off. They 
want to see a prototype as soon as possible. Since we’re so short of work, we should 
be able to put one together quickly.”

“bravo!” exclaims héloïse. “and who will assist you?”
“I asked Ivan to help me to quote additional options on new business pro-

posals. It wasn’t easy. When he saw that I was asking him to do more than usual, 
he started talking about his employment contract and arguing that he is a wood-
worker, not a salesman. he doesn’t seem at all ready to collaborate. he was as rigid 
as a spear about the whole thing.”

“Maybe you could tell him specifically what we have in mind for him. It might 
reassure him and involve him in the decision.”
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“I thought of that,” says hubert, pensively. “but suppose he agrees to a specific 
proposal, and it doesn’t do well with the customers? being the sort of person he is, 
if we then send him back to his position in the wood shop, he’ll feel insulted, and 
we risk wrecking the relationship. It would be better if he accepts that we want to 
share our skills and that we will, together, evaluate his potential to progressively 
adapt, so that we don’t create an irreversible situation.”

“yes, but for that to happen he needs to soften, he needs to trust you …”
hubert nods and héloïse carries on, thoughtful. “I have a hard time under-

standing this reluctance to acquire new skills. It’s a little as if, in music, a pianist 
refuses to try to sing. Making furniture and selling furniture are different but 
equally valuable ways of pleasing our customers.”

hubert takes the idea a step further. “I’ve seen the same thing happen when 
I’m hunting. Some hunters can never bother to round up the straggling hounds, 
while others always ride at the front or always at the back. a successful team is 
made up of hunters who sense what the hounds need and spontaneously respond 
right in the moment, by coordinating things with mere glances. The hunt master 
doesn’t even have to step in.”

The two sit silently for a moment, each lost in thought. hubert speaks first. “I 
think that, in companies, people who resist being multiskilled are those who are 
more interested in their trade than they are in the future of the company. They tell 
themselves that if their company closes, they’ll just practice their trade someplace 
else. but at the same time, there are those among them who would never even 
think about going to work for another company. It’s not consistent.”

“Maybe they are just afraid to challenge themselves by becoming beginners 
again, in a new activity. Look at how reluctant Ivan is being. yet working in sales 
will broaden his abilities as a woodworker …”

“… and his skills as a woodworker are a real advantage in the area of sales, 
that’s for sure.”

héloïse nods in agreement. “It’s also a shame that Jean-Marc isn’t so open-
minded. I’ve got a real problem with him. his whole attitude is systematically neg-
ative. We can’t ask him anything, he’s always hostile, and he doesn’t take notice of 
other people’s needs. you could say that the well-being of the company is some-
thing that goes right over his head, as though the future of his position as the 
supervisor of the metal shop weren’t directly linked to the future of the company!”
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hubert nods then says, “Jean-Marc may be mule-headed but he has always 
worked hard—and full on. your father relied on him to go above and beyond what 
was reasonable. he’d often ask Jean-Marc to work Saturdays or to work two shifts 
back-to-back. Jean-Marc was always there. but your father kept him confined to 
the metal shop. he never had a chance to understand how the company worked in 
a larger sense. as a result, Jean-Marc was driven to do stupid things that made a lot 
of his co-workers dislike him. Some of his actions may have seemed relevant for 
the metal shop, but they were catastrophic for the other shop. he’s not the only one 
who can’t see that little islands of excellence in a sea of mediocrity will not move 
the company forward. but your father forgave him everything, time after time, as 
if he had no choice.” 

“but what can we do?” worries héloïse.
“I don’t know. We don’t have the resources to recruit a supervisor to super-

vise the workshop supervisors! We actually have to lower our production costs …”
“you mean we need to get rid of Jean-Marc? That’d be really cruel if, as you say, 

he’s been so devoted to the company.”
hubert thinks for a moment. “What about my idea about management train-

ing? We have professionals here who were never trained, who have always worked 
here without being exposed to anything else. how can they even imagine other 
ways of operating? as one of my friends, a CEO, says: ‘If you train your employ-
ees, the risk is that you’ll see them evolve and perhaps leave to work elsewhere. 
If you don’t train them, they will remain.’1 That’s pretty much where we are with 
Jean-Marc right now. and what about your Mr. Chevalier—Pierre? Can’t he advise 
about this?”

héloïse speaks with caution. “Pierre’s an expert in total quality, you know. not 
in management.”

“Well then, why not replace him with an expert in management?”
“That would be too expensive, hubert. There isn’t a penny extra to spend. We 

can employ Pierre because he’s retired, and we only pay for his mileage, not the 
fees that expertise would require. That’s why I don’t ask him to do much. I don’t 
want to take advantage of his generosity.”

1  From Michel Gavaud, a French instructor in supply chain management and one of the first 
people to pass and promote aPICS certification in France.
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Outside the rain is coming down so heavily the sound interrupts their con-
versation. They both turn to look out the window. The winter in the touraine this 
year has started off very wet. hubert thinks of the pack of hunting dogs, no doubt 
now huddled together in the kennel, waiting to be fed.

héloïse lets her mind wander between the unrelenting fanaticism that seems 
to drive Ivan, the aggressive ambition that emanates from Jean-Marc, and her own 
ignorance. a mixture of powerlessness and frustration wells up inside her. She 
doesn’t know whether to run away or to break something. 

hubert’s voice startles her out of her reverie. “Would you like to come hunting 
with me this Saturday? a friend of mine who also hunts, but with a gun, happens 
to know Ivan. apparently Ivan’s a real nature lover. he spends all of his free time 
taking care of the forest. because he knows it so well, and can locate the large ani-
mals in it, he’s on the local team that oversees hunting plans in a way that guaran-
tees conservation of the species. I could invite him to come for the Saint-hubert’s 
Day celebration, which falls on Saturday, for the stag hunt. I’ll be the master that 
day. We could all cross paths there, as if by chance, at the start of the hunt after the 
Mass at the Château d’amboise.” In an earnest tone he adds, “In nature, there are 
cracks everywhere. That’s where the light comes through.”

héloïse lets herself be convinced by hubert’s pragmatic optimism. When he 
speaks of the forest, even the extraordinary becomes possible. 

In fact, she had never followed a hunt on horses before; she does not know if 
she should consider this rural sport to be a custom of cruel predators, a tradition 
for ecologists, or a pursuit for rather enlightened naturalists. It would be a good 
opportunity to form an opinion about it.

“all right, I’ll be there. I’ll follow you on my mountain bike. It’ll do me good 
to get a little exercise.”

The rest of the week unrolls like a punishment for héloïse. roger brings her a long 
list of the items his team needs to organize the wood shop better. héloïse is speech-
less as she scans it, seeing one zero too many in the total. With a heavy heart, she 
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sends roger away, unable to promise him anything and knowing that consequently 
he will just have to do the best with what he has. as for Jean-Marc, he waits until 
after her meeting with roger to present his argument. Without any money avail-
able, he tells her, he sees no point even thinking about it—there is absolutely noth-
ing he can do. “apart from ‘borrowing’ some of the storage cupboards in the wood 
shop,” he proposes slyly. héloïse lets him leave without even responding.

utterly defeated in spirit, she begins the third continuous-improvement 
meeting by presenting the steps for a 5 S approach that she’d found in a book. She 
explains evidence that no professional would ever dispute, even if they didn’t have 
the discipline to apply it themselves: to work effectively, you need to have a place 
for everything, and everything needs to be in its place. but her heart is no longer 
in it. héloïse notices with bitterness that the atmosphere in the meeting room is 
as glum this week as it had been aggressive in past weeks. The staff looks politely 
at their papers and asks no questions at all. They might consider one or two of the 
points mentioned, but only to humor her and because she’s the boss. She knows 
this and feels humiliated. She thought she had found the secret to an effective 
management style on her Finland trip. a good boss knows how to inspire her 
team—that is, shows them the path and gives them the impulse to follow it. 

“but I haven’t been able to integrate this,” she thinks, and is discouraged.
She feels herself slipping into the depressive state she remembers from a long 

time ago, when her father had rejected her, when he had acted as though what she 
wanted—and, therefore, who she really was—didn’t even exist.

She is on the verge of canceling her participation in the hunting trip, when 
hubert calls. he confirms that Ivan will indeed be part of the group. Perceiving 
a note of desperation in her response, he adds, “héloïse, as long as a business has 
customers, it has hope.”

“as long as the business can find people to serve those customers with good 
will,” she thinks to herself, bitterly. 

When she meets hubert at the kennel on Saturday, she observes a very different 
man. he is clothed in his hunting outfit—a velvet riding hat whose black color 
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has faded with exposure to bad weather, impeccably polished high black boots, 
into which disappear long cotton socks, as dazzlingly white as his gloves. at the 
neck of his forest-green tunic, a white silk cravat knotted and pinned with a medal 
that bears the insignia of the hunting club. The same club insignia is stamped on 
each button of his tunic. hubert looks like someone from another era as he greets 
héloïse. a golden belt is buckled to his waist and attached to it are a whip with a 
boxwood handle and a leather scabbard holding a dagger with a stag-horn hilt.

he motions to héloïse, and tells her how to reach the meeting point, from 
which the hounds will soon be released. The pack of fifty tricolor hounds is wait-
ing in a truck, whimpering and yelping with impatience. She rides her bike quickly, 
to avoid the people she recognizes in the crowd, all dressed in dark winter colors. 
They have come to attend the Saint-hubert’s Day Mass and the blessing of a few of 
the hounds in front of the Chapel of Saint-hubert of the Château d’amboise. Many 
of them will then gather in the forest to watch the departure of the hunting team. 

a fine drizzle is falling. The sky is low, and the trees have begun to lose their 
leaves on this early november morning. The air is fresh, and héloïse fills her lungs 
with deep breaths. She pedals a short distance, and finds herself on a muddy path. 
When she arrives at the meeting point, the hounds and the horses are already 
there, voicing their impatience in their own languages.

The team master blows his horn to signal the start and, together with his 
huntsman, the other hunters, and the well-ordered pack, disappears slowly into 
the forest. héloïse will not see them more than three times for the rest of the hunt 
as they follow the quarry. 

The first time is just after the hounds are set loose, when they choose a grace-
ful young buck elegantly adorned with small, pointed antlers between its large ears 
and try to drive it out of hiding. 

Why had the hounds chosen this particular stag from this forest full of them? 
because it was alone? because it was less cunning than a full-grown stag? The 
hunters press the hounds that are already in dedicated pursuit. Suddenly, the buck 
stumbles upon the road and backs up, doubling back on its own trail. This throws 
the hounds off the trail for several minutes, long enough for the buck to reach the 
edge of the pool on the other side of the road.

The second time héloïse sees the buck, it has hidden among four does, and 
is trying to push them forward in order to change the scent. This works as the 
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hounds again lose the trail, and some of the younger hounds take the opportunity 
to riot and chase after one of the does. The trail seems to be lost. Some of the hunt-
ers hold back to discuss the situation with one another and with some of the fol-
lowers. Others stay focused and help the huntsman round up the hounds that are 
scattered by a thicket. Orders are shouted and whips cracked in the air.

It takes more than an hour, and several other animals crossing her path, for 
héloïse to see the buck for the third time. It is followed by a few hounds that are 
on the scent again, thanks to the huntsman who methodically picked up the slack, 
knowing that animals being chased almost always seek safety by retracing the 
same trails. The rest of the pack quickly rejoins the lead hounds. by this time, the 
buck is drenched in sweat. as the pack draws nearer, their cries grow louder until 
they are almost deafening. 

héloïse, like most of the hunters, attends the kill with emotion. her heart 
grows tight, and she can’t stop seeing the parallels between this scene, her situa-
tion, and the one of her company. “In nature,” she thinks, “there are hunters and 
the hunted.”

The hounds hold their animal at bay, and the huntsman quickly puts an end 
to its suffering with his dagger. The team master takes the hounds away and then 
sounds a fanfare to signal the kill. When they hear this, the hunters remove their 
hats in a sign of respect for the hunted animal and then head quietly to where the 
ritual of the quarry will take place.

The commotion of the kill is still echoing in the air when héloïse arrives, pedaling 
with difficulty along the muddy path by the edge of the pond. The hunters, both on 
foot and on horseback, have put their hats back on, and the riders are making their 
way back toward the trucks to unsaddle their horses. Everyone has anticipated this 
moment at some point during the day. Fatigue has set in for the riders after more 
than five hours in the saddle. Sausages and slices of pâté are produced from the 
trunks of cars, along with baguettes and bottles of red and white wine, as a feast for 
the hunting party. They haven’t eaten since that morning. 
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héloïse only saw hubert at a distance for much of the day and hasn’t been 
able to speak with him at all. She knows that now is the time to see him with Ivan, 
whom she hadn’t yet noticed. She begins to speed up, when suddenly she hears 
shouts and sees some kids run out of the thickets and on to the path just ahead. 
She brakes hard, nearly running into a boy dressed entirely in green, who has 
slipped in the mud right in front of her.

“What’s happened?” she asks, jumping off her bike to help him to his feet.
“There’s a mare stuck in a bog, miss!” he cries, running to catch up with the 

others.
héloïse picks up her bike and pedals hard, until she reaches a group of peo-

ple in animated discussion with the kids. turning around, she sees some others in 
the shrubbery by a small trail she had not noticed. She listens to the kids’ exclama-
tions for a moment or two.

“They’re trying to pull her out with some ropes, but nothing’s moving!”
“They say she’s done for!”
“They didn’t want us to stay and watch, but I did anyway!”
raising her voice to be heard, héloïse asks again, “What happened, exactly?”
The oldest boy pushes his tweed cap back with his thumb, and then speaks 

with a proud air. “It’s the young mare that belongs to Daniel’s brother. It’s the first 
time he’s ever taken her on a hunt, and he lost control of her about an hour ago. 
The hunt was already on the other side of the pond, but the rest of us, we were all 
watching it from here, because we thought that the buck would head for the water. 
The horse stupidly backed into a ditch, and Daniel’s brother fell off. Then the horse 
bolted down the trail, and got stuck in the mire down there. you’ll see—her whole 
rear end is in the mud. They tried to pull her out with ropes, but she kept on strug-
gling which made her sink further and further in. It wasn’t nice to look at. They say 
they might not be able to get her out.”

héloïse is horrified. “has anyone told the team master?” she asks.
a man in a knitted hat answers her, looking very anxious. “If this is all true, 

the master probably doesn’t know what’s happened yet. he came to the other side 
of the pond when the hounds had put the buck at bay.”

“Would you please go and tell him? I’ll see if I can help out here.” héloïse hur-
ries to the trail, leaving her bicycle where it meets the road. 
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The slope runs steeply down through many small gnarled trees. Gray and 
half-covered in a blackish moss, their trunks look corrupted by the morass of 
putrefying leaves and branches that have been steeping there since the beginning 
of the autumn.

a distressing scene meets her eyes as she makes her way downhill: in its center 
the trapped mare, her body half-submerged in the putrid water. a group of men in 
their shirtsleeves pull on the ropes with all their might, while some women shout 
encouragement. an old man, his face distorted from yelling, hits the mare with a 
twisted branch, splattering everyone with muddy water.

héloïse makes her way down the slope, clinging to branches for support and 
finally sliding the rest of the way to the bottom, close to the mare’s head. She nar-
rowly escapes plunging headlong into the mire herself by jumping onto a dense 
clump of twisted branches that is able to momentarily support her weight. It only 
takes a moment’s observation for her to realize that one of the ropes is tied far too 
tightly around the mare’s neck. The mare’s tongue protrudes from its mouth, and 
its eyes are rolled back, so that only their whites are showing.

“hey, you need to stop! Stop hitting and pulling like that,” she cries. “you can 
see that it’s not helping.”

arrested by the authority in héloïse’s voice, everyone immediately does as she 
says. héloïse jumps onto another clump of branches on her left, but this one starts 
to sink under her weight. a man standing behind her grabs her arm securely, 
before her boot disappears into the muck. turning around with a grateful glance, 
she recognizes Ivan, who pulls her a little farther out of harm’s way. héloïse regains 
her balance by leaning for a moment on a tree trunk near the stricken horse. She 
then notices a dark-haired woman arriving at the scene, leaping easily from stump 
to stump until she reaches a dry log in front of her, at the edge of the mire. 

Squatting down, the woman begins to caress the mare’s forehead softly. The 
others grow silent as she begins whispering in the mare’s ear. Several of the men 
shrug their shoulders, let their ropes go slack, and move away, climbing up the 
slope. The mare slowly draws its tongue back into its mouth as the woman’s hands 
continue to stroke its head and then the top of its neck. Gradually, a sparkle of life 
returns to the animal’s eyes. One of its ears turns in the direction of the woman’s 
mouth as the whispers continue. The woman turns her head slowly toward héloïse 
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and says in a quiet voice, “try and figure out how the two front legs are oriented 
under the water.”

héloïse realizes that to do this, she will have to immerse her whole arm into 
the quagmire. She takes off her jacket, rolls up one sleeve, and, kneeling down in 
a stable spot, closes her eyes to keep from retching and thrusts her arm into the 
putrid muck. 

“One leg is folded back and caught in a tangle of roots. She can’t get it free. 
We’ll need to pull from the other side!”

The dark-haired woman smiles as héloïse pulls her arm out again. She picks 
up one of the ropes that had been dropped and tosses it to héloïse. héloïse passes 
it to Ivan, who makes a wide berth to reach the dry side opposite to where the oth-
ers had been pulling from. he motions to two of the men to join him there.

“OK, let’s go!” he cries. “Pull to the right this time to get her out!”
The result is immediate. From the very first pulls, the mare is able to raise the 

top half of its body and slowly begins to move. It’s at this moment that hubert 
arrives in a rush, along with several other men. he understands with one look 
what is happening.

“now pass the rest of the ropes around in front of the horse and then throw 
them to us,” he calls. “We’re coming around on the left-hand side. Everybody stand 
back! She might start to struggle.”

his voice is both strong and calm. The men do as they were told, and the 
dark-haired woman stops caressing the animal’s neck but keeps whispering to it. 
The horse does not struggle. While being gently pulled toward the solid ground 
of the trail, the mare all at once straightens out its legs and climbs out of the mire, 
making its way back up the slope at a brisk trot. a few minutes later, everyone 
finds themselves together again back at the trail’s exit, reemerging into fresh 
air with relief. hubert puts a halter around the young mare’s neck. The horse is 
trembling a little, with its moist eyes rolling, and breathing noisily. hubert turns 
and speaks to a young man who seems to burn with a desire to be useful in  
some way.

“you’ll need to bathe and walk her. Drive her into the water to get the muck 
off—but stay well away from those mires! Then walk her at a good pace for a long 
time.”

he then turns to the dark-haired woman, who seems anxious to get away.
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“you did very well here today, miss. you really know how to talk to horses. 
This isn’t the first time I’ve seen you while out hunting. I’ve noticed you in these 
woods before. Do you go mushroom-picking or—?”

Without waiting for hubert to finish asking the question, héloïse wipes her 
muddy hand on her pant leg and then vigorously shakes the woman’s hand. The 
woman gives a small smile. héloïse wonders if she were native american, for her 
eyes are as black as her hair and her skin copper-colored.

“I think it’s clear that we were only able to save the mare thanks to you, and to 
Ivan. allow me to introduce myself. I’m héloïse rami—”

Ivan interrupts, “I’ve got a well-stocked picnic basket in the trunk of my car. 
Everyone come with me!” he is smiling broadly.

héloïse notices Ivan’s smile at the same time she notices that the dark-haired 
woman has stopped smiling and become quite still. She stays frozen until hubert 
follows Ivan’s lead. The two women dawdle until they are out of earshot.

“your name is rami? as in henri rami?”
“yes …”
“and now you’re the head of the h. rami company, right?”
This time, héloïse notices a foreign accent in the woman’s slightly shaken 

voice.
“yes. Do we know each other?”
“I’m Isabelle ambi. Thierry’s wife.”
héloïse stops in her tracks, dumbfounded.
“I know you’ve been trying to get in touch with me. your colleague Pierre … I 

don’t remember his last name … approached me last night. I didn’t want to talk to 
him, but he told me what is happening to you.”

Isabelle hesitates, looking at héloïse, who remains mute. Then she carries on. 
“I’m sorry, I can’t tell you anything about my husband. Don’t go looking for him. 
There’s no point. but now that I know you a little, it’s different. I can definitely 
help you out a bit. Promise me you’ll keep all this secret. I’ll phone you at work on 
Monday or tuesday. I’ll tell your receptionist that I’m calling about a concert in 
Montreal, since you’re a musician. That’s how you’ll know it’s me. now let’s catch 
up with the others.” 

héloïse is still dumb with amazement. She helps herself from Ivan’s picnic 
basket in a daze. She lets herself be caught up in the warm and friendly rapport 
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that has sprung up between hubert and Ivan, and in the kindness that Ivan now 
directs toward her. She has never seen him like this before, relaxed and sponta-
neous.

after the ritual of the quarry, she phones Pierre the moment she is back in her 
car. he confirms what Isabelle told her but is hardly surprised by the unfolding of 
events.

“you know, héloïse,” he says, “when something must happen, it happens. you 
need to know this, and just let go.”

héloïse receives Isabelle’s call on tuesday morning. She listens to the brief mono-
logue without interrupting.

“a specialist who works with companies in difficulty will come and visit you. 
She studied with Thierry in Paris many years ago and they reconnected recently. 
her name is Lila Fractalle-Cass. you can trust her. She’ll help you the same way 
that … that my husband would have.”

When héloïse hangs up the phone, she feels relieved and anxious at the same 
time. The next day, the consultant phones. her voice is clear and energetic. When 
héloïse asks her under what conditions exactly she proposes to help the h. rami 
company, Lila speaks directly and simply. 

“I currently work within an international network of experienced profession-
als. In the past I’ve held a number of different positions as a manager in man-
ufacturing and logistics and created supply chain management functions in 
businesses of different sizes. I worked part-time or full-time as an employee. Then 
I started my own consulting firm so I could start helping more companies. I first 
met Thierry a long time ago when we were both studying to take an operations- 
management certification. We met again recently when he participated in the pro-
gram I now teach: a new path of certifications for planners and leaders who want 
their company to become demand driven.” 

When Lila pauses for a breath, héloïse dares to interrupt. 
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“I just need to get my company under control so we can stop losing customers 
… we don’t deliver on time and our lead times are too long … and of course I need 
to have my cash flow under control …”

Lila reassures héloïse. “but this methodology is changing the world of man-
ufacturing. It not only leverages proven methods, but it also enables the company 
to quickly sense and adapt its priorities in allocating its resources as supply and 
demand variabilities are effectively managed. For example,”—Lila gives a small 
laugh—“if the market is difficult to forecast. My proposal is to coach you to imple-
ment the operating model that will make your strategy successful. The key process 
is cross-functional and will synchronize operations and sales. but let’s start with 
the understanding that your role as a leader is to protect your flows—”

héloïse interrupts briskly. “OK, but how to do that? What are the first steps?” 
Lila gently suggests that héloïse first read a peculiar business book, written as 

a novel, called The Goal, to determine whether the principles explained in it are 
relevant to her. If so, then Lila would begin with a general diagnostic of the com-
pany by analyzing a small selection of performance metrics. She would send these 
metrics to héloïse, along with a checklist of self-evaluation questions about the 
current company processes and its performance compared against its expected 
results. to save time, héloïse and her colleagues should prepare the metrics and 
the checklist in advance. Involving themselves in the diagnostic process from the 
very beginning would help them change their work methods more easily.

heloïse interrupts again. “but will you come to work with us at all?”
“yes, I will spend a half-day with your employees to get a sense of their needs 

in matters of advice and training. If I feel that it would be helpful to your company, 
I will suggest progressive coaching that will be in keeping with your budget and 
your company’s available resources.” 

Lila pauses and héloïse asks about her fee per day. Lila gives it without  
hesitation, adding, “My fee must certainly seem quite high to you, but the value I’ll 
deliver to your company is many times more than that. and I will only continue 
to come if you, as leader, and your managers are completely involved with follow-
ing through with the plan.” 

Lila insists on this point: unless top management is totally committed, she 
won’t get involved in the project. héloïse agrees to this without discussion and 
hangs up. She now knows what remains to be done. 
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The next day, she exits the metro at Montparnasse station and walks with a rapid 
and determined pace toward the Champ de Mars, over the bridge that crosses the 
Seine, feeling overshadowed in the emerging twilight by the imposing silhouette 
of the Eiffel tower. She soon finds herself sitting once more on her grandmother’s 
leopard-skin sofa while her grandmother refills her glass of champagne before 
busying herself in the kitchen at the other end of the apartment.

“Mamy, do you need any help?”
“Don’t worry. I’ve prepared a nice cod steak with some baked potatoes. It will 

be ready in two minutes.”
héloïse fills these two minutes by opening the glass door to the balcony, lean-

ing on the rail, and admiring the Eiffel tower yet again. It illuminates Paris with its 
thousand lights as it does every night. She observes this symbol of the strength of 
French industry, put in place over a century before in order to garner the world’s 
admiration. It has remained an iconic object ever since. 

“Could French industry itself be robust and elegant, like that, at the same 
time? Could it evoke the world’s desire to build a common future instead of only 
admiration for its past?” She wonders.

When they are seated at the table, héloïse tells her grandmother everything. 
Geneviève doesn’t need her to draw a picture. She knows why héloïse has come.

“you need some money to pay this consultant, don’t you?”
“I only need half of what it will cost. I’ll put up the other half. I’m putting all 

my savings on the table. It’s our last chance. If I can’t make things work with this 
consultant, I’ll sell—I mean we will have to sell, Mamy. I’ve been in touch with a 
belgian buyer who’s ready to take over our backlog so he can fill it from his fac-
tory in Poland.”

Geneviève is furious. “and when the French factories are all closed down, 
what are the workers going to do? Serve as guides for tourists who come to visit the 
châteaux on the Loire? Look, you’ve found yourself a new customer, and maybe 
this Ivan fellow will step into hubert’s shoes when he retires. Isn’t that encourag-
ing? you shouldn’t be so ready to just let it go like that. not you, of all people!” 
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her anger infuses héloïse with energy, too.
“but, Mamy, once we’ve managed to actually get a customer order, everything 

else still has to be done. It isn’t any easier to make the stuff than it is to sell it. 
It absolutely must cost us less to make our products than the price they sell for, 
minus the margin necessary to support the company. With all the bank fees on the 
loans we still have to pay off, I’ll need to start over again from the beginning. I’ll 
need to learn, I’ll need to understand, I’ll need to try again and again …”

Geneviève seems somewhat reassured by this. She refills their glasses with her 
favorite Chinon wine.

“If you’re trying to say that you need to learn music theory, to practice your 
scales, and to rehearse a piece again and again, and that you accept your mistakes 
in order not to make them again—then you’re only stating the obvious, my dear. 
you young people today, you want to understand everything right away, with-
out having to work at it. you’re too young to remember having heard me practic-
ing my singing all day long, for weeks and months at a time. you know as well as 
I do, héloïse, that a real musician is someone who is so completely immersed in 
the language of music, someone who has worked so hard at their scales and arpeg-
gios that they come automatically to their fingers. This way, at every rehearsal, the 
musician becomes increasingly one with the instrument. Then, and only then, can 
the piece be interpreted with genuine sensitivity and truly respect the composer’s 
work. and only then can improvisation emerge with elegance. I don’t see why it 
should be any different with heads of companies. They’re no different than any-
body else.” 

When she returns to the factory the next day, héloïse finds in her inbox the list 
of performance metrics and the checklist of self-evaluation questions that Lila 
has sent. For the metrics, she counts five figures to be calculated and followed 
each week. Three of these figures are in the form of percentages: the number of 
requests for quotations that became actual orders in relation to the total number  
of requests for quotations given; the number of orders delivered in their target 
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week in relation to the total number of orders delivered that same week; and, 
finally, the number of orders in a given week that were delivered without any  
sort of quality problem in relation to the total number of orders delivered  
that same week. The other two figures are expressed as quantities: the number  
of orders in process in the factory, or ready and awaiting shipment, and the  
number of sick days taken by the workers. as for the self-evaluation questions, Lila 
has underlined certain ones. héloïse reads these over slowly, not entirely certain 
that she understands what they are for. 

The following Wednesday, she gives the questionnaire to her management team 
so that they can participate in this information-gathering process. She is keen to 
encourage them to ask questions—ones that would in turn make them question 
their own current ways of doing things.
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C h a p t e r  6

BaD BLooD
Link Physical and Information Flows

three weeks pass BeFOre héloïse meets with the new consultant 
in person. Lila had explained to héloïse that she wanted to allow enough time for 
an accurate recording of developments in the company’s metrics before she inter-
venes. using the accurate recordings to diagnose the company will save her time 
during her first visit. 

after héloïse tells hubert about the performance metrics that concern sales 
specifically, he works with Ivan to track them. relations between the two men have 
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rapidly transformed since the memorable Saturday of the hunt. The Monday after, 
hubert confides in Ivan his concerns about the development of the sales depart-
ment at h. rami without hiding his own intention of gradually retiring from the 
business. he tells Ivan it seems to him that, with some training, Ivan could pres-
ent all the qualities of a salesman. he adds that he knows it might not be easy for a 
shop steward to reposition himself as a part of a company’s management, and that 
is why he feels hesitant to officially offer Ivan the job until he is sure that Ivan is 
prepared to seriously consider making such a move. 

Ivan understands that the offer is based on his talents and his professional 
potential. Flattered but cautious as ever, he proposes keeping the official title of 
“multiskilled woodworker–export salesman,” for the duration of a trial period, 
which they set at three months, renewable by mutual agreement. This way, if 
hubert, héloïse, or he himself decides that things aren’t working out, he wouldn’t 
lose face among his colleagues if he returned to the wood shop full-time. During 
this trial period, he would also continue acting as shop steward. hubert and Ivan 
conclude their meeting with a handshake.

From the very next week, the effort Ivan puts into monitoring the perfor-
mance metric for sales reassures hubert about his motivation. Ivan immedi-
ately undertakes an analysis of the quotations the company had made over the 
course of a year, to find the rate at which these estimates had become actual 
orders. Each day, he asks Georgette to bring him the cost variances on the most 
recent orders that the company has filled. When he finds Georgette not quite fast 
enough, he asks yasmina to help him. yasmina leaps at the chance to step out of 
the secretary-receptionist role to which Georgette had confined her. 

Ivan’s image is also changing. before the Finnish customer’s visit to look over 
the prototypes for the bistro tables and chairs, Ivan makes his own visit: to the 
barber for a beard trim. he even digs out a necktie. This makes his colleagues in 
the wood shop laugh. Their jokes stop short when he steps in to help Léon get a 
delivery out just under its deadline. however, this episode, sparked directly by 
the implementation of the performance metrics suggested by the consultant Lila, 
greatly troubles héloïse.
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It all started with the updating of the performance metrics for the supply chain 
and, in particular, the ones that had to do with delivery deadlines. héloïse already 
knows this equation for calculating the customer-service ratio, having found it in 
Thierry ambi’s office when she searched it some weeks ago. but she hasn’t really 
thought of it since, as no one seemed to be using it. When she looks more closely 
at the notes that had been scribbled in the margins of the document, she begins to 
see why this was so. 

to begin with, the performance was, frankly, dreadful. The number of orders 
that had actually been delivered by the due date was often much lower than the 
total number of orders delivered in that same period. Furthermore, the reasons 
for the late deliveries were often quite shameful: “Change of priority by hr in the 
‘frozen’ week of the master production schedule … temporary reinforcements 
late due to hr’s business trip … hL’s sales forecast not accurate … JPG recur-
rent machine breakdown … Supply shipment delayed because of late payment, 
in accordance with hr … Late delivery of purchased metal: Léon. …” Clearly, 
Thierry ambi was aware of the causes for the late deliveries but, since they each 
involved specific individuals—and in particular “hr,” henri rami himself—he 
had preferred to keep them to himself. héloïse finds this discretion on his part to 
be somewhat hypocritical and decides that the time has come to be open and frank 
about the situation by showing these numbers to the supervisors. She decides to 
wait until her next meeting with Lila, so they can discuss how best to disclose the 
analyses of the root cause. 

In the meantime, the supervisors are informed that, since the end of the sum-
mer break, only 62 percent of the orders have been delivered to their custom-
ers on the due date. héloïse asks them to explain this figure to their colleagues, 
which they do with great reluctance. Everyone is upset by this information, partic-
ularly the machine operators, who make their supervisors repeat it twice. They are 
dumbfounded: more than one order in three is being delivered late? and this with 
the factory short of work, too? Impossible! 
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These revelations set everyone talking, and rumors soon fly as to who was 
responsible for these remarkable failures. roger and Léon say, but not too loudly, 
that they are sorry the monthly S&OP meeting is no longer being held. If it were, 
they could at least calmly anticipate operations and develop solutions based on 
both optimistic and pessimistic scenarios. Then when the demand returns, they 
wouldn’t be caught unaware. They also find it increasingly difficult to address 
recent conflicting priorities during the weekly master production schedule 
meetings, especially since Jean-Marc no longer makes an appearance at them. as 
for héloïse, she’s never been to one at all. The woodworkers are convinced that 
everything is the metalworkers’ fault, and vice versa. Simply put, the “pyroma-
niac-firefighter” management style that Thierry ambi had so very nearly ban-
ished, is back.

Ivan is the first to speak up. he brings up a classic case to support his allega-
tions: the small restocking order of night tables for those student residences that 
do their maintenance over the Christmas holidays. The last step in making these 
is to add a metal bracket to each, so that they could be attached to the beds. These 
brackets are made by Jean-Marc’s team and, since they are a nonstandard type, 
they are always made to order, never in advance. but, there was always at least one 
defective bracket that wasn’t noticed until final assembly. Given the time that it 
always took to convince Jean-Marc to set up the machine to make a solitary metal 
bracket, the order would wait for several days, and end up missing its due date. 

Ivan recently conspired with Léon to let Jean-Marc believe the order was for 
twenty pieces, even though there were, in fact, only eighteen night tables. Ivan hid 
the two extra brackets and waited until they were needed; that is, the day before 
the order was due to be shipped. and of course, due to quality problems, one 
had to be remade. When the issue came up, Jean-Marc as usual insisted that it 
was “impossible” to change the setup on the milling machine before the following 
week, given the other work that he was pressed with. It was then that Ivan took the 
two extra brackets from his pocket and singlehandedly rescued the order—which 
raised that week’s performance metrics for customer service by several points. 
but then Jean-Marc took revenge by accusing Ivan of having him make one piece 
too many—for one of the two extra brackets still remained—something that was 
explicitly against Thierry ambi’s instructions. Thierry had never wanted “safety 
stock” of items the company made itself.
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The argument between the two men grew in volume, and héloïse felt the need 
to step in and calm things down. She did her best to remain impartial, since she 
had in her thoughts the performance metric for the number of orders currently 
being filled, which Lila had asked for. between the desire to increase the customer- 
service ratio on the one hand and to reduce inventory and work in process on the 
other, she feels bewildered about how to find the balance, especially until quality 
improves.

now héloïse regrets more than ever not having taken advantage of Thierry 
ambi’s presence during the month of July. She could have asked him then about 
the inner workings of the business. but she’d had no way of knowing at that time 
that he was going to disappear. had he known he would? She has become obsessed 
with this question, even though she has more or less delegated the matter to Pierre. 

as for the conflicts raised by the various performance metrics, she feels 
drained by them. They seem to be everywhere. The disgruntlement that simmers 
on the shop floor adds fuel to the territorial battles between the management staff 
and the operators—when both sides weren’t simply blaming the customers or the 
suppliers. 

The daylight that diminishes as the month of november advances makes 
héloïse feel as though she’s fallen into a bottomless rift. Some days, she finds her-
self clinging hopefully to a performance metric that seems to be pointing upward 
but, sadly, these never seem to last. and when she looks at their roller coaster–like 
profiles, the indecipherable logic behind these hills and valleys makes her want to 
turn away and look at something else.

Those evenings when she isn’t giving cello lessons are especially morose for 
her, and for Thomas. One evening, Thomas emerges from his usual reserve to 
broach what is on his mind. 

“I know this isn’t the right time to start an argument, but we both agreed it 
would be good for each of us to succeed professionally, on our own, on the con-
dition that we’d really be there for one another when we were together. If you’re 
going to keep brooding like this, you’d be better off dropping this whole h. rami 
business! What was it our old harmony professor used to say?”

héloïse mutters, “‘When something isn’t working, instead of doing the same 
thing over and over again, you need to try something else.’ I’m just waiting for this 
Lila to come and give us her diagnostic, and, after that, we’ll see.”
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“and, while you’re waiting, why don’t you shake things up? Just put everything 
in the same jar, go like this, and see what comes out.”

Thomas mimes shaking a jar with vigor, which makes héloïse laugh, and then 
he continues: “remember that lesson I taught the musicians when I formed the 
chamber music ensemble? I recorded each person playing their instrument alone, 
and then I made all the musicians listen to the four recordings, superimposed 
on each other electronically, at the same time. It was painful to listen to! They all 
played their individual parts perfectly, but it just didn’t hang together well. after 
that, I never needed to remind them about common rehearsal times!” 

The next day, héloïse brings everyone together for an unscheduled meeting. Its 
objective is for everyone to exchange ideas, so that an incident like the one involv-
ing the night tables would never happen again. She had suddenly remembered 
something Mr. Daimo, the CEO of the model Finnish business, had told her: “you 
need to know how to give your employees the right to make a mistake. It’s only 
when you’re certain that they understand why something went wrong that you 
have the right to ask them not to make that mistake again.”

héloïse asks roger and Jean-Marc to assemble their workers around her and 
then intentionally places herself between the two workshops. as usual, the black-
and-yellows carefully keep to the left, and the blues all conspicuously gather on the 
right, everyone crammed side-by-side. héloïse goes over their first names in her 
head—she was beginning to know them all by sight—and begins to speak. 

“Well. We very nearly missed our customer commitment date for this order 
of night tables. We’ve known how to make this particular model for several years 
now. We also know that if we’re late with the order for this—or any—customer, it 
may result in the loss of future orders. What can we do, in your opinion, to never 
again risk delivering this product late?”

as was typical, no one dares to be the first to speak. Ivan finally breaks the 
silence, as though he were seeking to excuse the little trick he had played on Jean-
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Marc. “We only need to keep some extra metal brackets in stock. to make up for 
any defective ones.”

“Then we’ll also need to keep some extra night tables in stock, to make up for 
any defective ones!” robert, one of the workers wearing blue, delivers this snappy 
comeback.

“all we have to do is make things a week in advance. So that we’ll have suffi-
cient inventory, and be able to take time to find and repair our mistakes.” It’s Eric, 
the storeroom supervisor, the only one wearing a gray uniform.

“you know what? If the milling machine in the metal shop were more reliable, 
we wouldn’t have these constant adjustment problems, and all the pieces would be 
exactly the same.” So says Louis, a large, muscle-bound fellow wearing blue. he 
has an unsociable expression and studiously avoids Jean-Marc’s gaze.

“and why don’t we inspect the parts as they come out of the metal shop? 
It’s a shame to find out that there’s a problem when it’s too late to do anything 
about it.” The small bald man, Georges, who has piped up, retreats toward his 
boss as he speaks, which encourages roger, who adds, “and if we could stan-
dardize this bracket—we’d have to slightly modify the table—we could use the 
same one for different models. If we did this, there’d be less chance of us run-
ning out of them.”

Inspired by all of this, another wood shop worker, raoul, raises the bar, “and 
what if we made the parts for these tables in the metal shop and in the wood shop 
at the same time? Then we could make adjustments little by little, as we went along, 
while the milling machine was still tooled up.”

Léon wants to add something about planning but is afraid of muddling things. 
Suggestions now flow more and more easily. Little by little, héloïse notices some 
positive agreement in the words spoken, whether the speakers were dressed in 
black and yellow or in blue. Some focus on the need to find a solution. Others want 
to be certain that a given solution would work. and while still others only want to 
offer an idea better than the next guy’s, overall each worker seems to have the same 
goal: the desire to do well. 

“They’re like artists,” thinks héloïse. “Poor workmanship torments them. 
They’re like a choir that suffers when it sings badly. In their minds, they want 
things to change, but they simply don’t know how to physically make those 
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changes happen. They need a choirmaster to give them a sense of rhythm and to 
make them listen to each other’s voices, so that they can sing together, in tune.”

héloïse doesn’t give them any answers that day. but she swears to herself that 
she will solve this problem of the night tables. The day she does this, she will at 
least have been of some use to the company. She concludes the meeting by thank-
ing everyone for their participation and announcing the upcoming visit of Lila 
Fractalle-Cass, the consultant who would be taking over from Pierre. Lila would 
be there not only to help them solve quality issues but also the organizational 
problems between the different links in the company—such as the very ones they 
had just spoken up about.

December has arrived by the time héloïse invites Lila to lunch with her at her 
favorite restaurant in amboise. It is within sight of the multicolored windows of 
the Chapel of Saint-hubert, in the royal Château. She wants to get to know the 
new consultant in a tranquil setting, before Lila visits the factory and meets the 
employees.

She has also invited Pierre, in part so that he can pass on to Lila his observa-
tions as a total-quality consultant, but also because she feels somewhat bothered to 
be dismissing Pierre like this, even though she is replacing him with someone with 
real skills in the field. Pierre picks her up at the factory, and they drive together to 
the restaurant early, for an update on his investigation. he reassures her right away. 

“Look, héloïse. I’m just not capable of helping you any more with this. That’s 
obvious. It’s already not so simple to detect the problems; you need a good eye. but 
when it comes to finding the right angle to solve them, you clearly need an expert. 
and then, when you need to properly explain to someone how to solve the prob-
lems, well, there you also need an expert. One who knows how to teach people. 

“you know, I’ve gotten a lot out of this experience. I’ve learned that if you want 
to pass along a skill that you’ve learned through years of experience, the skill must 
first be real and proven. but you also need to look at yourself, to understand how 
the skill works. Without this self-reflection and without putting it into the per-
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spective of other people’s experiences, I don’t think you can effectively pass on a 
skill that demands initiative.”

“I understand: it won’t be tomorrow that I’ll be capable of managing the  
company.”

Pierre pretends to ignore this remark and continues his train of thought. 
“So guess what: I’ve decided to study teaching. afterward, I’ll be qualified to give 
training courses at the police college. My former colleagues have always been after 
me to do this. Some of them tell me I have a real talent for sniffing out the most 
crooked of criminals. If I could teach someone else that skill, I’d feel that I’d really 
accomplished something worthwhile …”

“now Pierre, you don’t have to be so modest. I know you achieved great things 
when you were a police officer. My mother told me all about them.” héloïse finds 
Pierre as charming when he is sure of himself as when he expresses doubt.

“It’s true,” says Pierre. “but I could have done much better if my bosses had 
been more open to innovation. but, let’s get back to our investigation before Lila 
gets here. Since she knows Thierry, she’ll be able to give us valuable information …”

“I gave my word to Isabelle ambi that I wouldn’t bring the matter up with any-
one,” héloïse insists. “Lila probably doesn’t know where he is.” 

“I understand. but that only confirms for me that he’s still alive and in hiding 
somewhere. you must admit, all the same, that I can’t just leave things up in the air 
like this. I like to finish what I start. We have facts and several clues that we can’t 
simply ignore: an employee who disappears for no apparent reason, and without 
a trace, for more than four months. The contents of a mysterious ‘coop’ that dis-
appear completely, save for a molecule or two of a top-secret substance, whose 
manufacturing permits are blocked by the Ministry of the Environment. a spouse 
who no longer lives in her house and who seems to be hiding but whom we find 
in the forest. a supplier who has made an important quotation for a secret proto-
type that no one wants to claim. The head of a transport firm who characterizes 
the former employer of the disappeared fellow as a lout. Some pages of a confiden-
tial report missing from its file. you know, full-fledged police investigations have 
been launched over less.”

héloïse sighs. This makes Pierre smile, but he carries on. “I am going to put 
you at at ease. I promise I won’t try to look for Isabelle again, and I won’t ask this 
Lila any questions, either. I’m convinced that the heart of this investigation lies in 
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that company in the vosges—Cuisilux—the one that Thierry used to work for. I’ve 
got family down there. They’re always happy to see me. Which is good, because in 
the last couple of weeks, they’ve seen more of me than they have in the last thirty 
years.”

“What do you mean? you’ve just come back from the vosges?”
“yes. I’ve even managed to find some work down there. I’m going to be a 

guard for a security company in the industrial zone where Cuisilux is located. I 
start my new job next week. an ex-cop, who comes highly recommended by the 
local police—they rarely get applicants so highly qualified!”

héloïse looks at him, wide-eyed. “Well, you are certainly resourceful! Is that 
why you’re letting your beard grow?”

“Well, yes. What else can I do? I need to adapt physically as well as mentally. 
as a private detective, I have fewer resources for investigations than I did when I 
was a police officer. and I can’t count on my former colleagues forever, as devoted 
as they are. So I’m going back on the ground, like a beginner, to pick up the trail of 
Thierry ambi. When you think about it, being a chameleon is really what my job 
is all about—it’s my ‘core profession,’ as you manufacturing types say. I’m going to 
take advantage of being there to observe how I do things, or to ‘model’ myself, as 
educator types say. It will help me a lot in preparing my courses for the police col-
lege. I will kill two birds with one stone. Don’t try to tell me you’re not interested in 
what happened to your engineer.”

“Of course I want to know. It’s giving me nightmares. but I also want to know 
what I need to do to put the business back on an even keel, and maybe even make 
it grow. and I’m counting on this Lila woman to help me do it.”

héloïse finishes the sentence with eyes riveted on the restaurant entrance. a 
sporty-looking woman in her fifties has just crossed the threshold. She is carrying 
a large, bright red bag. The waitress helps her off with her plaid rain hat and trans-
lucent plastic raincoat and then shows her to their table. Pierre has already risen. 
héloïse does the same and makes the introductions.

héloïse asks, “Did you find your way easily?”
“yes. I took a taxi from the station. We followed the banks of the Loire. Those 

cave houses are really something else! and the white glow of the rocks through the 
rain—it’s just magnificent! you live in such a beautiful region.”
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“If I’d known you were coming by train, I would’ve picked you up myself,” 
exclaims héloïse.

“Don’t worry, I only travel by train. It’s safer than driving, and you can work 
on the way.”

They take their seats at the round table, and the waitress hands them menus.
Lila looks at héloïse. “I’m unfamiliar with the specialties of touraine. Can you 

suggest something?” 
héloïse turns to Pierre. “you’re not really from touraine, Pierre,” she says. 

“you just happen to live here now, like half the people around here. and yet I’m 
sure you know more about the local cuisine than I do.”

Pierre smiles widely. “Well, for starters, you could have a salad of rillons from 
touraine, on a bed of wild greens with a dressing made with sherry vinegar. I 
should explain that rillons are small pieces of pork, well cooked and tender, served 
warm. For the main dish, you should have venison with huntsman’s sauce. It’s 
practically required when you dine here. We’re on the ancient lands of the kings of 
France, close to one of the most beautiful French forests designed for hunting. but 
perhaps it’s a bit too rich?”

héloïse responds with firmness. “If we want to work this afternoon, it will be 
better if we just had the salad with the rillons by itself. afterward, we can have a 
cheese plate, before dessert.”

her companions agree to the idea, and Pierre nods to the waitress.
“Would you like to order some wine with your meal?” she asks.
Pierre answers her at once, as though the question was specifically addressed 

to him. he had already glanced at the wine list. “We’ll start with a white wine from 
Montlouis, not far from here. It has a very full-bodied taste and will go perfectly 
with the rillons. afterward, we’ll have a Chinon, perhaps of this vintage.” he indi-
cates a particular selection on the menu. “It’s very concentrated and aromatic, and 
its youthful bitterness has dissipated—just like mine. It will be a treat, with cheese 
and dessert!”

Lila bursts out laughing. “that’s fine, but I’ll only have a taste of each. 
Otherwise, I can’t guarantee that I’ll be able to work! On the other hand, being half 
in the clouds when making an initial assessment of a business might help me keep 
a useful distance.”
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héloïse decides. “Just give us half-bottles, please.”
The atmosphere grows more relaxed. Pierre, after catching héloïse’s eye, 

begins the discussion by addressing Lila.
“So, tell us: how will you carry out this diagnostic assessment? I know that an 

audit consists of analyzing the differences between the ideal procedures and the 
realities of how they are carried out, and that this analysis is based on concrete 
facts. So for an audit, you need some kind of standard to compare with. but for a 
diagnostic, what exactly do you do?”

héloïse adds, “and how do you work out the cost of your recommendations? 
and the amount of time we’ll need to implement them?”

Lila gives Pierre a surprised look, and then explains. “yes, in an audit like the 
one for ISO, a company compares the current practice to the documented proce-
dure. If you haven’t written down the procedure, and if the activity itself allows you 
to ensure that the objectives of the process are achieved, then the auditor will not 
penalize you. but, let me tell you about the diagnostic.” She straightens up in her 
seat. héloïse leans forward to listen as the waitress pours the Montlouis.

“There is a definitely a big difference between an audit and a diagnostic. a 
diagnostic is a judgment from an analysis of signs, often fleeting, that are some-
times supported by figures but, more often than not, based on intuition. In order 
to be able to interpret these signs accurately, you need to have had experience 
in many different manufacturing contexts and a depth of experience in the field. 
Over the past ten years, I have worked very closely with about twenty different 
enterprises. by all appearances, they were completely different from one another, 
but they all fall within five typologies. Within one specific typology you can 
quickly identify the low-hanging fruit—the problems—because they are always 
the same. and of course, you can also quickly identify the solutions, because they 
are always the same. and so, your problems become your opportunities—your 
fruits—for improvement. On the other hand, the magnitude of the rOI varies 
greatly as it depends on the capacity of the CEO to become personally involved in 
the project. This is where appearances can be the most deceiving.”

“For example … ?” héloïse asks anxiously as the waitress delivers the food 
with a flourish. 

“For example, sometimes a CEO recites a well-rehearsed speech about the won-
derful strategy for the business and the lackluster performance of the employees. 
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but once you get there, you take a good look at these employees and you can quickly 
tell if they trust the boss, or if they come to work every morning in a state of fear. If 
the latter is true, you can be certain that the business has organizational problems 
and therefore quality problems. There’s no real way to put a price on this lack of 
quality. but it doesn’t matter: you know that there’s no time to lose in dealing with it.”

“It’s a shame there’s no real way to know how much it costs. If there were, you’d 
know how much money to invest in fixing the problem!” héloïse’s voice rises and 
she takes a sip of wine. 

Lila responds calmly. “If you follow a system of small, continuous steps toward 
improvement, you can invest just what you can afford. Then, as you begin to see a 
return on this initial investment, you continue to invest. The returns are best cal-
culated with your management team. They are the ones who can give the most 
accurate sense about the figures and the speed they want to change the processes. 
This approach increases their motivation, when the CEO knows how to coach 
them through the successes and failures. but that is just one example. ”

héloïse, who still hasn’t touched her food, retorts, “but it’s an example that 
doesn’t relate to me. In fact, I told you that the company was poorly organized and 
that the members of the management team don’t seem to collaborate with one 
another. My problem is that I don’t know how to get them all to work together.”

Lila reassures héloïse. “yes, I understood that you were conscious of the  
problem.“

Frustrated, héloïse responds, “but in the case of my company, what are you 
going to look at?”

Lila spears a rillon with her fork and takes the time to chew carefully and swal-
low before she answers. “The first things most consultants see are the things that 
their clients want them to see. at the same time, most clients only hear what they 
want to hear.”

héloïse interrupts, “but I’m just the opposite! I want to hear everything.”
Lila puts her fork down and smiles. “So then I’ll tell you everything that I see. 

your questions will enable my answers, and my answers will evoke your questions. 
What do you think, Pierre?”

Pierre’s mouth is full, but he nods his head.
“tell me what steps you’ve already taken as a result of your audits, Pierre. This 

will save me some time.”
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Pierre swallows and begins to recount his interviews with some of the employ-
ees and his visits to four of the company’s suppliers and one of their customers. 

he concludes, “My audit used a standard checklist, since h. rami’s does not 
have its own standard yet. as part of our preparations for the ISO 9000 audit, we 
started to refine our organization chart, but the actual job descriptions aren’t writ-
ten yet. next are the procedures to connect our overall processes. Some of these 
had already been outlined by Thierry ambi when he started to design the infor-
mation system. héloïse wanted me to first identify specific problems during my 
visits before we start to write down the procedures, so we won’t waste time writing 
down things that aren’t going to be of any use.”

Lila nods, adding, “Things that don’t need to be done at all don’t need to be 
done properly, and therefore there’s no need to have a procedure in place for them. 
The important thing is to master the process. It is only when you know the source 
of errors that you can then make improvements. When it comes to job descrip-
tions, you can be lazy: just use standard ones. This will keep you from creating 
job descriptions that no human being could possibly fill. you’ll be able to recruit 
people much more easily and, most importantly, you’ll be sure that your employ-
ees are paid fairly, in keeping with the current job market. So, if I understand what 
you’ve said, your objective in making these visits was to put together an image of 
how your customers and suppliers see the company—is that right?”

Pierre’s mouth is full of food again. héloïse nods in agreement and interjects 
on his behalf. “We also wanted to have a sense of what changes our own employ-
ees wish to see. Pierre met with them individually, and I held meetings with them 
as a group, so I could listen to their suggestions. unfortunately, I don’t think our 
management team is conscious of our situation. When I got back from a trip to 
Finland, I told them about a superb company that I’d visited there. I wanted us to 
try and copy their approach. I set up a series of continuous-improvement meet-
ings, where we’d try to solve three problems per week, at most, by listening to each 
other’s suggestions. but the managers never became involved in putting the sug-
gestions into practice. Last week, I even had to cancel the meeting, because they 
hadn’t taken a single step on any of the previous meeting plans. It was just like the 
weekly planning meeting—the one they call the MPS meeting. It was never held 
regularly. In fact, all they ever did was argue like a bunch of kids. I didn’t see any 
motivation for improvement.”
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Lila nods, picking at the remnants of her lunch with her fork, listening closely.
héloïse confesses, “as for me, I don’t want to be the referee, as scheduling has 

never been my strong suit.”
“but what makes you think that they lack motivation?” Lila asks. “are you 

sure they have the skills, the methods, or even the tools to solve their problems? 
and, to conduct planning meetings, for example, do they have sufficient discipline 
to decide things together? Do they dare to take responsibility for their individual 
decisions, and do they know how to put their decisions into practice?”

héloïse looks at her, perplexed. Pierre leans back in his seat. Finished eating, 
he can now join in fully. 

“It’s true! I’ve often seen that the shop supervisors prefer to do things them-
selves, rather than ask a co-worker for help. They like to pretend that it’s faster that 
way, but the end result is that they’re always swamped with things to do. Then, 
when it’s time for the meeting, they don’t know where they stand.”

Lila smiles. “So true. Delegating something to someone else means taking the 
risk of facing a different opinion or another way of doing something. but in fact, if 
an employee always has the same opinion as his boss, it just means that there’s one 
person too many. Sometimes it’s the employee who is superfluous, but often, espe-
cially nowadays, it’s the boss who would be better off doing something else. We all 
end up with the employees we deserve.”

Lila is interrupted by the arrival of the waitress, who has pushed a trolley with 
the cheese selection to their table. Observing the extensive array, Lila says, “I’d 
really like to continue with local specialties.”

Pierre enthusiastically reprises his role as expert in local foods. he turns his 
large nose toward the cheese plate and points to each of the different varieties of 
cheese in turn.

“here, we have a selection of goat cheeses, which are a specialty of the 
southern part of this region. as you may know, by the eighth century, the arabs 
had extended their territory as far as Poitiers, and they left a number of traces 
behind—raising goats, for example. The Saint-Maure is a typical cheese, notable 
because it is pierced through the middle with a piece of straw, but I’d recommend 
the Pouligny-Saint-Pierre. It’s shaped like a pyramid, and it’s very creamy. you 
rarely see it on a cheese plate other than here in touraine. you could finish with a 
simple pear for dessert.”
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The cheese service finishes in silence. Lila bites into her cheese pyramid with 
a murmur of satisfaction before reopening the conversation. 

“you were speaking just now about a Finnish company that you had recently 
visited, a company truly outstanding in its field. am I right in thinking that you’d 
like to have a similar setup in your own company?”

héloïse sighs in agreement. “yes. Exactly. a company that follows the rules of 
common sense. Like the ones I read about in The Goal.”

Lila is delighted. “yes, of course. It’s excellent news that you read it. This will 
save us a lot of time.”

“I really enjoyed the story of the boy scout hike. but how do we go about put-
ting these good ideas into practice? That’s what I don’t understand. Daimo adopted 
best practices and won an award so they must be very good, but honestly I didn’t 
see how their processes connected with the ideas from The Goal. Watching the 
CEO of the Finnish company, I thought it would be relatively simple to copy his 
working methods here. but I was quickly disillusioned when I tried. There must 
be a lot of secrets that are only passed down to initiates. In any case, I can’t seem to 
work it out for h. rami, and that’s why you’re here.”

“It’s great that you have already started to assess h. rami’s situation and to 
develop a vision of what you’d like the company to be in the future. as it’s been 
said, ‘a person who knows neither where she is nor where she is going has little 
chance of ever getting there.’”

Pierre offers his own version: “‘no favorable wind blows for someone who 
doesn’t know his ship’s destination.’”

Lila smiles. “yes, I really ought to have said that. and do either of you know 
how to eat an elephant?”

This last question leaves both héloïse and Pierre puzzled for as long as it takes 
the waitress to bring the dessert. Pierre is on the verge of answering when héloïse, 
who has been staring fixedly at her glass, beats him to it.

“One bite at a time?” 
Lila applauds. “bravo! you’ve just reinvented the concept of continuous 

improvement. When you know where you are, and you can see where you want 
to go, you’re sure to get there in the end if you take a small step in that direction 
every day. and the good news is, the more steps you take, the more you’ll enjoy 
the journey, even if each step unbalances you a little bit. In fact, it’s precisely these 
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small destabilizations that allow you to adjust your course to adapt to unpredict-
able external events. This way, you’re always getting closer and closer to your goal, 
even if your goal shifts somewhat. remember, continuous improvement is a jour-
ney, not a destination.“

Pierre raises his glass of wine and adds, “It’s the stuff of life!”
Lila raises her glass also and continues, “In our case, our journey will begin 

with the flow coming from suppliers, since you’ve already made a start there, 
Pierre. remember that if you have one supplier at 100 percent and one at 80 per-
cent, the best you can expect for a product that uses a part from each is 80 percent 
delivery reliability.”

They finish their dessert pensively silent, until héloïse suddenly exclaims, “It’s 
almost two o’ clock! We’d better hurry if you want to see the machine operators at 
work. These days they finish work at four. We’re short of work so, to avoid layoffs, 
we’ve adjusted our working schedule. Our shop steward really helped with this.” 
Looking at Lila, she adds, “Ever since he’s been in frequent direct contact with 
our customers and has been monitoring our customer-service performance, he’s 
accepted compromises like this. So let’s go—we’ll have coffee back at the factory.”

a few minutes later, they exit the restaurant and cross the parking lot through 
sheets of heavy rain driven by gusts of cold wind. héloïse looks with envy at the 
hats the other two are wearing and then, running, leads the way to Pierre’s car. 
Pierre opens the door on the driver’s side for her. 

“you drive, héloïse. neither of you two helped me much with the Montlouis 
and Chinon. There’s no point in taking stupid risks.”

“you’re going to let me drive your beautiful car? I’m flattered.”
“as if you didn’t know that I had faith in you!”
Pierre strides around the car to open the front passenger door for Lila before 

sliding into the back seat himself. 
Lila murmurs to héloïse, “I may be a feminist, but having a man in a fedora 

open the door for me and then sit in the back seat so that he can let a woman drive, 
for safety reasons, is rather touching!”

héloïse smiles and pulls carefully out of the lot. a peaceful silence falls inside 
the car. She suddenly decides to take the road through the vineyards. Was it to show 
it to Lila? no—the consultant seems too absorbed in her own thoughts, and the 
rain obscured the view in any case. It is more so she can reflect on things herself. 
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She hasn’t taken this route since august. 
So much has happened since then. It is as though she’d been living another 

life these past months, a difficult but revealing one. She has learned things about 
herself, things about her personality that she was unaware of until now. her new 
life, in fact, grows more and more interesting—especially since her trip to Finland, 
some five weeks ago. It’s as if, bit by bit, a direction is being revealed.

but, at the same time, she feels so insignificant, lost in the unknown. She 
repeats a prayer she had heard long ago that sustains her in times of doubt: “Grant 
me the serenity to accept the things I cannot change, the courage to change the 
things I can, and the wisdom to know the difference.”

She watches the raindrops as they splatter on the windshield, only to be swept 
away by the wipers. “but Lila and Pierre and hubert and Mamy, they aren’t like 
these raindrops. They each seem to have a direction. What is it that they do to keep 
themselves from being splattered?” she wonders.

She really wants to know now. She doesn’t feel completely alone anymore, 
thanks to them. They give her the strength to continue on her journey, “…to be 
one of those people who tries to create a world to which people want to belong!”1 
she thinks exultantly.

after the last turn in the road, the one before the plateau, the one that turns 
sharply to the left around the old vineyard lodge that’s now half-collapsed, héloïse 
accelerates suddenly, waking Pierre, who has dozed off. 

The car stops in the lot in front of the factory, buffeted with wind and rain, in one 
of the visitor spots. her Peugeot 205 is always parked under the sign h. rami. She, 
Pierre, and Lila make a beeline for the entrance. While yasmina welcomes them 
with a congenial hello, Georgette emerges, practically blocking the passageway. 
She gives Pierre a complicit smile, which freezes at the sight of Lila.

1  From robert Dilts, an american researcher and trainer in nLP (neuro-Linguistic Programming).
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Then she turns to héloïse. “I need to see you at once. It’s urgent. It’s about our 
Finnish customer. and since hubert isn’t here …”

héloïse makes a little gesture of annoyance. 
“What about Ivan? Can’t he help you?”
“Ivan is filling in for roger in the wood shop. roger has taken the day off. I 

didn’t want to bother Ivan, since I knew you’d be back soon.”
“I understand, Georgette. Just give me a second with our consultants.”
héloïse motions Pierre and Lila toward the stairs.
“Go ahead and get settled in the meeting room. That way, you won’t be dis-

turbed. Or would you prefer to make the rounds of the factory right away? Pierre, 
can I ask you to be the guide? I’ll join you as soon as I’ve finished with Georgette.”

Pierre and Lila go up the stairs and hang their wet coats and hats in the meet-
ing room. Lila takes a notebook and pencil out of her red bag.

“Let’s go. I’ll follow you.” 
Leading the way back downstairs, Pierre starts by introducing her to Léon and 

yasmina.
“allow me to introduce Lila Fractalle-Cass. She’s a consultant in supply chain 

management. She’ll be working with you to continue what we’ve started together. 
She will, of course, be talking to you about total quality, but also about customer 
service and organization. I’d like to take this opportunity to thank you both for 
your help. I’m leaving tomorrow to begin a new assignment, and I may not have 
the opportunity to see you anytime soon.”

They pass the entrance to Georgette’s office without stopping and begin the 
tour on the shop floor. Pierre is describing the various activities to Lila when she 
suddenly interrupts him, asking to begin the tour with the last of the workstations, 
namely the one from which the finished products are shipped.

“Of course, of course,” says Pierre. “What was I thinking?”
Lila doesn’t ask a single question during the whole visit, nor does she write 

anything down in her notebook, even when Pierre proudly mentions his red/
green observations. She indicates that she is familiar with that approach but listens 
to him without interrupting. When Pierre introduces the employees to her, she 
shakes hands with each of them warmly. 

an hour later, when the workers are getting ready to leave for the day, she asks 
Pierre to return with her to the meeting room. héloïse still hasn’t rejoined them. 
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They have barely entered the room and shut the door when Lila turns to Pierre 
and asks, “So. tell me, Pierre. are you a total-quality consultant the same way that 
I’m a cop?”

Pierre freezes. “What do you mean?”
“I mean that, when you have been working as a consultant for three months 

in a company of this size, and the company is still in this kind of disarray, there are 
really only three possible explanations. One: the head of the business has hired you 
as a scapegoat and has prevented you from actually doing any work. two: you’re 
incompetent. Or three: you’re an impostor. now, I don’t think héloïse has pre-
vented you from doing any work, and you don’t come across as an incompetent 
person. but your competence is certainly outside the realm of total-quality man-
agement. It’s obvious from the way you just repeated all that textbook stuff, like a 
total-quality apprentice using all of the right buzzwords—ISO, audit, process—all 
said with a great deal of enthusiasm, but no relevance. So that leaves only the third 
possibility. you’re an impostor.”

Pierre stares at his shoes and then shoots Lila a look, his blue eyes peering 
over his glasses.

“What should I have said, to keep from being found out?”
“That’s not really the issue. but I’ll answer you to satisfy your professional 

curiosity. First, this factory doesn’t respect elementary standards of hygiene nor 
of safety. The metal shop, in particular, is both dirty and dangerous. Cleanliness 
and safety are both fundamental prerequisites for quality. It’s useless to hope that 
workers will respect quality requirements if they aren’t able to follow hygiene and 
safety instructions. you should have known this and had people act accordingly.”

Lila starts to count with her fingers, “Second, the best way to teach is by exam-
ple. you haven’t shown me a single problem that you’ve helped to actually solve, 
even though you’ve mentioned a dozen of them in an hour! Solving these kinds 
of problems, so they don’t occur over and over again, by putting Pareto2 into the 
Deming cycle—Plan, Do, Check, act—are the abCs of a total-quality consultant.”

Pierre raises his head and protests, “but I talked about red/green!”
“yes, but only as a means of analyzing value-added activities, and not as a way 

of solving problems! What’s the point of analyzing something if you don’t act? you 
2  vilfredo Pareto, an Italian economist and sociologist. his approach is based on an interest in 

the causes that have the greatest effects on results.
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don’t seem to have solved even the tiniest little problem in three months, even 
though every improvement in total quality needs to start there! If you’d actually 
used the red/green method properly, following the Pareto approach—the 80/20 
method—you couldn’t have avoided solving at least one small, easy problem—and 
probably one that concerned safety, too. here, I brought along an example that 
shows how this method is applied. you can have it. For your future investigations.”

Lila pulls a booklet from her red bag and hands it to Pierre. It seems to be in 
the form of a comic strip, covered with small drawings. Pierre pretends to look 
interested, and the tension in the room subsides a little. he speaks again, with less 
conviction.

“as far as safety is concerned, I agree with you. but I know that héloïse is 
aware of it already. and when it comes to problems, I didn’t think to mention 
those that already have been solved. There are a number of them.”

“but highlighting examples of problems solved is the very fuel of contin-
uous improvement. This fuel has to flow through your veins. If you were a real 
total-quality expert, you couldn’t prevent yourself from talking about such exam-
ples, the urge would be too strong. So, admit it. you’re the cop that Isabelle ambi 
told me about, aren’t you?”

“Ex-cop. I’m a private detective now.”
“and you’ve promised not to keep looking for her husband. Is that right?”
“you must admit that I haven’t asked you a single question about him. besides, 

I’m not actually investigating her husband anymore, but rather some mysterious 
and disturbing traces of blood.”

“traces of what?” Lila exclaims.
“blood. human blood,” Pierre answers, coolly.
at the very moment Lila opens her mouth to respond, loud cries echo sud-

denly in the stairway. 
Ivan’s voice thunders out, “I told you this would happen! It’s always the same 

ones who pay the price. Quick! Call an ambulance.”
Lila flings open the door and rushes down the stairs, leaping the bottom three 

in her haste, with Pierre right behind her. They race into the workshop, where 
the doors are wide open, and run headlong into Ivan, whose face, already flushed 
with anger, now turns brick red. to their right stands héloïse, petrified, looking at 
the still body of one of the workers, lying at her feet. Jean-Marc is circling around 

17
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her, as though looking for something, and mumbling incoherently. One of the 
machines still runs, empty, making a deafening noise. at its base, there’s a puddle. 
a puddle of blood. 

héloïse, whirls around toward them, her face pale. “What do we do? What to 
do first?”

Pierre looks quickly around, taking in the situation at once. Everyone watches 
him, waiting for him to speak. he kneels by the fallen worker and looks closely at 
his injured hand.

“I’m trained in first aid. Everyone needs to leave this area and to calm down. 
Ivan, shut down that machine then go fetch some clean rags. he’s lost a finger on 
his left hand … his thumb. I’ll make a compress. héloïse, go with Jean-Marc and 
call emergency. tell them the address and what happened. tell them that it’s a 
young man, who is unconscious, but breathing, and that a first-aider has put him 
in a side-recovery position. Jean-Marc, you go outside and wait for the paramed-
ics and direct them here. héloïse, I want you to bring back some plastic bags filled 
with ice. Do not run!”

Pierre gives these instructions slowly and clearly while he raises the young 
man’s chin to open his airways. 

Lila kneels down next to him and quietly says, “I’m also trained in first aid. I’m 
at your disposal.”

“Good. Get my car keys out of my coat and bring me the blanket that’s in the 
trunk of my car. When you get back, we’ll need to find his thumb.”

Left alone, Pierre begins speaking softly to the injured man, bending his knee 
so he could be moved to lie on his right side, and raising the injured hand to slow 
the blood flow. It is the young asian man. his too-large t-shirt, now ripped, is 
splattered with blood, and both his hands are covered in blood. he must have 
touched his wound and then passed out. With Pierre’s ministrations, he gradually 
regains consciousness and coughs weakly. 

“It’s all right, son. I’m going to put some pressure on your left hand now, so 
you’ll stop bleeding. The ambulance is on its way. Don’t worry. I know first aid. I 
know what to do.”

Ivan returns with the rags. Pierre quickly folds them into a compress, which 
he applies firmly to the wound. The young man moans, as much from fear as from 
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the pain. his face has grown extremely pale. he babbles words in a foreign lan-
guage, incomprehensible to Pierre. 

“have you any family that we can tell? Where do you live?” Pierre gently asks.
The young man slowly comes back to his senses. The seconds tick by, as Pierre 

holds the compress firmly against his raised hand. 
Suddenly, the young man is fully conscious, and mumbles, “I am Chino. Mia 

familio is not here. They are still there, in Cinio.”
“Do you have any identification on you? Something with your address?”
“yes. I have an address. I am staying with friends in tours.”
“have you been living in France for long? you speak French well.”
The young man doesn’t answer. he begins to moan again. Lila comes back 

with the blanket. She tucks it around the injured man and then begins to look for 
the thumb on the floor among the miscellany scattered there. a few moments 
later, héloïse returns. One of the plastic bags she carries is filled with ice.

“The ambulance is almost here,” she reports. “Jean-Marc is waiting for it.”
her face pallid, she leans over the young man with tears in her eyes. “his 

name’s Ken. he’s a temp,” she murmurs. “Ivan is getting his things together.”
On the other side of the injured man, Lila calls out—she has found his miss-

ing thumb. She takes the empty plastic bag, and, using it as a sort of glove, picks 
it up. She turns the bag inside out around it, seals the bag, and puts that bag into 
the one that holds the ice to prevent thumb from touching the ice directly, which 
would burn it. 

Pierre looks at the young man and says quietly, “What kind of situation are 
you in, my boy? you can trust me. tell me the truth. I’ll be able to help you if your 
status is not secure.”

Ken looks at Pierre and then at héloïse. he moans again and grows more  
agitated. 

“Calm down, Ken,” héloïse implores him. “I’ll take full responsibility. Please 
just tell us the truth.”

Ken blurts out, “I’m here on a student vizo, but I swear I have labori—sorry, 
work permit—too. Provizora authorization from your Ministry of Labor. Sed  
I need to work! because I need money. I’m sorry for akcidento, I didn’t mean to do it.”

“you have nothing to be sorry for, Ken.”
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héloïse looks anxiously at Lila and then at Pierre, who responds quickly. 
“Wait until tomorrow to report the accident to the temp agency. take the time 

to assess the situation. you mustn’t ever do anything in haste.”
he is interrupted by the sound of a siren outside. From the time they enter the 

building, it takes the paramedics exactly seven minutes to set up an intravenous 
drip and remove the injured man from the building. 

One paramedic listens to a brief description of the accident and of the aid 
administered by Pierre. Ivan volunteers to follow the ambulance in his car and 
keep Ken company in the hospital while he awaits surgery. he would be operated 
on as soon as possible, the paramedic says, but the surgery will take several hours. 
héloïse has just enough time to tell Ken that she will inform his friends. Ken tells 
her his address, adding that his friends worked nights and would not be back until 
the next day.

Meanwhile Lila has sought out Jean-Marc, who was getting ready to leave. 
On the pretext that Pierre, as the first-aider, will have to write a full accident 
report, she leads him to héloïse’s office, where Pierre and héloïse join them. The 
tension of the accident scene has by now given way to exhaustion for everyone 
except Jean-Marc, who can’t keep still. héloïse hands a pad of paper to Pierre 
and then sits at her desk. Pierre sits next to Lila at the metal table and prepares 
to take notes.

“Jean-Marc. Sit down and tell us what happened,“ héloïse says.
“but nothing happened, nothing at all! I did what I was supposed to do. but I 

can’t keep watch over them constantly. I have my own work to do too.”
“but why did you do overtime with a temp? I don’t understand.”
“We’d fallen behind schedule because the milling machine had broken down 

again. I wanted to finish the parts for that night table order. If we didn’t, we would 
be responsible yet again for the drop in performance metrics. Ivan is watching me 
all the time. So, since this Ken kid is always hungry for work, I asked him to stay.”

“but he’s the one who knows the least about those machines. he’s completely 
unqualified for that kind of work. Why him, of all people?”

“because getting the others to work overtime is always complicated. They 
always want some kind of explanation and I don’t see why I should have to give 
one. It’s me who makes the decisions, after all.”
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“but you did at least show him how the machine works, didn’t you? you know 
how dangerous that thing is. Did you tell him to put the safety cover down? Did 
you show him how to do that?”

Jean-Marc grows increasingly agitated. his voice rises. “I didn’t show him. he 
should already have known how. I told the temp agency I needed an experienced 
machine operator. It’s their fault, they just send us anybody they feel like. and that 
safety cover is nothing but a pain. Even bébert doesn’t use it.”

héloïse feels exasperation getting the better of her. She takes a deep breath.  
“and the clothes? I asked you to get him some clothes that were safe to work in. I 
got the impression that his t-shirt got caught in the machine and that’s why he put 
his hand in there.”

“Come on! I’ve already told you, that’s not my job! Ivan is the shop steward. 
he’s the secretary of the health and safety committee—the hSC, or whatever it’s 
called. he just has to take care of it himself, instead of always coming to bother me 
about safety.”

Jean-Marc has been sitting on the edge of one of the office chairs but now he 
stands abruptly. “I’ve had enough! This would never have happened if Mr. rami 
were still here. you aren’t in your place here. and I’m not the only one who thinks 
so. I know things you don’t even have a clue about.” 

héloïse, too, stands up. but, unlike Jean-Marc, she speaks in a calm tone. 
“Well, I guess you’d better tell me these things, then. and as for knowing who or 
what is too much in this company, I’m the one who will decide that.”

She turns to face Pierre and Lila. “Could you two leave us alone for a few 
moments?”

Pierre and Lila quietly leave the office and make their way back to the meeting 
room to gather up their things. 

Lila is the first to speak. “you can’t compromise the fate of an entire company 
just because one person refuses to respect the rules.”

Pierre sighs. “It’s not easy being a CEO.”
“you can’t just be content with pocketing the money and holding the job title,” 

Lila answers. “The job isn’t supposed to elevate a person, it is the person who ele-
vates the job. Sanctioning people is also part of a CEO’s job. Effective management 
needs sanctions. but not everyone knows how to do it respectfully. For a manager 
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to let an employee go should be the absolutely final option, after everything possi-
ble has been done to improve the situation. It’s also a personal failure for the man-
ager. Their true colors are revealed at such times.”

“I think héloïse is having this experience for the first time in her life. but I 
hope she’ll be able to distinguish the person from the behavior. That’s necessary in 
managing human beings.”

Lila thinks about this. “Experience isn’t made from what happens to you, but 
rather from how you react when things happen. Excuse me for just a second. I’m 
going to make a quick call to ensure I can come back quickly if she wants me to. 
She’s probably going to need some help.”

Lila makes her call and then turns back to Pierre. “What was it you were going 
to tell me about human blood?”

“I’d prefer to answer that when héloïse is present. I haven’t brought her up to 
date yet. It was too soon. but now she really needs to know.”

Some time later, they hear a door slam. Then héloïse calls them back into her 
office. This time, all three sit at the round table.

“by mutual agreement, Jean-Marc has been let go. he’ll be leaving the com-
pany tomorrow morning, after saying goodbye to his co-workers. he agreed with 
me that this accident will serve as a lesson to him, but I am taking partial responsi-
bility, since I didn’t formally penalize him earlier for not following the safety rules. 
This is what I will explain if he needs a reference to get another job. he was right 
to point this out in self-defense. The rules between us weren’t sufficiently clear.” 
héloïse takes a deep breath.

“Furthermore, I’ve decided to hire Ken permanently once he’s recovered. I’ll 
go to see the temp agency tomorrow. They should be able to arrange it.”

“The most important thing you need to do—and you need to do it right away,” 
Lila emphasizes, “—is to inform the health and Safety inspectors.”

“you don’t think that will just stir up more trouble for me?”
“Their mandate is to ensure the safety of the workers. by reacting the way you 

did, you put an end to a situation that was dangerous for the employees, and you 
helped the victim. you’ll be subject to an inquiry about workplace safety condi-
tions. you can’t avoid it, but it’ll be better if you ask them for advice about what you 
should do, rather than having them demand accountability from you. Drawing on 
their experience can save you a lot of time.”
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Pierre adds, “and if there are any questions about Ken’s work permit, let me 
know. I might be able to help you. as for Jean-Marc, he seemed to want to tell you 
something. Since I played the part of a total-quality consultant so badly—Lila saw 
through me right away—I can start using my real skills as an ex-cop again.”

héloïse looks Pierre straight in the eyes. “In return for the arrangement we 
made concerning his leaving the company, Jean-Marc told me something I didn’t 
know about my father’s death. Pierre, you may find this troubling. as for you, Lila, 
you might be able to help us understand.” 

héloïse seems drained. She pauses for a moment or two, her head bowed.
“The evening of my father’s accident, a big, dark-colored car with a license 

plate from the vosges pulled into the employees’ lot here at around eight o’clock 
and parked in a manner that Jean-Marc described as ‘wild.’ I suppose he meant 
to say that car was parked erratically, as though the driver were furious or in a 
hurry. Jean-Marc was still here, just as he was this evening, trying to make up for 
some lost time, as it was near the month’s end. Thierry ambi was also here, with 
my father. 

“The visitor ran straight through the workshops to get to the offices. Jean-
Marc only caught the most fleeting glimpse of him, but Thierry asked Jean-Marc 
to leave a short time later, which he did. Jean-Marc is convinced that this visit 
had something to do with ‘the coop,’ because the next day, he saw marks on the 
floor leading from there to the exit. he got the impression that it had been emp-
tied that night.”

“Did he know what had been in there?”
“he never managed to find out. My father told him that confidential tests were 

being conducted and that anyone who tried to find out more about them would be 
severely punished. no one dared try.”

“Why do you suppose Jean-Marc told you this?”
“So he could add that he was sure Thierry meant to harm the company, and 

that my father would have done better to have trusted him, Jean-Marc, to be his 
successor.”

“I see it now!” Pierre exclaims. “Jean-Marc wanted to be the top dog, and 
Thierry’s arrival wrecked it for him.” 

héloïse continues, “I never heard anything at all from this person from the 
vosges. not even a word of condolence. That’s not normal. We never even had any 
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customers from there. The only thing I can imagine is some connection with this 
Cuisilux place.”

Lila’s brow wrinkles in consternation. Pierre gives the smallest hint of a smile, 
as héloïse carries on. 

“Forgive me, Lila, but even though I promised Isabelle ambi that I wouldn’t 
keep looking for her husband, you’ll understand that I have to ask you what exactly 
you know about all this.”

“I reacted to your mention of Cuisilux because I know Thierry worked for that 
company, as I believe his wife did. I’m not sure about her. but I don’t know anything 
about Thierry’s disappearance. Isabelle only told me that he didn’t work for you 
anymore and that your company needed me. That’s all. I was friends with Thierry 
many years ago, when we were doing our original training together in supply chain 
management. We all passed our exams at the same time, and we had a party to cel-
ebrate. That’s when I met his wife. Then I lost touch with both of them until very 
recently, when Thierry turned up in a new certification program I was teaching.”

“What did he say to you?”
Pierre has resumed his conduct of interrogator, and Lila answers his ques-

tions readily.
 “That he was worried about the ErP implementation at h. rami. and that he 

changed jobs because he was working too much, and this was causing problems 
with his wife and son. I know they had had a lot of trouble with their son, but I 
don’t know exactly what kind.”

“Did he say why he was worried?”
“he talked about a report that 95 percent of ErP projects fail to achieve their 

anticipated benefits. he also said that, as henri wasn’t interested in changing any 
of the business processes, Thierry didn’t see a way to be in the 5 percent. That’s 
about all I can remember.”

“Listen, Lila.” Pierre’s tone changes and he looks seriously at both women. 
“you’re our only link with Isabelle ambi. Maybe you could convince her to trust 
us. Especially since … héloïse, there’s something else you need to know about 
tonight.”

héloïse looks at Pierre impassively.
“The results of the analysis we had performed on those dust particles we 

found in ‘the coop’ revealed traces of human blood.”
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héloïse bursts out, “Don’t say anything more to me about blood tonight!” 
“I don’t know whose it is. to find out, I’ll need access to blood or to tissue or 

other samples taken both from Thierry and your father so that we can compare the 
Dna. Then there won’t be any doubt.”

héloïse leaps from her chair, and cries, “but that’s horrible! he’s disappeared, 
and now you find traces of blood! Why didn’t you tell me before?”

“because I wasn’t sure,” Pierre answers calmly.
héloïse takes a few steps, breathes deeply a few times, and sits down again.
“What kind of sample would you like?”
“Well, a hair, for example …”
“you might find one in Thierry ambi’s office. The door is locked, and no one’s 

been in there but me. I don’t even think the cleaners have been in. here’s the key. 
as for this room, it’s been cleaned from top to bottom. I’ll try to find one of my 
father’s hairs at my mother’s house, and if I do I’ll send it to you. Leave me your 
new address in the vosges.”

Pierre leaves the office to get his flashlight and evidence kit from his car. 
héloïse takes another deep breath and then turns to Lila.

 “now back to us. Do you still want to work with me?”
“yes, of course. I’m here to help you make this business profitable again. What 

with all I’ve seen so far this afternoon, I can tell you that it’s quite possible. and 
that the way we’ll get there is by implementing a robust methodology that has 
brought success to many different companies just like yours.”

“OK, then let’s get started. tomorrow morning I’ll tell the workers—in his 
presence—that Jean-Marc will be leaving us, and I’ll remind them of their obliga-
tion to respect all safety guidelines or face the consequences.”

“very good. but, if you really want to ensure that these guidelines are fol-
lowed, they’ll need to be written down in a way that’s easy to read and prefer-
ably with pictograms too, so that they’ll be simple to understand. you’ll find a 
wide variety of sample posters online that are both effective and fun. but first, 
you’ll have to form a team to draw up a prevention scheme for risks that are spe-
cific to this factory. all of the staff will have to follow and respect these guide-
lines, whether you’re here or not. This is what the workplace safety inspectors 
will want to check when they are inspecting your factory. Even though it’s not 
obligatory in a small business like h. rami, it would be best to set up a hygiene, 

18
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safety, and working conditions committee. Will your shop steward agree to chair 
this committee?”

“Who, Ivan? The big red-haired guy who is looking after Ken? actually, he is 
already involved in this topic, but he is in the process of changing positions right 
now, to become a salesman. There’s a chance that he won’t be here much of the 
time.”

“Then you’ll have to find other people. not necessarily appointed from the 
workers, but volunteers. as chairperson of this committee, you’ll need to hold reg-
ular meetings so that you can see how much progress is being made.”

héloïse looks up from the notes she has been taking.
“all right. and then?”
“you’ll need to thoroughly clean and reorganize the shop floor. The departure 

of Jean-Marc allows the two workshops to be brought together under one man-
ager. This will greatly improve your ability to synchronize the flows. I’ve already 
looked at your performance metrics. The general trends have already improved 
by about 10 percent. It’s a good start, but it’s also something we typically see at the 
very beginning, when you reward the employees based on their performance. If 
you want to take the metrics even higher, you’ll have to reorganize the workflow 
after you’ve rationalized your product lines.”

héloïse swallows and takes a deep breath before giving a firm reply. 
“agreed. Can you show me the steps involved in this reorganization, and can 

you be here while we implement them? I think it is best if you came once a week. 
between each of your visits, we can put your recommendations into place.”

“I’ve set things up on my end to be able to come back here starting the day 
after tomorrow, to get the workers started on safety issues and on the reorganiza-
tion process, including the new layout. afterward, I’ll rearrange my schedule so 
that I’ll be able to come back here weekly. but it won’t always be on the same day.”

“That’s no problem. We’ll adapt, and if I’m not here you can work directly  
with my employees and keep me up to date by phone. What should we do about a 
contract?”

 “I don’t do contracts. I will continue to work with you while we both feel I add 
value to your business. here are examples showing the results of some previous 
assignments.” She reaches into her bag for a file that she hands to héloïse. 
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“to make such a reorganization project a success, you need to maintain the 
motivation of the teams involved by promoting the results of their actions with 
an adequate measurement system. In other words, avoid the syndrome of being  
‘penny-wise but pound-foolish,’ as the English used to say. I’ll leave these with you, 
so that you can take your time in looking them over.”

after she says goodbye to Lila and to Pierre, who had finished his forensic 
examination of Thierry’s former office, héloïse feels both profoundly unsettled 
and deeply reassured at the same time. 

“I guess I’d better tell the belgians that I’m not planning to sell after all,” she 
murmurs to herself.
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the next day, hélOïse awakes with a start, just before her alarm goes 
off. She feels as if she’d been in a deep, dreamless sleep for a hundred years, wait-
ing to wake up. She gets up, sensing that the script of the day has been written in 
advance, right into her very bones. her feet know where they have to go, and she 
can perceive every step she has to take.
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7:00 a.M. héloïse parks her car in the factory lot and goes straight to the store-
room where the cleaning supplies are kept. She comes out a moment later with 
rubber gloves, a bucket of water, a mop, and some bleach. She walks through the 
metal shop, past the silent machines, until she arrives at the one that makes tubing 
channels. She looks at the bloodstain on the floor for a moment, and then, using a 
copious amount of water, starts scrubbing it away. 

7:30 a.M. Sitting at her desk, héloïse draws up the main points of the talk she 
will give. The words flow without hesitation. The sound of the various machines 
is starting up as the first workers begin to arrive. Jean-Marc knocks at her door, 
wearing his street clothes.

8:00 a.M. She gathers all the employees into the metal shop after asking them 
to stop the machines. Once they are assembled, she begins to speak.

“I’ve gathered you here this morning to tell you about a serious accident that 
happened in this workshop yesterday evening. Ken, the temporary worker, cut off 
the thumb of his left hand on this machine, while using it without protection. They 
operated on him last night. I don’t know yet whether they were able to successfully 
graft his thumb back on. Do you see this water stain here in front of you? an hour 
ago, before I cleaned it up, it was a bloodstain. I never want to have to clean up 
another bloodstain because someone didn’t follow the safety rules. never.” 

This last word resounds loudly in the silence of the workshop.
“by mutual agreement, Jean-Marc, who was responsible for enforcing these 

safety rules, will leave the company today.”
She turns to face Jean-Marc, who gives a small nod, his eyes focused on the floor.
“From this moment on, anyone who does not respect the safety rules, either 

with regard to himself or one of his colleagues, will be severely disciplined. and 
this includes smoking in the shops and offices. We won’t be starting the machines 
again today. We are going to spend the day cleaning the shops and making a list of 
all the potential dangers that exist in our work environment.”
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héloïse stops talking and takes the time to look each one of her employees 
squarely in the eyes. Long seconds pass in silence. Then she carries on.

“I want three volunteers from the metal shop to generate this list with their 
colleagues from the wood shop, and three volunteers from the wood shop to gen-
erate another list with their colleagues from the metal shop. This way, those who 
aren’t familiar with one set of machines will be able to point out safety issues that 
the people who work with the machines every day might not see anymore. The rest 
of you will spend the day getting rid of every unnecessary object from your shop, 
fixing what needs to be fixed, and cleaning up the factory. It should go without say-
ing that I expect to see good collaboration between the two shops. 

“and, by the way: from now on, there will be only one single workshop in this 
factory. and it will be part of the manufacturing department. roger will be orga-
nizing the safety lists, cleanup, and rubbish removal. So, any volunteers?”

She does not need to repeat her request. Three hands of workers wearing black 
and three of those wearing blue are already raised. Other tentatively raised hands 
lower back down once the quota is reached. héloïse smiles and relaxes.

“I would also like to tell you that I have decided to continue running the com-
pany myself. I see now what I want: a company where the workers are proud to sat-
isfy their customers better than the competition and motivated to make the best 
use of the company’s resources. We’d like to keep working here, in the touraine, for 
a long time, even if the competition with developing countries is fierce. together, 
we can show that our small company can also use best practices to attract interna-
tional customers thanks to our competitive advantage. We will all certainly need 
to change our work habits to make this possible. The consultant you met yesterday 
is going to help us understand and learn these new ways of doing things. and I am 
sure that each of you will find your own motivation—as I have, today.”

héloïse finishes with a broad, energetic smile.
“Good luck to everyone with the cleaning!”
no one says anything; they all just stand and look at her. Then heads start to 

nod, and people return to their workstations and silently get busy. héloïse takes 
roger aside to make sure he understands exactly what is expected of him.

“Don’t worry,” he reassures her, “I’ll give each of the two groups a cleaning list, 
and I’ll go back and forth to support them. but when it comes to getting rid of the 
rubbish, it would probably be better if Eric takes care of it. being in charge of the 
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storeroom, he already knows where we send all the pallets as well as the wood and 
metal shavings.”

“as you wish. In the future, when I’m absent, you’ll be responsible for all the 
manufacturing department’s decisions. next, we’ll work out how to redistribute 
your workload, along with Jean-Marc’s.”

They both turn to look as Jean-Marc passes by. he is on his way to gather up 
the last of his things from his former office. héloïse motions him over.

“I’ll be in contact with you tomorrow. This morning I’m going to the hospital 
to see Ken. Then I’m going to meet with the Workplace health and Safety board 
and, after that, the temp agency.”

She shakes his hand, and he leaves, looking somewhat lost. roger waves to 
him, but he doesn’t see. héloïse finishes what she was saying to roger.

“I’ll be back in the early afternoon. you can show me the lists then. tomorrow, 
the consultant will help us put them into the form of a risk-prevention plan. She 
has a number of templates. you should decide where the accident-prevention 
posters will go and what personal-safety equipment we need to buy. We’ll place an 
order by the end of the day.”

Several hours later, héloïse meets with roger again. She looks more relaxed than 
she looked that morning.

“They managed to save Ken’s thumb. he’ll need four weeks of physiotherapy, 
but he’ll be able to use it again. I’ve hired him on as a permanent employee. he’ll 
be back two months from now to work part-time until he finishes his studies. We’ll 
need to find him a job—one far away from the machines, at least to start. but we’ll 
figure something out. he’s very open-minded and really wants to work. how about 
you? What have you accomplished so far today?”

“I’ve drawn up the two lists you asked for. I’ll show them to you. but we need 
to tell the guys whether or not they can run the machines again tomorrow. We’ve 
got some orders that just can’t wait.”
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“yes, tell them that, starting tomorrow, they can run all the machines that don’t 
present any risks or that have proper safety equipment in place. you know, you can 
already see the difference. The shop is much neater now than it was this morning.”

“yes. Eric has emptied one dumpster and is going to empty a second one 
tomorrow. now the guys are saying that the place should be repainted so that it 
looks nicer.”

héloïse looks at roger. he has never seemed so enterprising.
“OK then, let’s repaint!” 
“Jojo—ah, that is to say, Joël—was the one who suggested it. he was a painter 

in the building industry before he started here.”
“Well then tell Jojo that he can choose the paint after he talks to his colleagues. 

Let them pick the color they like. tomorrow, we’ll work with Lila on the reorgani-
zation of the flow.”

That night, héloïse sleeps somewhat less heavily. In the morning, she opens 
her eyes suddenly, just before her alarm sounds. Thomas is on tour in Japan. With 
the time difference, they haven’t been able to speak to one another for three days. 
neither he nor her grandmother is up to date on the latest developments at the fac-
tory. They would worry needlessly, so it would be just as well to tell them the whole 
story once she has things under control. Thomas has left her a message saying that 
he loves her. She had left him one that said the same thing. It is all she needs for 
the moment.

The next morning, when Lila arrives at the factory, yasmina has to help her open 
the door against the wind that gusts forcefully behind her. Lila, once again wear-
ing her translucent white raincoat, takes her colorful plaid rain hat from the cab 
driver, who was barely able to chase it down on foot. She thanks him before the 
wind slams the door shut.

Lila finds héloïse on the shop floor, and héloïse sets about showing her the 
improvements that have been achieved by the first stages of the cleaning process 
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around the workstations. Lila takes in the situation, observed by the employees as 
much as she observes them. Then the two women head to the office, where they sit 
across from each other at the round table. héloïse sets out sheets of paper that are 
covered in roger’s large handwriting. roger has outlined the actions necessary to 
ensure safety in light of each individual risk and graded them according to urgency.

Lila goes through the sheets, speaking to héloïse as she does.
“very good. I’ll be able to implement the risk-prevention plan starting today. 

It will be a good opportunity to teach everyone how to hold meetings that prop-
erly track the progress that has been made with a simple follow-up document 
showing ‘who does what by when.’ afterward, either you or I will follow up each 
week. We can’t let them be held up when a decision needs to be made. We need to 
prevent unnecessary complications to enable them to make progress right away. 
to make this happen, we will ourselves take action right away on those things that 
can be done quickly and easily. Doing so will help us to sustain their motivation, 
and will get them used to the rigor of following the to-do list. Is roger Chaillou 
the one who will be responsible for implementing these actions as total-quality 
manager?”

“yes. he volunteered.”
“That makes sense. but why not try to delegate responsibilities more widely 

from now on? Why not entrust one of the people in the office with the risk- 
prevention plan? This person would then know more about the manufacturing 
side of things, and roger would be freed up to work on the reorganization.”

héloïse, somewhat perplexed by this idea, asks, “are you thinking of anyone 
in particular?”

“Léon, does he frequent the workshop? being in charge of scheduling supplies 
and production, he really ought to be there every day.”

“I think he’s kind of timid, and he doesn’t really understand that he’s supposed 
to be there every day.”

“Probably true.” Lila reaches into her red bag and produces a large three-ring 
binder. “here’s the guidebook for the various job titles and responsibilities that I 
was telling you about. I suggest you read it over when you have time. Distribute 
the job descriptions to your employees to pick the ones that best match their role 
but hide the part about salaries. We’ll be talking about all that later on. ask them 
if anything important has been left out, or if there is something to add to improve 
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the definitions. This will prepare them to diagnose their individual performance 
to contribute to common goals. With this cause-and-effect diagram, they will bet-
ter understand how their own activities fit into the whole picture, in a logic that’s 
… systemic. Then later, if you’d like, I will help you to verify that your employees’ 
activities correspond with the job descriptions, so that the chain that links each 
one of their jobs, right from the suppliers through to the customer, will be defined. 
afterward, everyone, including Léon, will understand on their own what they are 
supposed to be doing.”

She hands the binder to héloïse, who begins to leaf through it with interest. 
Lila carries on.

“If you do it this way, basing what workers do at h. rami on the standard job 
descriptions that already exist in the labor market, you avoid the pitfall of having 
job titles that are hazy or incomplete. you also avoid having to pay salaries arbi-
trarily. both of these mistakes are part of the legacy of paternalistic companies.”

héloïse points with surprise to one of the pages. “I understand; but some of 
these seem very brief.”

“This is what a job description is supposed to look like. It shouldn’t be an 
extensive list of tasks that becomes obsolete as soon as it is written down. a job 
description needs to answer the question ‘What are you responsible for?’ and not 
‘What are your duties?’”

héloïse closes the binder again. She’ll familiarize herself with it later. a con-
sultant’s time is expensive, and she needs to make the most of it. 

She asks, “how are you going to go about the reorganization?”
“We’ll need to makes decisions about it quickly, so that we can get the work 

done during the Christmas break. I’ll get right down to it this afternoon and draw 
up three possible options for you. by next week, I suggest you name a steering 
committee for this project, made up of representatives from each of the follow-
ing areas: metal- and woodworkers, storeroom, offices, and, if possible, sales. This 
committee will be responsible for evaluating the advantages and disadvantages of 
each of my suggestions. I’ll put some fundamental conditions in place that must 
be respected. For example, it will be forbidden to cross or to reverse the workflow. 
you’ll see—the solution will become very evident to everyone.”

héloïse very much wants to believe this. Whatever happens, she has made up 
her mind to give it a try and not to judge anything until afterward. Lila continues 
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in a lively manner, “typically, when it comes to reorganizations, I use the ‘Walt 
Disney method,’1 which unfolds in three steps. The first step is to ask people to 
sketch out their ideal layout, in a way that minimizes the need to move things from 
place to place, reduces ‘red’ activities in general, and improves the ergonomics of 
the various workstations. The second step consists of finding realistic solutions 
that take into account the budget you are working with and the return on invest-
ment. Finally, the third step consists of looking very critically at these ideas by 
imposing real constraints on them. I say ‘real’ because, if step one has been prop-
erly carried out, false constraints that are really nothing more than resistance to 
change are forgotten. This is a fantastic way to break down the silos that separate 
the departments: make everyone dream together. but we’re short on time. We need 
to find other opportunities for working in teams, and that’s why I thought that it 
would be a good idea to put Léon in charge of shop safety.”

“It’s true that we are short on time. There are only two weeks left until 
Christmas. now that Jean-Marc is no longer with us, it’s going to be difficult to 
implement all of these improvements, as well as to complete the outstanding 
orders for our customers. Finally I am thankful we are short of work.”

“It’s the age-old problem of the boat that begins to leak when you’re in the 
middle of the ocean.”

“What do you mean?” 
“If you keep trying to bail out your leaky boat while you’re in the middle of 

the ocean, you’ll most certainly die of exhaustion. If you stop bailing in order to 
try and plug the leak, you’re going to aggravate the problem in the short term. but 
after it’s done, you’ll at least have some chance to survive.”

“If you know how to plug the leak,” héloïse points out wryly.
 “Well, for as long as I’ve been an industry consultant, I’ve never found a 

problem that hasn’t already been solved by another company,” Lila declares. 
“remember: in industry, there’s no greater crime than reinventing something 
that already exists. however, there are always some CEOs who devote them-
selves to reinventing the wheel. They come up with the same solutions that have 
already been implemented in the factory next door or written about in books. 
unfortunately, most of these books are only written in English.”

1 robert Dilts, Strategies of Genius.
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héloïse looks at Lila, pensively, as if only half-listening. 
“Did I tell you that I’d hired Ken?” she asks. “Everything went well with the 

Workplace health and Safety board. They had some good advice about what steps 
I needed to take with the temp agency. When I told Ken, he sighed with relief. I 
talked to him for a bit, and I met his two friends, who are from the same rural 
province in eastern China. all three of them won scholarships to come to France 
to study languages. They began by studying English at their university, and then 
they discovered Esperanto.2 It’s a universal language developed to be spoken and 
understood more easily than trying to communicate with bad English. One needs 
just a quarter of the time to be able to communicate efficiently, they say. What you 
were saying just now made me think of it.”

“yes. I’ve heard of Esperanto. Isn’t it the only language that respects all cul-
tural differences without imposing any of its own? What a great egalitarian utopia 
for humanity.”

“The three young men have developed a real passion for foreign languages and 
cultures,” adds héloïse. “That’s why they wanted to come and learn French here in 
France. They can already speak it quite well—even better than English.”

“Is that why Ken goes by a Western name?”
“his two friends do, as well. I asked them about it. They told me that most 

young Chinese people have another first name. This helps them integrate bet-
ter in Western countries. being able to come here to France and study was like 
a dream come true for them. It’s funny to think of all those foreigners who think 
that France is some kind of heaven on earth! being able to stay here and work offi-
cially is something they dreamed of. There is a high rate of youth unemployment 
in China, as there is in France.” 

“I know. and industrialization on one side of the world and deindustrializa-
tion on the other side has plunged our world into complexities that stretch the 
supply chains around the globe in an absurd way. Poor planet Earth—”

héloïse interrupts her with an impatient wave of her hand. “That’s why Ken 
was doing temp work and studying at the same time—so that he could afford to 

2  Esperanto is an international language created in the nineteenth century by Dr. L. L. zamenhof. 
It is spoken today in more than 120 countries and is used in an increasing number of profes-
sional fields.
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stay here long enough to learn to speak French perfectly. In a way, his accident has 
allowed him to realize his dream. Isn’t that ironic?” 

“I’m sure he’ll be very useful to your company while he’s here. I have one or 
two ideas for him already. In any case, you’ve survived this tragedy and taken 
things in hand, and in a very energetic way. Congratulations! now that you’ve 
committed to running your company, the hardest part is over. The good thing 
when everything is going badly is that things can only get better.”

“Well, I would have preferred a less bloody way of getting ‘committed’ as 
you’ve put it.”

“Emotion is to decision-making as posture is to movement. Managers who 
never feel any emotion for their company will never really come to understand 
their business, and sooner or later they will impede the company’s development. 
It’s up to you now to learn to be open to emotions that are more … harmonious, 
with less discord. They can give you the drive you need to carry on. ”

“For example?”
“For example, the joy in being human, inspired by our differences, under-

standing each other when we speak, and uniting to build a world that is more fair.”
héloïse looks at her steadily. “yes, I am starting to appreciate that refrain.”
That evening before she leaves, Lila puts the draft risk-prevention plan on 

héloïse’s desk, along with a proposal for reorganization including the implementa-
tion of supplier buffers and three new shop floor layouts, which she had spent the 
afternoon drawing up on tracing paper from the current floor map. With it, she 
had included a list of necessary conditions that would have to be met if any reorga-
nization were to be successful. héloïse has already left for the music conservatory. 
The two will meet again the following week.

The following week, Lila finds the factory neater and better organized than ever. 
two of the machine operators in particular have taken matters in hand. The metal-
worker, robert, known to his co-workers simply as bébert (and who, until now, 
hadn’t been in the habit of putting the safety covers down on the machines) and 
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the woodworker raoul, have joined forces. now, all the tools are hung on hooks 
on plywood sheets nailed flat to the walls. Each hook has the silhouette of the rel-
evant tool drawn beneath it, and, every night before they go home, everyone helps 
ensure none of the hooks are left empty. They also made some flexible movable 
storage from scraps of wood and metal, which everybody in the factory found 
most useful.

to test whether everyone was following the new plan, raoul hid one of the 
tools one afternoon. Later he had the pleasure of watching the chubby face of Jean, 
one of the young woodworkers, turn three shades of red. he was missing one of his 
tools and refused to leave the factory until it was found. raoul dramatically took 
the tool from his pocket and congratulated the young man. 

“here it is! Well done, my boy. That’s how we’re doing things now.”
“you do something like that again, and I’ll make you eat it!” said Jean, furi-

ously, grabbing the tool from him.
after spending several minutes in front of the new performance-metrics board 

now hanging in the hallway to the workshop, Lila begins this visit by meeting with 
the steering committee. héloïse is absent, but both hubert and Ivan are there. They 
have just returned from a business trip in the west, where hubert introduced Ivan 
as his right-hand man. Lila suggests that the two of them join the meeting. 

héloïse had brought hubert up to date on the latest developments at the fac-
tory over the phone, and Ivan had told him in detail about what had happened 
to Ken. although Ivan was clearly quite emotional in recounting the accident, he 
refrained from any extraneous commentary about it. During their meetings with 
the various customers, Ivan had been both unfailingly attentive and patient, how-
ever difficult the meetings, which had also impressed hubert.

back at the factory, Ivan saw firsthand the progress that had been made in the 
organization of the shop floor and in the relationship that was beginning to grow 
between the metalworkers and the woodworkers. he felt as though he were meet-
ing them again after an absence much longer than his had actually been. and in 
turn, everyone noticed his new-found serenity.

In the meeting room on the second floor, Lila has pushed a few tables together 
to spread out her three drawings for the new factory layout. She had drawn them 
freehand, on three sheets of a3-sized tracing paper. red lines indicate the move-
ment of products through the factory, green squares represent the machines, and 
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tricolored triangles of red, yellow, and green show inventory buffers. a scale draw-
ing of the factory’s current floor map had been taped to the table, so that each of 
the tracing-paper drawings could be easily placed over it for comparison. besides 
hubert and Ivan, Léon, the buyer-planner, and Eric, the storeroom manager, are 
also present. representing the workers are Philippe, a woodworker, and Louis, a 
metalworker, who looks as antisocial as ever, in spite of having freely volunteered 
to be there. Léon is there to ensure that any decisions made at the meeting are in 
keeping with the necessary safety regulations.

Lila starts things off by introducing why they are all there. “Can anybody tell 
me why having your colleagues from the sales department here today is critical for 
us to accomplish all of our goals at this meeting?”

Eric looks up. “What exactly are our goals? no one’s told me.”
Lila casts an inquiring look around the room. “Who can tell me what the goals 

of the reorganization are?”
Léon answers, “héloïse told us. We’re reorganizing the factory to improve 

safety conditions.”
Philippe adds, “It’s not just for that. It’s also because we’re losing so much time 

handling parts or moving sub-assemblies around from place to place. Those are 
red activities.”

Léon timidly pipes up, “you mean ‘red’ because our customers don’t want to 
pay us for handling or moving things around?” 

“yes, of course. They just want to pay us for making furniture,” Philippe 
answers, as though it was the most obvious thing in the world.

Ivan turns to speak directly to Lila, his tone neutral.
“What I don’t understand about all of this ‘red’ business is that it’s impossible 

for us to eliminate it completely.”
“That’s true,” she answers. “you can’t eliminate all of the ‘red’ of moving things 

from one place to another, for example. but you need, at the very least, to reduce 
the moving around that is connected with wastefulness or errors, and replace this 
with ‘green’ operations that the customer is willing to pay for. here, there are three 
kinds of green operations: transforming wood into furniture, putting components 
and sub-assemblies together, and packaging the finished product. Our goal in this 
reorganization is, therefore, to increase the proportion of green activity, to make 
the company more profitable. The way to do this is to reduce product move time 

19
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and waiting time. you need to ‘pull’ the workflow, the same way that you stretch a 
rubber band to give it more tensile strength. you need to reduce the cycle time—
the time from the beginning to the end of your processes—so that you can make 
the company more agile and more reactive. The result is what we call ‘lean.’ at the 
same time, you will need to increase the visibility of the flow, so that we can direct 
it as effectively as possible, without wasting energy.”

Eric looks startled. “you mean the configuration we had before wasn’t good? 
Mr. rami also used to say that he wanted us to be more ‘reactive.’ he said so all  
the time.”

hubert casts an uneasy glance at Lila. She smiles at him calmly.
“This brings us back to my original question. how can the sales team help us 

to choose the best possible reorganization? Will our customers order the exact 
same furniture they did the last year? Will they order it in the same quantities? 
Within the same time frame? Simply put, should the organization of your work be 
exactly the same as it was last year?”

The members of the steering committee exchange uncertain looks. 
hubert speaks up. “The customers’ needs change more and more often. I 

read somewhere that the life cycle of a product today is a quarter of what it was 
twenty years ago. So it’s not surprising that customers ask their suppliers to make 
changes four times as often as they used to. We see it in our own company. Look 
at the size of our orders. before, all of the cabins on ocean liners looked exactly 
the same. now, every ship owner wants to stand out. So we’re no longer making 
furniture in lots of twenty but rather in lots of ten or even five. This, of necessity, 
entails a change in our work habits, and, therefore, in the layout of our factory. 
and it’s true that we in sales can anticipate these changes and help the produc-
tion team to adapt.”

Lila adds, “There’s no reason not to change the layout of the factory when-
ever it’s necessary. Doing so doesn’t mean that the previous layout was bad. It sim-
ply means that our customers’ needs have changed, and that we need to be able to 
adapt our company in response, little by little, whenever we have to. When we’re 
able to do this faster than the competition, it proves that we are dynamic and have 
the capacity to adapt.”

Eric, growing impatient, speaks up again. “That’s all very well. but I’d like to 
enlarge the storeroom, so that I can arrange incoming deliveries on one side and 
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outgoing products on the other. Some days, everything happens at once, and I 
have to spend all my time sorting through the packages. That’s ‘red,’ isn’t it?”

“as for me,” says Louis, “I wonder why we move the components that we make 
in the metal shop into the storeroom, only to move them back out again, into the 
wood shop. We have to count them four times! and we keep having shortages 
because of miscounts.”

Everyone has turned to look at Louis, who holds up four fingers to emphasize 
his point. talking so much all at once has made him seem less antisocial, if only for 
a moment. Lila smiles. 

“you have just worked out for yourselves two of the four necessary conditions 
besides those that have to do with safety. First, don’t cross the inbound and out-
bound flows. and second, reduce the number of redundant operations—that is to 
say, those operations that are done without adding value.” She points to one of the 
drawings on the table. “here is one proposal for the reorganization that takes these 
conditions into account.”

Everyone leans in to look at the drawing, Ivan and Léon standing up to see it 
better. The drawing calls for moving the wood-storage room so that the flow at the 
entrance doesn’t interfere with that of the exit. hubert points to the entrance of the 
storage room on the drawing.

Philippe ventures, “Is there some way to avoid bringing the wood and the 
metal in through the same door?”

Ivan answers, “I’ve always said that it would be better to bring it in through the 
metal shop side. but the office always quashed that idea.“

Lila seizes the moment, and pulls the next sheet into view. “That’s in my sec-
ond proposal: we can bring the metal bars in through the office window, even if it 
means that we need to enlarge it. We’re going to be getting rid of this office anyway, 
as well as that ‘coop’ thing that’s blocking the passageway.”

She is, of course, talking about Jean-Marc Gridy’s former office, and the mys-
terious ‘coop’. There is a moment of awkward silence, and then Lila carries on.

“It also addresses what Louis was saying. Isn’t it a bother to have to go all the 
way through the metal shop and then back down through the wood shop to put the 
metal parts in the storeroom, and then later bring them all the way back up through 
the wood shop again when you take them to the workstations for assembly?”
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Philippe objects, “but we need to protect the wood shop from greasy metal 
shavings and the metal parts from the sawdust.” 

“It’s a shame, though,” muses Léon. “The metalworkers never see where the 
woodworkers are in the process. That’s why the work orders are never synchro-
nized, and why we always deliver things late.” 

Lila exclaims, “you’ve just expressed the third necessary condition in a 
well-organized layout! The workflow has to be visible to all who are involved with 
it, so they all contribute to a smooth flow.”

Everyone considers what she has said, but Léon looks worried. Then, she 
unveils her third and last proposal.

“Would it be possible for us to make some openings in the wall? They could be 
protected by sliding windows, and would allow us to see both sides of the factory, 
and to pass things back and forth between the two sides, as needed—”

“absolutely not!” Louis interrupts. “The sawdust would pass from one side to 
the other when the windows are opened. It’s just not possible.”

hubert answers his objection softly. “It isn’t really the sawdust that harms the 
metal. rather, it’s the metal shavings that contaminate the wood. but it isn’t actu-
ally that volatile.”

Louis rolls his eyes and fidgets angrily as he sits back in his chair. Lila watches 
him for a moment and then continues in a soft tone of voice. 

“What would be good about this proposal is that it would free up the time that 
is spent putting things in storage and looking for packages—red activities. Storing 
the metal components between the two shops would make what is really needed 
visible to the metal shop and quickly available to the wood shop. The detailed 
schedule in the machine shop depends on the percentage of the buffer remain-
ing in front of the wood shop. This is called a ‘strategic replenishment buffer.’ The 
inventory would no longer move into and out of the storeroom.”

Ivan casts a knowing smile at Lila, and adds, “as a result, Eric, you could 
spend a little more time verifying the contents of our shipments, and we’d be able 
to avoid errors caused by rushing things. That would be a green activity. Our cus-
tomer in Saint-nazaire was in touch with us again this week with a complaint. I 
wasn’t proud about that, since it was me who assembled their last order, the one 
for the bridge tables.”
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Lila jumps in. “That’s the fourth condition for a successful reorganization: 
every workstation needs to make sure that the products they are working on meet 
the quality requirement before moving them on to the next workstation. Self-
checking, as long as it ensures conformance, is considered to be a green/red activ-
ity—red because conformance should become automatic. Conversely, activities 
that are green but whose process involves some kind of safety risk are referred to as 
red/green, which indicates that safety is not compromised. Once the process has 
been made totally safe then they would be green. activities that are green/red or 
red/green always need to be questioned, just like the red ones do.”

Eric, looking crestfallen, says, “but I don’t know what ‘strategic replenishment 
buffer’ means. I understand red, green, green/red, and red/green, but where does 
yellow come from? What is yellow?” 

Lila answers in a serious manner. “a strategic replenishment buffer is like a 
break wall around boats in a marina. It protects the boats from the waves like a 
decoupling buffer protects the schedule from variability. to get started with imple-
menting all of this, it’s important to have someone with good knowledge of how 
the products are really made.”

Eric seems to have recovered his spirits. “Well, as far as that goes, I know all 
of our products by heart! but where are all the metal parts that we make going to 
be stored?”

Lila pretends to hesitate and then suggests, “The ones that are made on site 
here in the factory won’t be kept in the storeroom anymore. They will be made as 
they are needed. These parts can be stocked along the bottom of the dividing wall, 
on the metal shop side, under the new openings. as for the parts that we need to 
buy, we can store them right by the workstations that are going to use them, along 
the bottom of the wall on the wood shop side.”

Eric murmurs, “That’ll make more work for me, having to store things in dif-
ferent parts of the shop floor. but OK, I’ll just move the inventory to the new stor-
age sites when I do the end-of-year inventory in two weeks. Léon, can you help me 
out, since you’re in charge of the physical inventory?”

Léon agrees and also volunteers to oversee these changes, with hubert’s help. 
Philippe spontaneously offers some assistance of his own. 

“I can get busy and knock some holes in those cinder-block walls. I helped my 
brother-in-law do that last summer at his place.”
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The rest of the meeting consists of making lists of the various things that 
need to be done to implement these decisions. Clever ideas for cutting expenses 
flow freely. Lila works out that the total cost for the reorganization, including the 
risk-prevention plan, is about the same as the cost of a temporary worker for six 
months. It is clear that the return, in terms of the reduction in handling time, 
would at least double within the course of the year and would be ongoing in each 
future year. but other benefits such as improved quality and meeting deadlines 
would be even more significant. 

“The less handling there is, the less risk of either damaging the product or of 
falling behind schedule,” Lila concludes.

The participants go their separate ways, some wondering aloud on the way out 
if they might have their families come and visit the factory once all the renovations 
are finished. The meeting has lasted two hours.

Lila devotes the afternoon to writing up the risk-prevention plan with Léon. 
When they are finished, they ask Ivan, as both shop steward and head of the com-
mittee for health, safety, and working conditions, to check it. 

Léon, like Ivan, is becoming multiskilled since Ivan has asked him to take over 
the role as head of the committee when Ivan is away on business. although at first 
somewhat overwhelmed by this task, Léon quickly realizes it is not so daunting 
and he will be able to save time by filling this role at the same time as he oversees 
the reorganization. he finally makes up his mind to take it on when yasmina offers 
to help him go through the reports.

at the end of this second day of Lila’s consulting, the risk-prevention plan is 
ready to go, and the report on the actions that have been taken to improve safety 
has been updated. all that is left now is for héloïse to validate the budget and 
schedule so that Georgette can anticipate the cash flow. Léon hopes to be able to 
recover some of these expenses by selling Jean-Marc’s prefab office and “the coop.” 
Lila leaves her brief consultant’s report on héloïse’s desk, along with a book called 
Introduction to Materials Management.3 She puts a short note in it that reads: “ask 
Ken if he’s interested in this.”

3  J. r. tony arnold, Steven n. Chapman, and Lloyd M. Clive, Introduction to Materials 
Management.
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During her third day at h. rami, which is also the day before the factory closes 
for its late-December holiday, Lila brings all the workers together and shows them 
the floor map that the steering committee chose for the reorganization. She wants 
to refine the details with them. héloïse gave her permission in advance to spend 
some time with the machine operators; their workload was light at the moment. In 
fact, if it weren’t for having to work on this reorganization project, some of them 
would have been sent home.

Lila has laid the floor maps out on some trestle-tables in “the coop”—no  
longer the least bit mysterious, now that it had been opened up in preparation for 
being dismantled completely. yasmina has prepared some colored squares to rep-
resent the various machines. roger had given her the overall dimensions of each 
machine and each workstation. The colored squares are sized to scale, and the care 
and pleasure that yasmina had taken in making them is evident, even in the shades 
of color she had chosen for each one. Léon has taken into account the minimum 
mandatory width for walkways and has made sure that there is open space in front 
of the fire extinguishers so they are easily accessible.

Lila presents the floor map of the new layout to the workers, who had been 
divided into three groups, each composed of different departments. The flickering 
light of a small Christmas tree, set up by yasmina in front of the doorway of “the 
coop,” gives the meeting a festive atmosphere.

Léon, supported by Ivan, who is in the same group, speaks up. “We were won-
dering … about extending the factory map with a diagram that shows the work-
flow between h. rami, our suppliers, and our customers or distributors? because 
it’s all very well to be efficient here at the factory, but if the delivery rhythms before 
and after our part of the process aren’t properly worked out, then our workflow 
will still be expanding and collapsing all the time. Like an accordion.”

Lila is delighted. “Well put! We’re getting a little bit ahead of ourselves here, 
but you’re right. a ‘lean’ approach begins by mapping out a complete chart of 
the workflows that add value, from the customers right through to the suppliers. 
There’s a technical term for it—vSM, for ‘value-stream mapping.’ vSM allows us to 
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visualize the current workflows, so that we can determine what kind of workflows 
they are. are they ‘pulled’? Or are they continuous? Then, the goal is for your com-
pany to organize itself to pull its own workflows and those of the suppliers into the 
rhythm of your customers’ pace of orders, that is to say, set the right ‘takt’ time. 
however, as we all know nothing is perfect and we have lots of variability coming 
from our customers and suppliers, so it can be impossible to set a takt time. as an 
easy and safe start we can implement a supplier ‘strategic decoupling buffer’ for 
the common raw material. We would control the inventory with the same red, yel-
low, green rules as we do between the metal side and wood side of the workshop. 
Which product line shall we do first?”

“The Collectivité line,” answers Ivan without hesitation. “It’s the one that has 
the best margin when it’s delivered on time.” 

by the end of the meeting, the idea of returning after the holidays to find 
the whole shop floor changed has made most of the machine operators feel like 
they were children again, anticipating gifts at Christmas. Their obvious excite-
ment wins over the most reluctant and worried workers. a number of modifica-
tions are made at their request, which helps reduce their anxiety even more. The 
most difficult thing of all is to convince the workers to get rid of the little lockers at 
each workstation for their personal items. Lila finally wins over the most reticent 
by proposing small, wheeled handcarts that each machine operator could move 
as they learn different skills. two woodworkers and two metalworkers graciously 
agree to design and build the little carts for their colleagues. 

as they are leaving the meeting, one of the workers remarks, “The consultant 
is all dressed in blue today.”

 “you’re right!” says another. “She isn’t wearing anything red or anything green 
today at all. amazing!”

“She looks like a giant Smurf! What do you think?”
at the end of the day, Lila shows the final reorganization plan to héloïse and 

explains to her in detail what will be involved in the various steps to achieve it. She 
gives her a written summary of the main advantages for the new organization and 
then advises her to repeat these to the employees seven times before the factory 
shuts down for the Christmas break.

“Why seven times?” héloïse asks.
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 “There’s a proverb that says if you want to be certain a piece of information 
has been thoroughly understood by someone, you need to say it seven times and 
in seven different ways. but you don’t actually have to do it in a one-on-one meet-
ing with each of your twenty employees. you could set up a weekly information 
meeting, for example, to save time.”

Christmas approaches. The factory closes for two weeks and the reorganization 
gets underway. The members of the steering committee—Ivan, Louis, Jojo, Léon, 
Eric, and hubert—all cancel their vacations to make it happen. Léon makes frantic 
calls to place as many orders as he can for personal and machine safety equipment 
before the suppliers close for the holidays. yasmina has all of the safety posters 
laminated and puts them up around the machines. She includes some humorous 
ones about risk prevention she found on the Internet, which make everyone laugh. 
The two drivers, raymond and Patrice, both strong men, have joined forces. They 
take charge of the masonry work with enthusiasm. used to spending most of their 
day alone in the cab of a truck, they find working alongside their colleagues a great 
pleasure. Sitting down to lunch with everyone, they tell tales of installing h. rami 
furniture for customers. They are surprised to discover how little their colleagues 
know about the fate of the furniture once it leaves the factory.

In spite of her fatigue, as the light diminishes toward the solstice, héloïse 
keeps track of the daily progress being made. hubert, prevented from hunting that 
year due to the ice, offers to fill in for her. he knows what it takes to keep a team 
working in good spirits.

héloïse accepts hubert’s help—to Thomas’s great pleasure, for he had invited 
her to attend his current rehearsals just outside of Paris. his orchestra would be 
performing Gershwin’s Rhapsody in Blue for the first time. his enthusiasm is infec-
tious—this is exactly what she needs to rebuild her own. Listening as the conduc-
tor guides Thomas and the other musicians through their transitions with expert 
precision, she better understands what she needs to improve at the factory: namely 
the links between the steps toward the goals and the interactions between the dif-
ferent departments. 
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“It is not enough that each instrument plays its part to perfection,” she thinks 
to herself. “Each instrument should adapt to the inflections of all the others, to 
serve the harmony of the piece as a whole.” 

During the holidays, héloïse also makes lengthy visits to her grandmother, finally 
describing the most recent events to her in detail. She confesses how guilty she 
feels for what had happened to Ken. The events of the past year, including the sud-
den death of her father, the mysterious disappearance of Thierry ambi, and now 
this accident, weigh heavily on her every day. She sighs.

“Thankfully, I’ve been able to carry on giving cello lessons. I doubt I could 
have kept my spirits up through all of this without them. They also give me good 
management ideas!”

“you’ll see, my dear, when you get to my age, how much the things you have 
built alongside your career will count. When I couldn’t sing any more, I still had 
my love of music. It sweetens my old age.”

“I’m really lucky to share all of this with Thomas. When I come home preoc-
cupied with work, he doesn’t ask questions. he just plays the piano and as I listen 
to him I forget all my worries for a few hours.”

héloïse has been to visit Ken twice, on the pretext of needing to fill out some 
hiring paperwork. She is happy to see him and relieved to hear the voice of a young 
man who is convalescing normally. Discharged from the hospital, he recuperates 
from the accident in his tiny, bare student’s room, where he spends his time read-
ing and learning.

On Christmas Eve, héloïse is thinking about her private detective, Pierre. 
after a few tries, she finally gets through to him on his cell phone. Pierre tells her 
that he has managed to get his security firm to assign him to Cuisilux. he sounds 
enthusiastic.

“It was actually pretty easy. no one else wanted to work there. I must say the 
working atmosphere is truly awful. The staff all seem terrified. no one is allowed 
to take private calls at work. you get the sense that punishment lurks around every 
corner. I’ll call you from home when I have more information.”
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héloïse stops him before he hangs up.
“tell me. Could I be considered a criminal because I didn’t prevent Ken’s  

accident?”
There is a long silence.
“to be precise, héloïse, you’re guilty, although without premeditation and 

through ignorance, of not having created those conditions to avoid such an accident. 
according to the facts, Jean-Marc is guilty of not having followed the instructions—
which he knew about—but, as head of the company, you are ultimately responsible 
for your employees’ safety. The two things that you can do in order to atone for this 
guilt—a guilt I know you will never forget—are, firstly, to ensure that such an accident 
never happens again and, secondly, to compensate Ken for the harm done to him.”

héloïse says nothing. Pierre carries on.
“you know, when I see the working atmosphere at Cuisilux and the mentality 

of the people who work there, I think that psychological harm could be just as bad, 
if not worse, than physical. So, if you manage your company while respecting your 
employees’ emotional health, they may avoid illnesses that aren’t strictly consid-
ered workplace accidents, but that might as well be.”

On new year’s Eve, at the stroke of midnight, héloïse embraces her grand-
mother, her mother, and Thomas and then makes a wish that no one in her family 
nor anyone who works for her would have any kind of accident during the com-
ing year. Geneviève, saying that her advanced age entitled her to make two wishes, 
wishes first that h. rami’s customers would be satisfied enough to reorder prod-
ucts within the year and, second, that h. rami products would sell for more than 
they cost to make. Juliette adds to the wishes in hoping that the bank manager 
would give héloïse until the end of the year to pay back the overdrafts. Thomas, as 
always, keeps things simple, saying that he hopes that music will continue to tem-
per people’s behaviors.

Lila doesn’t return to touraine until the start of the second week in January, 
when the weather is damp and bone-chillingly cold. She finds the factory com-
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pletely refurbished, and is immediately struck by the neatness and orderliness 
that radiates from within. The wall with the new openings has been painted 
white. The metal beams that run along the outside walls and the ceiling are a 
sunny yellow, and this splash of color brightens things up. The machines have 
been moved away from the walls to make it easier to move around them, and 
there isn’t a single object out of place. The metalworking side of the shop is vir-
tually unrecognizable. The removal of the prefab office has opened up the view, 
allowing any visitor or worker to understand, at a glance, the logic of the work-
flow as the products make their way toward the woodworking side of the shop. 
The walls and floor have been thoroughly washed, and the latter now reveals 
its original pale gray color for the first time in years. against this backdrop, the 
bright colors of the machines, themselves now as clean as when they were new, 
stand out boldly.

héloïse is full of enthusiasm and wants to take time to speak with Lila before 
leaving with Ivan for the netherlands. They are going to negotiate the contract for 
the canal-boat fittings.

She tells Lila in an excited voice about the first day back at the newly renovated 
factory, when she and the employees celebrated the reorganization with a choco-
late cake and bottles of fruit juice. She had fun pretending that Santa Claus found 
out about the list of toolboxes and kits that needed to be bought or completed. 
Santa decided to give a third of the tools as a start. This decision seemed to have a 
positive effect on everyone.

héloïse also announced to the workers the expected profit for the year that 
had just ended, pending the accountant’s verification. It would probably work 
out to be a little less than nothing. This would obviously be quite insufficient to 
assure the future of the company, but the negative result was largely because they 
had to pay Jean-Marc’s severance pay. The Finnish bistro order had compensated 
for the loss of the Saint-nazaire order. It hadn’t been necessary to take on tem-
porary workers, even to cover for richard’s sick leave, something the bank man-
ager had found reassuring. although he would not lower the interest rate, he had 
decided to renew the company’s line of credit for the coming year. If the order for 
the canal boats comes through, then the year will start off on a positive note. and, 
if the order proves to be profitable as expected, then the line of credit could be 
quickly repaid, which also meant a savings on bank fees.
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héloïse confesses to Lila that she is worried to see that Léon and roger seem 
overwhelmed when it comes to following up on orders. The workflow does not 
seem to be moving through the factory smoothly. This presents a problem, since the 
work interruption due to the holiday closure of the factory means that the work-
load has increased. and Georgette, who hasn’t seemed quite herself since they’d 
returned to work, doesn’t seem interested in helping them prioritize their tasks.

héloïse is interrupted by Ivan, who anxiously announces that it is time for 
them to go to catch their train to amsterdam. They hurry from the building, 
as hubert calls out the last of his recommendations after them, and Lila waves 
goodbye. 

Lila finishes her tour of the workshop by asking workers for their opinions on the 
improvements that had been made to their workstations. There is still work to be 
done to the stations themselves, she learns, but access to them was unquestionably 
more ergonomic. The first batch of handcarts, which would allow the operators to 
store their tools and their personal items, are in place. In the metal shop, some of 
the workers speak up spontaneously about time already gained since the begin-
ning of the year, thanks to the passage of parts from their shop directly to the wood 
shop through the openings that had been made in the dividing wall. One of them 
remarks on the generally improved working atmosphere, which means less time is 
wasted in frustrated arguments. 

On the wood shop side, Lila can see immediately why Léon and roger—
assisted by Eric—are overwhelmed, in spite of all that has been done. The work in 
process has increased, and certain workstations have much more work piled up 
before them than others. She knows that both of these were key signs of a work-
flow that has been made erratic by lack of control and prioritization. When she 
takes roger aside to talk to him about it, he explains to her that he has difficulty in 
allocating work. Some operators have complained of time wasted doing nothing 
at all while waiting for work. he has tried moving some of the workers to different 
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workstations, but, on the whole, most of them think it would be better if the work 
itself moved to their stations. 

“I don’t know which is the better idea,” he finishes glumly. 
“Once everyone has their own handcart, they’ll find it obvious to move them-

selves rather than to move the product,” Lila reassures him. “Where is the list of 
job orders that are due to the customers this week?” 

roger has a bundle of papers with him that he begins to leaf through fever-
ishly. They are covered with handwritten notes and corrections. Lila doesn’t need 
to see anything more.

“Did you write all that stuff?”
“yes. between what we decided at last Thursday’s meeting and today, there 

have been some changes that I couldn’t control. Furthermore, the MPS meeting 
started late, so we didn’t get a chance to finish. and no one has had time to write 
up the minutes yet.”

“and why all the changes?”
“Well, the veneering press in the wood shop broke down. We weren’t able to 

bend those pipes for the coffee tables. We’re also out of standard locks for the night 
table order. and rachid, our welder, isn’t here today because he’s had a death in 
the family. So you can understand why I’ve had to change the schedule. Oh yes, 
I nearly forgot, Ivan asked us to bring forward a new order for night tables. I had 
to spend a lot of time doing the setup for it, and I wasn’t able to keep track of the 
other orders during that time.”

“you’re amazing, roger! you’ve just told me, point for point, the five condi-
tions necessary for a smooth flow over the course of the week: preventive main-
tenance; processes under control; multiskilled workers; reliable availability of 
inventories and supplies; and a weekly commitment, made with the sales team, on 
due dates with sufficient time allocation for prototypes.”

roger looks stung. he protests, “but it’s like this all the time. It’s just not possi-
ble to stabilize things! no breakdowns at all? That never happens except in books. 
On top of that, the customers are always making unexpected changes. We have to 
give them what they want.”

“roger, if customers are ‘always’ asking for changes to be made during produc-
tion week, it’s not unpredictable. Therefore, you can plan for it. you just need to set 
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aside an amount of time and resources that such changes would require, and then you 
can use these each week to absorb the changes without having to modify the whole 
schedule. as for the other problems you mentioned, they are a source of additional 
variability that also must be buffered. as they improve, the buffers can be reduced. So, 
who did you tell about these changes you’ve decided to make this week?”

“Well … um, I wrote them down here, you see. but I never had the time to 
show them to my colleagues. I’d need to make photocopies. but the machine is in 
Georgette’s office. It’s … it’s too far away. I haven’t got time to go there.”

roger shifts his weight from one foot to the other. Lila smiles at him indul-
gently, and answers, “Those who don’t plan their time well are the first to complain 
that there’s no time left. What about Eric, the storeroom manager? I thought he 
was going to be responsible for the order scheduling.”

“Eric would rather spend his time on the kanbans between the two shops these 
days. he’s put little bins in place for the small components, and he’s had tags made 
up for the big components that we use the most often. now he spends all his time 
making sure the woodworkers pass the empty bins and the tags back through the 
openings in the wall once they’ve finished their batch. he says that he doesn’t have 
time now to worry about individual components and that it’s my job, since I’ll know 
when we’ll need them to finish an order. but I’m at my wits’ end with all these pro-
duction orders that are either late, or early, or what have you. It’s just too much!”

“Look, the production orders for the parts that are made through kanban 
organization are orders you don’t have to worry about. now, let’s review the prob-
lems you’ve listed, one by one. Preventive maintenance: who is normally respon-
sible for that?”

“Everyone pretty much chips in where they can. and if we don’t know how to 
fix something, we just call in the manufacturer.”

“So just about anyone can help out with primary, or ‘level one,’ maintenance 
tasks, namely those tasks that are done by the machine operators themselves as 
part of their skill set. That’s good. but now you’ll need to assign two people to work 
on intermediate, or ‘level two,’ maintenance—the kind that involves special skills 
and abilities. Maintenance work that needs to be done by the manufacturer of the 
machine is what we call major, or ‘level three,’ maintenance. This type of work 
needs to be anticipated, using an annual schedule. Which of the workers, generally 
speaking, has the best mechanical skills?”
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“Well, it used to be Jean-Marc. Then it was richard. but he’s been on sick leave 
for the past three months. he’s coming back next week.”

“Good. While we’re waiting for him to come back, ask for two volunteers who 
will help him to run a steering committee for preventive maintenance once he’s 
returned.”

Lila smiles again at roger, in an effort to lower his stress. “Let’s move on now 
to process control and to multiskills. you really need to tackle these simultane-
ously. If you don’t, you’ll just end up in a frustrating dance with your orders: one 
step forward and two steps back. I’m going to try and arrange for you, along with 
Léon and Eric, to visit a factory that uses buffer boards to manage priorities. you’ll 
understand the system much more quickly if you see it in action.”

roger has stopped shifting back and forth and lets Lila finish, before adding, 
“I can’t really see richard being in charge of a steering committee. Jean-Marc used 
to have to follow him around everywhere, and said he wasn’t really trustworthy.”

“The only way to build a sense of responsibility in people is to delegate respon-
sibilities to them. he won’t be alone. he’ll have two colleagues here to help him. 
and you’ll be there too, as total-quality manager. no individual alone can possi-
bly have all qualities and skills. Only a team that is made up of people who have 
different, complementary skills can hope to succeed. We’ll sit down together and 
make a list of the 20 percent of situations that cause 80 percent of the quality prob-
lems. Then, we’ll start to draw up an actual skills chart. We’ll continue next week 
by drawing up a multiskills chart. What are all those papers you have there?”

“These? They’re the time-tracking documents for Georgette.” roger’s voice 
becomes tense as he carries on. “I’ve fallen behind in my time verification. now 
that I have to do it for the entire shop floor, I find that I have to take work home 
with me, and I don’t have nearly enough time to concentrate on total-quality man-
agement. I’d like to do a little right now, if that doesn’t bother you. Georgette is 
being difficult these days.”

Lila glances at the sheaf of papers he was carrying, and takes a deep breath to 
help dispel her exasperation. “and who is Georgette? Is she your main customer?”

roger looks disconcerted at this suggestion. “Well, actually, yes, it seems like 
it. after all, she’s the one in charge of payroll. So even though we get the money 
from our customers, she says she needs to feed the It system the actual time in 
order to work out the profit-per-order. ”
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“Do you really want to do that before you focus on total-quality management, 
when the costs of poor quality are the leading factors for financial loss? have you 
ever played tennis, roger?”

roger looks up from the papers, startled. “yes. Why?”
“because managing a company based only on profit is a bit like playing tennis 

and watching the scoreboard more than the ball. Give me those papers. I’m going 
to get you off the hook with Georgette and talk to her about relevant costs. While 
you’re waiting, I’d suggest you update your list of corrective and preventive actions 
and then start on your list of the various skills your colleagues have. It would be 
best if you divided this list into two columns: Operational and Expert. Those who 
have ‘operational’ skills know how to perform the most frequent tasks, possibly 
with the help of a more experienced colleague or internal trainer. Those who are 
‘expert’ know how to perform all of the tasks associated with their particular work-
station, and know how to do the ‘level one’ maintenance tasks. We’ll meet again 
this afternoon to go over the two lists.”

Lila walks away with the stack of papers, leaving roger feeling a bit disori-
ented. he has barely sat down at his desk when he is interrupted by raoul, who 
asks him which order he should tackle next. roger can never resist a call to action. 
he goes back to the shop with raoul, under Lila’s dismayed look, to see for him-
self what should be done next. however, she is on her way to meet with Ivan and 
Léon to talk with them about mapping out the company’s value-added workflow. 

“here, gentlemen, is the vSM of the Collectivité product line, based on the fig-
ures that I have been able to gather,” she begins after greeting them. “I’ve mapped out 
the four workflow loops. These are: Finished Products, Continuous-Process Flow 
in the Wood Shop, Pull Workflow in the Metal Shop, and Pull Flow from Suppliers.”

“but where did you get all these numbers from?” asks Ivan, surprised.
“I extrapolated them based on last year’s order history,” replies Lila. “It’s up to 

you to refine them and to update them as you see internal progress being made, 
and once you have begun to adjust the rhythms between your suppliers and your 
customers.”

Léon leans over so that he can see the numbers better. “We’re going to need to 
speed things up to be able to deliver everything we make at any given time, that’s 
for sure. to do that, we’re going to have to reduce the lot size, and that’s not going 
to be very economical.”

20
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“no, it won’t be—unless you can reduce the changeover time on the bottle-
neck. Don’t forget that the most economic lot size is the size that’s already been 
sold to the customer,” responds Lila, smiling.

In the brief summary of her consulting work she leaves for héloïse that day, 
Lila asks héloïse to set aside at least half a day in the coming week to work 
together. She also suggests that héloïse work with roger on developing the two 
lists he only had time to start today. She adds that she saw Georgette, and she will 
be talking to héloïse in person about her the next time they meet.

That Thursday in mid-January when héloïse awakes next to Thomas, she sees a 
snow-covered landscape from their bedroom window. It is still dark outside, but in 
the first rays of dawn, she can see snow-laden branches of the huge tulip tree that 
stands next to the walkway of their small house.

Thomas has the day off. he leaps from the bed to make breakfast, happy at the 
thought of being able to go back to bed once héloïse leaves. It is seven o’clock in 
the morning. héloïse is ready in less than fifteen minutes and joins Thomas in the 
kitchen. 

“I’m expecting a call from Pierre today. I’m keen to know what he’s found out 
in his investigation. It sounds like he’s discovered something new.”

“at last!” says Thomas as he pours the tea. he is interrupted by héloïse.
“Drat! We just passed the order point for the breakfast cereal. See? There will 

be exactly enough for me during the average replenishment time, which is two-
and-a-half days, plus another two-and-a-half days for safety stock—in case I run 
out of stock on a Monday—since I can only do the shopping on Saturdays. but if 
you have time today, you can do the replenishment. here, I’ll tear off a corner of 
the box top, so you can use it as a kanban.”

Thomas, mystified, first stares at the cardboard fragment she hands him and 
then puts it in the pocket of his bathrobe.

“as a what?”
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“as a kanban. It’s a Japanese word,” héloïse replies, enjoying her moment of 
mock-condescension. “It’s a kind of signal that triggers a certain action. you’ll 
know what to buy when you look at it.”

Thomas carries on buttering his toast nonchalantly. “OK. Maybe so. but you 
do realize that the Japanese have performed serious scientific experiments on rats 
eating breakfast cereal. It seems that, after a certain time, the rats who ate the card-
board boxes were in much better health than the ones who ate the actual cereal.” 
héloïse laughs, and is out the door to pick up Lila at the train station. 

The day has barely begun when Lila jumps into héloïse’s Peugeot. héloïse drives 
carefully in the heavy snow. Lila has many questions for her.

“how are your customers?”
“you know what, I’ve discovered I have a taste for sales that I’d never sus-

pected before. Our negotiations with the Dutch went very well. We managed to 
stay exactly within the cost bracket that hubert set for us. We were so proud of 
ourselves!”

“It’s great that hubert passed on his knowledge to you so well. That’s what 
I call a loyal colleague. you don’t often see that in management. People in those 
positions sometimes think of themselves as indispensable.”

“and cemeteries are full of indispensable people, right?” héloïse responds, 
wryly.

“That’s right,” answers Lila with a smile. “how is roger coming along with 
those lists of skills?”

“I tried to help him, like you suggested. but he doesn’t really know what the 
specific skills are of his colleagues in the metal shop. I think the best thing would 
probably be to ask them directly.” 

“That’s an excellent idea. If you like, I will help you develop a list of questions 
for the annual employee reviews to clarify and agree on individuals’ goals. Once 
we’ve worked out what the company needs in terms of multiskilled workers, you 
can start the reviews and update them as often as useful within a year.”
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“That’s fine. but I’m expecting an important call from Pierre when he gets off 
work at noon today. he’s found something out and wants to tell us about it.”

The two women meet again in héloïse’s office at that time. The phone rings at 
the stroke of noon.

“hello, Pierre. I’m putting you on speaker-phone, so Lila can hear you.”
“Fine. hello ladies. So, let me tell you what I’ve found out so far—just off the 

top of my head, since I haven’t yet written the report.” 
They can hear him take a deep breath. “OK. here goes. I thought I’d be 

working for a company that was making kitchen appliances for the twenty-first  
century, but I find myself back in medieval times! I’ve got an electronic pass key for 
the security systems, but when I met the boss, Geoffroy Fortichet, I felt as though 
I were meeting a crusader who had swallowed his sword. It was only when he saw 
me lowering my head before him as if swearing allegiance that he even spoke to 
me. and you won’t believe what he said.”

“We’re listening!” chorus Lila and héloïse simultaneously.
“I quote: ‘If my employees know that you have the ear of Geoffroy Fortichet, 

they will fear you. I want you to make regular reports to me of the things you see 
on your rounds, and make sure you tell them that you’re reporting to me person-
ally.’ you can’t make this stuff up.”

Lila snorts. “nice working environment! I thought I’d seen everything when 
it came to overblown egos in the headquarters of big companies. I am discovering 
that smaller enterprises have such specimens too. Maybe this guy escaped or was 
fired from a big company?”

“to put it briefly, I’m taking the time to describe this guy because I’ve received 
the comparative analysis of the hairs that we found in ‘the coop’ with those of 
Thierry ambi and your late father. both of them spent time in there, so that isn’t 
surprising. but the blood is Geoffroy Fortichet’s.”

héloïse bolts upright in her chair and cries out in the direction of the speaker- 
phone, “It’s his blood?! but what was he doing there? are you sure? how do you 
know?”

“no question about it. Once I learned that the blood couldn’t possibly have 
belonged to your father or to Thierry ambi, I had the idea of comparing its Dna 
structure with that of Geoffroy Fortichet’s hair. I didn’t have much difficulty get-
ting hold of one. he’s starting to go bald, and when he gets nervous during meet-
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ings—most of the time, obviously—he tries to hide it by pulling at what he’s got 
left. and he always sits in the same seat in the boardroom.”

“So he lacks imagination too,” Lila murmurs.
“The problem is that his company, since he manages it with an iron fist, resem-

bles him. terror reigns in this place. The employees spend most of their time try-
ing to find other people to blame and putting up barriers to protect themselves in 
case of conflict. The managers, in particular, seem to be living with fear in their 
bellies.”

“So ‘this fish is rotting from the head,’ as they say in Japan,” muses Lila. 
“Pierre, have you been informing on his staff the way he asked you to?”

“absolutely. I’ve faithfully reported the actions and activities of every single 
employee that I’ve caught red-handed trying to do something good for the com-
pany. you see, Lila? I’ve learned something from your management advice.”

“It’s not my advice. It’s practiced by those who manage companies for the 
growth of their employees, rather than in revenge for their own inadequacies.” 

 “Of course.” Pierre agrees. “and the employees aren’t dupes. When they real-
ized that maligning them wasn’t my thing, they started to talk to me. you know, in 
the evenings, when they imitated their boss by working late hours, although they 
were too tired to actually work, they were much more open to confiding in me.”

héloïse, leaning toward the phone, interrupts brusquely. “tell us why they 
need security guards there around the clock. how big is the company?”

“They’ve got around five hundred employees, but they behave as if they were 
multinational. and they have a research lab that is developing some top-secret 
substances to keep wood from rotting when it’s used in a kitchen.”

“Well, there we have it!” mutters héloïse, tense. 
Lila is growing impatient. “What did the employees tell you about Thierry?”
“Some of them told me that Thierry resigned suddenly, after having worked 

there for four years. Others told me that what happened when he was fired was like 
a scene from a bad tv show. In any case, he was simply walked out of his office one 
day, by two people from human resources. In the space of twenty minutes it was all 
over: he’d gone. but wait—it gets better.”

héloïse, looking a bit pale, glances at Lila, who has also grown pale and tense.
“We’re still with you, Pierre. Carry on. I hope you didn’t have to sink too 

deeply into this barbarity!”
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“Well, I’m afraid I did. at Cuisilux, all the engineering positions were held 
by men, except one. This female engineer had long, dark hair. She worked in the 
research lab for several months, but disappeared one day soon after she was seen 
emerging from this dreadful Fortichet’s office in tears. It was the very morning that 
Thierry ambi walked out. are you still there?”

Lila, who has leapt from her chair, now cries, “It was Isabelle ambi! Didn’t I 
say I thought she’d spent some time at Cuisilux? It’s all coming back to me now. 
Thierry asked me for advice on her contract as an expert in biology.”

“I remember you recalling something like that, but I couldn’t find out any-
thing more. Few people have access to the Cuisilux research lab. The researchers 
themselves seemed fearful and particularly secretive about their work. now I don’t 
know how to find out more without risking being exposed. Lila, you must speak 
to Isabelle ambi. If she’s been threatened or is the victim of violence, she’ll have to 
trust the justice system to put matters right. as for you, héloïse, you should get in 
touch with your transporter, Christian Laurie. We know he had an altercation with 
Fortichet. Find out what it was about. he’s more likely to talk to you, as head of the 
company. I’ll call you again next week. Goodbye, ladies.”

héloïse hangs up the phone. a heavy silence falls in the room. Several min-
utes pass before she speaks. “I’ll never understand how educated people can for-
get that violence begets violence. I feel as though I’ve just been listening to the plot 
line of a film noir.” 

“you shouldn’t generalize. Most CEOs know how to think with their right 
brain to give human perspective to their industrial vision.”

héloïse doesn’t seem to understand this remark as she responds, “you knew 
Thierry better than I did. Do you think he was fired because he did something 
wrong?”

“to be gone in the space of twenty minutes, he would’ve had to do have done 
something very bad,” Lila points out. “but the Thierry I knew was honest and 
hardworking. Then again, in companies with that kind of atmosphere, the con-
cepts of good and bad can become awfully subjective, since it depends on the 
boss’s mood.”

“but how do the employees put up with that?”
“Many of them think they don’t have any choice. In a difficult job market,  

people who don’t want to take risks—because they’ve got a mortgage, or are try-
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ing to put their kids through college—tend to keep quiet and wait for better days. 
They practice avoidance.”

héloïse frowns, astonished by this. “avoidance?”
“yes. They pretend that it’s just normal practice, even collaborating with the 

system, to avoid being unhappy. That kind of CEO knows this all too well and 
profits from it, too.”

“but does this kind of company actually manage to make a profit?”
“yes, but much less than they could make. as long as the competition leaves 

them alone, it works. by stressing out their employees like this, who then lose all 
creativity, such CEOs miss a global-productivity gain of double-digit percent. but, 
typically, these CEOs haven’t upgraded their skills since leaving school twenty-five 
years earlier, so they don’t know what they’re missing.” 

Seeing héloïse’s shocked expression, she switches to a more upbeat tone. 
“Don’t worry, héloïse. The day will come again when companies will unroll a red 
carpet in front of well-qualified people to recruit them.”

to conclude, héloïse suggests. “Let’s have lunch, as a break. are you going to 
speak to Isabelle ambi?“

Lila hesitates a moment. “That’s a bit delicate. I promised her I wouldn’t ask 
any questions.”

héloïse had yasmina order some takeout for lunch. yasmina now brings it 
with a smile. 

When she leaves, Lila raises the next topic on their agenda. “you know, 
héloïse, this yasmina seems to have more than one skill up her sleeve. I started to 
prepare a chart with vertical and horizontal rows in which the employees’ names 
will be listed down the left, in alphabetical order, and the job skills along the top, 
in flow order. When a job requires several different skills that can be dispatched to 
others when the person in charge is absent, I’ve drawn an additional row for each 
of those skills. This way, the chart displays and highlights all the multiskills capa-
bilities of the employees.” 

Lila shows héloïse a sheet of a3-sized paper with a legend showing patterns 
of green squares. héloïse spots her own name in the first row and comments on 
the legend while reading it aloud. “They’re nice, these little green squares! So, let’s 
see … one green square indicates that the person is learning the job. two squares 
indicates that the person can cover for the colleague in charge, in most normal sit-
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uations. Three squares indicates the person is an expert in the job and four, that he 
or she is even capable of teaching it. I understand this, it’s really quite simple. but 
I’m not going to have many squares next to my name.”

“not yet. but you’ll lead by example. People will be more willing to help when 
it’s transparent that you are in the process of learning. This chart will also highlight 
three professional pathways, each as valuable as the others. Put another way, the 
green squares symbolize everyone’s present and future employability.”

Lila holds up her left hand, extending one finger at a time as she speaks: 
“Either the person is multiskilled with two squares for different jobs because she 
likes to adapt and change jobs often. Or she’s an expert, with three squares in a few 
jobs, because she’s fond of expertise. Or, finally, she has four squares for one or two 
jobs, at most, because she has a gift for teaching and wants to contribute to the sort 
of improvements that result from the questions that arise when people share skills. 
I could just as easily have called this chart The Multiskills Chart for Continuous 
Improvement and Professional blossoming.”

“Frankly, I think your chart is almost too fine,” says héloïse, as she finishes her 
goat cheese quiche. “I don’t really see how we can use it. We haven’t had a chance to 
speak about those job descriptions you gave me. I’ve read them, but I haven’t given 
them to anyone. In fact, I don’t clearly understand the structure of the company 
nor the interactions between the different jobs.”

Lila wipes her hands and runs a finger down the chart. “Let’s look at an exam-
ple. take the job of purchasing. Keeping the standard job description in mind, 
I’ve made two columns: national Purchasing and International Purchasing. In the 
first one, Léon would have three squares. but, in the second, he would have none, 
which poses a real problem if you don’t want to limit your purchasing to franco-
phone countries. Who here speaks foreign languages?”

“Ivan and yasmina, as far as I know.“
“Ivan is already multiskilled in several woodworking jobs and is in train-

ing right now in Customer Quotes”—she points to another column—“an area in 
which foreign languages are essential, so things have worked out well there. What 
about yasmina?”

“yasmina is just a secretary.”
“So what? Don’t you think that Léon would be only too happy to get four 

green squares in Purchasing, and that yasmina is capable of learning?”
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With a grin héloïse answers, “you certainly wouldn’t have to ask him twice. 
and you’re right about yasmina: she’s quite capable of learning. I understand now 
how to connect annual employee reviews with job descriptions. but this requires 
a training plan to fill the gaps—and not just between colleagues. Outside training 
is needed too. I’d be surprised if many of our employees want to teach others what 
they know. Especially when I think of how protective musicians are of their own 
talent.”

“In the world of music, we can easily understand why those who want to suc-
ceed as soloists try to keep their little secrets to themselves. but in industry, com-
panies that have a future are the ones where talents are seriously managed. When 
everyone is continuously learning, employees are proud to share their skills. you’re 
right, the next step is to develop a long-term training plan. next week, I’ll show 
you a very simple way to align the skills of your employees with the competitive 
goals of your company, so that you can make a plan that includes both internal and 
external training.”

héloïse thinks about this for a moment. “The problem here is the word ‘share.’ 
If you share a cake, everyone gets a little less. but if you share your skills, you don’t 
lose the ones that you have. It’s quite the opposite. you add to them, thanks to the 
questions asked by the person who’s learning from you. I hear this all the time in 
music. Children who are just starting out sometimes teach me more with their 
naive questions than adults do.”

“Knowledge is the only resource we have that increases when we give it to 
someone else. It would be better to say that we ‘pool our skills together.’ When I see 
the multiple skills along your supply chain, I can’t help thinking that Thierry must 
have started to do this.”

Lila leans over the chart once more and points to Georgette’s name. “Where 
would you put green squares, and how many, for her?” 

héloïse thinks for a moment and fills in three squares in the column for 
accounting skills. 

Lila smiles. “Good. and who else gets greens squares in that column?”
héloïse hesitates. “I really don’t know.”
“Obviously Georgette is the only one who knows all the aspects of her job.”
“I see.” héloïse leans back in her chair. “by the way, you mentioned you 

wanted to talk to me about her.”
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“yes. but before I did, I wanted you to figure out what it’s about.”
héloïse shifts uncomfortably. “but I talk to her every day. She doesn’t com-

plain about her situation.”
“an employee isn’t going to share her aspirations, let alone her frustrations, 

over the course of an ordinary day, even if she’s as dedicated to the business as 
Georgette is. allow me to suggest some goal-setting questions to support the 
annual employee reviews.” 

She hands a sheet to héloïse. “We will test it together. It links each of the steps 
in a natural way, namely: clarification of the job description; confirmation of the 
multiskills chart; developing quantified and dated goals to fill out or broaden the 
job definition; and agreement on the resources, materials, or training needed to 
meet those goals. Make sure to summarize the interview on the sheet using your 
employees’ own words. Why don’t you do Georgette’s interview, and then we’ll 
talk about it. I don’t want to risk influencing you, and I also believe both our 
perceptions will prove complementary and will help us better understand what’s 
going on.”

héloïse isn’t listening anymore. She is starting to hear the warning bell. “Do 
you think something bad is going on here?”

“yes. When someone isolates herself like Georgette has been doing since I 
came here, it usually means that you’ve got a problem.” 
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at the end OF January, when everything freezes after the rain, the 
narrow country roads that wind through the vineyards become very slippery. In 
the mornings, around the time when local businesses begin to open their doors, 
these roads often look like movie sets for stunt driving. 

héloïse has formed the habit of greeting each of her employees as soon as 
she arrives. at first it was only to make sure they were all there, but it has become 
a good way of keeping abreast of the progress of their main orders. The machine 
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operators appreciate this, and their “good mornings” sound warmer to héloïse’s 
ears by the day. 

She has even begun to linger a little in the wood shop, touching the different 
kinds of wood and asking about their provenance and qualities. The maple, from 
Canada, reminds her of musical instruments and the training she had done with 
a luthier in England around the time she had decided to teach the cello. Watching 
the machine operators she is tempted to ask them to show her how to work the 
wood, to retrieve these old sensations. She doesn’t yet dare. She has to be content 
with following Lila’s advice to hold a weekly information meeting, every Monday 
morning at 11:30. The meeting is supposed to begin with comments about the key 
performance metrics, which roger should update each Friday, with explanations 
of the variances.

today, at this first meeting, héloïse announces that she will be scheduling 
annual employee reviews, talking to each employee in alphabetical order. They will 
begin tomorrow and take about an hour each.

before she’s even finished speaking, a hand is raised. Martin, one of the senior 
employees, dares to ask a question on behalf of all his colleagues: “Will we need to 
prepare anything for the interview?”

“yes. This afternoon roger will be giving you examples of standard job 
descriptions. take a look at them and bring to the interview the one that best 
matches your current responsibilities. Then I’d like you to look at the multiskills 
chart I have posted here”—she indicates the chart placed in easy view on the wall—
“Please take a look at the legend at the bottom that explains what the green squares 
represent. roger will speak with you to ensure everything is clear because, during 
the interview, you will tell me how many green squares should be put where your 
name meets the skill. afterward, I’d like you to tell me what your own goals are 
for improvement during the coming year and what resources or training you will 
need to achieve them. are there any other questions about what I’ve just said?”

Martin quietly speaks up again. “Can you give us some examples of goals for 
improvement?”

“yes, certainly. For example, we have put a number of crucial safety rules in 
place, but there are still things on Léon’s list that need to be done. We have invested 
in tools and in handcarts to move them around from place to place, so that each 
of you will do good work from the get-go. but our customers always want more. If 
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you talk to our drivers raymond and Patrice, who regularly see customers during 
deliveries, you will surely discover new improvements that we can offer.”

héloïse thinks for a moment, raising her eyes to the ceiling as though look-
ing there for inspiration. “here’s another example. The reorganization of the work-
shops allows us to see the flow of materials better, and we can notice it still slows 
down when one of you is missing because no one can replace you on the spot or 
because our machines aren’t all in the best condition. you will be able to find ways 
to improve functioning without spending huge amounts of money.” 

“I’ve been told I must take care of ‘preventive maintenance.’ I only got back 
this morning, and my head’s spinning from the changes here. Should I use ‘pre-
ventive maintenance’ as one of my goals?” richard, just back from sick leave, casts 
a panicked glance around the room as he speaks, as though trying to make every-
one witness to his misfortune.

“as I said to you just now, don’t worry. roger will explain it all to you. I’ll be 
meeting with you at the very end, richard, so that you’ll have time to get up to date.”

The meeting ends at noon when the employees go off for their lunch break. 
In the coatroom, richard still looks somewhat unsettled when he is cornered by 
bertrand, a young lathe mill machinist, and Martin, a woodworker. They both had 
volunteered to be on the preventive maintenance steering committee with him.

“hey, don’t worry, friend. The new lady boss isn’t going to eat you,” says 
Martin.

bertrand adds, “Preventive maintenance is a good goal. I’ve always said it’s 
something they should do more of here. We used to do it every week at the last place 
I worked, and you know what, those machines shone like they were in mint condi-
tion! but I’ve never been asked about my previous experience, and we’ve never vis-
ited any other company that does this the right way either. It’s really too bad.”

richard, grumbling, opens his locker to reveal a large poster of a curvy young 
woman, completely nude, stretched out on the hood of a bright red truck. She 
eagerly holds a power tool, glistening with grease, in one hand. 

bertrand whistles. “Is she the reason you went on sick leave?” 
richard blushes and shrugs his shoulders. 
“you might want to cover that up, now that we have a lady boss,” Martin sug-

gests amiably. “I took my pin-up calendar down—so outdated!—and replaced it 
with this photo. What do you think?”
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he exhibits a magnificent picture of a himalayan landscape, on which could 
be spotted a small group of mountain climbers beginning an ascent.

“That’s not an easy journey. Poor guys,” richard comments.
“There’s no reason they won’t make it,” Martin calmly answers. “They’re not 

going there naked.”

This week, Lila is at the factory from tuesday on. She had told héloïse she would 
be needing hubert’s help to work on the skills and competitiveness plan. hubert 
had suggested that Ivan join them. héloïse also called in Georgette, Léon, and 
roger, so each department would be represented. 

after the taxi drops her off in the parking lot, Lila barely has time to take off 
her multicolored woolen hat before she finds herself standing in front of the white-
board in the first-floor meeting room. The six participants are seated around the 
table in a u-shape, ready and eager to hear an explanation of the famous “skills 
and competitiveness plan.” 

She begins, “I hope you won’t be disappointed by how simple it is. It’s so 
remarkably effective that I can’t do without it. besides, statistical studies show evi-
dence that when companies use this matrix over a ten-year period, they not only 
grow more profitable, but they hire more people, too!”

hubert looks keenly interested. “We’re dying to hear about it,” he says.
Lila grabs a fistful of different-colored felt markers and moves to the white-

board. “all right, I’ll begin. So, you just need to fill out a chart, which I’ll do on 
the board, but you can simply use an a3-sized sheet of paper. This chart allows 
you to summarize the needs of your market according to the order qualifiers 
and the order winners of each family of products, in light of each one of the five 
cross-functional processes defined in your total-quality system. roger, could you 
please list these processes on the horizontal lines I’ve drawn on the left, while I fin-
ish drawing the columns?”

24
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roger goes to the board, takes the marker that she handed him and, refer-
ring to his own notebook, begins to write these down: Marketing/Sales, Finance, 
Supply Chain, human resources, Quality/Safety Control. 

Georgette pipes up, “Where are you going to write It?”
“It is a tool that serves all processes,” responds Lila. “If you need to improve 

It services, it’s certainly to meet the goals of one of the five cross-functional pro-
cesses. Therefore, It can appear in one or several of them.”

She draws a series of very straight vertical and horizontal lines as she carries 
on speaking. “across from each cross-functional process, you will indicate first 
actual Situation and then target—with Quantified Goals. next, you specify new 
resources needed, such as new equipment or new skills to reach this target. The 
new skills can be provided either through hiring from outside or in-house train-
ing. In this way, you’ll be able to figure out a long-term plan for ongoing train-
ing—a three-year plan is common—that will be strongly aligned with the needs of 
your market and with the goals of your company.”

having finished drawing the columns and written in the headings as she spoke 
of them, Lila turns back to face her audience. her radiant smile quickly fades when 
she sees the furrowed brows of those seated around the table. She presses on.

“as soon as it is you who decides how to reach the target, your company will 
start to act with or even upon its environment, instead of reacting as best as it can 
to it. The advantage of this simple matrix is that it allows each employee to under-
stand where the company is at, where it wants to go, and what material equipment 
and human skills it is prepared to devote to achieving its targets.”

Ivan raises his hand bravely. “Excuse me, Lila, but I’m a little bit lost, and I 
don’t think I’m the only one. I’ve already heard hubert talking about ‘order win-
ners,’ but I don’t really see what exactly these five processes are meant to cover.”

Georgette adds, “Personally, I can’t understand a thing. It’s really not clear at all.”
roger turns toward Ivan and, looking up from time to time as if reading his 

thoughts and memories off the ceiling, explains, “Thierry ambi already talked 
about the five cross-functional processes when he explained the structure of the 
It system. Marketing/sales, finance, supply chain, human resources, and quality/
safety.” 
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Ivan snorts slightly and retorts, “Excuse me, but we machine operators weren’t 
exactly privy to such secrets in those days. So, no, I never heard anything about it.”

hubert intervenes. “Can we all agree on the vocabulary that we’re going to be 
using for this work before we get started? you’ve also used the term ‘supply chain,’ 
which remains unclear to me, even though all our customers seem to talk about it 
now. I’d like to know exactly what activities it covers.”

Lila is about to answer him, but héloïse speaks up first. “It’s like we need to 
learn the theory behind the music before we all play from the same score.”

Lila waves her hands in agreement. “you’re right. I’m going a bit too quickly. 
I am sorry. Let’s look at the matrix again, this time with a concrete example: com-
mon language. We can take the human resources cross-functional process as an 
example here.” She points to the category roger had written on the board. “Our 
current situation is: ‘Lack of understanding between the various departments.’” 
She writes this down in the column entitled actual Situation, and then points to 
the next column. “What is the target?”

héloïse suggests, “When I went to visit his company, Mr. Daimo showed me a 
dictionary he always has on his desk. he says it’s to make sure he speaks the same 
language as his customers and suppliers across his supply chain. We could set our-
selves the target that before the end of the year, all our employees are familiar with 
the basic core terminology and emerging vocabulary we need to speak the same 
language across our supply chain.” 

“how can we achieve that?” asks Ivan.
“It’s absolutely necessary to avoid using jargon that makes sense only to the 

person using it,” hubert insists. 
“I’m sure Mr. Daimo’s dictionary is the one from aPICS. you can also down-

load a free smartphone app called aPICS Learn It1 to find the definitions of the 
terms from this dictionary. but it is only in English. however, it is actually a good 
idea to learn the terminology in English if you want to compete in the global mar-
ket. to understand and assimilate the basic concepts properly, you should take 
two days of training to earn certification. With your colleagues from all depart-
ments working together around the same challenge—to pass the easy certification 

1 See also APICS Dictionary: www.apics.org. aPICS is a professional association for supply chain 
management.
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exam—you’ll find yourselves motivated to learn. So, shall we start with two days 
of training?” 

Everybody nods.
“all right, then, let’s pursue that.” Lila fills in the column entitled new 

Equipment with the name of the app and goes to the next column. “For new Skills, 
let’s put ‘Introduction to the concepts, methods, and tools of supply chain man-
agement for all employees, at analyst level.’ There. now we can write in the space 
for the training plan: ‘two days’ training, broken down into four half-days.’ I will 
deliver this program in-house.” 

as she finishes writing, she adds, “because we remember only 10 percent of 
what we hear, and 25 percent of what we see, I will tell you later about a business 
simulation to experience the concepts that can help you remember 80 percent of 
them.”

While everyone takes notes, Lila carries on, “I want to take this opportunity 
to suggest we all pay a visit to a company that has improved its profitability and 
increased its international market share spectacularly in less than three years. This 
company started out exactly like yours with internal training sessions that they 
cascaded for all employees. Their story is an excellent example, and it shows that 
the keystone of excellence is the conviction that everyone can evolve thanks to 
education.”

“tell us about it,” hubert encourages, and Lila readily complies.
“Well, I know the details of this particular success story thanks to a presen-

tation given at the most recent annual conference of my professional association. 
It’s quite peculiar how they started. The president of a medium-sized business had 
some serious health problems. his children, a son and a daughter—twins, actu-
ally—had just finished their graduate studies in finance and in business, one in 
France, and the other in australia. Each of them had independently discovered 
the merits of benchmarking through their memberships with international asso-
ciations and wisely passed certifications in operations management during their 
years at university. Their volunteering activities in their respective chapters put 
them in informal contact with some of the best experts in the world. at the same 
time, they realized that aiming for sustainable excellence in managing a company 
involved more than just making slick PowerPoint presentations. Excellence is the 
result of having mastered the what, the how, and also the why. Without the why’s 
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you cannot motivate people to learn new things and to pass this knowledge on to 
others.”

Lila pauses for a moment, as if to underline the importance of what she had 
just said. 

“They took advantage of their father’s absence to gently but surely introduce 
this new mindset. They designated a project leader, who then learned best prac-
tices and became certified in order to share the language and the vision of his 
CEOs. The young man in question needed both tenacity and diplomacy. but, with 
the support of his new bosses, he succeeded in getting the entire management staff 
from all departments to participate in a diagnostic exercise led by an international 
expert. he demonstrated the effectiveness of these new methods by launching 
some pilot projects to cascade his knowledge to his colleagues, and voilà! When 
the father returned, one year later, he could scarcely recognize his own company, 
it had gained so much maturity. and furthermore, the company had hired 20 per-
cent more people to cover the revenue growth of 40 percent. The most interest-
ing fact was that inventory actually declined by 30 percent while customer service 
reached—and remains at—nearly 100 percent.”

Seeing the skeptical expressions facing her, Lila exclaims, “The best thing to 
do is to see these concrete results for yourselves. The company I’m speaking of has 
a symbolic name: Jolly. I’m not kidding! The project leader, antoine, who will soon 
become the head of the supply chain—a key position on the executive commit-
tee—hosts regular visits to the company as a way to recognize the hard work and 
achievements of the employees. antoine is ready to meet with you there. It’s not 
far, in blois, about an hour from here. are you interested?”

héloïse responds with immediate enthusiasm. “an excellent idea! We should 
all go. Seeing a truly well-organized company with my own eyes made me want 
to copy it. They all worked in harmony at Daimo. It was a pleasure to see. I will 
still start the annual employee reviews as soon as possible, in order to start fill-
ing out the multiskilled chart. but after the visit to Jolly, I will encourage as many  
follow-up reviews as needed to set and adapt suitable targets. When everyone  
sees the tangible results of applying good business practices and can use the com-
mon language they will learn through you, Lila, they’ll be able to propose the 
training the company needs them to take. We’ll continue to work on the skills and 
competitiveness plan and compare it to what the multiskills chart will tell us.”
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 “In fact, the two steps will logically complete themselves,” agrees Lila. “to 
begin next week’s training, I’m going to need you and either hubert or Ivan to 
present the needs of h. rami’s market at the very first session. The easiest thing to 
do would be to use the ‘order qualifiers and order winners’ approach. Can you pre-
pare these and present them to the participants during the first session?”

hubert answers immediately with mock formality, “The preparation is already 
done, dear madam. your colleague, Thierry, had asked me to do it. as for having 
Ivan participate with me at your first few meetings, it’s an excellent idea! It will be 
an ideal opportunity to announce Ivan’s promotion to multiskilled woodworker–
export salesman.”

“Well done, Ivan!” applauds Léon. 
“Come on, now. It’s still supposed to be a secret!” says Ivan, embarrassed. “I 

haven’t bought the champagne yet, so don’t tell everyone.” 
héloïse smiles at Lila and is about to adjourn the meeting, when Georgette 

interrupts.
“I really think we should talk about productivity. It’s all very well to plan visits 

and to organize meetings every Monday, but productivity goes down while we’re 
all doing these things. I follow all of our orders on the It system, and I can see it 
clearly. I’d be able to see things even more easily if we bought software that keeps 
track of our quality problems. It would show us plainly who was at fault for any 
defects, and we could charge the costs to the responsible department. ‘The pol-
luter pays,’ I say. Is there some way we can work this into your plan right away? The 
software company has given me a rebate that’s only valid for another two weeks.”

She straightens up stiffly. The coldness in her tone has everyone’s attention. 
héloïse looks over at Lila, encouraging her to answer.

“Georgette. We talked about this when we met last week. I tried to demon-
strate how your current system of following the costs needs to be reconsidered 
in light of ‘lean’ principles. your performance metrics by shop and by machine 
don’t reflect the improvement already achieved. The reorganization has allowed 
us to improve workflow and reduce the amount of work in production. On the 
other hand, the workers aren’t yet sufficiently multiskilled between the two shops 
to share tasks as efficiently as possible. Finally, all the different processes haven’t 
yet been mastered—the preventive maintenance system isn’t fully in place yet, and 
certain quality problems are still masked by the high work in process, even though 
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the number of factory rejects has already been greatly reduced. If you want to see 
the operational results improve in a sustainable way, it would be better, for now, 
to allow productivity go down, while we make sure that the ‘good from the start’ 
products are being made on machines that are working within their specified tol-
erances, thanks to operators who are multiskilled.”

Seeing Georgette’s stubborn expression, Lila presses on.
“I know that this reasoning overturns everything we’ve ever been taught to 

believe. It’s a disruptive paradigm, but it’s crucial to saving this company. Over the 
past thirty years its effectiveness has been proven in a number of industries. I saw 
that you have a copy of Eli Goldratt’s book The Goal in your office. trust in what 
it says. In a few weeks, you’ll see a sudden jump in productivity, once the circula-
tion of flow and the employees’ increasing competencies start to naturally balance 
themselves based on the capacity of the bottleneck. It will no longer seem neces-
sary to measure everything in exhaustive detail for each machine. but the overall 
financial performance will improve and so will cash flow.”

 Georgette’s expression doesn’t give way. Lila continues her explanation, every 
bit as patient as before.

“In any case, there is no point in measuring anything if we aren’t prepared to 
take immediate corrective action based on what we see in that measurement. you 
yourself were complaining just the other day that your scrupulous analysis of pro-
ductivity for each order hadn’t been looked at by anyone.”

roger, looking alarmed, takes a deep breath and addresses Lila with the inten-
tion of coming to Georgette’s aid. “What I don’t understand is how we are sup-
posed to ask the guys to maintain productivity machine by machine, to respect 
planning through becoming multiskilled, to keep the flow moving, and to main-
tain quality standards—all at the same time. I just don’t get it.”

“I know it feels like people are being pulled in two, or even three ways,” 
answers Lila. “Whatever they do, they’ll be found wanting in one of the other 
areas. This drives people crazy or dampens their motivation. Either way, it keeps 
them from achieving excellence. Excellence comes from an ongoing alignment of 
our goals, to make them compatible with each other.”

Ivan speaks up, his tone good-natured. “I don’t think it would be a waste of 
time to meet every Monday so that we’re all brought up to date in the same way 
and at the same time. you know how much time can be lost discussing rumors, 
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with nobody saying anything useful, or waiting for answers from the supervi-
sor in the other workshop. We never identified this as ‘red’ activity in any of our 
record-keeping, since we always charged it to the orders, but it’s ‘red’ time, all 
the same. but if we hold regular meetings, those who have something to say will 
be able to prepare in advance, knowing that the problems they discover will be 
addressed on an ongoing basis. In this way, we’ll have genuine weekly communi-
cation, and everyone will benefit.” 

héloïse speaks next, in a further effort to distract attention from Georgette’s 
scowling face and fixed eyes. 

“I’d like to ask each of you to take turns chairing the weekly meeting, if I am 
ever absent on a Monday. Even if it means writing down any questions that come 
up for me to answer the following week.”

Everyone nods and seems to agree to this idea, except Georgette. héloïse  
continues.

“now, I suggest we adjourn this meeting and schedule the next one in a month 
or two, by which time I will have finished the employee reviews, and we all will 
have done our ‘music theory’ course—that is, become familiar with the basic man-
ufacturing terms.“

héloïse and Lila stand up to let the others leave, not without noticing that 
Georgette has pushed past Léon in order to get out of the room first. When they 
are alone, each of the two women has something to say.

“two days of training on common terminology won’t be enough to help 
Georgette unlearn her old cost-accounting habits,” Lila sighs. “you’re taking a 
chance if you let her continue to have free rein over the It system. Thierry had 
started to implement an ErP system with the basic inputs. not only has Georgette 
not carried on the work that Thierry started, but she’s made some modifications of 
her own, in the name of accounting, that are ridiculously complicated. She’s made 
so many multicolored pie charts I’m surprised she doesn’t have indigestion!”

“you’re funny,” laughs héloïse. “but I don’t have the right skills to take the 
reins from her. advise me: what are the most important things I need to do with 
the It system?”

“It’s essential to keep your databases ‘clean,’ so that your inputs are as accurate 
as possible—especially the item master files including specific lead times, bills of 
material, purchase orders, customer orders, and inventory on hand. you need to 
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make sure that the information for each order is correctly entered, including the 
original request date from the customer and a realistic due date when the order is 
promised.”

recollecting her first meetings with Thierry, héloïse says, “Thierry explained 
some very precise procedures to Léon, who seems to be following them. I realized 
that during the end-of-year inventory when the accuracy was quite good. but I’m 
not sure Léon knows how to take the next step.”

“It might be worthwhile to organize a cycle-counting inventory process. We’ll 
talk more about that during the training sessions. Thierry can’t have had the time 
to train both Léon and Eric.”

héloïse sits down again, motioning to Lila to do the same. “My father was 
against continuous education. I can imagine him saying that you only had to use 
computer systems to learn how they worked. by the way, I gave that textbook 
to Ken and he downloaded the aPICS dictionary app. he’s already devoured it 
and has even translated some of it into Esperanto. I’m sure at this rate, he’ll soon 
know it by heart and could pass an exam on it easily. he’s just had his bandages 
removed, and he’s going to start physiotherapy soon. he’ll be able to go back to 
school again and will be back here in two weeks. I’ll ask him if he wants to join us 
on this factory visit.”

héloïse opens her calendar to make a note to herself before continuing. “I’ve 
read some of that book myself. It’s very interesting to understand the reasoning 
behind the advice you’ve given us. I think I should study for the certification exam 
as well, if only to force myself to read the rest of the book. I don’t think that two 
days’ of training with you will be enough for me to remember all the terms.”

“you don’t know how happy I am to hear that!” Lila exclaims. “It’s so much 
easier when heads of a company become conscious that they need to lead by exam-
ple and be the first to take the course and the exam. all the signs that the business 
is climbing out of its mourning curve are beginning to appear now. With you as 
the model for the others, the recovery will be that much quicker. It’s wonderful.”

“What exactly do you mean by ‘mourning curve’?” héloïse asks, somewhat 
perturbed. 

“It’s all a part of the change curve. I’ll tell you about it later, if you don’t mind. 
I was going to work on the weekly schedule today. The machine operators are 
probably waiting for me in the workshop. I’d like to meet with you there this after-
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noon and show you what we’ve accomplished. If everything goes as it should, the 
weekly workshop scheduling board will drastically reduce interactions with the 
It system.” 

“all right, but come to my office first, at noon, so we can have a quick lunch. I 
want to talk to you about the investigation.”

The rest of the morning passes quickly for héloïse. She’s startled when Lila appears 
in her office at the stroke of noon. She invites her to have a seat and calls yasmina 
to bring lunch.

“So, are things moving along?” asks héloïse.
“yes, I’ll have some things to show you very soon. and for you? What about 

the investigation?”
“I spoke to Pierre on the phone. he told me that, having grilled the Cuisilux 

managers the way he had, it’d probably be best if he let them cool off a bit before he 
brought them to the table.”

héloïse bursts into laughter at the expression on Lila’s face as she hears this.
“he’s going to take all the days off he’s earned at once, a total of two weeks off, 

to give them a little time to forget about him. It seems as though the atmosphere 
there has grown even worse lately. The managers are all sticking to their chairs. 
The boss apparently fired another one of them without any warning. One night 
Pierre found some of them copying their files to take home. They want to have evi-
dence of their e-mail exchanges with their boss in case he tries to implicate them 
in something. The boss is starting to get upset that Pierre is getting too friendly 
with the employees. Pierre will try to meet the guy who got fired—it may be eas-
ier to get information from him about what’s going on. he also wants to know if 
you’ve been able to contact Isabelle ambi.”

“not yet. I haven’t been able to come up with a reason to do so. but I’ve been 
thinking: whatever happened to Thierry’s son?”

“Pierre wondered the same thing. he wants to come back here and inquire 
about him. according to the information he got from his former police colleagues, 
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the boy goes to a small high school near tours. he started there last year and had 
to repeat eleventh grade. he didn’t come back after the summer holidays this year, 
at least not to that school.” 

Lila suggests “Does one of your employees perhaps have a teenager around 
the same age who might know him?”

“That’s a good idea. I may be able to use the employee reviews to ask about 
that. by the way, I’ve got a meeting set up with Christian Laurie, the head of our 
3PL who knows a bit about Cuisilux. I might be able to get some information from 
him. unfortunately, he can’t come to see us for another three weeks.”

Lila rises and moves toward the door wearing a thoughtful expression.
 “It’s good that we’re starting to get to the bottom of things. See you shortly in 

the workshop. Oh, by the way, I’ve been in touch with the Jolly company. We’re on 
to visit them any time after next week, if you’d like. tuesdays or Wednesdays are 
best for them, considering their standard weekly agenda.”

“Wow! They’re as set as a musical score.”
“true—though I always thought of them being like a Swiss watch. It’s how 

they managed to eliminate most of their management team’s time-wasting activi-
ties. For each department, they set recurring meetings that fit into each other. by 
the way, how do you plan on getting everyone there?”

“I called the mayor’s office. They’ll be able to lend us a bus, provided we can 
arrange the visit for the second week of February, while the school kids are on 
vacation.” 

Lila, her hand on the doorknob to leave the office, reflects on this. “In that 
case, let’s visit Jolly on the tuesday of that week. I suggest starting the training ses-
sions next week with an interactive business game played on the Internet. It simu-
lates how to save a company thanks to better management of its supply chains. It’s 
a lot of fun! The players form teams as company vice presidents plus a coach and 
make decisions to add value along the supply chain. There’s an immediate calcula-
tion of the return on investment after a simulated six months of the company run-
ning with each team’s decisions. We need groups of five so that everyone can play 
a role—preferably one that’s unrelated to their real job. It exercises thinking about 
other people’s points of view by stepping into their shoes, so to speak. That’s an 
essential aptitude for supply chain managers, and not only them. It will also help 
us get the most out of our visit to Jolly. What do you think?” 
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héloïse smiles in approval.
“a serious game … that’s an oxymoron. but there’s nothing like fun and games 

to help with learning. I’ve often done this in classes at the conservatory. I guess it 
will add a day to the length of the training, but it sounds like it’s worth it. It will 
save a lot of time in memorizing the new language and concepts. Sure, let’s play.”

“Wonderful! That’s settled then. I’ll get in touch with the Jolly company, and 
you can inform your people. We need to make sure everyone will be present. are 
you sure that everyone really wants to make this visit? The word is already out, so 
people will be talking about it soon.”

“I’ll make sure everyone understands that part, too,” says héloïse. “See you 
later.”

two hours later, héloïse meets Lila in the workshop. yasmina, Ivan, Léon, Eric, 
roger, and several of the machine operators, both in black and in blue, have gath-
ered around Lila, who is writing on a large whiteboard that has been divided into 
five columns for the days of the work week. héloïse approaches discreetly. The dis-
cussion is lively.

“OK. yasmina and Ivan: you tell me that the customer wants his tables deliv-
ered next week. So we need to send them out before Friday. are you sure you have 
all the components?”

“The feet will be finished this evening in the metal shop,” says Eric. “We filled 
the kanban yesterday.”

“I’ll attest to that,” adds bertrand cheerfully.
“Lineo sent out the clips yesterday,” Léon confirms. “I had their logistics man-

ager on the phone this morning. They should be here tomorrow.”
Lila turns to roger and the machine operators. “What about you, roger, and 

the woodworkers? Can you guarantee that you’ll have enough time available? Do 
you know how much time you need to put the order together?”

Jean speaks up, after glancing at roger to check he isn’t going to answer the 
question himself. “I glued the planks together last week. They’re dry now. If we 
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don’t prioritize other orders on the assembly press, one of the guys and I can put 
the tables together tomorrow and the day after. They’ll be ready to ship on Friday. 
but you can’t give me another expedited order on the assembly press. If you do, it’ll 
be a bust, and I won’t be responsible.”

“That press is a bottleneck,” héloïse calls out. 
Everyone turns to look at her. Lila elaborates on the observation. “It should 

be sufficient to verify, on a daily basis, that the order sequence at this bottleneck is 
always respected, to meet the deadlines. We’ll post the number of expected work 
hours on the workshop scheduling board, according to the list of orders that have to 
go out that week, which order is ready to be worked on, and which are still coming 
from the previous department. Theoretically, this list is decided during the previ-
ous Thursday’s flow-management meeting, after the availability of components has 
been determined and the capacity of the workshop has been verified, both on a gen-
eral level, and at the level of the specific bottleneck. Every night, you check off the 
finished orders and decide what status to give the orders received and coming into 
the bottleneck to the appropriate colored zone. That shows you the priority for what 
to do next. It’s just like what we use for the inventory, but this is for time instead. 
you will learn more about this in the training. Every morning at the stand-up meet-
ing, you need to review this workshop scheduling board. This will allow you to shift 
the multiskilled workers around according to problems encountered the day before 
in order to complete, day after day, the list of orders for the week.”

The response is immediate; everybody has something to say.
“Goodbye to those little bits of paper with changes to the schedule written on 

them that no two people seem to have at the same time,” exclaims Léon.
“and if we set up a daily scheduling board like this one in the metal shop for 

special orders, then goodbye to those changes of priority when the kanban cards 
arrive at the workstations,” Eric adds in a learned tone. “Everyone will be able to 
follow everything just by glancing at the board.”

“This looks like what Thierry was talking about doing but we never did,” notes 
Louis, with provocative irony in his blue eyes.

This last remark startles héloïse, who tries in vain to catch Lila’s attention. 
Everyone else also seems to be looking elsewhere.

“all right,” says Lila. “and I’m pretty sure he also suggested this little daily 
stand-up meeting to balance the load? If so, why didn’t you start doing this, roger?”
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Startled, roger hesitates a moment and then blurts, “Well, because Jean-Marc 
never wanted to, Georgette said it would cost us time, Léon was always stuck in 
his office, Eric had things to do in the storeroom. Look, I was the only person who 
ever kept company with Thierry in the mornings, and each time we met, your 
father suddenly wanted him for something or other that very minute. So, we held 
the meeting a few times and then stopped. Instead, Thierry and I spent all day 
chasing the orders so we could update the schedule throughout the week—even 
though, in principle, it was frozen for the week. hunting for components is not 
what I’d call a green activity, I have to say!”

héloïse resumes, somewhat anxiously, “Who is going to chair this morning 
stand-up meeting every day?” a heavy silence follows her question. after several 
long seconds, Ivan comes to héloïse’s rescue.

“Thierry also suggested that we visit another company to learn good prac-
tices. Things we should copy here. but, it was said that it would cost us too much 
time. This time, we don’t want to miss our chance. We’ve discussed it and propose 
to catch up the time by working a little bit more each day. We think that is a win-
win because we’ll be learning something new and having fun at the same time. We 
all agree. you can ask at the general information meeting on Monday.”

héloïse is flabbergasted. 
Lila wraps up, smiling. “OK. I think that just about does it for the buffer board. 

I’d suggest you try it out this week. When I come back I will meet with you to 
check everything is fine. as to how to use the colors and run the morning stand-up 
meeting, we’ll talk about that during the training sessions. Prepare yourselves to 
have some fun with the serious game! you’re all going to drink orange juice!”

Everyone disperses. héloïse heads back to her office, followed by Lila. The 
novice CEO seems a little bit preoccupied as she closes the door behind them.

“how many more days of consulting do you have left with us?” she asks.
“today will be my sixth. add to that the two-and-a-half days of training and 

the visit to Jolly, I’ll be at nine and a half. In principle we had agreed to ten.”
héloïse hesitates for a moment and then turns to look Lila straight in the eyes. 

“That’s what I thought. you’re not trying to convince me to extend your time by 
any chance, are you?”

Lila is visibly shaken by this. She takes a deep breath and responds without drop-
ping her gaze. “are you accusing me of trying to manipulate you for my own ends?”
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héloïse also takes a big breath, and then lets out a sigh. “no. It would be very 
foolish of me to accuse you of trying to manipulate us. you’re doing exactly what 
I asked you to do, so that we could adopt good business practices without hav-
ing to try out all the bad ones first. you’re moving us along so quickly and you’re 
very demanding, but on the other hand, how am I going to carry on when you’re 
no longer with us? Even if I did want to extend your time—which, in fact, I do—I 
can’t. We don’t have the financial means and the steps you’ve had us take haven’t 
borne fruit yet … that is, they haven’t yet even repaid the investment that your fees 
represent.”

Lila sits down and answers quietly. “I want you to understand that I’m just as 
impatient as you are to see results. I understand your financial worries all too well. 
They’re perfectly legitimate. In the first place, you will have to rebuild your cash 
reserves. and, second, you’ll have to think about the ‘after-Lila’ days. These are two 
different problems. as far as cash flow goes, it seems to me that you don’t receive 
payment from your customers quickly enough. On the other hand, you always 
seem to pay your suppliers right on time. This imbalance is going to hurt your cash 
reserves and increase your reliance on your credit line.”

“Why did you say we ‘seem’ to pay?”
“because I don’t have access to your accounting data.”
Seeing héloïse’s surprise, Lila explains, “Let’s just say that it would take me far 

too long to obtain them from Georgette. I’ve noticed that she and Léon regularly 
settle the payments to your suppliers, while I never see her working with Ivan. It’s 
normal for an honest company to pay its suppliers on time, and it is smart to pro-
tect material availability. but your customers need to do the same for you. Only a 
close collaboration between accounting and sales can make this happen.”

“and hubert? Why isn’t he involved in this?” 
“hubert confided to me that, in your father’s time, he had made the habit 

of spending as little time as possible at the factory. he was OK to come to the 
monthly S&OP meetings that ensured availability of all the resources for produc-
tion. It’s in his own best interests to do so—or in his customers’ best interests, 
which, for him, is the same thing. but, since those monthly meetings have stopped, 
I’m not really sure how his department interacts with the others. Maybe you could 
revive the monthly meeting to just start the process of coordination of the differ-
ent departments with your vision to motivate them.” 
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unsure of how to interpret héloïse’s suddenly raised brows, Lila contin-
ues, “and at the very least, you should regularly touch base with Georgette and 
Ivan about timely payments from customers. That’s also part of being in sales. It 
will improve your cash flow in the short term. In the mid-term, I’m not worried 
for you. The reduction in quality-related costs and in general red activities since 
January will start to show up on your bottom line as soon as your work in process 
is completed.”

“When will that be?”
Lila hesitates. “as long as there is unnecessary work in process, there will be 

a risk of encountering problems and, therefore, of productivity loss. you need to 
leverage the buffer boards to push your multiskilled workers to do the work that 
needs to be done and not the work they’d rather be doing. you also need to reduce 
the lot sizes of what you manufacture and purchase and—of course—negotiate 
your prices. It’s a shame that Léon can only speak French. It’s essential that buyers, 
just like salesmen, speak many languages. Saving money in purchasing is, without 
doubt, one of the most significant reductions in spending you can make. Finally, 
if you make these decisions between now and the end of March, your financial 
results will improve on the obvious condition that you also win more orders to 
turn productivity gains into value-added activities.”

héloïse begins to look worried again. “and the after-Lila time? What will that 
be like?”

“Well, in fact I can’t extend my time with you any further. It’s actually quite 
unusual for me to work with a company this intensely. but I’m doing it at the 
request of Isabelle ambi because you are in a most difficult position. In principle, 
I prefer to guide managers and their teams by allowing them the time to adapt to 
the new tools they have as a result of their education and training. It’s much more 
effective that way. I’ve had to trade some of my consulting days to a network col-
league of mine so that I could work with your company. I want to let you know that 
I’ll be on vacation from the third week of February.”

héloïse sinks into her chair with a sigh. 
Lila continues, “I don’t have a ready-made solution to propose that will 

reassure you about the after-Lila period. That depends on what we’re both able 
to learn—you from your individual interviews, and me during my training ses-
sions. Excellence happens when your tools and processes are aligned with a shared 
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vision, when there’s an understanding of the ‘why’ behind the actions that allow 
you to delegate tasks more effectively. right now, the question remains just how 
motivated your employees are to take on more responsibilities and whether they 
have the skills to do so.”

Lila draws three circles on one corner of the chart and pauses for a moment to 
look at héloïse, who is slowly nodding her head.

“Ken is going to play a crucial role in making this company more competitive, 
as the flow ‘pilot,’ now that he understands so much from all the reading he did 
during his recovery. you will need to give him time to get his bearings in relation 
to his colleagues. but what’s most important is your own motivation and your abil-
ity to construct a vision of the future of your company and to communicate this 
vision to your colleagues with enthusiasm. you’ll need to demonstrate this vision 
yourself, and lead by example to build their confidence. Theirs, and that of your 
customers, your suppliers, your bankers, the mayor of the village—that is, every-
one who shares your interests. you can only change other peoples’ behavior if you 
change your own first—” 

héloïse interrupts. “What I’m looking for is the balance in authority—like 
when I’m leading my string quartet, and the music sounds true. I feel that this 
comes through my own personal development.”

Lila smiles. “yes. Personal development is an act of courtesy to others. to start 
climbing up the change curve together, everyone has to start climbing up indi-
vidually first. There are tools based on solid ethical practices that can help. take 
neuro-Linguistic Programming, nLP, for example. I’ve prepared some notes for 
you on the question of management integrity in business and the necessary per-
sonal development needed by managers who want to adopt it. you may also want 
to read the principles of nLP. you’ll find them interesting. and I’ve summarized 
the steps of the change curve, so that you’ll be ready for them when they happen.” 

as Lila takes a sheet of paper from her red bag, héloïse says, “Thank you for 
being so frank with me, Lila. It’s allowed us to broach some essential subjects. I 
have to go now, and it’s nearly time for your train. Let me take you to the station. 
you can explain this whole ‘change curve’ thing to me in the car.”

Darkness is already falling as the two women quickly exit the factory. They 
have barely gotten into the car when Lila picks up the thread of her explanation.

29
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“The idea is based on the premise that every change that takes place within 
a human system will invariably disturb the interactions between all actors in the 
system. Since most people are afraid of the unknown, they are reluctant to change 
their present state and to mourn it. Even if it is unpleasant, they prefer their pres-
ent state to a future state that they aren’t able to imagine. very few people are 
capable of leaping into the unknown—except, perhaps, for the great adventur-
ers … but there are only a handful of these per century. The others spontaneously 
resist change, and make the system even more rigid. We’ve known since Darwin’s 
day that it isn’t the strongest species that survives, but rather those that best adapt 
to change.”

“I understand perfectly what you’re trying to say,” says héloïse, steering 
around a curve.

“Once a change has been announced, the people implicated—or even simply 
concerned—will resist the change in different ways. Through worry, denial, anger, 
rebellion, frustration, opposition, discouragement, sadness. but it isn’t actually the 
things themselves that frighten people, but rather the way they see them. Once 
they’re finished expressing the anxieties that obstruct their vision, and they can see 
where it is you want to take them, their courage returns and they start to climb the 
curve. If their mourning process was properly managed, then productivity climbs 
again, spectacularly.” 

“as though you need to clean the filter through which they see the future?” 
ventures héloïse.

“Exactly! and that’s just what I’m helping them do right now. Our limits are 
really only our representations of our limits. I don’t think that this ‘cleaning’—
this kind of psychological 5 S—has been achieved for everyone yet. however, in a 
few weeks, when it is achieved, you will all be able to follow the path on your own. 
you’ll also need to continue with training, obviously, since ‘no problem can be 
solved at the same level of thinking that created it.’”2

héloïse agrees and then asks, “and once the mourning for the old ways is over, 
how long will it take before we’ve surpassed our old performance levels and begin 
to get the return on investment of this global approach?”

2 From albert Einstein, a Swiss-american physicist.
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“The entire process rarely takes less than a year to get its return on investment. 
at the end of four seasons the changes will be fully digested, and you will continue 
to make ongoing gains. Provided—and I’ll repeat this—provided that you con-
tinue to get new orders, so that you can recycle productivity increases into added 
value for your customers. and also provided that you maintain your organization 
through regular assessments.”

“My father died at the end of last June …”
“yes. and you’ve been through some other dramatic events since. The disap-

pearance of Thierry—which remains a taboo subject—Ken’s accident, the depar-
ture of Jean-Marc, the reorganization of the workshop. For certain people, these 
events may have accelerated the mourning curve journey. For others, they may 
have slowed it down. This cannot be put into an equation. but it poses a problem 
for those who think that what can’t be measured doesn’t really exist.” 

The car stops at a traffic light before the bridge across the Loire. héloïse looks 
worried. “and how does roger fit into all this? I’m not sure whether I should let 
him conduct his annual employee reviews alone, as shop manager, or whether I 
should do them with him or without him. If I do them with him, it means I’ll also 
have to do yasmina’s with Georgette. That’ll be a lot of work.”

“What do you think?”
héloïse shrugs and replies spontaneously. “honestly, I don’t see the point of all 

these hierarchical levels. anyway, the people in charge used to refer to my father 
for all management decisions, and they’ve kept in this habit with me, too.”

“and does this suit you?”
héloïse takes a moment or two to reflect. “yes. to be frank, I don’t really want 

to share this power. They have power over the technical decisions. but I want to 
continue being the one who sets the tempo in the relationship with my ‘human 
resources,’ as they say.”

Lila smiles. “Well just tell them so directly. I wouldn’t be surprised if they were 
relieved to hear you say it. Especially roger. There’s nothing more inhibiting than 
having responsibility without having the power that goes with it.”

“I’ll ask roger what he thinks. If he agrees with me, then so much the better. If 
he doesn’t, then I’ll explain my reasons.”

“asking him first will give you a chance to understand him better, without 
letting him be influenced by what you think. and you can always change your 
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mind, if he offers good arguments.” Lila finishes on a solemn note. “In devot-
ing time to each of your employees, you’ll demonstrate that they are your most 
important resource. because, just as in private life there is no such thing as love, 
only expression of love,3 in business, there is no such thing as consideration for 
people, only proof of consideration. What makes the difference between charis-
matic managers and the rest of them is that they are the change that they want to 
see in the world.”4 

When héloïse drops Lila off at the station, she waves goodbye to her warmly. 
Then, she hurries to the conservatory to give a class. She is only too happy to 
change gears.

as planned, the next day héloïse begins her series of employee reviews and easily 
schedules at least one per day for each of the ten days before the visit to Jolly. She 
feels as though she is discovering her employees for the first time as they talk one-
on-one, in a calm and relaxed atmosphere. Some of them spontaneously broach 
topics that go far beyond their own jobs. Others are more reserved. but all of them 
demonstrate a loyalty to the company that héloïse finds touching. For most of the 
employees it is their first invitation into the boss’s office. They are clearly intimi-
dated when entering the room.

In the beginning, héloïse finds it difficult to keep the interviews within a max-
imum of one hour, as Lila advised. The discussions lack a certain rhythm, because 
héloïse has not yet mastered the agenda. Some of the machine operators don’t 
have even a single idea for individual or team goals. She leaves some lines blank 
and proposes that they think about those questions and come back to her. but she 
soon realizes that this incomplete conversation puts them in an awkward position, 
left alone with such important concerns as “Will my job stay the same in the years 
to come?” or “Will we continue making furniture for boats?”

3 From Jean Cocteau, a French poet and writer.
4 From M. K. Gandhi, an Indian political leader and spiritual guide.
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She phones Lila to ask how she can reassure the employees even when she 
doesn’t have clear answers for their questions. Something clicks for her when 
Lila reminds her that an employee review is not a game of questions-and- 
answers. It is rather a chance to share information in order to add value to their 
work as a team. 

“Managing people isn’t about making promises about the future. It’s about 
preparing your team to overcome obstacles to reach the target. Managing is also 
about evolving the target as the situation demands it. you’ll often find that employ-
ees are more likely to first realize when this is. but then you’ll have to know how 
to listen to them.”

From then on, héloïse responds clearly during the interviews, when asked, 
that she can’t say whether the products would need the same number of hours of 
drilling in future years, nor whether installing the boutique custom-product line 
would require more frequent travel. however, she does confirm that the future will 
bring more and more changes, and she asks her employees how they wish to pre-
pare for these. Little by little, she grows more relaxed and no longer mentally pre-
pares her answers. as a result she finds herself better able to listen and therefore 
really hear what her employees have to say. She now can spontaneously find the 
answer that reassures them because her sincerity comes naturally. 

a number of the machine operators make unexpected suggestions, and she 
notes these with particular interest. 

“Can we bring our families to visit the factory, now that it’s so beautifully 
cleaned up?” “Can we go with Ivan on one of his sales calls, to hear what the cus-
tomers expect of us in their own words?” “Can we visit the wholesalers to see how 
they prepare different types of wood, so that we can work with ours better?” 

The drivers raymond and Patrice ask, “Can we participate in the meetings 
about new products, so we don’t run into problems when we install them at the 
customers’?”

héloïse agrees to their suggestion and expands on it. They could take each of 
their co-workers on a visit to a customer site at least once a year—starting with 
those people, such as héloïse, who have never been before.

When an interview goes particularly well, héloïse asks the employee about 
their children. With two workers who each have teenagers around seventeen years 
old, she ventures to ask if they might know Thierry ambi’s son. Somewhat startled 
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by this question, each answers with instinctive evasiveness. It is plain to héloïse 
that Lila was right when she said that the subject of Thierry remains taboo.

at the general information meeting the following Monday, héloïse notices 
that the workers—especially the metalworkers—ask more questions. Following 
through on Ivan’s suggestion, she asks them to confirm that they all agree 
with the idea of visiting the Jolly factory as a day off. The workers’ approval is  
unanimous.

The next day, tuesday, Lila is back and ready to introduce the h. rami employees 
to the training sessions that will use the “serious game.” She explained to héloïse 
that this business simulation would help everyone to intuitively understand what 
they were going to experience later. 

“highlighting the similarities between this simulation and the real-life situa-
tion at Jolly, when we visit there, will be an eye-opener and will facilitate everyone’s 
acceptance of new paradigms. after the visit, we’ll save a lot of time going from 
the theory presented during the two days of training leading to the practice when 
reorganizing h. rami.” 

héloïse was easily convinced.
There are just enough days left before the training started to form two groups 

so everyone could play the “serious game.” With the workload still being low, they 
could invest the time this way, despite the short notice.

“There is no better way to use idle time than learning new things,” héloïse 
explained the previous day, during the Monday information meeting. She was 
amused to see the growing curiosity following her announcement that everyone 
would play a game, but “seriously.”

roger, Georgette, Ivan, Eric, and one of the drivers, Patrice, were allocated 
to the first group with five of the workers from both sides of the workshop: Jean, 
Louis, rachid, bertrand, and Martin. On the second day, héloïse, Léon, yasmina, 
hubert, and the other driver, raymond, would form the second group with the 
remaining eight workers. 
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Standing in front of her first group of ten employees, who sit side by side along 
one side of a table in the meeting room, Lila announces, “before we start to play 
the business simulation, let’s quickly discover the magical power of ‘buffers’ with a 
game called Dédé. Imagine each of you is running a workstation that can produce 
between one and six widgets per day on a random basis.” 

She gives a die and four bingo chips to each of the ten participants.
“We have a total of ten workstations side by side. Each of you will roll your die. 

The number you get will determine how much you’ll produce, and you will trans-
fer this number of chips to the next workstation. If you don’t have enough chips, 
you transfer what you have. The last workstation rolls the die for the customer 
demand, and this is what you should deliver.”

Eric laughs. “between one and six! That’s a bigger variability than ours—even 
when we have a supplier shortage and a machine breakdown at the same time!” 

he stops laughing when he sees Jojo’s ironic smile. 
“OK, that’s not true,” Eric concedes. “We actually can do as bad as that. 

Sometimes even worse.” 
They all touch their chips and exchange uncomfortable looks.
“Who is Dédé?” asks Jean.
Lila gives him a big smile. “Dédé is a very good friend of mine. his parents are 

alchemists. Their garden is full of trees with golden fruits. They know how to turn 
lead into gold, and they shared the secret with Dédé when he was a child. Dédé is 
now sharing it with the world through turning bingo chips into gold coins.”

Jean is looking at her with his usual moon-face.
Lila explains, “Don’t worry about the color of the chips. Just imagine value is 

added to the chips at each workstation, as if by some secret and invisible substance. 
now, can you tell me what is the average daily production of each workstation?” 

Patrice answers before anyone else even starts thinking: “One plus two plus 
three plus four plus five plus six equals twenty-one. Divided by six equals three 
point five per day.” 

“OK, now how much can you produce after ten days knowing that all the 
chips must go through every workstation before being delivered to the customer 
as golden coins?” 

Patrice again swiftly answers. “Thirty-five, if we don’t have supply shortages.”
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Lila smiles. “We have an expert in the room. yes, as Eric suggested, to make 
it easier, there will be no supplier variability. The first workstation will get all it 
needs. Let’s start producing! Go ahead, roll your dice. If you get a three, then three 
chips go to the next workstation, if you get a five or a six, on first round, you will 
transfer only four chips—that’s all you have. you pass your amount of chips to the 
next station, up to what you have in front of you before receiving the new produc-
tion from the previous workstation. The last workstation will record the number 
of missed deliveries to the final customer.”

Everyone is quiet as they start the game, but the silence is soon interrupted 
with comments, such as, “Look at this big buildup you have there. and at the same 
time I cannot produce because I don’t have enough supply. What a pity.” 

after ten rounds, the last workstation has delivered twenty-eight out of the 
thirty-five required, with seven stock outs. together, the players have fifty chips in 
front of them, representing the work in process.

Lila asks, “Why did you only produce twenty-eight, and not the thirty-five 
promised to the customer?”

Georgette, who hasn’t said a word since the beginning of the game, slowly lifts 
her hand and waits for Lila to nod for her to speak. “because of the variability of 
production at each of the workstations and also because of the variability of the 
supply from the previous workstation. you know, if I have given all my chips to 
the next station and receive only three but roll a five, I can’t do as much as I could. 
because it’s not only the production of my workstation that varies. My supply also 
varies. and these variabilities are obviously not balanced.”

Ivan looks up and down the production line of co-workers. “The next ques-
tion is, what can we do to produce more?”

Eric is faster than Patrice this time. “Let’s put a buffer of chips at the last work-
station to absorb the upstream variability and improve delivery to the final cus-
tomer—the one who pay our salaries.”

Lila gathers all fifty work-in-process chips from workstations 2 through 10 and 
replies, “OK, let’s reinvest only some of this large work in process. I will again give 
four chips to each of workstations 2 to 10. That’s four times nine—thirty-six—and 
I have fifty. I will invest half of the difference—seven—at the last workstation. Let’s 
play for another ten rounds exactly as we did the first time and see what happens.”
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at the end of another ten rounds they have produced thirty-seven chips, with 
no stock outs. 

Lila says, “Lesson learned! When you invest wisely in a buffer, at the right 
position and with the right quantity, you can produce more with less inventory in 
the whole system. Isn’t it great?” 

She smiles as she looks at the faces. Some return her smile while others look 
doubtful.

Lila continues, “This was a simple exercise to demonstrate the almost magi-
cal impact of buffers in a supply chain. We are now going to play a more advanced 
“serious game.” This is a web-based business simulation that lets you experience 
the management of a fruit juice company.”

Lila starts by showing a video in which a passionate, but rather exhausted- 
looking man, a CEO named bob, explains with a soft Dutch accent but in voice full 
of determination that one of his companies is the weakest link in the supply chain. 
This subsidiary makes and distributes orange juice but is losing money because of 
the poor performance of its supply chain activities. It is too small, he says, to sur-
vive in a very competitive environment. It needs to grow quickly. bob is hiring a 
team of vice presidents to save and grow this business in the long term. 

“bob gives you”—Lila points her finger at each person in turn—“complete 
freedom to make radical changes to adapt the entire supply chain and to imple-
ment whatever strategic and tactical decisions you think are required—as long as 
their return on investment is as high as possible. are you ready for the challenge?”

The ten participants are a bit perplexed. Lila has to repeat the question before 
they give her a timid nod. They hesitate when she asks them to shift into two 
groups of five, and to each take a role—“preferably not related to the one you have 
in real life”—as either a vice president of sales, purchasing, operations, or sup-
ply chain or a coach. They finally accept the challenge, take their seats, and open 
their laptops to log on to a colorful website. They discover that both teams begin in 
exactly in the same financial situation: their company is losing the same amount of 
money—and it is not a small amount!

Lila guides them to discover each person’s chosen role and directs their atten-
tion back to the large screen on the wall that displays the company’s profit-and-
loss sheet and plenty of reports from the last six months. Each vice president can 
make decisions according to their role. For example, the contract terms with cus-
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tomers and suppliers can be changed, thus altering service levels, lead times, and 
prices. They can adjust the size of the inbound or outbound warehouses. They can 
even hire temporary workers to add a third shift at the bottling line and train them 
to solve problems or to reduce setup time. 

as in real life, the long-term effects of their decisions on supply chain and 
financial performances can only be imagined. at the end of the round, once all 
decisions are made, they have to wait a few minutes that represent six virtual 
months for the results, so that they can analyze their return on investment.

Lila is just starting to explain the content of the role of the supply chain vice 
president, when the players discover familiar images of green/yellow/red buffers 
for raw materials and finished products.

Eric, who plays this role for his team, goes from one of his screens to the other 
with growing excitement. “We met these colorful buffers before, during the new 
layout project, but I don’t know how to calculate the amount of inventory for each 
of the colors. are we going to learn that now?”

Georgette, the other team’s supply chain vice president, has quite a different 
reaction. “Can we calculate the return on investment before we decide how much 
inventory to invest in these buffers?” she asks anxiously. 

Lila smiles. “I won’t explain much today about the principles behind these 
buffers because I will do it during our training sessions. but you have the expla-
nation of how to calculate the red and the green parts in the information section 
you’ll see on your screen. There you can also find definitions of all other technical 
terms. They comply with the aPICS dictionary.”

She turns to the others. “I propose we first play three rounds with this prior-
ity: to stop losing money on penalties and on obsolete products. Then each team 
can imagine what strategy the CEO decided to implement in order to grow the 
revenue of the company. Different strategies can be successful as long as the tac-
tics are consistent and the operations are aligned. Pay attention to the sensitivity of 
your customers to the services you can negotiate in their contracts. Managing sup-
ply chains starts with knowing as much as you can about your customers’ expec-
tations. Of course, you can read about your customers on the support screens. all 
of you can also access the details of the financial results per customer and for the 
company as a whole, because your vice president of finance is not here today to 
answer your questions.”
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Lila pauses. Everyone seems frozen in front of their screens. “Make a few deci-
sions in the next hour or so, and then I’ll calculate your financial results.”

a deep silence has fallen in the room. Then the strong personalities take the 
lead. Ivan, on team 1 with Georgette, proposes an agenda for the next hour with 
time for sharing and time for each team member to do their own work. In team 
2, Eric wants to look at the information needed to calculate the buffers of raw 
material, while roger tries to understand the difference between a “buffer” and a 
“safety stock” of finished goods. Patrice, Louis, and Jean just stare at their screens 
in silence.

after an hour, Lila stops the first round and calculates the results. team 2’s 
results are still negative and Patrice and Louis are very upset about it. 

“We had to make many decisions at the end, such as hiring several employ-
ees to reduce the cost of temp workers, and we selected very cheap suppliers,”  
Patrice says. 

roger who has the role of their team’s coach, murmurs, “Maybe we made too 
many decisions without any coordination …” 

Georgette stops scratching the red patch on her hand when they discover that, 
for team 1, the results are already positive. 

“how did you do that?” asks Lila with admiration. 
Ivan, team 1’s coach, answers, “We decided to be very aggressive with the per-

formance toward all of our customers, thanks to strong finished-product buffers. 
Our strategy was to be the best company for service level, so we could attract more 
demand even if it was highly variable. We made only a few other decisions.”

bertrand jumps in, “and we started by introducing preventive maintenance, 
because we wanted machines that worked properly.” 

Georgette interrupts in a severe tone: “I hope this high investment to stabilize 
our supply chain will continue to pay off in the next round.”

Martin, who played the vice president of purchasing in team 1, speaks in a 
firm voice. “as for the raw materials, we also decided to protect our internal supply 
chain with strong buffers because I didn’t have enough time to look at alternative 
reliable suppliers. In the next round, we will replace those who cannot support our 
supply chain with the same level of excellence we want to deliver to our customers. 
Then we will be able to reduce the raw-material buffers—especially the red safety 
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part that protects against variability. We will adjust this red part according to the 
length of the supply chain of each of the suppliers.”

Ivan murmurs, “Well this fruit juice company is not called h. rami. here  
we can take initiatives in operations as long as they are aligned with our clear  
strategy.”

Lila starts the second round, and this time all players participate as if they had 
always been involved with the fruit juice industry. Ivan takes a flipchart and starts 
writing a kind of decision process with the contribution of all his team members.

team 2 struggles with internal disagreements. Louis, still upset with the neg-
ative result of the first round, suspects a mistake in the calculation. Patrice wants 
to investigate the freight cost and change them to “full truck load,” but Jean, who is 
operations vice president, doesn’t want to increase the number of pallet locations 
of his warehouse. roger is looking at how to adjust the service level of each of the 
customers to the level of maturity of the processes. together with Eric, he extracts 
several metrics into a spreadsheet to compare them more easily.

The result of the second round is not surprising: team 1 has increased the 
rOI, and team 2 has decreased it even further.

Lila decides that team 2 is going to hire a new coach. She asks Ivan to switch 
places with roger. 

Georgette welcomes roger to team 1 with a shrill voice: “as long as we keep 
our decision process and start with the financial analysis, I don’t mind.”  

Ivan takes his place among his new team members, who seem to hesitate 
between welcoming and rejecting him. 

but he begins with confidence, proposing, “Let’s see if we can beat them with 
a different strategy that also serves our customers perfectly.” 

he takes the flipchart and starts writing down the same decision-making pro-
cess he created with his previous team.

at the end of the day, both teams have positive results, but team 2 still doesn’t 
beat team 1.

Lila’s conclusion is brief: “If you want to manage a competitive supply chain, 
in order to gain new markets and increase your rOI, build it with robust and 
aligned suppliers, distributors, and internal processes. and be reliable and gener-
ous with your customers: they will demand more and more.”
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In the meantime, héloïse has become increasingly pleased with the quality of the 
conversations during the employee reviews. her interview with Léon had been 
especially rewarding. he had talked at length about the targets set by Thierry some 
months before. These were mainly about improving the reliability of their suppli-
ers’ delivery lead times. Léon was quite proud, since he had already managed to 
make progress with some of them, “despite the fact that we don’t have a logistics 
manager … um, excuse me, I mean a supply chain manager,” he concluded, stam-
mering a little. 

however, héloïse’s interviews with Georgette and roger had been, she tells 
Lila frankly, somewhat disappointing. neither one proposed any targets, and both 
were painfully silent on the subject of the multiskills chart. héloïse had suggested 
a follow-up with each of them and asked them to let her know when they were 
ready for it.

Several days later, the twenty employees of the h. rami company meet at eight 
o’clock in the morning in the parking lot for the bus trip to the Jolly factory, an 
hour north of tours. Ken is also there, wearing a cast around his thumb.

The jokes begin when they see the sign in the rear window of the bus that 
reads Caution! Children on board. Each of them has brought along a small bun-
dle of food and some hot coffee, since the mid-February weather is quite cold, and 
they wanted to have breakfast before starting the visit. a half-hour into the drive, 
the delicious smell of goat cheese wafts through the bus. yasmina turns to see 
where it is coming from.

“you should at least wait until we pull over so that you can share it with every-
one,” she exclaims.

“but we haven’t done anything,” Jean protests. “Those bags aren’t airtight. It’s 
the heat that’s to blame.”
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after several peals of laughter, the voyage continues more quietly. Most of the 
passengers are lulled half-asleep. The thought of this visit delights héloïse, as it 
reminds her of her discovery of the Finnish factory.

“I hope everyone understands what they’re going to see,” she says to Lila,  
anxiously. 

“I’m sure they’re going to appreciate it,” murmurs Lila, drowsily. “I’ve checked 
with the supply chain project leader. They practice visual management throughout 
their site, as you’ll see. This allows new employees as well as visitors to understand 
what it is that they’re seeing.” 

The site visit takes six hours, plus an hour for lunch in the cafeteria, but at no time 
does héloïse sense that her colleagues’ attention is flagging.

antoine, the project leader, a slim athletic young man wearing a crisp white 
shirt with the company logo on the chest, has organized the visit well. he invites 
them into a meeting room with a broad smile, where he makes a presentation on 
the company’s activities: the design and construction of small engines for the con-
struction industry. This takes less than half an hour. Then antoine divides the vis-
itors into three groups so that they, with the help of two of his colleagues, can be 
given a general overview of the shop floor. two and a half hours later they are all 
back in the meeting room and, using just a few, very clear slides, he shows them 
the main steps involved in the company’s approach to excellence, based on the 
principles of flow. 

“you know, we all read The Goal. That book really helped us to implement a 
common culture,” antoine says. “I became addicted to flow management after 
reading it.” 

héloïse’s face brightens at this evocation, and she ventures the first question as 
soon as the presentation is over. “What persuaded you to have all your employees 
get involved in the process from the very beginning?”

“Our young CEOs, the son and daughter of Mr. Jolly, understood very 
quickly that we didn’t have much choice if the company was going to survive, 
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and they told us so directly. traveling through asia, they soon realized our inter-
national competitors sell the same products that we do, at half our price. Luckily 
they realized this before asian products flooded the European market. So every-
one here agreed to reduce work hours and salaries, so that we could avoid layoffs. 
Finally, when the orders started to come back, everyone got back to work in the 
shop—including people from management and administration. Our visual flow- 
management methodology has helped a lot here. It is very easy to get started, 
even if you don’t know much about planning and scheduling. Thanks to this 
teamwork between our shop employees and our office staff, we were even able to 
eventually hire new people.”

“how were you able to succeed in changing the general mindset so radically?” 
asked Lila, even though she’d promised herself not to say anything.

“We used two simple but very systematic methods. First, we tested any 
changes that were proposed by using pilot projects supported by Excel in order 
for people to understand the logic of the calculations. These helped us to visu-
alize the changes, and to determine whether or not they would work in practice. 
Second, the experiences were communicated to all affected personnel by an enthu-
siastic team of in-house trainers. The investment in the training of those trainers 
has paved the way for multiskilling, and this eliminated organizational silos. We 
trained about 15 percent of our employees to be trainers. Then, when we wanted 
to change something, all we had to do was explain what we had in mind to our 
twelve internal trainers. Starting the very next day, they were able to teach eighty 
other people what to do, accurately and efficiently, in small groups of six or seven. 

“This organization, which complemented our hierarchical structure, com-
pletely changed the relationships in the company. Internal trainers became our 
catalyst for continuous improvement. Every time they taught, the fresh eyes of the 
learners put everything into question again. The trainers would take this opportu-
nity to bring our policies and procedures up to date with the help of procedure and 
total-quality assistants. Some of them experienced a kind of professional rebirth, 
sometimes on the eve of their retirement. We all became agile in our thinking and 
therefore in our behaviors. now we solve problems as a team by considering them 
opportunities for improvement, rather than looking for a scapegoat.”

“how did you improve your customers’ satisfaction to the point that it 
increased your sales figures by so much?” asks roger, eagerly.
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“From the beginning, we structured our approach to planning by implement-
ing a ‘demand driven adaptive system’ including the demand driven S&OP, or 
DDS&OP, process and the flow-management process. along with our stand-up 
meeting every morning, our monthly and weekly meetings structure the ongoing 
processes as a real ritual of communication. as a matter of fact, the DDS&OP pro-
cess retains most of the legacy of the well-known S&OP process, which is supposed 
to be fully cross-functional. but it adds the connections to demand driven opera-
tions. Indeed we immediately began using this planning and execution methodol-
ogy to implement our strategy and make sure, thanks to a systematic feedback loop, 
that not only were operations aligned with strategy but also that strategy could 
adapt based on our new capabilities and market demands. after the first year, we 
were able to create a realistic budget, because it was based on the DDS&OP output. 
This way, we were truly oriented to successfully serve our customers’ demands. and 
with the finance department involved in all steps, we knew the impact to the busi-
ness plan. One can’t exist without the other, you know,” antoine insists. 

he checks with a glance that everyone is still with him, and then continues. 
“Thanks to a sufficient horizon, this process allowed us to better anticipate the 

needed resources to conquer new markets, instead of submitting passively to their 
ups and downs. but it also brought the same rigor to every level of responsibility 
within the company—from strategic planning to operational execution. 

“at every meeting, we turn the wheel of PDCa—Plan, Do, Check, act—to 
explain the main gaps between the planned and the actual. Each wheel is con-
nected to the next wheel—sort of like a gear. The manufacturing capability is 
developed from the strategy through the business plan with the target metrics into 
DDS&OP. The closed feedback loop from DDS&OP tells us how well our capabil-
ity is performing with the relevant metrics so we can adapt our current capability 
and then project the future business plan. These data are displayed using a statisti-
cal process control, or SPC, run chart to make things more visible. Then we decide 
on three main actions we will take immediately after the meeting to reduce the 
variance and improve the flow. 

“The DDS&OP process is like the knee: it articulates what comes from the 
head—the ideas from the senior management team—to give movement to the feet 
on the ground. ‘relevant visibility’—that’s the magic potion for real continuous 
improvement.”

30
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“What has contributed the most to reducing your product cost per unit?” 
Georgette asks.

Their young guide grimaces and tries to smile while shaking his head. “That 
was probably the biggest mindset for us to change. We don’t focus directly on 
product cost per unit—it is not relevant. Our primary focus is on improving flow. 
The better the flow, the higher the rOI. however, the unit costs did not nec-
essarily decrease, according to the standard accounting system, because these 
are fully loaded costs with overhead which can’t be changed in the short term. 
We did reduce our total-quality-related costs by half and were able to get rid of 
most of our waste by attacking the root causes. Then, we had our main customers 
and suppliers take part in projects together with us, with the same mindset. and 
then we found our colleagues’ imaginations were almost limitless when it came 
to reducing setup time. The manufacturing lot sizes and the amount of product 
on the assembly line were progressively reduced. This really helped create bet-
ter flow. We prioritized the projects based on overall flow. We were also able to 
reduce our inventory of finished products, and as a result our supply of compo-
nents got smaller too.” 

“how have your main performance metrics evolved over the past two years?” 
asks héloïse.

“Our sales figures have grown by 40 percent, even though the number of 
employees has only grown by 20 percent. Our inventory and work in process has 
decreased by 50 percent. Our profit margins are up by 80 percent, and our cus-
tomer satisfaction level fluctuates between 98 and 100 percent,” answers antoine 
with calm modesty.

“What has all this cost you?” asks Georgette.
Smiling again he explains, “This wasn’t a cost; this was an investment with an 

expected rOI. The actual rOI exceeded our expectations. The cash came from 
reducing the non-value-added inventory. We had a training plan, spread over 
three years, which represents 5 percent of our labor cost. That’s an average fig-
ure for a company that uses modern technology like ours. We’ve hired a certified 
expert, who has been coming in one day per month for the past year to guide us 
through the various stages of our progress. We also put a little money aside for par-
ties to celebrate our success from time to time!”

“and now, what are you going to do next?” ventures Ken.
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“We have identified three areas to work on this third year.” antoine counts 
them out on his fingers. “One—integrate the new It system across the company 
and with strategic suppliers and distributors. two—improve our ability to launch 
new products associated with high-quality local services. These will of course have 
a shorter time to market. Three—continue to improve our quality by using statis-
tical methods, since our business continues to grow and our customers’ require-
ments are changing more and more rapidly. training in these three areas started at 
the beginning of this year.”

to encourage questions from their visitors, the Jolly employees sit among 
them during lunch, which also makes them feel welcome. Questions flow freely, 
and the answers don’t mask the difficulties the company had faced and overcome. 

Georgette elbows her way to sit next to the It manager to get the real story 
about the evolution of their computer systems. She asks a series of questions with 
anxiety.

“Did you have to replace your entire ErP system? how did you get data into the 
Excel files? Is Excel interfaced to your ErP system? how did you justify the cost?” 

The It manager answers in a comforting tone, his small voice in contrast to 
the size of his round body. “Well, thanks to the education, we all gained the knowl-
edge to create the initial Excel spreadsheets to support the pilot. Then we could 
easily select and adopt the software that integrated directly into our ErP system. 
The cash that was freed up from the pilot was sufficient to fund the entire software 
investment.”

at the other end of the table, Lila brings héloïse’s attention to the diversity of 
the employees. In every job there are nearly as many women as men, and many of 
the workers are young people from a variety of ethnic backgrounds. Overhearing 
Lila’s remarks, the manager of human resources explains. 

“We had a great deal of difficulty finding qualified workers, particularly weld-
ers, which are critical for us. In addition, our company did not adequately rep-
resent the diversity in our country. So we entered into an agreement with a local 
employment agency to train women—former dressmakers—and at-risk young 
people, to become welders. It took a lot of patience and learning for us to over-
come our prejudices, and this extended to the people we were training as well. 
today, everyone is proud of our welders. One of the women has just been named 
production manager, after two years’ experience as one of our in-house trainers.”
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The beginning of the afternoon is devoted to a second visit to the sparkling 
clean shop floor, this time to examine the charts that the company uses to track 
problem resolution. returning to the meeting room, antoine shows the h. rami 
employees reports from Jolly’s latest DDS&OP and flow-management meetings. 
he gives an example to explain how the decisions were made, thanks to the feed-
back loop of recurrent problems discussed at the daily meeting, to the weekly 
flow-management meeting, to the monthly DDS&OP meeting.

at five o’clock, the h. rami employees find themselves back on the school bus, 
where they sit in silence. all of a sudden, Ivan’s powerful voice can be heard.

“now I understand why you made us come here in a school bus. Given every-
thing we still have to learn, I feel twenty years younger!” 

“What do you mean ‘everything we still have to learn’? We’ve already started 
to do a bunch of things, and not so badly. We’re just at the beginning, true, but 
now we can see where we’re going and how to get there. and, if others have gotten 
there, then we will, too.” This animated response comes from Eric. he is leaning 
forward in his seat at the back of the bus in order to be heard by Ivan, who is at the 
front. Suddenly, everyone has something to say.

“We too have a spotlessly clean shop floor, with clearly designated places for 
each of our tools,” says Jean. “and we have our own toolboxes now, as all wood-
workers traditionally have had.”

“Did you see?” Eric carries on, “They had several women working on their 
production line. Metal turners. Milling-machine operators. I never thought it pos-
sible. They had a woman there who does what I do in our shop. They called her 
the ‘buffer manager.’ after all, why not? She’s also responsible for making sure 
that their resources are being used correctly. Mind you,” he continues, grumbling, 
“since their machines never break down, and since their operators do 100 percent 
of their own self-checking, she has the time to follow everything …”

“Did you see their preventive-maintenance plans, and how well organized 
each of their workstations are? We absolutely need to copy that business of the 
tPP … tPM … t-I-don’t-know-what,” says bertrand with enthusiasm.

“tPM, for ‘total productive maintenance,’” Lila clarifies. “This brings together 
all the steps involved in improving the productivity of each workstation. The 
idea is to reduce the number of red activities and to improve the output of each 
machine. Ergonomic organization of the workstations and preventive mainte-

31
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nance to avoid breakdowns starting with bottlenecks, of course, both play a part in 
this. I’ve brought back some documents that their preventive-maintenance man-
ager insisted I give to your steering committee. here they are—I’ll explain them to 
you during our training sessions.”

“you saw the way they start production,” stammered Léon. “They don’t even 
have an internal production order. They seemed to be obsessed about buffers and 
net flow positions. I didn’t see any detailed future schedules for each department—
frozen or not. They simply used buffer status to determine which part to build 
next. Just imagine: no more production orders to confuse things … it’s paradise.”

“They don’t use production orders because they have so many more standard-
ized products than we do. and those guys almost never have anything missing,” 
Eric calls out from the back of the bus.

“yes, but that’s because their inventory is always up to date. That really helps,” 
yasmina replies, before Léon has a chance to say it. “and they also don’t lose time 
trying to follow actual production times. They use standardized production times 
for everything that they make. Did you notice that, Georgette?” 

“yes, yes,” retorts Georgette brusquely. “but they verify their standard pro-
duction time very frequently using the buffer-management run charts to iden-
tify outliers. and, as Eric said, they make way more standardized products than 
we do. and their company is much larger than ours. They do many things that we 
just can’t apply at h. rami, especially because of their short response lead times.”

“you also saw their huge order-follow-up board on the wall of the workshop,” 
says Jojo. “Every day, everyone knows exactly where each customer order stands. 
and, if the order is completed according to plan, it’s checked off the chart in green. 
If not, it is postponed—in red—until the next day. We need to do the same thing. 
yasmina, buy us some markers! Green, yellow, and red.”

“Were they calculating their buffers as we did it for the serious game?” Eric 
asks.

“yes, of course,” replies Lila. “as promised, I’ll give you an introduction to 
this demand driven methodology, which the Jolly company uses, during our two 
days of training. We will cover the alternatives involved in inventory management. 
have a look at these, and we’ll talk about it during training.” 

She takes a sheet from her red bag and hands it to Eric, who begins to read it 
at once. The atmosphere in the school bus grows calmer.
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“Lila, I think that everything that we’ve seen today confirms we are on the 
right path,” says héloïse. “We’ve already laid the first stones that will lead us to 
sustainable excellence—total-quality management, an easily adaptable workflow, 
team spirit … I’m summarizing things, of course.” 

héloïse is gesturing as though conducting an orchestra, and Lila smiles.
“yes. Continuous improvement is a journey, not a destination.”
Lila’s words bring a kind of pensiveness into the collective consciousness. 

héloïse suddenly notices that roger and Ken, sitting next to each other, haven’t 
said anything.

“What about you, Ken? Does any of this strike you as interesting?”
“yes. Extremely interesting. I know this ‘serious game’ you played at the fac-

tory last week. I competed in my university in China for the global challenge of 
the same game. but with the standard version—no buffers. Key to success seemed 
to be different too. I would like to play again, to compare if the company could 
be saved faster with these buffers. We had a SMED project in the game too, but 
I didn’t really understand SMED method. but now this is clearer. Jolly even asks 
suppliers to participate in order to get new ideas! Except, obviously, when they are 
very far away, like in China. …” Ken’s voice falters.

“but why do they call it SMED? Did you get that?” asks Georges, rubbing his 
bald head. 

“SMED means ‘single-minute exchange of dies,’” Ken explains carefully. 
“actually it is less than ten minutes, that is to say less than two digits, to change one 
set of tools for another.”

“to put it plainly,” says richard, “we have to eliminate as much red as possi-
ble, so that a change in setup doesn’t get us all worked up. Prioritizing by flow is 
very different.” 

 “and what about you, roger?” héloïse carries on. 
“What really surprised me,” answers roger, without hesitating, “was the coor-

dination between the design team and the production team to come up with prod-
ucts that are easy to produce and deliver. The products were designed at the same 
time as the manufacturing processes and their logistics requirements. Did you see 
how their buffer sizes changed for product introduction, product end-of-life, and 
their seasonal products? and they had even thought about how to facilitate main-
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tenance and after-sale service. That’s really impressive. but—” he blurts suddenly 
much louder “—they obviously have a supply chain manager who helps them with 
this stuff on an ongoing basis.”

“That’s true. So … is Thierry ambi coming back some day, or what?” ventures 
Louis.

he is seated directly behind héloïse, who glances worriedly at both Lila and 
hubert.

“I know where Thierry is,” answers Léon, this time without stuttering. “you 
can ask him yourself.” 

héloïse sits bolt upright in her seat. “What’s that, Léon? you know where  
he is?”

Léon shrinks into his seat, reddening. as conversations grow reanimated at 
the back of the bus, héloïse makes her way to him. yasmina, sitting by his side, 
speaks up.

“Well, yes. When you asked some of us if we knew what had become of 
Thierry’s son, we figured you were probably trying to find out what had hap-
pened to Thierry. Léon remembered that Thierry wife’s had family in Canada, 
not far from a long-time wood supplier. We phoned him, and he told us that he 
had seen Thierry only the week before, and if there was a message to pass on, he 
could do it, since Thierry and his son often went there to test out different kinds 
of wood. We said not to worry about it for the moment and then hung up. We 
wanted to talk to you first. norbert was also able to find some information about 
Thierry’s son through a cousin who did gymnastics with him. and rachid’s  
sister-in-law works in the big chemical factory in tours, and she thinks that 
it’s Thierry’s wife—a dark-haired woman—who has also worked there for about  
a year.”

Thierry ambi is still alive! héloïse can hardly conceal her emotions. She 
mumbles her thanks and returns to her seat, to transmit this news to Lila and 
hubert. Georgette swivels around like a weather vane, straining to follow their 
conversation, but the general hubbub in the bus prevents her.

The sky is darkening by the time the bus parks in the factory lot, and every-
one hastens to their own vehicles. héloïse watches the taillights of her employees’ 
cars grow fainter as they move into the evening. She gets into her own car with Lila 
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to drive her to the train station. With its night lights on against a starry sky, the h. 
rami factory looks more like a flying saucer than ever.

“They’re just incredible, all of them, don’t you think?” she says.
“Well, they’re certainly a resourceful bunch,” says Lila, laconic for once.

The next morning, as soon as she arrives, héloïse calls Léon to her office. he sits 
directly opposite her at the round table. héloïse takes a big breath and modulates 
her voice to speak gently.

“Léon, why didn’t you tell me before that you had the means to help us track 
down Thierry?” 

“but … but … because you never asked me!” answers Léon, doing his best not 
to stutter.

“So why did you decide to tell us now?”
“because Lila said that she only has a few days left here and that we need 

to take maximum advantage of her presence. I thought we’d need to replace her 
somehow. We won’t even come close to finishing all the essential improvements 
by the time she leaves us. I thought—everyone thought—that you would want to 
know where Thierry was. So, we were only trying to help you … I mean help the 
company.”

Encouraged by the captivated expression on héloïse’s face, Léon becomes 
quite talkative, and his stammer disappears altogether.

“We could guess that, no matter what, we were going to need someone to 
manage the supply chain—the way they do at Jolly. you run the company; you can’t 
do everything. Lila’s training sessions will be useful, but they won’t be enough. 
Supply chain management is a real profession, you know, you can’t just improvise. 
When I think of all of the ideas that Thierry had for improving the company! We 
could do just as well as Jolly. We could achieve excellence, I’m sure. We’re as smart 
as they are.”

rachid, who has not yet had his employee review, arrives as Léon leaves. 
he cautiously knocks before entering the room and waits for his boss to tell 
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him where he should sit. héloïse also asks him to tell her what he knows about 
Thierry’s son.

“When I heard from my colleagues that you were asking if anyone knew 
Thierry ambi’s son, I figured you might also like to know a thing or two about his 
wife. I’ve been waiting for this employee review to tell you directly, but I’ve known 
for a long time that Isabelle ambi worked in that big chemical laboratory in tours. 
We had doubts at first. We weren’t sure whether it was actually her. My wife’s sis-
ter has worked there for more than twenty years. Last March she noticed a dark-
haired woman had just started as a temporary worker in one of the labs. but it 
soon became pretty obvious that this woman knew a lot more about chemistry 
than a simple lab assistant would. 

“One day, just by chance, my sister-in-law found out that she’d been using her 
maiden name, Ouimet, and that her husband’s name was ambi. When she men-
tioned that, I immediately thought she must be our Thierry’s wife. ‘ambi’ isn’t a 
common name. I considered sharing this here, at work, but I wasn’t sure it would 
be appropriate. you’ll understand: I was afraid there’d be trouble with Jean-Marc. 
Later, when Thierry disappeared, we didn’t understand whether it was you who 
had gotten rid of him, or whether he left here on his own decision. So I didn’t say 
anything. you see?”

héloïse nods, disconcerted. rachid proudly carries on. “Then, last week, I 
asked my sister-in-law to speak to this woman, so we’d know for sure. My sister-
in-law is pretty fearless. She complimented her on the beadwork on her beautiful 
leather belt. So, Mrs. Ouimet—actually ambi—let it slip that her son had sent it to 
her from Canada. So, we knew, for sure, that it must be our Mrs. ambi.”

héloïse thanks him and begins his employee review. after he has left, she 
sends for norbert, who immediately sits on the metal chair and spontaneously 
begins to tell his tale about Thierry, taking care to choose his words precisely.

“When you asked me whether my son and Thierry ambi’s son were in the 
same class, I said no. but I asked my cousin, who is a director at the Gymnastics 
academy. he was able to verify that there indeed was a Constant ambi registered 
there, whose parents were named Thierry and Isabelle. This kid had repeated his 
eleventh grade and hadn’t come back for his final year. My cousin tells me that 
unfortunately he sees more and more kids these days who have experienced that 
kind of problem.”
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héloïse tries to conceal her impatience. “What problem, exactly?”
“Failing school. The future doesn’t seem to interest them at all.”
héloïse suddenly feels uncomfortable and decides to cut the interview short. 

She holds off until the end of the day and then phones Pierre. after listening to her 
summary, he expresses his admiration at the talent shown by the h. rami employ-
ees for detective work.

“The next time I’m doing an investigation, I’ll get them to lend me a hand,“ 
he jokes. “now we’re getting to the bottom of things. all we need to do is wait and 
see what transpires at your meeting with Christian Laurie and at mine with this 
former employee of Cuisilux. I’ve already made contact with him. We’re going 
to meet on Saturday night. Then I’ll drive straight back to bring you up to date. 
afterward, we’ll decide whether to contact Thierry directly or through his wife, 
and if Lila can help us. We’ll also decide whether I need to go back to working as 
a security guard at Cuisilux. but believe me, I wouldn’t be sorry to be done with 
that place.”
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the rest OF the week passes quickly for héloïse. On Thursday, a 
school holiday, she leads an all-day workshop at the conservatory. Late Friday 
morning, Christian Laurie will arrive for their meeting. She thought that her weekly 
music day would provide a break and allow her to relax a little in face of the accel-
eration of events, but this time it hasn’t worked. She spends the day thinking about 
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disturbing about her father’s death? Or is it anxiety before imminent crucial deci-
sions about the company?

after a long day at the conservatory, punctuated by students’ false notes, she 
comes home to find Thomas practicing a short piece for the piano.

 “you’re playing Debussy for a change?”
 “yes, I’m changing my repertoire. Makes me more multiskilled …”
 “you’re lucky you can relax like that,” héloïse sighs. “I’m at my wits’ end with 

all these changes at the factory, even though things are getting better every day. It’s 
like being in a beehive, with all the talk buzzing around. yesterday, no one could 
stop discussing the trip to Jolly and all the clever ideas they wanted to copy. at the 
same time, everyone seems more focused, more aware of the effectiveness of work-
ing in teams. Even Georgette!”

“Even Georgette…?” echoes Thomas, as he continues playing softly.
héloïse continues her train of thought. “Just imagine, I arranged a meeting 

with her and with Ivan, so we could go over our accounts receivable.” 
“accounts receivable…?”
“bills that our customers are due to pay us or even late to pay us. Lila was 

right. Georgette is behind on tracking these. as soon as she started to read the list 
of those still owing, I could tell she was embarrassed. I didn’t want to make it more 
difficult for her. I looked over to Ivan, who understood this right away. he asked 
her for the list and proposed to take care of it himself and report to her twice a 
month. In the meantime, he’s going to make some diplomatic phone calls to a few 
of our customers.”

“Ivan … diplomatic?” smiles Thomas, trying to follow what she was saying 
while squinting at the music.

“I know, it’s amazing. and if that doesn’t work, Georgette will take over in the 
accounts department and suspend their new orders. They both opened their cal-
endars at the same time to set up their next meeting. Georgette actually produced 
an authentic smile for the first time since … since ever! you know, she actually 
called me by my first name when she proposed we meet at the end of next week. 
We’ll go over the cash plan, which will be updated according to what Ivan has been 
able to find out. I’m sure that, between the two of them, cash flow problems will be 
resolved in no time at all!”
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“Sounds like your colleagues are starting to get in tune. Once they get there, 
you only have to sit back and enjoy the harmony. you could forget about them for 
a while and come play Debussy with me. Why don’t you pick up your cello? It’s 
right there …”

The next morning, Christian Laurie makes an entrance at h. rami in a large 
transport truck, since he wants to use the opportunity to deliver and collect some 
merchandise. he parks the truck in one of the loading docks and comes into the 
factory the back way. Eric, who had been told about the upcoming visit at the 
Monday morning general information meeting, meets him, and walks through 
the factory with him to reach “the boss’s office,” as he puts it. Christian’s arrival sur-
prises héloïse, who had expected it to be announced by yasmina in the usual way. 
She welcomes him to h. rami, and motions to one of the metal chairs that faces 
her imposing desk.

“you have a very nice factory, Ms. rami,” Christian begins. “very clean and 
tidy. you can tell that your workers are both efficient and motivated. Those two 
things go together, you know. People who feel comfortable in their workplace do 
good work.”

“Thank you. This is the first time that you’ve come to visit us, I think. and yet 
our companies have been doing business together for many years.”

“Well, yes, but, with all due respect to your late father, he and I didn’t really 
have the same definition of ‘partnership.’ but Pierre Chevalier led me to believe, 
during his visit, that you were thinking about our business relationship in, how 
shall I put this, in a more modern way?” 

héloïse takes a breath and starts smiling.
“I don’t know if it would be more modern, but I would like it to allow our 

companies to conquer new markets together. Especially exports. My father always 
wanted to do this, and hired Thierry to help him. I believe you knew Thierry?”

Christian nods. héloïse continues.
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“I don’t yet have a great deal of experience in partnerships between a manu-
facturer and its third-party logistics provider, but I’m counting on you to give me 
some excellent ideas.”

“you can count on me. I still have one or two things in mind that Thierry and 
I talked about. but it would be a great deal easier for me to talk to you about them 
on the shop floor, if you would allow me.”

“Certainly. Let’s go.”
héloïse leads Christian toward the shop floor. he is a head taller than she is, 

and twice her width. They walk directly to the end of the assembly line, to the ship-
ment area. Christian speaks first.

“Let’s start with this packaging you use for your standardized products. I rec-
ognize it. It’s made just the same as it was during our grandparents’ time—that is 
to say, very well, considering the material you are using.”

“Why do you say that? Is there another way of making it?”
“yes. I didn’t speak about it to your quality auditor, since he didn’t really 

seem involved with the logistics side of things, but Thierry knew all about it. 
It’s true that my company specializes in the transport and delivery of merchan-
dise: these are the very 3PL services that your company buys from us. but did 
you know that Laurie Europe is also a provider of 4PL services? That is to say, 
we’re involved in warehouse management, inventory management, order prepa-
ration, packaging, product-specific labeling, and personalized packaging as well. 
Obviously, we also assure complete follow-up and tracking of all the orders we 
ship.”

“I understand that you want us to increase the amount of business that we do 
with your company,” héloïse smiles. “how does the use of these 4PL services ben-
efit us?” 

“you will be able to meet your customers’ delivery deadlines more efficiently, 
as well as eliminating waste, or red activities—I understand you use that term, 
too—and therefore, it benefits both our companies. Let’s look at the people who 
do your packaging, for example. I’m sure that they are excellent woodworkers, but 
they certainly aren’t very good packagers—and no one should expect them to be.” 

Christian gestures to some men absorbed in their work. “Ever since I got here, 
they’ve been trying to wrap the same piece of furniture. So far, they’ve been at it 
about twice as long as my guys would have taken. Of course, my crew has the right 
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materials and tools for that sort of job, and do just that, all day long. Meanwhile 
your guys haven’t been doing what they do best—woodworking—nor solving any 
quality problems your customers complain about.”

This last remark stings héloïse and she stiffens as she replies, “Mr. Chevalier 
passed on the information about incomplete deliveries, and I thank you for that. 
We are taking steps to solve the problem so that it doesn’t happen again. roger, our 
total-quality manager, and Eric, our storeroom manager, will be meeting with us 
after lunch to bring you up to date.”

“Forgive me. I wasn’t trying to upset you. It’s our own fault. We didn’t pass that 
information on. but, if this consolidation of your order had been left to us instead 
of waiting until the parts arrived from here, there wouldn’t have been any miss-
ing pieces. Once the orders have been put together, my order pickers scan all the 
products to make sure that the orders are both complete and compliant. This bar-
code system is completely integrated into our warehouse-management system. 
This way, we can ensure that everything is tracked and complete. Order prepara-
tion is what my team does. happily, they do it quite well.”

“If I understand correctly, you think we should subcontract to you all of the 
activities that aren’t directly connected with our core business because you can do 
them better and for less money.” héloïse pauses. “Wouldn’t it be enough if we, at 
h. rami, got our own bar-code system?”

“It would be a good first step toward more effective communication. We’ll 
keep a record of your company’s bar codes, and incorporate it into in our own sys-
tem, to avoid having to reenter the codes. I think I understood in talking with Eric 
that you are moving toward a ‘lean’ system too.”

“yes. We’re moving quite quickly in that direction.”
“Good. Once you’ve reduced the amount of time it takes for a product to be 

assembled, you’ll be able to do what we call ‘backflush’—that is, you’ll be able to 
deduct the component parts of the finished product from your inventory—with 
just one scan. you can do this as the product—the completed furniture—comes off 
the line. There’s two red activities gone already. This will eliminate a lot of unneces-
sary data entry for both our companies, as well as getting rid of your need to man-
age and track a lot of work-in-process inventory. Then, perhaps, further down the 
road, you might think about letting us take over your inventory management and 
your packaging.”
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“but how will you know when to ship the products? and how will we know 
when to make them?”

“you’ll keep receiving the orders and invoicing for them, of course, but you’ll 
send them to us by EDI.”

at héloïse’s puzzled expression, Christian explains, “‘EDI’ stands for ‘elec-
tronic data interchange.’ It’s an information pipeline that transmits data between 
our computers.”

héloïse smiles. “a pipeline?”
“yes, in a way. This allows us to share information, preferably in real time, 

from a single, shared database. The inventory records will be at our company, since 
we already have the necessary computer systems there. and, if you’re prepared to 
dream a bit, imagine you sending us your sales forecasts and we manage the inven-
tory from there.”

“but our sales forecasts are not a very reliable reference. Especially in the 
Collectivité product line, which is the very one that you’d most likely manage for 
us. how would having the inventory records at your company benefit us or our 
customer?”

“Well, let’s really dream. Instead of managing an inaccurate forecast, we actu-
ally use a concept called ‘demand driven distribution requirements planning,’ or 
DDDrP, with other clients for whom we are the 4PL provider. We have a buffer of 
inventory in our distribution center that we manage in a very visual way using red, 
yellow, and green zones. The buffers are different sizes, based on lead time, aver-
age daily usage and variability. These buffers help us reduce the risk of stock outs 
and of obsolescence by indicating the necessary quantity of high-turnover items 
and slow movers to carry. It gives us an early warning system when demand pat-
terns change. you know—sort of like the gauges on your car. Watching these buf-
fers also helps plan the preparation capacity. The preparation of orders is a lot like 
assembling furniture: you need hands to do it. total demand ought to be relatively 
stable in this market, no?”

héloïse thinks about this for a moment or two. “yes. yes, I think so.”
“In that case, our preparation load to your customers wouldn’t vary very 

much at all, since they’re not really linked to the mix of items to prepare. On the 
other hand, to optimize the flow of goods between your factory and ours, we could 
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implement a kind of ‘pull’ system using what we call the ‘net flow position’1 that 
would launch your manufacturing orders from replenishment orders based on 
real consumption rather than a forecast. Each day, you will produce only what is 
really required in the distribution center. by prioritizing your production based 
on the status of the buffers, you will use your capacity to build those things that 
are actually selling—rather than building too much of the wrong inventory while 
at the same time having shortages on what is selling well because the forecast was 
wrong. The buffers also absorb the variations in demand. In this way, you will be 
able to free yourself from worries caused by forecast errors, or customers who 
change their orders, and you will be able to simplify your management system 
enormously. The real demand of your customers will drive the whole flow, from 
shipping to warehousing to manufacturing to procurement. The buffers dynam-
ically adjust based on real demand from the market. The best news is that we can 
do this even before you have mastered lean manufacturing.”

héloïse processes the idea for a moment and asks herself whether she fully 
understands something that seems so simple. 

“It’s like when my grandmother makes her popular apricot confiture. The  
confiture cooks best if she fills her big copper pot to the brim. She has a special 
cupboard in her pantry full of large and small jars, enough for the right amounts 
of confiture to be available, even though we consume it in an irregular fashion. 
The large jars especially are used very infrequently—mainly when she makes 
her nougat de tours cake or when the whole family gathers for Christmas. She 
replenishes the cupboard by filling the small number of the empty large jars first. 
She estimates how many she needs because she doesn’t want to keep the large jars 
for too long, as the confiture could go bad. after the large jars are filled, she emp-
ties the pot into the small jars with all that’s left over. We will eat all of them for 
sure before the next apricot season.”

“Exactly!” exclaims Christian. “That’s exactly how we will be able to guarantee 
the grouping of complete orders in compliant packaging according to your cus-
tomers’ configurations.”

“We’d still have to pack our products to send them to you.”

1  net flow position = inventory on hand + open orders – qualified demand (due today, past due, 
or qualified spikes)
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“yes, but simple returnable packaging would be sufficient. It pays for itself 
quickly, it’s more secure, and most importantly, it’s environmentally friendly. We 
could talk about our environmental management system and get ready for the ISO 
14001 certification. you can take it from me that it is always best to meet the stan-
dard ahead of time, rather than be forced into it later on. In any case, we can’t just 
keep drawing on our natural resources like this, especially if we’re just going to 
waste them.”

as they talk, héloïse and Christian make their way to the varnishing booth.
“Those small pieces of furniture that are being varnished are magnificent. 

What are they?”
“These are the first part of an order for some Dutch canal boats. The prototype 

was approved last week, fortunately with only a few minor modifications. Patrice 
and raymond will assemble them on-site tomorrow.”

“aren’t they the truck drivers?”
“yes. They’re drivers and installers, actually.”
“ah yes. I remember now. Thierry told me about this product line where you 

do the on-site installations yourselves.”
“yes, but Thierry must have been speaking about our line of furniture for 

exclusive boutiques. We also design, build, and install all the furniture in wood 
and metal for high-end boutiques, often working around or incorporating other 
things, like existing air conditioning or stereo systems. We also do simpler fittings 
for cruise ships and, now, for canal boats. but this is the first time we’ve had to go 
to a different country.”

Christian stares at the furniture and thinks about this for a moment or two. 
he turns to héloïse.

“Would you mind if we went back to your office? It’ll be easier to talk there.”
Once back in héloïse’s office, they both sit at the round table. Christian is the 

first to speak.
“I’m thinking of your driver-installers, Patrice and raymond. Isn’t it a 

shame—and expensive—when two professional high-end furniture installers 
spend the great majority of their time driving trucks? Since there are only two of 
them, if you get more orders like this—and I hope you do—you’re going to have 
trouble planning your deliveries.”
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héloïse bursts out laughing. “I can see what comes next. you’re going to offer 
to do these deliveries for us as well.”

Christian smiles broadly, and without embarrassment. “yes. We’ll develop a 
partnership. together, we will guarantee installation by your company’s people, 
who will arrive on-site, fresh and ready to work, as soon as we have delivered the 
furniture anywhere in Europe. They will do this without any missing parts and 
synchronized with the other trades who are fitting other materials at the site. your 
other woodworkers could take turns too. Few machine operators can resist the 
pleasure of definitively solving a problem when they’ve just seen the consequences 
at the customer’s site. The workers have a soft place in their heart for the customer. 
you must know that.”

“how would we coordinate that? how would we know where the material is 
and exactly when it would arrive?”

Christian throws his hands in the air. “Well, that’s easy enough to explain. 
It’s a little harder to put into practice, but it’s certainly worth thinking about. If 
we consolidate the orders for your customer, we will ship only when the order 
is complete, in one shipment. your merchandise remains entirely your property 
until it is delivered to your customer. but, for each transaction, from your factory 
to my warehouses, and then in my trucks to your customer, we’d be able to track 
everything in real time by scanning bar codes. This kind of tracking system can be 
accessed easily on the Internet and is secured with a password.”

“I can see the benefit, but I also see that it’s another tool my team needs to 
learn and use.”

“anyone who knows how to use the Internet can use this system, and it serves 
two purposes. you’ll be able to schedule the work for your teams much more reli-
ably, and you’ll know right away by text message or by e-mail if there is a risk of 
being late. Our tracking tools can manage all events by default. These are part of 
the DDDrP execution alerts.”

“Which means?”
“The system automatically verifies that no deadline is missed for either a 

stocked item or custom item, so that you meet the customer’s due date. you will 
have to follow up on much less information: only for the significant few items 
rather than the magnificent many.”
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Christian chuckles at his own joke. héloïse opens her notebook so that she 
can write some things down. he gives her plenty of time. 

“Obviously, my installers’ skills can be put to better use,” she murmurs as she 
writes. “and I could then more easily convince other workers to become multi-
skilled. I’d like to take part in some installations myself one day.”

“It would be more valuable for them than to drive a truck,” Christian says. 
“and it would allow h. rami to concentrate on what it does best, your core com-
petency: manufacturing high-end, professional furniture in wood and metal. 
Customers don’t want the hassle of coordinating their project sites with all kinds 
of different specialist tradespeople and transport companies. This is exactly the 
value proposition that Thierry and I had started to experiment with at Cuisilux. 
We were grouping together kitchen furniture and appliances.”

héloïse gasps imperceptibly. She makes a quick call to yasmina and then turns 
back to Christian.

“Why don’t we have lunch here. I’ve ordered some takeout to save time.”
“That’s a good idea. It’s Friday. I don’t want to get back too late and you know 

how traffic is. I’m going to see my father tonight. he’s gradually handing me the 
reins for all his multimodal European transport operations. That’s why I am sug-
gesting this kind of partnership. you were telling me about your ambitions to go 
into exports. you and I are in the same situation. Fate gave each of us our parent’s 
company. It is up to us to develop them.”

Lunch arrives, providing a brief distraction. While they eat, héloïse 
relaunches the conversation with feigned casualness.

“So, when was it exactly that you met Thierry?”
Christian leans back in his chair. “It was around four years ago, back in the 

days when I was still responsible for setting up the original computer system to 
manage distribution across all of my father’s delivery platforms. It was called DrP 
back then—‘distribution requirements planning.’ We had started consolidating 
shipments of Cuisilux kitchen furniture and appliances together at our distribu-
tion center in Épinal. Thierry was also working on another big project that he was 
going to tell us about, but then he disappeared suddenly. I had to step in a short 
time after he left, because the head of Cuisilux, this Mr. Fortichet, was refusing to 
settle a number of legal disputes lodged with his company. Even though Thierry 
had set up an impeccable system for managing the supply chain that enabled a sus-
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tainable strategic advantage, his former boss was negotiating for pennies like a rug 
salesman bargaining in a flea market. 

“Fortichet! I don’t know where he learned his management skills, but when 
you look into his eyes, you can see that he has nothing but contempt for every-
one and everything. Some CEOs who are not owners of their companies are even 
more possessive and afraid than CEOs who risk their own money in their busi-
nesses. Compensating for their lack of real power, probably. anyway, the whole 
thing fell apart, because there was no trust between Cuisilux and Laurie Europe. 
Partnerships can only work when the quality of human relations allows them to 
solve problems with their collective intelligence. as with all professions in the 
supply chain, intimidation doesn’t sit well with us.”

“and then?” asks héloïse, starting to eat her goat cheese quiche. 
“Then, when I took over the Orléans warehouse, that’s when I met Thierry 

again. It was around a year later, and he was working for your father. he wanted 
to implement the same process, the consolidation of furniture and other materials 
for your boutique product line. I agreed with the idea of course, but I quickly got 
the impression that your father wasn’t prepared to let him go ahead with it. When 
an idea hasn’t been fully accepted by an omnipotent boss, there’s no point in insist-
ing on it. you just have to bide your time and suffer in silence …”

héloïse passes a cup of coffee to Christian, taking care not to interrupt him. 
he finishes his quiche in two bites, picks up his coffee cup, and continues.

“Then, out of the blue, a year later, this Fortichet character contacts me 
directly about renting warehouse space in Orléans. I found this quite strange, so 
I met with him out of curiosity, and discovered he was really only interested in 
grilling me about the whereabouts of Thierry. he was accusing him of who knows 
what. Given our history, I didn’t trust him one bit. I said nothing at all, but then 
I warned Thierry. The poor guy seemed really rattled. a few weeks later, I heard 
about your father’s death and Thierry’s sudden departure. I didn’t follow through 
on Fortichet’s request, and have had no dealings with him since.”

Christian stopped speaking for a moment. he looks at héloïse with  
compassion.

“Look, I know the time since that night can’t have been easy for you. but, if 
you don’t mind my asking, do you intend to replace Thierry, or would you rather 
take over the supply chain side of things yourself? you’ll have to know a fair bit 
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about the computer software if you do. I can help you to find a good supply chain 
manager, if you’d like. There are two options to consider. More and more young 
people work in this field these days, now with excellent training. Or a person with 
experience in the other related functions can also be valuable, with additional 
training.”

héloïse answers him without taking the time to think. “Thierry took an 
extended leave for personal reasons. We’re going to get in touch with him again 
soon, to see whether he’ll be able to resume his duties, or whether we need to 
replace him. It’s obvious that your suggestions about going into a partnership 
together would be beneficial for the future of my company, and that we’ll need an 
experienced supply chain manager, properly trained in international best prac-
tices, to help us do this quickly and properly.” 

She stands up. “I suggest that you meet with my team leaders, so that you can 
bring them up to date on the way things are currently working. Do you think you 
could arrange a visit to your warehouse soon to show us how your management 
information system uses bar codes? I really don’t think we should wait too long 
before taking this first step in forming our partnership.”

“you can come and see us whenever you’d like. I’d be only too happy to host 
you. Partnerships are based on a foundation of mutual trust. as it’s been said, 
‘everything can be foreseen in a contract except the good faith of the parties 
involved.’”

“This quote reminds me of someone I know,” says héloïse with a smile.
“I don’t know whether it’s Thierry that you’re thinking of, but it would be in 

your best interests if he came back here to work for your company after his leave. 
he’s an excellent professional, who keeps himself up to date on the latest develop-
ments in the industry, even the ones that fall outside his area of expertise. he never 
lets himself get caught up in fashionable trends. he, at least, understood that the 
basis of supply chain management is to know precisely the size, diameter, and the 
flow of the ‘pipelines’ that connect suppliers to their customers. and he knows that 
their overall performance can be maximized by exploiting their unique capability 
to achieve better customer service than the competitors. Finally, he doesn’t ignore 
where to oil the links in the chain to prevent friction and protect the flow. We really 
need experts like Thierry, who can put their talents at the service of small- and 
medium-sized companies like yours that will bring jobs back to the countryside. 
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I’ve worked with large companies like Cuisilux for years, but not many of those 
large companies are hiring. actually, nowadays, it is quite the opposite.”

héloïse and Christian now join roger and Eric in the meeting room. When 
héloïse introduces him as “Mr. Laurie,” he interrupts.

“Call me Chris, like all my co-workers do. I think we’d all enjoy working 
together in a partnership of good faith, so why don’t we start right away?”

Eric speaks up making an excuse for the absence of Léon who is not at the  
factory that afternoon. “but, since both of us are becoming more and more  
multi skilled, I wrote down some of his questions, and I’ll let him know what the 
answers are.”

The meeting is a lively one, and they finish by drawing up a plan of action that 
would improve the efficiency of their delivery system from its current state. a date 
is set in the near future for héloïse to visit Laurie Europe, accompanied by Léon 
and Eric, so that they can discuss the next steps in the partnership. Everyone leaves 
for the weekend feeling that they have helped to make the chain more robust that 
connected both of their companies to the end customer.

héloïse grows more and more nervous as the weekend unfurls. She waits anx-
iously for word from Pierre about his meeting with the man who was recently fired 
from Cuisilux. She had left a summary of her meeting with Christian Laurie on 
his voicemail, but Pierre hasn’t called back. She guesses they probably won’t speak 
before their meeting on Sunday, after he returns from the vosges.

Thomas is preparing for his next tour, to the east coast of the united States. 
he will leave on Sunday morning for just over a month. héloïse spends part of her 
Saturday listening to him practice his pieces, but she has a hard time concentrat-
ing. That evening, she calls her grandmother.

“Mamy, I’m calling to give you some news about the company. you know, 
things are getting better and better. now, more than 27 percent of our employees 
are in favor of the changes. We’re climbing up and out of the ‘mourning curve,’ and 
improvements will be happening faster and faster.”
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“What is this ‘27 percent’ you speak of? and why are you talking to me about 
mourning? you’ve lost me.” 

“twenty-seven is the percentage after which a minority group will take action 
to change a situation,” héloïse explains, speaking more slowly. “Lila, the consul-
tant, explained this statistic to us the other day. I’ve done some thinking about it, 
and for sure at least five employees are now engines for improvement. The proof is 
that our key performance metrics are all pointing upward. Orders shipped with-
out quality defects are nearly 98 percent, and 85 percent of our orders are delivered 
on time. The customer-service metric for the Collectivité product line has even 
reached 90 percent since the beginning of the year. Only one order has been late. 
If our performance continues to improve like this, we’ll finally be able to dedicate 
some time and energy to prepare for the future. I’ve got lots of good ideas to build 
the business, and I’m eager to talk to you about them.”

“you poor dear, you’re simply bombarding me with numbers. I don’t know 
what to make of it all. how’s Thomas doing?”

“Thomas? he’s doing well. he says hello. he’s leaving for the States tomorrow. 
Why do you ask me like that?”

“are you two taking the time to see one another at all? because you know 
how important it is to spend time together. your time is like your music: It is your 
wealth. you mustn’t let anyone else decide for you what to do with it. as for busi-
ness and industry, well, that comes and goes.”

“but Mamy—” 
“Let me finish, please,” Geneviève interrupts sharply. “h. rami is a fine busi-

ness, and I’m proud of you for what you’ve done for it. but that’s all you ever talk 
about with me. and when will I see a great-grandchild? I don’t have much time 
left, my dear one. Think about that, and think about Thomas, too. he’s a very good 
man, and I think you should stick with him.”

after héloïse hangs up the phone, she paces back and forth for a few minutes. 
Then she approaches Thomas.

“are you going to be playing every day while you’re away? Or will you have 
some days off?”

“We’ll be playing for six nights a week for a little more than three weeks. Then 
we have three days off. after that, we have an audition in new york before we fly 
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back. It’s a nice tour. I’ll get to visit new york over the long weekend. Why do you 
ask? Would you like to join me?”

“Oh yes, I’d really like to. but I can’t. I just wanted to know.”
“When I get back, in the middle of March, I won’t be going away again, 

except for a few days, until the summer solstice. I’d like to play in that church in 
Chenonceaux again. how about you?”

“Me too, I’d like that a lot. I’ll have more free time then. no matter what hap-
pens, I will be there.” 

Finally, Sunday arrives. héloïse drives Thomas to the airport and then meets 
Pierre in his Paris apartment, early in the afternoon. he had been driving all night 
and has just arrived back from the vosges. he is making coffee when héloïse rings 
the doorbell. he shows her into his tiny place, apologizing for the chaos.

“This poor apartment has seen me do less and less housework since I retired. 
have a seat. We’ve got some work ahead of us. We have to look at all the ele-
ments and then decide our next step. I got your message about your meeting 
with Christian Laurie. It all dovetails quite nicely with what I learned from the 
ex-employee of Cuisilux, who in fact was the logistics manager hired to replace 
Thierry. and I found out some other things I wasn’t expecting.”

héloïse sits down, somewhat precariously, on a small art Deco–style cane 
chair, wedged between two piles of books and papers.

“Those papers are the police training courses that I’m working on. I wrote a 
dozen pages only last week. My time at Cuisilux wasn’t completely lost.”

“OK, Pierre, I’m listening. I want this whole thing wrapped up as soon as pos-
sible. I need to make some important decisions for the future of the company.”

“OK then. My former colleague at General Information has finally finished 
tracing the movements of the three ambis over the past five years”—héloïse lets 
out a sigh of relief—“with particular attention paid to the past twelve months.”

“Well, let’s hear it.”
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“Six years ago, the ambi family settled in the Mirecourt valley, in the vosges 
near Épinal, when Thierry started work at Cuisilux. his wife completed her doc-
torate in earth sciences over the course of the next three years, traveling back and 
forth to the henri Poincaré research lab at the university of nancy. her thesis 
was entitled ‘Increasing the natural Durability of Wood using Environmentally 
Friendly Methods.’ her work was undertaken confidentially, given the patent 
applications that would no doubt be filed when it was finished. She received spe-
cial accolades for her work, which incorporated a number of the ancestral tech-
niques of the First nations people of Canada.”

Pierre glances at héloïse and continues. “two years later, their son, Constant, 
switched high schools to repeat eleventh grade, even though he had already 
repeated tenth. according to his teachers, he never did any work at all and showed 
troubling signs of severe apathy. his parents put him into a smaller school so he 
could be monitored better. Shortly after finishing her doctorate, Isabelle ambi 
began working as a consultant at Cuisilux. She invoiced Cuisilux over several 
months, until December—which was when Thierry ambi quit the company. 
Cuisilux never paid that last invoice. 

“The whole family moved, almost overnight, from the vosges to touraine. as 
you know, the h. rami company hired Thierry ambi at the beginning of January 
last year, shortly after he met your father at a trade show. about three months 
later, his wife started working as a temporary employee in a large chemical factory 
in tours. barely a month later, in april, she was hired there permanently, under 
her maiden name, Ouimet. In early July she took time off to go to Canada with 
her son. her husband didn’t join them there until the end of the month. They all 
landed in Montreal and hadn’t spent more than a few days together before Isabelle 
came back to France alone at the beginning of august. She hasn’t lived at home 
since that date, even though they kept the house in tours. We’ve been able to con-
firm that electricity consumption at the house fell to nearly nothing from the day 
after your father died. That can’t be coincidence.”

héloïse’s expression grows clouded. “Let’s consider the positives. The whole 
family is alive and, apparently, safe. but they’re still in hiding. What did you man-
age to find out about the fellow who replaced Thierry at Cuisilux?”

“Contradictory information. The day after Thierry’s departure, Fortichet offi-
cially told his management team that Thierry had been dismissed for ‘professional 
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incompetence.’ nonetheless, he asked them to carry on using Thierry’s working 
methods. he also claimed that Thierry had been on the verge of firing half his 
staff, and that he, Fortichet, had opposed this. Considering Thierry’s management 
methods and the positive results that the team had had, his colleagues found this 
claim implausible. They also noted that Isabelle had been let go the same day that 
Thierry had packed up and left his office in only twenty minutes, as though he had 
committed something so serious he had to exit in a hurry. Some colleagues tried to 
call him, but Thierry had already canceled his phone line—”

“and Thierry’s replacement, why was he fired?” héloïse interrupts.
“Officially for ‘professional failure,’ but really because he refused to ‘put the 

screws on’ his colleagues, to use Fortichet’s elegant expression. That is to say, to 
push them to their limits, until they choose to resign. In fact, he thought that 
Fortichet was about to ‘blow a gasket,’ as he put it, under pressure from his own 
boss. Fortichet spent his life flying around on planes and had absolutely no idea 
what was happening on the ground. also because he saw treachery everywhere, 
he manipulated people, one after another, so that he could reign by terror. This all 
seems plausible to me.”

“What’s incredible in all this is that the Cuisilux management puts up with 
such practices. Do they feel morally exempt? but it still doesn’t explain why 
Fortichet grilled Christian Laurie three months later to try and find the where-
abouts of Thierry.”

“Patience,” says Pierre. “Let’s see what else we have. We also know that Thierry 
had been to Lineo, and was ready to order one thousand clips to attach the chan-
nels for fiberoptic cable, without Léon’s knowledge. but he never placed the order. 
and we know that your varnish supplier is impatiently waiting for authorization 
to start manufacturing a product that will keep common woods from rotting, but 
which poses serious environmental risks. That’s probably the key to the whole 
mystery, right there.”

héloïse picks up the thread. “We also know that Isabelle gathers mushrooms 
in the forest on the weekend and that Thierry and his son now live in Quebec, near 
one of our longtime wood suppliers, at whose place he conducts tests. but, more 
importantly, we know that Fortichet left traces of his blood in ‘the coop,’ probably 
on the night my father died, since Jean-Marc told me he saw a big car with vosges 
license plates parked wildly in the employee parking lot …”
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She rises quickly from her chair, almost knocking over a pile of papers. Pierre 
takes her coffee cup, and then motions to her to sit back down.

“at this stage in the investigation, I’m ready to suggest some hypotheses to 
you, but there’s one thing that’s still bothering me.”

“What?”
“I’ve never spoken to you about this, but when your mother first contacted 

me about helping you, she said some very negative things about Thierry ambi. 
She made me think that he was some sort of schemer who was exercising a nega-
tive influence over your father. I think that we should touch base with your mother 
before we try to contact Thierry.”

“you know what, hubert doesn’t like Thierry either, probably because he’d 
heard that Thierry’s former employer was threatening legal action against him,” 
héloïse adds. “to think that I found him rather absent-minded when I met him 
last summer! There was something going on … but why didn’t he tell me anything? 
you’re right. I must speak to my mother. I dread what we might learn about what 
happened before the crash that killed my father.”

Pierre gets up to reheat the coffee. “Do you know if Lila ever managed to con-
tact Isabelle?”

“There’s nothing to be done there. I have the sense that she doesn’t want to. 
She takes her confidentiality agreements very seriously, and that’s probably what’s 
stopping her. In any case, she’s on vacation next week, and I don’t want to bother 
her.”

“We’ll need to speak to Thierry in person, once we’ve gathered the last bits of 
evidence. now we know where to contact him, and where to find his wife. Who 
should contact them, you or me? you decide.”

héloïse hesitates for a moment or two. “I’ve another idea. I’ll ask my part-
ner, Thomas, to meet him. he’s in the united States, or at least he will be in several 
hours. If he agrees to help us, he’d easily be able to get to Montreal after the first 
three weeks of his tour. Maybe Thierry can meet with him there.”

Surprised at this suggestion, Pierre looks at héloïse intently for a moment. he 
clears his throat.

“Pardon me for saying so, héloïse, but it’s not always a good idea to mix a 
partner up in this type of thing. and even so, does he know enough of the details? 
What will you tell give him as an objective for the meeting?” 
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“none at all. Thomas doesn’t think that way. he’s an artist. he understands 
things intuitively. no need to explain, he hears the harmonies. he’ll know what’s 
going on inside Thierry once he’s seen him. Then we’ll decide what to do.”

The next day, héloïse phones Thomas to propose the mission. he agrees right 
away, just as she thought. In fact, he seems delighted to take an active part in the 
finale of the whole affair. he notes the wood supplier’s phone number and books 
his ticket for Montreal. all héloïse needs to do now is wait a month. Pierre, for 
his part, has decided to carry on working as a night watchman at Cuisilux after 
his two-week holiday, until héloïse has a chance to question her mother and 
hubert, and Thomas meets with Thierry. If their resulting discussions incriminate 
Geoffroy Fortichet in any way, he will be right there to interrogate him.

héloïse gets back to work, feeling calmer. With future events thus scheduled, 
she can now devote her energy wholeheartedly to the present. The next four weeks 
at the factory will be much too filled with events to leave any time for reflection.

Ken is now working part-time at the factory. he will be moving to full-time in the 
middle of July, once he passes his final university exams. héloïse has asked Léon 
to supervise Ken and to arrange the younger man’s training. Léon wants to explain 
the entire workflow to him, so that Ken can familiarize himself with the big picture 
and the interactions before he starts learning the particulars of each individual job.

Since the day after the visit to the Jolly factory, Léon has thought it would be 
best to put Ken in charge of the daily stand-up meeting. This way, he would be able 
to learn the goals and the constraints of detailed scheduling. Ken has become quite 
good at meticulously recording the status of the orders that are due to arrive and 
the orders that are waiting at the bottleneck, skillfully juggling the different col-
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ored markers yasmina has entrusted to him. he is now the champion of making 
sure that the bottleneck is appropriately fed thanks to the visibility of the buffer 
board. to formalize the zones, he replaces the half-erased grid lines for each day 
with black adhesive tape. 

The first Monday morning, the general information meeting, chaired by 
héloïse, runs into the lunch break because Léon has suggested that all the work 
clothes should be the same color.

“a common uniform makes it visually clear that we work in a company where, 
whatever our job, we all help each other serve the customers,” Léon explains with 
conviction and without his usual stutter. “This will reduce by more than half the 
number of clothing items to manage and, therefore, will reduce the ‘red’ as well. 
also, since it’s me who manages the uniforms, and it’s nearly time for us to renew 
the contract …”

“Just don’t choose the color red!” someone jokes from the back of the room.
“Well, if it’s not red, it’s green,” says another, and there is a ripple of laughter.
“Forest green,” suggests héloïse enthusiastically. “Does everyone like that?”
Murmurs of approval run through the room, but are quickly met by grum-

blings from some men wearing blue. héloïse realizes at once that she has gone  
too fast. She therefore tells Léon to bring in samples in different colors, to give 
them a chance to think about it further. She also proposes that everyone imag-
ine an h. rami logo for the uniforms. as for Eric, he’s only too happy to get rid 
of his gray smock.

The next Monday, in héloïse’s’ absence, Ivan and hubert chair the meeting. They 
give the updates on the backlog for each product line. The orders are coming in 
steadily, and more than last year require on-site installations.

hubert says, “I regret to say that we probably won’t have the same sales figures 
that we once had in the Catamer product line. Even if our product quality improves 
considerably, it’s a difficult market right now, especially in France. We want to focus 
our efforts on fine furniture that needs to be installed by us at more complex build-
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ing sites. remember the installation we did for that ready-to-wear luxury cloth-
ing boutique in Deauville? The one that was like the interior of a yacht? Pierre 
Chevalier went to visit them six months ago, in October. They really appreciated 
being approached and recommended us to a similar store in Saint Malo. The Saint 
Malo store has just asked me for an estimate. This time, we’ll have a higher profit 
margin, I promise you. now let’s talk about exports. I’ll hand the floor over to Ivan.”

Ivan is wearing his business suit and a multicolored silk tie that perfectly 
matches his socks. Philippe moves to touch the cloth of his jacket and lets out a 
small whistle. “That’s some beautiful cloth.”

Ivan brushes him away with a laugh and begins to speak. “Our customer is 
quite happy with the first series of interior fittings for his canal boats. Patrice and 
raymond came back from holland last night and will confirm the dimensions for 
the next series tomorrow. The customer, who specializes in offering a wide range 
of leisure activities, talked to them about developing a plan for horse-drawn car-
avans. It seems there’s a trend these days in northern Europe for traveling along 
the banks of the canals and sleeping in caravans. The customer wants a proposal 
on some very practical fittings for the interiors of his caravans, which we would 
need to install on-site. It’s good news for us, but it means that soon raymond and 
Patrice won’t be enough. We’ll tell you more once we’ve presented the quotation, 
but it’s possible that we’ll be asking for volunteers to go and pick tulips in holland 
this spring.”

“Say, Ivan. Don’t you think we should find another name for those products? 
Something other than ‘Catamer.’ how about calling them ‘Cataeau’ from now on?” 
says Eric.

“‘Catamer’ looks too much like catastrophe,” agrees yasmina. “I can’t help 
thinking about it whenever I mention this product line to a prospect.”

“The fact is we were never too far from catastrophe with this product line,” 
muses hubert. “Product names are important. They give logic and value to the 
business plan. They should be easily understood by everyone—staff as well as  
customers.”

“What about ‘Croisière’? asks Georgette. “They’re all about pleasure cruises 
on the sea, on the canals, on the rivers … why not cruise down the nile? Just think 
of it!”

“and why not in swimming pools?” chuckles richard.
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“That’s not as ridiculous as you might think,” says Ivan, his booming voice 
interrupting the laughter. “More and more of our orders are for smaller, more spe-
cific lots of product. We don’t quite have to make things one at a time yet, but we’re 
close. In the old days, we’d refuse jobs like these, with the excuse that they weren’t 
profitable. but now that we’re becoming much more flexible, thanks to multiskill-
ing, the rOI can be much higher. We’ll need to stay creative, and that’ll be a chal-
lenge for everyone, especially when our workload falls below our capacity, which 
will happen from time to time. Finally, let’s remember that quality product is its 
own best advertisement.”

The proposition to rename the ‘Catamer’ product line ‘Croisière’ is adopted, 
pending héloïse’s approval. 

returning to the coatroom, richard proudly opens his locker under 
bertrand’s blasé gaze. “yeah, well we’ve all seen your smutty pin-up—hey, look! 
you’ve made her a nice green paper swimsuit.”

“yep,” responds richard, “you’ve got it. and, since I used a sticky note to fash-
ion her bikini, she can change colors very quickly. very SMED, don’t you think?”

as soon as héloïse returns, roger requests that they finish his annual employee 
review. héloïse listens closely as roger speaks in a determined voice.

“now that I’ve visited Jolly, and thanks to the training and this serious game, 
I’ve made up my mind: I don’t want to be supervisor of the workshop—‘Mr. 
bossy’ as some people say—anymore. For more than a week now, we’ve been hav-
ing a daily stand-up meeting. Ken helps us balance our workload every morn-
ing so that everyone knows what they need to do for the day. no one needs to go 
hunting around for missing parts for incomplete orders anymore, since we now 
only release complete orders in the workshop. as a result, the equivalent of at 
least one extra person can do something ‘green’ instead. and finally I can concen-
trate on making improvements to the workstations. It’s true, you know: now that 
everyone can see everything, they don’t have to ask me where things stand, and 
missing parts have no place to hide.” The idea of a part with nowhere to hide since 
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work in process is now so low, makes them both smile. “and, as for keeping track 
of production times, Georgette said we needn’t worry about them for any of our 
standardized parts or products, provided that we verify them from time to time. 
The operators are doing this on their own. We can trust them. They don’t need 
me for that any more. My time is best spent helping the operators and our sup-
pliers solve quality problems, meet due dates, and source new biodegradable or 
reusable packaging materials. I should also work with richard to help him sim-
plify the setup process on the machines while he’s doing preventive maintenance. 
Since there are almost no serious breakdowns anymore, we have some time to 
think about these things. We will also have more time to make the flow of new 
products go more smoothly.”

“What would your job title be, then?”
“‘total-quality, methods, and maintenance manager.’ That would suit me,  

provided that I’m involved with all of the company’s industrial and logistics  
operations. I’d also like to install some of our most complex products at our cus-
tomer’s sites—like I did with your father for our boutique product line, at that 
shop in Deauville. The customer confirmed to Mr. Chevalier that he was satisfied, 
but we used a lot of resources to be effective, and we overran our quotation by a lot. 
It wasn’t really very efficient after all. If we want to make this product line profit-
able, I will need to simplify the assembly process with standardized parts and opti-
mize the shipment of the sub-assemblies.” 

roger gazes into the air for a few moments, as though he were watching an 
enjoyable movie about his professional future. 

Then he continues, “but, for now, I’d like to take a ‘train-the-trainer’ type of 
course, to learn how to better explain things to my colleagues. I’ve never studied 
how to teach before. I’ve always been better at solving technical problems than 
explaining processes.”

“Would you like to take a course like they did at the Jolly company, a three-day 
course with practical exercises and role-playing games?”

“yes. I’ve talked with Martin and Louis about it too. They’re very experienced 
at what they do, and they’d like to know how to transmit their knowledge to oth-
ers. Martin is getting ready to retire, and Louis has always dreamed of mentor-
ing apprentices. he may not speak much, but he knows his stuff. his father was a 
journey man who toured France after his apprenticeship.”
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héloïse agrees to his proposal and suggests he set himself new goals that 
would be aligned with his new role. They will review the evolution of this role 
together, to adapt his goals as things progress.

“I’m going to ask Lila on tuesday how we can organize this train-the-trainer 
course as soon as possible. For three people, I don’t know whether we should do it 
in-house or in a public session nor what the cost will be. We’ll talk about this again 
during our meeting about the training plan. how would you like to tell your col-
leagues about your new position?”

“What about during next Monday’s general information meeting? I’ll redraw 
the organization chart between now and then.”

roger shakes héloïse’s hand as he leaves, and héloïse wonders, once again, 
what he does to keep his t-shirts so white.

The interview with roger gives héloïse courage and a renewed sense of pur-
pose. She waits until the day after Lila’s new training session—which falls on  
February 29 no less—to call Georgette into her office. She takes on a confidential 
tone, which makes the accountant lean forward to hear her.

“tell me, frankly, what are your thoughts after this second training session?” 
“I admit I was a little skeptical during the first training session, when I saw we 

were going to play that computer game. I didn’t really see how it was connected 
with our problems here. but since our visit to Jolly, I can see much better how to 
implement good ideas here. The training session will help us define a more realis-
tic action plan.”

“What do you think about dedicating a part of our training budget so that 
we could go beyond these initial steps and learn how to build a real business plan 
together?”

Georgette thinks about this for a moment. “We have already started to see a 
return on our investment for the actions initiated by Lila. We only have to wait and 
see how much overall productivity has improved since the reorganization. If I look 
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at our standardized products—that is to say, most of our products—I can see an 
improvement of more than 30 percent.”

“how did you arrive at that figure?” asks héloïse, astounded.
“I did a comparison between the price of products and what it cost us to man-

ufacture these same products, taking into account materials, labor, and other vari-
able expenses. I did this calculation for two different months that had been more 
or less the same in terms of product mix. This first set of figures was taken from 
the month before the reorganization. now compare them with this month’s fig-
ures. It’s amazing.” 

héloïse leans over to study Georgette’s calculations. “and what do you think 
caused this remarkable improvement?”

“That’s the amazing thing!” exclaims Georgette. “The figures for actual pro-
duction times for each of our product lines haven’t shown any significant improve-
ment in efficiency. On the other hand, our losses due to poor quality are now only 
a third of what they once were. The machines don’t break down anymore, or stand 
idle because there isn’t any work to do. Since the workers have been moving around 
less, we’ve been able to achieve more production with the same number of workers.”

“and this, in spite of all the time we’ve been spending in training sessions, 
improvement meetings, and planning meetings?”

Georgette nods. ”If we continue along these lines, and if we achieve the quota-
tions for our nonstandard products—and, of course, if our sales figures stay up—
we should be able to reach an operating profit of more than 15 percent of revenue 
at the end of the year. It’s been a long time since I saw anything like that. With a 
gain like this, we’ll surely be able to finance additional days of training. We could 
also finance certification training for individual people—Léon and Ken, for exam-
ple—to increase the value of their know-how.”

héloïse holds Georgette’s gaze for a moment and concludes with a big smile, 
“So, if I understand you, humanism and profits are compatible after all.”

Georgette smiles back at héloïse but asks, “What do you mean by ‘humanism’?”
“humanism dates back to the European renaissance. It’s a philosophy that 

puts the idea of human fulfillment at the center of everything, including politics 
and economics. humanism seeks to uplift and free all people through the sharing 
of knowledge.”
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Georgette muses, “It’s true that ever since we’ve been able to take initiatives in 
an atmosphere of equality and trust, we haven’t feared the future as much. We’re 
much more courageous all of a sudden, and the company is becoming more prof-
itable. We could even create jobs around here and contribute to the blossoming of 
humanity locally. It’s a real change in thinking.”

Their interview ends on a pleasant note. as she leaves, Georgette promises to 
bring her list of personal goals up to date, with the idea that the accounting depart-
ment could support continuous improvement. 

héloïse can’t resist the pleasure of immediately phoning Lila to tell her the 
good news. 

Lila responds drily, “Some accountants think they run the company, just 
because they do the accounts—like headlights that think they’re driving the car. 
I’m glad that you were able to remind Georgette that profitability for a business is 
like oxygen for a person. We breathe to live, not live to breathe.”2

“you know she was my father’s right hand. I don’t think it’s a good idea for 
a boss to make a favorite of someone whose job overlaps his own responsibil-
ities without clarifying the overlap to everyone else. This ‘divide and conquer’ 
approach loses the advantages of a team working in pursuit of a common goal. 
before Georgette, my mother was my father’s right-hand person, and that didn’t 
end well. Then it was hubert, who later felt ousted by Thierry. I prefer the idea of 
a chamber orchestra, made up of first-rate musicians, equal in their responsibil-
ities, even though some of them may be excellent soloists. as for the conductor’s 
responsibility, it appears a contradiction: when there, the conductor hardly seems 
necessary. yet when not there, the orchestra can’t find its harmony.”

“Good bosses breathe life into their businesses. They know best what needs 
to be done, just as their employees know best how to do it,” replies Lila. “When it’s 
been explained to a mason that the bricks will build the wall of a temple, he or she 
puts more heart into their work.”

She is about to end the conversation when héloïse adds, “yes—about that. 
you’re coming next week for the third and final training session. If I remember 
correctly, that leaves us only a half-day more. Could we use that the week after? 

2   Sylvain Darnil and Mathieu Le roux, 80 hommes pour changer le monde : entreprendre pour la 
planète (80 People to Change the World: Be in Business for the Planet).
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I’d like to get your advice then about what my next steps should be. I will lead the 
work to finish the skills and competitiveness plan myself, as I’ve started to get a 
strong sense of our training needs for the next two years. I think we’ll be able to 
manage the after-Lila.”

The fourth week finally arrives. héloïse hasn’t had any news from Thomas. She 
knows he will call at the end of the weekend to tell her about his mission. She goes 
to the station to pick up Lila, who is arriving on the earliest train as she will have to 
leave before lunchtime. In the car, héloïse brings her up to date on the latest news 
about Thierry. 

“I don’t even know whether it’ll be possible for him to come back and work 
for us, but I intend to ask him. I don’t think this would cause problems for any of 
my employees. I thought hubert had hostile feelings toward Thierry, but recently 
he admitted to me he was really just upset that my father spent all his time with 
Thierry and abandoned his customers. Ever since he took the training session with 
you and the visit to the Jolly factory, hubert has understood what Thierry was try-
ing to do and regrets that he didn’t do more to encourage my father to give Thierry 
greater autonomy.”

They park in the employee parking lot, something that surprises Lila. héloïse 
explains she had decided to reserve the entire parking area in front of the entrance 
for visitors. all the employees now park in the same lot, and, since they know each 
other’s cars by sight, it is easy to tell when someone is absent. The two women walk 
through the shop floor, greeting the operators along the way and then stop for a 
few minutes in front of the buffer board. It has a few orders in the red zone, and 
this immediately catches Lila’s eye. 

She asks, “have you managed to hold a flow-management meeting every 
week?”

“yes. It takes place every Thursday, for an hour from two o’clock sharp. Eric 
and roger usually do their best to chair them, and no one wants to miss this meet-
ing anymore, since it’s been proven how useful and efficient it is. We have become 
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a lot more coordinated amongst ourselves, and the customer-service performance 
metric has gone up to 85 percent. but we haven’t yet managed to get past this fig-
ure.” She points to the board. “as soon as we have a prototype to make, we lose 
5 percent. I go to every other meeting now, to help them, but my presence there 
doesn’t mean very much, since most of the time it is too late for me to provide the 
resources.”

“So what are you going to do about it?”
“We’ll need to start holding monthly S&OP meetings again and call them 

DDS&OP to coordinate our sales and operations plans as we keep an eye on our 
buffer performance. I don’t really feel capable of leading them. It’ll be better after 
I’ve had some training, but better still when we once again have a supply chain 
manager who can work the process between the meetings, prepare the figures, and 
present different scenarios.”

héloïse walks into her office, followed by Lila, whom she invites to have a seat 
at the round table. She has written down some points she wants to cover. 

“I’d like to ask your advice about finishing the training plan for the next two 
years. but first I’ve asked hubert and Ivan to update our long-term sales forecasts 
and to come and present them to us.”

héloïse phones hubert. yasmina brings coffee, and hubert comes in just as 
she is leaving. 

“hello ladies,” he says, smiling. he is clearly happy to be handing out copies of 
his spreadsheet and begins talking about it before he even sits down.

“here is what will likely happen with the sales figures for each one of our 
three product lines, both in France and abroad. First, there will be a decrease in 
the revenue of the old Catamer line of about 20 percent. That will be compensated 
for by an increase in orders starting next year for our new Croisière line, which is 
replacing Catamer. This increase will allow us a more stable profit margin, since 
we will have absorbed the costs associated with poor quality at the beginning of 
this year. The sales forecasts for the Collectivité line will remain the same, but our 
profit margins will increase this year, and even more so next year, if our partner-
ship with Laurie Europe takes shape. Finally, there will be an increase in sales in 
our boutique line. We will have a slim margin here. I’m still worried about pro-
ductivity that is lost when there’s difficulty in reading the architect’s plans and the 
frequent changes that are made once we’ve started production. Overall, I predict 
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a potential increase in our sales figures of up to 10 percent this year and 25 per-
cent next year. Obviously, this is an optimistic forecast, which assumes that we will 
deliver according to the customer expectations in each of the product lines—not 
that there is much of an option these days. but even a pessimistic forecast suggests 
a 15 percent increase for next year. It’s going to happen quickly, and we won’t be 
able to cope simply by hiring temporary workers.”

“For our margins to follow or even exceed these predictions, we will need to 
adapt our skills,” héloïse adds, looking to Lila for approval. “Service levels in each 
of our product lines must be reached by focusing on flow. Everyone on the team 
will need to be vigilant.”

“and what skills are you going to need?” Lila prods.
“First of all, I’m going to need someone with sales skills to replace me once I’ve 

completely retired,” answered hubert. “Ivan will be covering both the European 
and export markets with yasmina, who will learn to increasingly anticipate and 
manage the customers’ needs. She’s very gifted, but if we want her to make even 
more progress in this area, we’ll need to train her and, ultimately, find someone to 
replace her at the reception desk.”

“So, at least this time h. rami will be looking for a receptionist without first 
getting rid of the previous one,” héloïse jokes. “What I’m more worried about is this 
increase in orders that need to be installed on-site. If we send our woodworkers out 
to do the installations, we won’t have enough people left here. It’s very hard to find 
skilled woodworkers nowadays. What’s more, we’ll have to hire a real designer now 
to draw up the plans. roger is very good at drawing them freehand, but he’s going to 
have to learn to use something more formal—some kind of software.” 

Lila nods. “yes, some sort of CaD—computer-aided design—program.”
héloïse continues to explain her vision. “a CaD program will help us com-

municate better with our customers’ architects. I have been told that we’ll prob-
ably be looking at a year’s worth of training, once we’ve bought the necessary 
equipment. I don’t think we can wait that long.”

“Why don’t we send the metalworkers to do the installations?” Lila asks. “The 
drivers who are doing them now weren’t all woodworkers in the beginning.”

“no, they weren’t. but I don’t think it’ll be any easier to recruit replacement 
metalworkers than woodworkers. In the first place, our partnership with Laurie 
Europe will allow the shift from time used for transporting into time used for 
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installing by our current two drivers. This will increase our capacity by the equiv-
alent of one woodworker, which will align with hubert’s pessimistic forecast.  
but it won’t be sufficient if, as we hope, his optimistic forecast happens. yet I think 
we have a realistic sales plan.”

Lila looks at hubert and héloïse in silence for a moment or two, then says, 
“There’s another option. I didn’t get a chance to speak to you about it last week. 
Ken came to see me after the training session. he offered to accompany me to the 
train station.”

“really?” héloïse is surprised.
“yes. apparently he’s been analyzing your supplies of metal components as 

well as the ones that you make here in the factory. he has a suggestion but doesn’t 
dare approach you. he has become very close to Ivan, who took such good care 
of him after the accident. he’s afraid of being misunderstood, and he also doesn’t 
want to put Ivan in an awkward position with his colleagues.”

“What’s it about?” asks héloïse, even more curious.
“he asked some of his relatives in China to get quotations for those kind of 

components. he says he could purchase them for half the price it costs you to pro-
duce them—transport included.”

hubert jumps up from his chair, furious. “has he also thought about firing the 
metalworkers?”

“hubert, wait a moment,” interrupts héloïse. “If we retrain the metalwork-
ers to be installers and then charge much more for their services than before, and 
if we’re able to buy the components for half-price at the same time, we’ll be able 
to increase our profit that much quicker. That will get us out of debt faster, and 
we will be able to raise the salaries of workers who have broadened their range of 
skills. I think this tactic would in fact secure the jobs we are creating.”

hubert sits back down. “Well, I have to admit that this whole economic- 
globalization business is beyond me.”

“you mustn’t take this too badly,” answers Lila, “but I think there’s one person 
working here who doesn’t feel the least bit overwhelmed by how things are evolv-
ing, and that’s Ken. I actually missed my train while listening to him talk the other 
day. he maintains that commercial activities have always been the best alternative 
to war and that sharing wealth among all peoples is a utopia that represents the 
grandeur of what it means to be human. he’s obviously smart enough to know that 
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it’s a difficult topic to raise with people who are afraid of losing their jobs and with 
those who are supposed to represent them in defending their interests.” 

“Obviously,” chorus héloïse and hubert.
“We’ll simply have to take a closer look at the figures. The favorably low prices 

of components bought in rapidly growing countries are often only smokescreens 
that hide important costs in other budget lines—for example, the price of plane 
tickets for managers who prefer the company of flight attendants to that of their 
staff. We absolutely must think in terms of the total cost of acquisition and owner-
ship as well as how this would increase our reaction time when customers are 
demanding more variety with shorter delivery times.” Lila becomes more ani-
mated and emphasizes, “not to mention what cash would be required to support 
the necessary inventory or how fragile the supply chain would be without it. a 
buyer who understands the logic of the global supply chain and who knows how 
to negotiate durable partnerships would be a real trump card for you. I think that 
Ken would be capable of this if he takes some internationally recognized certifi-
cation courses.”

hubert, who looks a little perplexed, starts to take his leave. Lila holds him 
back for a moment.

“Let me tell you both: just so you know, you have just gone through part of the 
content of a standard S&OP meeting, and you have addressed certain points that 
are worthy of holding a further meeting to work out a strategic plan.” 

hubert turns to Lila with his usual good-natured expression. “being a sales-
man through and through, I’ve always understood the importance of the S&OP 
process. We just need to plan them so that either Ivan or I will be available.”

he takes his leave, and héloïse turns to face Lila. “all of these are fascinating 
questions. I am starting to see how a successful company CEO can play a concrete 
role in the local economy.” 

“It all depends on the values that drive them,” says Lila. “Some use their power 
to spread fairness around them. Others are just happy to play their own game. you 
see just about everything in business, as you would in other sectors, I suppose.” 

héloïse reaches for a pencil. “What sort of training would you suggest I take 
to learn more about all of these … let’s say, ‘global’ questions? I certainly don’t want 
to become a specialist, but I do want to know how to broaden my vision when it 
comes to the interactions between our company, its markets, and its environment.”
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“First, like all your employees, you need to take a course to learn the vocabu-
lary of international business. and then, as a CEO, you need to understand how to 
identify and solve systemic problems in a way that sustainably benefits your com-
pany. you can take the certification course to help you assess your understanding 
while you continue to work. also this way you will manage by example.” 

“Thank you. I’ll finish the training plan and discuss it at the management- 
team meeting,” héloïse continues. “I need some advice about updating my perfor-
mance metrics for steering the company. I want to see those things that will really 
work as levers in making progress, assuring the future of the company. and not 
only from a financial point of view. I also want to be able to measure the contribu-
tion we make to the sustainable development of our region—or at least make sure 
we’re not polluting the environment.”

Lila gives a small satisfied laugh, and reaches into her red bag.
“to choose the relevant metrics, you first need to define your strategy and 

decide on levers of action that will allow you to pursue it. Therefore, I’d suggest 
you get started on a comprehensive diagnostic, led by an expert who will formalize 
how to start things off. We can’t figure out how to get somewhere, or even decide 
where we’re going in any realistic way, until we know where we’re starting from. 
The diagnostic will guide you through the next steps and help you solve those 
problems that you and your colleagues haven’t been able to solve alone. you’ll see: 
since the company is already well on its way in the areas of training and continu-
ous improvement, there will be less and less that still needs to be done.”

héloïse readily agrees to this idea. 
Lila continues, “In the meantime, you can keep on using the ‘throughput 

time ratio’ that I put in place to identify the non-value-added time that could be 
removed while your organization stabilizes. you mustn’t forget to reconfirm your 
figures on a regular basis. For example, your progress toward your OtIF goal3 is 
going to depend on your decision to externalize the distribution of certain prod-
ucts of yours—something which I suggest that you do, by the way.”

héloïse’s eyes widen. 
“My O-what goal?” 

3  OtIF = On time In Full. This refers to the number (or percentage) of orders that are delivered 
complete, and on or before the agreed-upon deadline.
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all of a sudden, there is a quick knock at the door and yasmina puts her head 
in without waiting for an answer. 

“Excuse me, ladies, but Pierre Chevalier is on the line. he is not far from here, 
and he’d like to know whether you can meet with him. he has some important 
things to tell you.”

“tell him to come. We’ll be waiting for him.”
Looking over the papers while Lila makes further explanations, héloïse 

can no longer concentrate. She goes to request fresh coffee for Pierre. Finally he 
arrives, somewhat disheveled after his journey.

“hello, ladies. I drove all night so that I could be here in person to tell you the 
news this morning: Geoffroy Fortichet has just been fired!”

“Let me guess: it happened in just twenty minutes,” says Lila, beaming.
“Exactly. yesterday morning, a big car from the Cuisilux head office in Paris 

arrived at the factory. two guys in dark suits got out. around twenty minutes later, 
Geoffroy Fortichet was led out of the building and taken to his car by these same 
two men, a little box of personal belongings under his arm. he started his car and 
drove off, alone.”

“how did the employees react?”
“They were just as shocked as they were by the other firings that had hap-

pened in the same way, but this time they spoke openly about it. I spent the day 
getting more information from them about the ambis. tongues were loosened. 
Then, last night, I resigned from the security company. They already had a replace-
ment available, so they didn’t hold me back.”

“So what did the employees tell you?” asks héloïse with impatience.
“They confirmed that Thierry had always been loyal to the company. but 

Fortichet broke the contract with his wife, Isabelle, once he’d found out the basic for-
mula for making this anti-biodegradation substance, and he refused to pay what he 
owed her. he pretended that the project had fallen behind. but everyone knew that 
the delays were due to Fortichet’s procrastination in signing for the investments that 
she needed to develop the formula. What Fortichet didn’t understand is that, at this 
stage of the development of new products, Thierry’s skills as a supply chain manager 
were indispensable in getting the project off the ground. The Cuisilux board of direc-
tors hesitated to underwrite patent costs that they have to wait for several months to 
profit from—until a chemical company filed the same patents, and obtained exclu-
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sive permission to exploit the formula. now if Cuisilux wants to use this product, it 
will have to buy it at the same price that its competitors pay.”

“I bet that was the big laboratory in tours,” exclaims héloïse.
“Probably. In any case, Fortichet grew more and more nervous once Thierry was 

gone. he lost all credibility with his subordinates, while he also made them live in 
fear for their jobs, and ultimately the project was aborted. Without the appropriate 
supply chain in place, even the best product cannot make it to the customer. he also 
lost the trust of the board of directors, to the point where they’ve just now fired him. 
however, it turns out professional incompetence was definitely the case this time.”

“I’ll have to tell Thomas about it before he leaves for Montreal this weekend. 
This is certainly good news for Thierry,” says héloïse.

“as for me,” says Lila, starting to gather her things, “I’d better get going, or I’ll 
miss my train.”

“Would you like me to drive you?” asks Pierre. “I have to get back to Paris.”
“OK. In fact, I’ve got a flight to catch at Orly. you can drop me off on the way. 

Goodbye, héloïse. I hope we get the chance to work together again soon. Don’t 
hesitate to call me if you need.”

“Of course. and I’ll keep you up to date on how things evolve here. I already 
need you to recommend a trainer for my trainers.”

héloïse walks to the parking lot with Pierre and Lila.
“Thomas and I are giving a concert at the end of June. you are both invited. I 

hope you can make it.”
héloïse leans into the window on Pierre’s side of the car and says to Lila with 

a wink, “I authorize you to discuss confidential information about the business. 
There are no secrets between us anymore. have a good trip!”

She watches as they drive off down the road and then quickly walks back to 
her office to phone Thomas. he is just waking up.

The car is barely out of the parking lot when Pierre begins to speak.
“I’ll bet you don’t have many consulting projects like this one.”
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“I don’t, actually. This one has been especially interesting and fruitful. It’s rare 
to be able to intervene in supply chain management so thoroughly, even though I 
only concentrated on the internal supply chain here. It’s also rare for the head of a 
company to understand that there’s no single, ready-made recipe for continuous 
improvement. you have to have the basic principles in mind and then know how 
to improvise and take advantage of the circumstances.”

“Why do you think she’s caught on so quickly?”
“It’s no doubt because of her personality. but also, since she didn’t know any-

thing at the beginning, she didn’t have anything to unlearn. This made it easier for 
me to challenge her. and because she knew that she didn’t know anything, she was 
able to learn quickly. It’s the ideal state of mind to make progress.”

“I recall reading something along those lines in a book about education. It was 
about the intersection between awareness and skills, if I recall correctly.”

“yes. There’s a model that takes four states of awareness into account: uncon-
scious incompetence, conscious incompetence, conscious competence, and 
unconscious competence. It explains that, in order to be able to learn, you need to 
be humble enough to hoist yourself from the first to the second state of being—”

“and, if you want to teach, you need to be curious enough to go from the 
fourth state back to the third. I remember it now. It was in reading this book that 
I finally understood why I had never been able to find the reliable connection 
between language and truth.”

“What did you discover?”
“The question of congruence. you know this fundamental notion, I guess: so 

few people actually practice what they preach. but more than 90 percent of com-
munication between people doesn’t happen through words. you can see, hear, or 
even feel the truth even before you can articulate or understand it.”

Lila turns to look at Pierre’s profile, amused. “you really should continue 
working for businesses. you’re a real chameleon, and theories interest you just as 
much as their practical application. you’d make a good consultant.”

“Why not?” Pierre smiles. “but first I’ll have to teach my courses at the police 
academy.” he stops to pay the toll for the highway to Paris and then quickly accel-
erates again.

“So tell me. you knew Thierry personally. Do you think he’d be prepared to go 
back to work for h. rami?”
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Lila gives this some thought. “Well, he doesn’t have anything more to fear 
from this Fortichet fellow, and his wife now has a good job in tours. I think he’d 
be quite happy to come back. If he just disappeared like that, without resigning, 
it’s probably because he was hoping to return. Maybe he never said anything to 
héloïse to protect her.”

“That’s also my hypothesis. but do you think the job of logistics manager—
ah, excuse me, supply chain manager—will interest him even though he was about 
to become CEO of the company? héloïse no longer wants to give up her position. 
She’s really caught up in the game now.”

Lila smiles. “I know Thierry and, just like me, what interests him the most is 
the ability to do his job within the rules of its art. With a boss like héloïse, he’ll be 
able to improve the entire supply chain and really contribute to the maturity of the 
company, moving from the integration of different departments to the collabora-
tion between all the departments. When the head of a company is able to delegate 
in a systematic way—that is, when she realizes that the interactions between parts 
are just as important as the parts themselves—then being supply chain manager 
is a fantastic job. Especially in a business of this size, once everyone has forgotten 
about the ‘silos’ model that made them, at best, powerless and, at worst, enemies. a 
supply chain manager can motivate the management team to go with the flow and 
to transform the supply chains into levers to implement the company’s strategy.”

“We’ll know Thierry’s intentions once Thomas has met him,” nods Pierre. “I’d 
love to be a little Quebecois mouse with big ears in the corner of the room where 
they’ll meet!”

no one, not even héloïse, would ever find out what exactly Thomas and Thierry 
talked about that Sunday in an overcrowded tavern in downtown Montreal. 
Thomas, with his eye for detail, simply says with a laugh, “We were both wearing 
the same cap and when we got up to leave, we didn’t know which one belonged to 
whom.” Then, hearing héloïse’s frustrated sigh, he adds, “Listen, he’s a good guy. 
his intentions were positive, they always were, but he found himself caught in a 
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trap. he did what he could to get his family out and to limit the damage to the h. 
rami company. he only ever really dreamed of one thing: he wanted to contrib-
ute to the growth and development of small- and medium-sized companies like 
yours. he never wanted to spend his career in a big box of a company that steam-
rolls individual people. I told him that everyone, starting with you, would be abso-
lutely delighted to welcome him back to his old job at h. rami. I was right to say 
so, wasn’t I?”

héloïse sees no point in questioning Thierry further on his return to France. 
She simply explains that she has decided to continue directing the business, and 
that she is no longer offering him the position of CEO but that of supply chain man-
ager, with complete autonomy to build a global supply chain. This supply chain 
would have to support an ambitious strategy to grow the company internationally. 

Thierry gets right back to work as soon as he arrives, to the great delight of 
all his colleagues. It is as though his year of absence were nothing more than an 
extended vacation. From then on, everyone in the company proves to have more 
interest in the challenges that lay ahead than the drama and intrigue of the past. 

a few weeks later, on the twenty-first of June, the day of the summer solstice, 
Pierre and Lila meet again, at the concert in Chenonceaux. It is organized by the 
h. rami company, following an open-house afternoon that allows the employees 
to have their families visit their workplace. 

In turn, each employee, wearing the new forest-green uniform, takes charge 
of a group of visitors and leads them through the workshop. Some of the operators 
have polished the saws and the punching machines, as if the machines were com-
peting with each other. They rev the motors and show off their skills and dexterity 
by making small wood or metal items for the children.

héloïse has also invited other people who had contributed, however indi-
rectly, to the success of the company: the banker, the mayor of the village, and 
the manager of the temp agency. afterward, everyone heads to the concert in the 
church of the village near the factory.
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Geneviève makes the journey from Paris, chauffeured by Pierre. She is happy 
to see him again after so many years. She listens avidly to his account of the cir-
cumstances surrounding the death of her son-in-law and of the drama that the 
ambi family had secretly endured for more than a year.

Knowing that she will be making the trip in a sports car, she covers her hair 
with a silk scarf and dons sunglasses that are reminiscent of her days as a glamorous 
and celebrated singer. Pierre, utterly charmed, is delighted to answer her questions. 

“Can you tell me why Thierry’s wife came back to tours alone from Canada, if 
she was still afraid that this no-good Fortichet fellow would find them?”

“Isabelle left Cuisilux in a hurry. She didn’t have her formulas with her. here 
in France, she could do certain tests—that’s why she went to gather mushrooms 
in the amboise forest. however, she wasn’t able to perform the critical ones. She 
couldn’t risk performing those tests in a French laboratory, for fear of informa-
tion being leaked, so Thierry did them in Canada. She wanted her formula to be 
completely ready before she tried to convince the laboratory in tours of its effec-
tiveness. having the anti-biodegradation formula approved by the lab in tours 
was, for the ambis, the only way to get rid of the threats posed by Fortichet. also, 
Isabelle wanted to get the return on the investment she had made developing this 
formula during her doctorate. She started working for the lab as a temp, so that she 
would have an opportunity to meet their head of research. Thanks to her work on 
the formula, she now has an interesting job there.” 

“My goodness, this Thierry was very brave not to leave with her immediately 
after henri died!”

“yes. I think so too. he wanted to finish his computer-system installation 
and to pass essential information on to héloïse, so that your company wouldn’t 
be left in total disarray. he put his family on the plane the day of your son-in-law 
henri’s funeral. he had also hoped to return here much sooner, but testing the 
formula in Canada took a long time, and he also had to look after his son, who 
needed support.”

“and to think of all those rumors that suggested he thought so little of henri! It 
just proves that we shouldn’t prejudge people. and wasn’t it wonderful of Thomas 
to go to Canada and convince him to come back? I’m so happy that my grand-
daughter has found such a loving and intelligent companion. What I wouldn’t give 
to marry a man like him if I were her age. a real man, not just muscles. When 
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I think of the way some young people support one another these days, it really 
shows evolution. It’s no longer a woman who should stand by her man. Men and 
women should stand together, to support humankind.”

“but Geneviève, there have always been real men who have had strong minds 
as well as strong hearts.” Pierre glances at Geneviève, who meets his gaze with a 
winning expression.

“you’re right. but not all men have goodwill—look at this Fortichet, for  
example.”

“In more than thirty years as a police officer, I regret to say I’ve seen many 
everyday crimes like the ones that Fortichet committed—crimes generated by a 
lack of respect for others, with the criminal not even aware of it. Fortichet went 
to the best universities, but the problem is with those seemingly educated people 
who ‘know everything,’ and nothing else. Educating the heart of a human being is 
the hardest thing of all, don’t you agree?”

“you need to start young. very young indeed, and demonstrate a real benev-
olence. That’s the secret of success in life. It’s taken me more than eighty years to 
dare state the obvious out loud: ‘There are only two precious things in the world. 
The first is love, and the second, quite far behind, is intelligence.’”4

héloïse, wearing a large straw hat, welcomes her grandmother effusively when 
Pierre helps her from his car, and introduces her to Thierry and to Ken, as well 
as Lila and the factory’s newest employees. The long-standing employees, along 
with their spouses and children, gather to greet Geneviève. héloïse watches as her 
grandmother shakes hands and says a few words to everyone and then accompa-
nies her to the church, to a seat in the front row—the comfortable armchair had 
been brought there by hubert and Ivan especially for her. as héloïse is getting 
ready to join Thomas and Thierry, who were busy setting up the piano and the 
cello, Geneviève tugs her skirt sharply.

“I didn’t have the time to tell you, but I also wasn’t able to get in touch with 
your mother early enough to invite her. She’d only just got back from her trip to 
Spain, and now she’s left again for a health spa. She sends everyone her warm 
regards. I know you had your doubts, but I can assure you that she approves of 
your decision to give Thierry his job back, now as the supply chain manager, as 

4 From Gaston berger, a French philosopher and psychologist.
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you call it. She disliked him because she thought your father wanted to simply 
hand the business over to him. She felt this would be unfair to you. but that’s all in 
the past now. We’re both very happy that you’ll continue running the business and 
teaching music as well. With the impressive team you have now, there’s no need to 
tie yourself in knots. Things will work out.” 

Lila takes advantage of the few minutes remaining before the concert starts 
and approaches Thierry.

“Well! Many things have happened to you since I saw you last at the demand 
driven certification class.”

“yes. but there are some adventures I could have done without,” Thierry sighs.
“What on earth did you do to this Fortichet fellow to have it end with you two 

fighting in ‘the coop’?”
“I supported that disagreeable lout for all those years, until I became aware of 

how dishonest he really was. The last straw was when he refused to pay Isabelle. 
When we left his company, we thought that h. rami should profit from Isabelle’s 
discovery—especially because henri had proposed that I gradually take over 
the company. after a few months, Fortichet realized that he needed me and the  
supply chain partnerships I had formed in order to exploit her invention and 
introduce the product to the marketplace. he used suppliers like Christian Laurie 
to track me down and finally found me at h. rami. 

“That night, he snuck into the factory through the employee parking lot and 
immediately spotted ‘the coop’ as he made his way to henri’s office. henri and I 
were just celebrating the completion of work on the prototype for a revolutionary 
garden table. When he realized that I wasn’t going to collaborate with him at any 
price, he threatened henri rami with a lawsuit—”

“a lawsuit?!”
“—and when he realized that henri refused to be intimidated by that, he drew 

a gun.”
“a gun?!”
“yes. This kind of guy doesn’t like it when people don’t comply. he asked me to 

send Jean-Marc Gridy away, who took off without being asked twice, and forced us 
to open ‘the coop.’ Fortichet saw Isabelle’s varnish—the one that makes inexpen-
sive wood effectively imperishable. he also spotted the fiberoptic cable that was 
embedded in the table.”
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“Then what did you do?”
“I distracted Fortichet by showing him how we ran the fiberoptics through 

channels attached with clips to small solar lights. We had wanted to do this at 
Cuisilux for outdoor dining furniture. I managed to disarm him while he was 
examining the prototype and then punched him in the face. his nose was bleed-
ing, and when I dragged him to his car he was yelling and swearing vengeance. 
That evening, I emptied ‘the coop,’ revolver and all, and threw everything into the 
Loire. you do understand that, after having done this, I felt it would be best to leave 
the country.”

“Of course.” 
as for henri, he was in quite a state, but he still wanted to rush to join héloïse 

and Thomas at their concert. I should never have let him drive …” 
Thierry sighs before he concludes, “héloïse just wants to put all that behind 

her. ‘today is the first day of the rest of our lives,’ as she always says. She feels she 
honors his memory by creating a working environment where everyone wants to 
participate. We have the future before us to build this together.”

“tell me, what happened with your son?”
“between Isabelle’s studies and her efforts to find a good job with interest-

ing responsibilities and my submission to Fortichet’s ludicrous demands, it was 
Constant who suffered. he deadened his mind with video games while Isabelle 
and I intoxicated ourselves with work. but I understand now what went wrong, 
and we’re taking better care of him. Our time in Canada helped the two of us 
restore our equilibrium, and now all three of us are doing much better. héloïse has 
allowed me to work just four days a week the whole of next year, so that I can help 
Constant prepare for high school graduation. It also helps the company to pay me 
only four-fifths of my salary until the improvement in financial results permits us 
to spend more money on labor. as for my Constant, he is determined to work hard 
now to prepare for his future.”

Lila smiles and nods. “and you also have some interesting challenges to face 
now at h. rami. you must link the whole external supply chain with your internal 
operating model. Then you will have to formalize many things in order to stream-
line the whole demand driven process and replace the Excel spreadsheets with 
an integrated computer system. as most of the strategic inventory buffers are in 
place, it will not be too difficult to link them to your DDS&OP process. The output 
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will adjust the necessary parameters based on the desired scenarios. The overall 
financial results are still a long way from what they could be when h. rami leads 
its niche.”

Thierry nods. “now that it is so easy to work with Georgette, we are setting 
realistic, incremental goals for service levels for each product line, starting where 
we get the best and fastest return. It’s true, a great deal remains to be done inter-
nally. Thanks to the basic cleanup and to the new layout of the shop floor, and 
thanks to the initial buffers you established, the foundations are solid. now we 
need to train everyone on the full methodology, redesign the flows given our cur-
rent product mix, and connect distribution.”

“you know, I didn’t invent anything. I just took some good business prac-
tices—some that have been well known for a long time and some that are innova-
tions—and put them in people’s hands. Once people start speaking ‘flow’ instead 
of speaking ‘cost,’ it becomes easy for them to use the magic words: ‘customer,’ 
‘relevance,’ ‘visibility,’ ‘simplicity,’ ‘autonomy,’ and ‘training.’ In general, if you 
are careful at the very beginning, when you first plant the seeds of continuous 
improvement, the rest will take care of itself.”

Thierry laughs at her modest response. “The proof that you’ve done good 
work, though,” he jokes, “is when everyone says that demand driven supply chain 
management is easy. They’ve understood, above all, that a supply chain can be 
a real catalyst when it comes to implementing a realistic and effective strategy. 
héloïse was smart enough to name competent new people to her board of direc-
tors. They’ve supported her in developing a strategic plan that involves a part-
nership with an architectural firm. Innovation will become our competitive 
advantage. We’ll be able to create new jobs!”

“and you, what is your role in all of that?” asks Lila with enthusiasm.
“Me? I’ll be working with our new It partner who will give us the basic ErP 

we need with a fully compliant demand driven MrP engine and capability to con-
nect directly with our distributor Laurie Europe and our strategic suppliers. I’ll 
soon continue my demand driven education and hopefully pass the leader certi-
fication exam so I’ll know how demand driven affects all the functional areas of 
the company. This October, I’ll also be able to listen to and question international 
instructors and experts at the world conference. héloïse and I will continue to 
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share responsibilities, keep on course with our business strategy, and develop the 
rest of the management team. you’ll see us again soon.” 

“While your head is wrapped up in strategy, be sure that you keep your feet 
on the pallets.5 and be careful not to fall headlong into that famous It pota-
to-masher!”

Lila and Thierry both burst out laughing at this inside joke they had shared 
as students. They start to walk slowly toward the church, following the group that 
was already gathering there. Lila discreetly points to Ken. 

“Don’t you think that young man represents opportunity for the business? 
With him on your side, h. rami can now hope to get over its fear of globalization 
before its competition does and seize its potential new markets.”

Thierry waves at Ken. “I agree completely. I’ve already made contact with 
a few international universities to recruit some of their best students. I want h. 
rami’s employees to get involved in what’s going on in the wider world, to avoid 
thinking they are the center of it. but what about you, Lila? Where do your inter-
national ambitions lie?”

Lila hesitates before answering, as though she were afraid of seeming immod-
est in revealing her secret idea of utopia.

“I have spent twenty years working for all kinds of different companies trying 
to teach people to fish rather than just giving them a fish. now I want to introduce 
the demand driven adaptive schema to boards of directors so they can under-
stand the impact of their decisions on operations, as well as the opportunities they 
can now exploit when operations develop new capabilities.” her voice grows more 
excited. “I dream of seeing business plans that are truly useful and that are aligned 
from top managers to workers and vice versa. Like most best practices, PDCa 
applies to business plans and strategy as much as it applies to the shop floor. at the 
end of the day, I want to help make the world a better place.”

“you’ll need to become a board member, then,” Thierry says.
“yes. I’d really like that,” says Lila, dreamily. “Working with business leaders. 

taking risks in order to implement ethical supply chains around the world that go 

5  From Laurent Grégoire, French expert in logistics and supply chain management and founder 
of the Logistics Commission of aFnOr and the Chairmanship in Logistics at CnaM 
(Conservatoire national des arts et Métiers de Paris).
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through our beautiful countryside. Contributing to economies that can be more 
generous because they are more powerful and balanced, so they can respect the 
individual’s right to the dignity of working—that is my utopia.”

They nod to one another in harmony and follow the last of the arrivals into the 
church. They join Isabelle, who is seated next to Ken.

In memory of her father, héloïse has decided to play the same Schubert piece 
she had played the previous year. She and Thomas give a particularly harmonious 
interpretation that evening. The acoustics in the church give the music a sacred 
character and evoke emotions that connect the listeners in an almost magical way.

after the concert, the mayor and other guests join the employees and their 
families in congratulating the musicians. They all gather in front of the church, 
toasting to their bright future with drinks served on trestle tables borrowed from 
the town hall. The deliciously fruity vouvray contributes to the joyful atmosphere.

The light still glows on this, the longest day of the year. Its orange and yellow  
rays gild the tuffeau stone walls through the canopy of peaceful chestnut trees 
that shelter and adorn the village square. This year the summer solstice links 
these people and their village to a bright future. 
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